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The sound of aloudspeaker is ultimately determined by the quality
and consistency of its component parts. At Polk Audio, unique

drivers and crossovers are used to achieve acoherent, seamless and
balanced musical presentation. For an explanation of how we use
these parts to make superior sounding products, please Contact
Mark Suskind.
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abrief period during which Ihave no listening
room, followed by alonger one while Iget

Mr. Holt regrets

used to the sound of the new listening room.

Some readers may have noticed that my con-

Then you'll start seeing more of me again. But

tributions to Stereophile have diminished in

how long it will be before Ican start cranking
out the quantities of inspired hackwork Iwas

recent months. Perhaps you've wondered if
The Old Man (Guru, Old Fart) is being phased

doing previously is up to such non-audio

out by the new philistines who value sound-

unpredictables as T-cells, genetics, and the

staging and detail over the real reasons for high

whims of the Almighty.

fidelity. Perhaps you may have wondered if
JGH, after 26 years of running off at the type-

Despite my recently launched video newsletter, Iam not planning to pull out of Stereo-

writer (and the word processor), is running out

phile. My affection for its staffers—the most

of steam. Maybe you have speculated that the
others. It's almost certain none of you has

delightful bunch of kooks Ihave ever known—
goes far beyond such muncianities as loyalty,
habit, and reasonably decent pay. Besides,

guessed what's really been going on here at
Stereopbile.

there is much that Imust do before Ishuffle off
this mortal inductor. Imust try and persuade

What's going on here is family problems. My
wife left me in 1983 and moved with our two

our young whippersnapper editor that fidel-

old creative juices are drying up along with the

children to Boulder, CO. She is now seri-

ity means realism, Imust pursue the growing
suspicion that today's sophisticated (pardon

ously—probably terminally—ill, and for that
and other reasons Iwon't go into, Ihave

the vulgarity) horn loudspeakers may have
much of value to offer high-enders, and Imust

decided to leave Santa Fe and move to Boulder.

continue beating the drum for my (perverted?)
view that if aconvincing soundstage is worth

The rituals and processes involved in doing this
have occupied much of my time, which is why
Ihave been doing relatively little listening and
even less writing. Even audio takes aback seat
when your family is in trouble.
My work output, and therefore my profile
in Stereophile, will probably diminish further
before it increases. When Imove, there will be
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here is an old hi-fi joke that goes thus:
First audiophile: "I hear Joe died."
Second audiophile: "I didn't know that.

What did he have?"
First audiophile: "Oh, Marantz, Linn, Krell,
Vandersteen."
This, was in effect, the information gleaned

entries, each being owned by 0.6% or more of
the magazine's readers. (Another 89 brands
were mentioned between 10 and 24 times, and
444 brands were mentioned between one and
9times.) Regarding the reliability of the data,
we received just over 9000 forms from
Stereopbile's approximately 45,000 readers. Of

returned last summer. Question 18 on the form,

those 9000, the answers to Question 18 from
8250 forms, involving 50,168 individual com-

which was published last June, asked readers

ponents, were entered into adatabase by the

from Stereopbile's readership survey forms

to list their components and rate each one on

hardworking team of Laurie Evans, Anne Pea-

the following basis: "Yes, Iwould buy again,"

cocke, and Wendy Feldman through the

"Maybe, Idon't have an opinion," and "No, not

months of October and November 1988. (They
would have liked to have entered the data from

if you paid me." We had hoped that an analysis of the results, when summed, would give
indicators concerning the reliability of each
brand. Unfortunately, however, it became apparent that reliability was only one of the factors taken into consideration by readers when
deciding upon arating. The "Reliability Survey" aspect of the analysis, which we had
hoped to publish in this issue, therefore had to
be aborted.
All was not lost, however, as the statistics

all the forms, but they ran out of time, even
given an extended deadline for this article.)
However, Iam sure that we have included the
information from asufficiently wide sample
of the magazine's readers to be confident about
the trustworthiness of the data.
The final column on the right probably requires some comment. The figure quoted is the
percentage of those mentioning the brand who
said that they would buy it again. You might

concerning how many people owned how

well ask why Ididn't just subtract the percent-

many of each brand still proved fascinating.
Instead of looking at reliability, we have, in

age of those who would not buy again from

effect, examined in great detail the subject of

noncommittal in their reply. The answer is that
Ifelt that counting just those who opted in

brand loyalty, arather different, and all-em-

100%, therefore including those who were

The table on the next four pages displays the

would be a more rigorous pointer toward
brand loyalty. We are talking enthusiasm here.

results for the 217 brands to get the most

You will see that Ionly calculated this percent-

bracing, aspect of hi-fi ownership.
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Designed by Keith Johnson
for aLifetime of Listening.

With Precise Loudspeakers, noted inventor and recording engineer
Keith Johnson has added still another notable achievement to his long
list of industry credits.
Precise embodies the finest sonic characteristics of the hand made
studio monitors Keith uses at Reference Recordings. They are a
testimony to his dedication, persistence and uncompromising ideals.
The design signatures Keith has brought to Precise create aspeaker
capable of atruly wondrous performance. Indulge yourself today with
alistening session at your Precise dealer.

Precise
Acoustic Laboratories

Suite B, 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-934-1335

BRAND

Sony
Nalcamichi
Yamaha
Adcom
Denon
Magnavox
NAD
Technics
AR
Pioneer
Carver
Shure
Haller
Monster
Cable
Grado
TEAC/
lkscam
Harman/
Kardon &
Citation
Onkyo
Linn
Dual
Magnepan
JVC
'Morals
dbx
Audio
Research
Kenwood
PS Audio
McIntosh

Yes

Maybe

No

1752
1563
765
1097
937
778
664
409
645
381
453
729
572

620
212
525
201
326
382
305
388
215
327
296
99
182

145
40
167
24
47
46
67
20-i
28
176
107
8
22

607
645

126
82

363

Total

Percent
would Owned
buy
by
again readers

2517
1815
1457
1322
1310
1206
1036
1001
888
884
856
836
776

69.6%
86.1%
52.5%
83.0%
71.5%
64.5%
64.1%
40.9%
72.6%
43.1%
52.9%
87.2%
73.7%

30.5%
22.0%
17.7%
16.0%
15.9%
14.6%
12.6%
12.1%
10.8%
10.7%
10.4%
10.1%
9.4%

21
22

754
749

80.5%
86.1%

9.1%
9.1%

254

74

691

52.5%

8.4%

361
426
512
335
519
273
379
367

206
171
98
196
47
191
139
138

71
40
25
57
5
101
29
26

638
637
635
588
57 I
565
547
531

56.6%
66.9%
80.6%
57.0%
90.9%
48.3%
71.4%
69.1%

7. 7 %
7.7%
7.7%
%
6.9%
6.8%
6.6%
6.4%

406
213
366
388

75
194
101
80

30
96
25
12

511
503
492
480

79.5%
42.3%
74.4%
80.8%

6.2%
6.1%
6.0%
5.8%

BRAND

SOTA
Infinity
Dynaco
B&O
Vantkrsteen
Conrad Johnson
ADS
Aiwa
B&K
Luxman
Marantz
Akai
landberg
Polk
NEC
KEF
1131.
Sumiko
B&W
Stax
Ortofon
MIT
Acoustat
Sansul
Revox
Thiel
VPI
Bose
Counterpoint
Quad
Rep
Klipsch

Ye

Maybe

No

Percent
would Owned
buy
by
Total again
readers

362
303
318
208
364

48
95
57
117
13

12
13
28
68
5

422
411
403
393
382

85.8%
73.7%
78.9%
52.9%
95.3%

5.1%
5.0%
4.9%
4.8%
4.6%

300
216
232
316
208
1
74
133
221
183
194
246
191
243
257
261
207
239
207
103
183
238
216
128
185
209
181
186

58
112
99
30
I11
109
140
81
90
89
49
83
44
27
13
58
28
56
108
49
12
25
65
47
22
44
25

8
27
20
3
28
64
69
29
40
27
7
23
8
6
0
6
2
5
53
20
0
8
55
9
7
6
16

366
355
351
349
347
347
342
331
313
310
302
297
295
290
274
271
269
268
26-i
252
250
249
248
241
238
231
227

82.0%
60.8%
66.1%
90.5%
59.9%
50.1%
38.9%
66.8%
58.5%
62.6%
81.5%
64.3%
82.4%
88.6%
95.3%
76.4%
88.8%
77.2%
39.0%
72.6%
95.2%
86.7%
51.6%
76.8%
87.8%
78.4%
81.9%

4.4%
4.3%
4.3%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
4.1%
4.
0%
3.8%
3.8%
3.7%
3.6%
3.6%
3.5%
3.3%
3.3%
3.3%
3.3%
3.2%
3.1%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
2.9%
2.9%
2.8%
2.8%

age for those brands mentioned 50 times or

popularity of the MIT interconnect and loud-

more. Less than that figure and my gut feeling
is that the sample is not sufficiently large to be

speaker cable is somewhat surprising, thaugh,
considering its high cost.

reliable. If you disagree, then there is nothing

Aclear correlation that can be drawn from

to stop you working it out for yourself, of course,

the data is that, in the main, Japanese manufac-

but Idon't think it will be reliable to better than
2percentage points.

turers feature alower level of brand loyalty than
do the specialist manufacturers. Iam sure that

The results are published for your interest

this is due to the fact that the oriental products

rather than to make any serious points. How-

are often more alike than they are different
ever, there are one or two aspects to which I when it comes to sound quality. The figures in
would like to draw your attention. The first is
this survey also reflect the fact that asignificant
that even the widest-owned brand, Sony, was

proportion of the Japanese hardware men-

mentioned in only 5% of the total replies. (This

tioned were video products, where there is

does mean, however, that almost one in three

very little to discriminate between one brand

Stereopbile readers owns some item made by
Sony.) On the other hand, 198 brands were

and another on quality grounds (in my opinion). It can also be discerned that brands which

mentioned just once, with 444 brands being

are marketed through in-depth advertising

mentioned nine times or less. The wide distributions of such American companies as

campaigns do less well in inciting loyalty in

Adcom, NAD, AR, Carver, Shure, Helen Monster Cable, and Grado are noteworthy, as are the
high positions achieved by Audio Research,
Linn Products, McIntosh, and Conrad-Johnson, all companies who can hardly be said to
be competing in the "affordable" arena. The
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their customers than those which are sold
through retailers who have astrong commitment to the brand.
A large number of brands achieved a"loyalty index" of 80% or more. Ifeel, however,
that those scoring even higher than that should
be picked out for aspecial mention. This "90%
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Percent
would Owned
BRAND

Advent
Mitsubishi
Mission

Yes

Maybe

No

'final

226
224
216

I16
116
129

77
76
73

33
32
14
20

buy
again

by
readers

Percent
would Owned
BRAND

51.3%
51.8%
59.7%

2.8%
2.7%
2.6%

BSR
Spica
Phase Linear

Va.

Maybe

No

Total

buy
again

46
121
51

60
16
57

32
I
27

138
138
135

33.3%
87.7%
37.8%

by
reader,

1.
7%
1.7%
1.6%

Proton

125

71

216

57.9%

2.6%

Audio Control

99

30

5

134

73.9%

1.6%

Threshold
Dahlquist
Boston

191
142

16
60

4
3

211
205

90.5%
69.3%

2.6%
2.5%

Snell
The Mod
Squad

Ill

18

2

131

84.7%

1.6%

105

17

2

124

84.7%

1.5%

Acoustics
Realistic
SME

120
60
167

65
75
21

II
60
6

196
195
194

61.2%
30.8%
86.1%

2.4%
2.4%
2.4%

Straight Wire
Bryston
Sanyo

98
106
42

22
14
41

3
2
39

123
122
122

79.7%
86.9%
34.4%

1.5%
1.5%
1.5%

Philips
Superphon

124
156

50
30

12
0

186
186

66.7%
83.9%

2.3%
2.3%

Kyocera
Celestion

69
107

33
10

18
1

120
118

57.5%
90.7%

1.5%
1.4%

Oracle
SAE
NYAL
Krell

147
90
107
161

30
64
39
5

4
23
28
5

181
177
174
171

81.2%
50.8%
61.5%
94.2%

2.2%
2.1%
2.1%
2.1%

Signet
Kimber Kable
Soundcraftsmen

74
96

37
16

4
2

115
114

64.3%
84.2%

1.4%
1.4%

73

35

4

112

65.2%

1.4%

KCX.1311
Well Tempered

86

13

8

107

80.4%

1.3%

6 79
9

3
10
5

68
87

30
12

0
2
6
4

107
106
104
103

90.7%
65.1%
65.4%
84.5%

1.3%
1.3%
1.3%
1.2%

Audioquest/
LiveWire

124

41

4

169

73.4%

2.0%

Crown
Apogee
Magnum
Dynalab

120
146

38
16

10
4

168
166

71.4%
88.0%

2.0%
2.0%

138

21

1

160

86.3%

1.9%

Lab
M&K
DCM
van den Hul

Sonographe

107

44

7

158

67.7%

1.9%

Talisman

79

18

3

100

79%

1.2%

Mark
Levinson

18

4

157

86.0%

1.9%

Koss
Martin-Logan

63
8
4:

24

135

39
3

I1
5

98
98

65%
86%

1.2%
1.2%

Fisher
ADC

43
52

49
65

62
34

154
151

27.9%
34.4%

1.9%
1.8%

lbshiba
Nikko

45

28

15
21

97
94

51%
48%

1.2%
1.1%

Hitachi
Eminent

55

60

34

149

36.9%

1.8%

Rogers
Sharp

71
30

21
27

2
36

9-i
93

76%
32%

1.1%
1.1%

115
92
88
77

25
33
-14
47

2
16
7
IS

142
141
139
149

81.0%
65.2%
63.3%
SS 4%

1.7%
1.7%
1.7%
1-rtit.

Ohm
Nitty Gritty
Dunlop
Heathkit

57
68
64
44

28
14
23
29

6
8
2
17

91
90
89
130

63%
76%
72%
41.1%

1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
1 1%

Technology
APT/Holman
Grace
Panasonic

Club" consists of B&K, Celestion, Krell, Magnepan, Quicksilver, Rowland Research (now
called the Jeff Rowland Design Group), Stax,
Spectral, Spendor, Thiel, Threshold, Vandersteen, and Well-Tempered Lab. All had nine out
of ten of their owners (or more) sufficiently
satisfied that they would buy the same brand
again. This, in my opinion, is what buying a
"high-end" component should be about.
It will be possible to draw "Top 40"-type
lists for individual product categories from the
Table. It is obvious, of course, that Nalcamichi,
even taking into account the popularity of their
"Stasis" receivers, leads the field in cassette
decks. To conclude, therefore, I'll extract alist
of the top 30 loudspeakers, from companies
specializing in that most taxing of disciplines;
in order of their popularity among Stereopbile's
readers:
IThe very high profile for Acoustic Research in the Table is
due to their Legend and its relatives being the most popular
turntable among Stereopbile's readers. Ifelt it fair, therefore.
not to include them here. Similarly for Eminent Technolop.
whose high number of mentions was primarily due to their
excellent ET2 tonearm, and Quad; we have no idea how the
latter's score should be divided between their electronics and
the ESL-63
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Top 30 Loudspeaker brands
Brand

Percentage of Stereopbile
readership owning brand

Mag,riepan
Infinity

6.9%
5.0%

Vandersteen

4.6%

Polk
KEE
IBL
BaW

3.8%
3.7%
3.6%
3.5%

Acoustat
Thiel
Bose

3.3%
3.0%
3.0%

Klipsch
Advent
Dahlquist

2.8%
2.7%
2.5%

Boston Acoustics

2.4%

Apogee
Spica

2.0%
1.7%

Snell
Celestion
Miller & Kreisel

1.6%
1.4%
1.3%

DCM
Martin-Logan

1.3%
1.2%

Rogers
Ohm
Alice Lansing
KLH

1.1%
1.1%
1.1%
1.0%

Spendor

1.0%

Allison
Epicure

1.0%
1.0%

VNIPS
Siefert Research

1.0%
0.8%

BRAND

lés

Maybe

No

Percent
would Owned
huy
by
ibtal again
readers

BRAND

Yes

Maybe

No

Percent
would Owned
buy
by
Osai again mulcts

Perreaux
Alice Lansing
Audible

66
43

15
32

7
12

88
87

75%
49%

1.1%
1.1%

Janis
JSE
ESS

51
50
33

8
9
14

I
I
11

60
60
58

85%
83%
57%

0.7%
0.7%
0.7%

Illusions
KLH
Spendor
Ariston
Audio
Technica

61
42
81
60

21
24
4
20

5
20
0
4

87
86
85
84

70%
49%
95%
71%

1.1%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

54

2

I

57

95%

0.7%

44

8

4

56

79%

0.7%

51

23

9

83

61%

1.0%

Rowland
California
Audio Labs
Musical
Concepts
Amber

45
28

5
14

5
II

55
53

82%
53%

0.7%
0.6%

Allison
Audio by

63

15

4

82

77%

1.0%

8
3
31

°
1
12

5
10

53
53

72%
58%

0.6%
0.6%

Van Aistinc
Rotel
Sherwood

67
54
23

9
19
36

6
9
22

82
82
81

82%
66%
28%

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

Bozak
GAS
Stanton
Accup hase
Aragon

3
38
3

1
14
2

4
0
1

51
50
50

65%
76%
88%

0.6%
0.6%
0.6%

Sumo
Epicure
VMPS
Dynavector
AKG
HH Scott
Meridian
Sennheiser

59
39
66
50
57
32
38
56

21
26
12
21
15
21
24
14

I
14
I
7
1
19
9
I

81
79
79
78
73
72
71
71

73%
49%
84%
64 %
78%
44%
54%
79%

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%
0.9%

50
50
50
49
49
48
47

24%
88%
78%

0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%

48
64
49
42
57

18
3
15
15
6

2
I
1
7
0

68
68
65
64
63

71%
94%
75%
66%
90%

0.9%
0.9%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

53
51
43

8
8
16

1
2
1

62
61
60

85%
84%
72%

0.8%
0.8%
0.7%

Electron
Kinetics
Spectral
Velodyne
Belles Research
Quicksilver
Siefert
Research
Naim
Fried

44

5

BIC
Energy
Carnegie
Go ldm und
RCA
Fosgate
Eiectroyoice
Discrete

12
44
39
4
3
28
34
30

22
5
:2
11
12
8
13

16
1
0
3
9
6
4

lbchnology
Kinergeticsi
BSC
prna c
Wharfedale
Alphason
Beyer
Dy namics
Klyne
Meitner

37

9

0

46

0.6%

34
39
29
30

10
7
11
15

2
0
6
0

46
46
46
45

0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%

38
40
38

5
5
6

2
0
1

45
45
45

0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Percent

BRAND

Micro Scilci
Ccrwin- Vega

Yes

Maybe

36
17

9
22

Phase
itchnology

34

Dynaudio
British Fidelity
Genesis Physics

42
25
26
20

10

No

Total

would
buy
again

Owned
by
readers

BRAND

Yes

0
5

45
44

0.5%
0.5%

Lazarus
LA. Michell

2I
16

9

1

44

0.5%

Sound Lab
Canon

19
19

I
12
8

0
5
8

43
42
42

0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Emerson
Fulton/FM'
Jensen

9
17
9

Souther

21

42

0.5%

Speakerlab

16

Vector
Research

Percent

12

Maybe

6
11

No

Total

would

Owned

buy
again

by
readers

I
1

28
28

0.3%
0.3%

5
2

3
5

27
26

0.3%
0.3%

8
6
7

9
3
10

26
26
26

0.3%
0.3%
0.3%

4

I

26

0.3%

8

2

26

0.3%

VTL
Bcrning

36
34

3
3

1
1

40
38

0.5%
0.5%

Alpine
Ampex

18
18

6
3

I
4

25
25

0.3%
0.3%

Maplcnoll
VSP Labs
Spectrum

26
21
26

II
12
9

1
3
0

38
36
35

0.5%
0.4%
0.4%

Duntech
Empire
Heybrook

19
15
19

5
5
6

I
5
0

25
25
25

0.3%
0.3%
0.3%

4

4

25

0.3%

Research
Zenith
Audio

23
20

7
9

4
3

34
32

0.4%
0.4%

Concepts
Merlin

24
26

7
5

0
0

31
31

0.4%
0.4%

Merrill
Audiosource
Bedini

24
14
23

7
10
5

0
6
2

31
30
30

0.4%
0.4%
0.4%

Creek
Euphonic

23

5

I

29

0.4%

Robert
Grodinsky

'technology
ArC2R1

Audio Pro
Audite
Design
Acoustics

Zeta

25

2

2

29

0.4%

24
15

4
10

0
3

28
28

0.3%
0.3%

1

28

0.3%

2

28

0.3%

20
12

7
14

r

ONE LOOK AND
YOU'LL KNOW WHY
ITCOSTS MORE.

There can be but one justification for amore expensive TV monitor . Amore
life-like picture That's why Tera conceived and engineered the Model 629a -winner
of Video magazine's head-to-head eyes-on comparison test of eight leading
monitor/receivers "The Tera ran way ahead of the field," they wrote, thanks to NonLinear Compression, Dynamic Aperture, and Double Differential Contour Correction
Tera was judged first in audio with genuine discrete amplifiers, real speakers and
wireless stereo headphones Tera even ranked first for ease of use Write to us for
literature that explains Tera's winning ways Or experience them for yourself at your
Tera dealer, where the difference is plain to see
Quotedenngwm,won

N.Vntw

luAr al Vodeo

Tera Electron.cs Inc ,209 Wera Central Street. Natrcf.. MA 0111A
Call for the name of your nearest Tera dealer (508)651-1094

TEM
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Reserved for purists,
At this level, beyond mere commercial practicalities,
Infinity seeks to find its own: The few for whom
music is an obsession, for whom price is no object in
attaining the absolute perfect re-creation of sound.
The speaker system we've named the Infinity
Reference Standard Beta was really built to prove
to ourselves, after building the legendary $50,000
Infinity Reference Standard V, that lightning could
strike twice in the same place.
We designed the IRS Beta as atrue point source,
capable of generating an incredible 15Hz to 45kHz
response with effortless (and seamless) musicality.
Four 12-inch injection-molded polypropylene/
graphite woofers are servo-controlled for state-of-theart bass reproduction.

A new lower-midrange driver, the Large-EMIM, was
created. This push-pull planar driver reproduces the
critical frequencies from 70 to 700Hz—that vital area
containing most of the musical fundamentals (an area
ill-served by virtually all speaker designs, with attendant loss of the natural warmth of instrumental voices).
Two L-EMIMs optimally cross over to an improved
EMIM with new high-gauss neodymium magnets and
lighter diaphragm, for impeccable midrange transient
response and detail.
And an EMIT and SEMIT (Super EMIT) produce
the upper octaves and overtones to 45kFlz with
atransparency and openness that is airy and "live:'
In total—a speaker of unprecedented overall musical
accuracy. The IRS Beta. A speaker whose performance

extremists, and the obsessed.
can leave you breathless.
Its cost is under $11,000.
We also offer the equally incomparable IRS Gamma
and IRS Delta, at about $7,000 and $5,500 respectively. Both are two-speaker versions of the Beta,
although the Delta does not include aservo-control
unit, which can be added later to upgrade the Delta
into aGamma.
We encourage you to audition the remarkable IRS
Beta (as well as the Gamma and Delta) at any one
of aselect group of Infinity dealers catering exclusively
to the audiophile.
To the dedicated—even obsessed—lover of music,
it is the stuff dreams are made of.

C 015 IreIr. Svem. I,
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InÉnity
We get you back to what it's all about. Music.
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mirage

The Mirage M-1 loudspeaker system is being praised by the
leading audio critics as one of the biggest breakthroughs in
speaker technology available today.
This full range Bi -Polar Loudspeaker has set new standards for
musicality and home stereo reproduction.
Experience electrostatic transparency. thundering dynamic range
and possibly the best sound staging of any speaker system.
Audition the Mirage M-1 and the Mirage 60 series speakers at
selected audio specialist stores.
Ehis speaker may change forever the way you think about music.
Mirage -3641 McNicoll Ate. Scarborough, Ontario, Canada. MIX 1G5
(416) 321.1800

mirage

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication.

Settled meaning initials-recognition of your
writers and reviewers, and understanding, if
not completely accepting, their opinions, writing styles, philosophies, and verbosity.
And Iwas ahard case, delaying renewing
after the first year until you sent me at least two
free issues. The second year was better, as I
became more comfortable with you. Ieven
began to take you for granted. In fact, acouple
of issues piled up unread as renewal for my
third year passed. But Icouldn't cancel! Irenewed
again because Ienjoy the feistiness with which
your writers and editors air their differences
of opinion. (You're not mellowing in this
respect, are you?) That's your second real
value: We readers get more than one opinion

Bathroom reading

for the same price, the first value being the

Editor:

reference library your magazines create.

I've enclosed acouple of pictures of my daugh-

Your real value, of course, is entertainment.

ter (three years old on Oct. 13, 1988) doing

And you deliver it in spades in "Letters." And

some serious Stereopbile reading while learn-

you are most commendable for "Manufac-

ing to master bathroom training. These were

turer's Comments."
But it wasn't until Iread acopy of TAS that

not staged, incidentally. She walks around the
house with acouple of issues, along with her

Icame to really appreciate you. Theirs must be

own books and toys. She appears to have

atwice-the-size rag for about the same price

progressed to aregular toilet, Ijust noticed as

that's published only every two months. (And

Iwrite this. (I have also collected vintage radios,

HP had been forever after JGH to publish regu-

TVs, and related items for the past 15 years.) She

larly?) And for that there seems to be more

turns the pages and looks for speakers and
amps. Some of the more exotic speakers throw

editorializing and less reviewing, although their

her, though.

But, please, don't stop changing or Imay take
you for granted once again and really drop you.

On the serious note—keep up the good
work. Stereopbile continues to get better each

covers sure are pretty!

Peter Wurzbach
Dallas, TX

issue The last four issues have been outstanding!
Attention: bring ahigh-end Stereopbite show
to Chicago. Irealize they hold CES, but Icannot

Popping the cork

attend it. Iwould pay $30 admission just to

Editor:

meet your staff.

Ifrequently lose patience with one or another

lb your continued growth and good content.
Scott Hagerman

list), but this time Ipop my cork at the maga-

of Stereopbite's writers (Dick Olsher heads the

Cary, IL

zine's readers. What has currently ruffled my
feathers is their assessment of Stereopbile's

In the groove

reviewers as revealed in October (p.71). The

Editor:

Audio Cheapskate, who writes acolumn Ican

Idistinctly remember that Ihad gone through

barely manage to read, walks off with the

three or four issues, beginning with Vol.9

accolades, with). Gordon Holt close behind.

before Isettled into the "groove" of Stereopbile.

Stereophile, January 1989

JGH should stick to non-review articles. It
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transparent cone speakers I
have heard.
...As far as I'm concerned, it redefines the art of
miniature speaker design.
John Atkinson, Stereophile, Sep 1988.
This is without doubt awholly remarkable loudspeaker,
and astunning endorsement of the well developed
metal cone bass units.
...on current showing the state of the art miniature,
bar none.
...to the author's knowledge, the most awesomely
dynamic and articulate miniature ever made.
Alvin Gold, Hi-Fi Choice, Jun 1988

11111,_
speakers are arevelation. Their dynamic perform
in advance of anything I've heard before.
...And what aproduct, Few new companies in the hi-fi
field can boast aspeaker that leapfrogs existing
references and sets new standards of technical and
musical excellence.
David Prakel, Hi-Fi Answers, Mar 1988.
The AE-1 has an 88dB/W sensitivity, and is designed to
handle —and I
mean handle— something like 200W. But
those are just numbers —the reality is quite
extraordinary.
...As astonishing as the dynamics of the AE-1 are, so too
is its bass extension, which has depth and fullness quite
out of line for aspeaker this size.
Alvin Gold, Stereophile, Aug 1988.

1-!..,Teeer
EXCLUSIVE USA DISTRIBUTOR
' - 8300 TUCKERMAN LANE. POTOr,'"

seems as though every good piece of equip-

aproposal: Stereophile should develop, stabi-

ment he gets for review causes his critical facil-

lize, and implement acareful policy of holding

ities to take avacation. He goes gaga over every-

questionable or anticipatedly controversial
reviews until other staff reviewers have had a

thing and can't find fault with much. Examples
here include the ARC SP11, the Sound-Lab A-3,

chance to loosely confirm the results. If they

the Infinity IRS Beta, and now the VTL 300W

can not so do on their own equipment, the

monoblocks. It seems as though it takes the

review should be withheld. You owe it less to

arrival of anew and comparable piece of equip-

the ninnies who read the magazine (myself

ment to get Gordon to focus on apiece of

included) than to the manufacturers of the
equipment who can be seriously injured by an

equipment's shortcomings, but by then the
gaga review is already published. Gordon
implies as much in his VTL monoblock review,
where he states that, for now, he does not find
much wrong with them. Sometimes, Ithink he
spent too many years listening to Eagle 2s or
the like.
Olsher also mistakenly rates components too

irresponsible or witless review.
Stereophile and its readers should all clean
up their acts.

Kimballl Corson
Phoenix, AZ

A one-percenter
Editor:

highly. Remember his favorable Boulder ampli-

My god—lam aone-percenter. While Iwasn't

fier review in ol.9 No.5? Consumers obviously
disagreed with his judgment. Now, only by

surprised by the number of non-concertgoers

force of will and with resolve has Stereophile
managed to put Olsher's speaker cable deba-

vey results in October (I am aconfirmed pessimist), Iexpected that the frequent concert-

cle behind it; however, it would seem to live on
in the October issue's "Recommended Com-

goers would be more numerous. Compared
with the price of components, concertgoing

ponents," where the Monster MI and the MIT
are not even mentioned. Although much, if not

cables ($1000), Iget floor seats at more than 40

most, of the rest of the world uses those cables,
Stereophile treats them as though they don't

among your readership as revealed by the sur-

is cheap. For the price of aset of Class Bspeaker
performances (the other 20 or so are free recitals), and amild tax deduction, as that amount

exist. Finally, Olsher's ears seem to have taken

includes donations to some of the sponsoring

adive on his recent Maplenoll review; perhaps

organizations. (As amusic lover, Ido contribute, both directly and by providing an audi-

his eyes, too. Surely, we should be able to have
him tell the difference between plastic parts
and metal ones. On the 'table's sonic merits,

ence. Concert playing is amajor source of income for most classical performers. Recording

Olsher once again develops an opinion at var-

is arare occurrence in the American musician's

iance with the listeners' consensus.
Finally, where you do have areviewer with
good critical facilities who does not have an

an audience instead of amicrophone is aneces-

orgasm over every piece of equipment to land

life, and unlike Glenn Gould, performing for
sary part of paying the rent. If they starve for

at the bottom of the heap. Irefer, of course, to

lack of paying concerts, they won't be there to
make new recordings.)
Iadmit that Ilive in acity with avery active

Steven W. Waticinson, who quite methodically,
in each of his reviews, tells the readership what

sance and early baroque music that Ifavor), but

in his hands, your not-so-fine readers put him

apiece of equipment looks like, how it oper-

music community (especially for the renais-

ates mechanically, and what it sounds like,

any reasonably urban area should present at
least adozen opportunities each year to attend

always including critical commentary on the

aconcert.

latter point, but also giving credit where it's

To John Atkinson: Iwould be curious to see
acontour plot of number-of-people times

due. The Tympani IVa review in Vol.8 No.6 is
agood exemplar which accords with, and actually leads, the present consensus.
Ithink your readers have acquitted themselves poorly on their review of your reviewers.

cost-of-system times number-of-concertsattended. It dismays me to think that anumber
of people spend huge amounts to re-create a
sound that they have never heard. (Though if

From this experience, they obviously can not
be your litmus test. Consequently, you should

the percentage of concertgoing audiophiles sig-

come to grips with the matter yourselves. Ergo,

my greatest weapons against the religious audio

Stereophile, January 1989

nificantly changed, it would rob me of one of
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HOLOGRAPHIC SOUNE

inane

CLOSE YOUR EYES
Step beyond afourth dimension where picture perfect sound is the only reality. Experience
the ultimate live performance in your own living room.
Introducing HOLOGRAPHIC SOUND from IMAGE! Your doorway to great musical performances of past, present, and future has finally been opened. From the threshold of Sound
Engineering Excellence, IMAGE captivates you with brilliant performances of listening pleasure.
—IMAGE— aproduct so special that simply owning it says you recognize the utmost in quality. The objective of the IMAGE Acoustical Engineers was to create a line of loudspeakers
that would further the integrity of reproduced sound. Our Commitment to Excellence with
constant improvement and innovation is the driving force behind IMAGE.

THE HOLOGRAPHIC "IMAGE"
Instead of taking aback seat to the live musical performance. HOLOGRAPHIC SOUND from
IMAGE makes you feel like a participant. Music has been given a 4-Dimensional depth and
clarity that is unwavering both on and off-axis. True, vibrant sound 'appears' in your listening
window right out of thin air. HOLOGRAPHIC SOUND from IMAGE -for musical coherence
and accuracy the name says it all!
135 Torbay Road, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 1G7
[416] 475-0050 Telex 06-986689 Fax [416] 475-8643

image

fanatic: most give up on me when Iask them
how many weeks it has been since they last saw

want me to believe you can report meaningful,
audible differences which Imight experience?

the inside of aconcert hall.) Jeff Del Papa
Cambridge, MA

Give me abreak. You are—no more, and no
less—reporting on your system. It will be
entirely coincidental if the subtle differences

Where the rubber meets the
sky

you purport to hear are evident on my system.
Your construct is ahouse of cards.

Editor:
Ihad always assumed, until your Vol.11 No.10
survey results, that Iwas on the outside looking

Then there's the Cheapskate. What alovely
connotation: Imean, why don't you tell us
what you really think about the 90% of your

in, getting my vicarious kicks from peeking in

readers who subsist on his $700 preamps,
$1000 amps, and $1800 CD players? How about

your other readers' estate windows. Letters like
those from the Riverdale sniffer (Vol.11 No.1),
et al, which pout about your occasional cover-

some reviews of 78 shellacs for those of us on

age of reasonably priced components (eg, $400
speakers) would intimidate me—even though

Someone once said that Mae West was a
plumber's idea of Cleopatra. Well, Ithink the

Riverdale, MD is the armpit of Washington, DC
and Ihad previously assumed that people who

Cheapskate is your idea of atoken black.
Finally, while I'm in such agood mood, let

had to live there bought Radio Shack equipment on convenient monthly terms. Iwas content, therefore, to just smell the steaks the rest

areader's suggestion (Vol.11 No.6) that, if one's

of you were cooking.
Imagine my utter astonishment, then, at dis-

this trailing edge?

me comment on your implicit endorsement of
software hasn't cost at least twice as much as
his hardware, he is probably anut case who

covering that only 11.5% of your readers earn

can't be trusted. Since the equipment you
review with enthusiasm would easily total

more than Ido, and only 2.6% have more
expensive systems. [The survey indicated that

$25-$50 thousand for asystem, the "amazingly
revealing" Johnston formula dictates there

2.6% of readers had systems costing more than

should be $50-$100 thousand worth of software (tapes, records, CDs). Let's see, that's

$24,999—Ed.] Indeed, afull one-half of your
readers haven't even spent one-quarter as
much as Ihave on equipment.
This tells me Stereophile is the audio equivalent of People magazine: avehicle for voyeurs

about $150,000 for asystem you could endorse. Sounds reasonable to me. You are definitely where the rubber meets the sky.
In closing, I'm sure I'll keep reading you, but

like me who have neither the intention nor the

I'll be damned if Iknow why. Neither. I'm sure.

resources to buy $4000 preamps, $10,000

do you.

amps, and $20,000 speakers. Iknew Icouldn't
afford them, but now Iknow that neither can

John Vaeth
Derwood, MD

90% of your readers.

Why not CD?

So why do we read you? Because there is not
any other magazine we look forward to, and

Editor:
Pity the 8000+ CD-less readers ofStereophi/e—
yet another disadvantaged population in des-

enjoy reading, as much as yours. The format,
the wit, the diction, the point/counterpoint
exchanges—these overcome the basic useless-

perate need of assistance! Until reading the
results of the Stereophile readership survey, I

ness of the content. Imean, seriously, how use-

had held out hope that the only persons not yet

ful can your assessments be? You are basically
agaggle of dusty farts with withered ears insen-

embracing digital audio as the clearly superior

sitive to anything over 10kHz; your dulcet

vate, were aminority of the audio press and hi-fi
equipment dealers (both of whom have aclear

highs exist only in your imaginations.
Even where you might be able to hear differ-

means of music reproduction, at least in pri-

ences, what good does it do me? Consider the
following chain: ears/cartridge/arm/record

interest in maintaining the largest possible variety of equipment on the market for review and
sale), and perhaps the utmost lunatic fringe of

clamp/turntable/turntable suppon/interconnect/preamp/interconnect /amp/live condi-

reactionary audiophiles.
A year ago Iwas in the market for apair of

tioning cord/speaker cable/speaker/speaker
support/room. That's 15 variables! And you

ing B&W Matrix 801s), and Itook the time to

Stereophile, January 1989

"reference" -class speakers (ultimately purchas-
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Pass and the Threshold appearance
styled by Rene Besne. Today, Threshold
products are still constructed for serious
music listeners under the direction and
responsibility of these corporate founders.

To FM1111MITITIMPIIIMITM11111
the full Threshold product line write:
Threshold Corporation, c/o InConcert,
12919 Earhart Avenue, Auburn,
California 95603. Or call :
1(800) 888 8055.

Threshold
for those who find music
an essential part of life
Threshold products are
exclusively distributed by

firemen of
Threshold CorporatIon

visit anumber of dealers for auditions. Iwas
shocked to find that perhaps half of these estab-

sions based upon observations that are repro-

lishments did not routinely include aCD player

things get in our way.
Perception of music varies based on one's

in their best systems. Iwould humor them for
awhile, listening to an LP of their choice, and
then request that aCD player be installed for
additional listening. Invariably this request was
greeted with the statement, "We don't find
there's much interest in digital among our customers." No doubt this is the party line, but

ducible is very good science. But some minor

background in music, stereo components, and
innate gifts. Understanding acoustical phenomena helps; I'd like to see more coverage
about how we perceive sound. The power of
suggestion of the manufacturers' hype that

such behavior is awfully cowardly if one is truly

makes up equipment ads is real; both readers
and writers should beware. Idon't think there

convinced of the superiority of analog. (Can

is much one can do but take the differences

we agree that merely connecting aCD player
to the preamp does not degrade the sound

into account. Use common sense.

from the phono stages?)
When at last the player was installed (usually

their results reproducible, Isuggest that writers

requiring the efforts of two or three salesmen,
perhaps because of the unfamiliarity of the

which they judge. Components have sonic

Subjective reviews can make sense. To make
have guidelines about the goals/criteria by

device), the obviously superior sound of whatever discs Ibrought along usually elicited com-

attributes and can be judged on soundstaging,
tone, clarity, and the like. These all are subjective judgments, and people can widely agree

ments such as, "That's areally good-sounding
CD! We don't hear many of those [no surprise],

attributes that makes good equipment. Good

what is it?" There are alot of easily suggestible people in the world, and Iam disheartened
every time Ihear of someone flimflammed into

with the results, even debate about the mix of
science But can manufacturers take that mix and
make good components? Good science Right?
David W. Norton
Seattle, WA

"upgrading" their system with a$3000 turntable when a$300 CD player would have given
superior sound, convenience, and reliability.
Robert A. Pascal, Jr.
Princeton, NJ

Testing &methodology
Editor:
It would be very interesting if you were to try
this: have aneutral party set up ablind listening

Good science & testing
Editor:
John Atkinson's comments in "As We See It"

test between several units without telling you
which brands or what prices are involved.

(September 1988) aroused my interest as I

Rank all the mystery units from best to worst,
telling how each unit sounds and why it earned

reflected on the things Ilike and dislike about
Stereopbile. While hate/love letters are some-

the ranking it received. Then tell us how much
you would pay for each respective unit, con-

times good or amusing, other times not, the
best do try to come to grips with the experi-

sidering its performance.
When the neutral party reveals what all the

ence of music reproduction. The forum that

units were, the results may be too shocking and
damaging to some companies to be printed!

Stereopbile presents is by far its best attribute.
The methodology for its reviews is inconsistent and therefore provides an ongoing debate
about the merits of its process and, indirectly,

Certainly apair of Radio Shacks would not

the components under review. Writers, manufacturers, and readers each get their say. To step

pair and a$1500 pair (unaware of the names or

in and manage this debate between us, you get

ence of maybe $400?!

my respect. And now I'd like my say.
Good science is based on reproducible
results. You tell us about how the equipment
is set up, the room acoustics, and the reviewer's
choice in music. You add some thoughts about
how the music sounds. Subjective reviews are
not necessarily bad science. To draw concluStereophile, January 1989

stand up to B&W 801s for even alOs commercial jingle, but what if you compared a$500
prices), and told us you heard aquality differKelleyJ. Myers
Wadsworth, OH

Methodology & conversion
Editor:
You have helped convert yet another to Hi -Fi.
Ibegan my love affair with music reproduction
the same way many have, buying a$200 con21
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sole system and reading Stereo Review. (Am I
supposed to admit that?) Igraduated to are-

tially you would be able to distinguish between

ceiver (45Wpc), homemade speakers, and
finally aturntable with acounterbalance. (Stop
laughing—to me that was the mark of ahigh-

sense of taste would most certainly become
saturated with both wines, and therefore be

them, but as you switched back and forth, your

increasingly confused. The more you A/B'd

end turntable. It didn't even need aquarter

them, the more you would be unable to distin-

taped over the stylus.) Then it happened. About

guish even gross differences!
Ibelieve that comparing high-fidelity com-

ayear ago afriend told me of your review of an
Adcom amplifier, and Iwas jolted to my senses
by the auditioning of agood mid -fi setup (GFA555, GFP-555, KEF 104/2). (Owners ofJadis,
etc., may remove the smug smiles or I'll drool
longingly all over your tubes. Me, jealous? You
bet!) Iwas sold; so was the system and asubscription to Stereophile.
Ihave aquestion that Ihope isn't offensive Do

ponents in this manner leads to similar results.
One's auditory "taste buds" are simply rendered
useless. This is why the only valid way, in my
opinion, to evaluate acomponent is exactly the
method you use: live with it for an extended
period of time, then compare it to areference
with which you are fully familiar.
On another topic, 1tried solid-core cable

you not like blind tests? If not, why not? Ihaven't
seen any in the seven issues I've devoured. I

after reading Alvin Gold's article in ol.10 No.4.

personally don't rely on this alone, but was

III Hs had been wired with standard Monster
Cable. Upon switching to solid core, Ifound
that an ugly graininess (like fingernails on a

happy that Icould blindly tell the difference
between the Adcom and two other setups. I
could tell them apart by name fairly quickly.
No longer amember of the "no difference
between amps" crowd, I'm hungry for better
sound. Ihave considered buying another amp
and using the two in bridged mode. Ihave no
need for more power, but have heard this
sounds better. Is this aviable route for large
improvements?
May Iask this: Is there an area that is often
the most bang for the buck? Replacing atwoyear-old CD player? Buying aturntable (I hear

He is quite correct. My Siefert Research Maxim

chalkboard) that had been present at higher
volume levels was gone, as was afalse sense of
etched detail and "tighter" bass. The music
took on adelicacy and effortlessness that Ihad
thought impossible with my relatively modest
NAD electronics. The solid-core cable Inow
use is nothing more than Belden 20-gauge
coaxial cable! It's insulated, shielded, easy to
work with, and cheap!
Thank you for avery enjoyable reading and
learning experience. Ihaven't had such agood

applause)? Interconnects? This simplest answer

time with amagazine since Iwas akid devour-

is to buy Krell, IRS, and Goldmund, but ...
Thanks, Sam
for bringing the Sony D-

ing the latest issue of Mad.
Terrence C. Horton
Sisters, OR

15 to my attention ("Audio Cheapskate," Vol.11
No.9). Iconsidered, was tempted, bought, and
am tickled.
Mark W. Rice
Atlanta, GA

00pS

Methodology & Mad magazine

JGH's review in September of the Infinity IRS

Editor:
Come on, guys, let's get the facts straight. In

Editor:
Regarding blind A/B testing, which apparently

Beta, he states in the specs section that each
panel contains one large EMIM; two are shown

"proves" that there is no audible difference

in the picture!
In addition, if you choose to give historical

between acheap receiver and ahigh-quality
amplifier (or between CD players, etc.), may I

data (which Ido strongly approve of), it should

say that while this type of testing may have

be accurate or it should be omitted. As you can

valid applications, comparing high-fidelity
components is not one of them. We tend to

see in the Servo-Static IA literature, there were
seven electrostatic tweeters, five arranged in

describe sound in visual terms (le, "transparent," "focused," "sharp images"), but Ithink

avertical (not horizontal) row, with two at the
top placed horizontally, giving the overall shape

the actual listening experience has more kin-

of a"T". The tweeters were actually made by

ship with the sense of taste. Imagine trying to

RTR Industries in aJantszen-type design (the

do ablind A/B test on two different wines. Ini-

first SS-Is did use cut-in-halfJantszens, though).
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived. With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth.
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As aresult,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices.
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and a brochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240
Or call us at (416) 751-4525

RC)1-ELHigh performance. Down to earth.
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The tweeters were much more reliable than the
midranges, but were prone to breakdowns in
the internal connection of the polarizing voltage to the resistively coated diaphragms (no
sparks, no explosions, no drama, just silence!).
Alan Rauchwerger
Rochelle Park, NJ

Music isn't analog
Editor:
Iwould like to reply to Robert Rowton's "Music
isn't analog" letter in the September 1988 issue
The letter (from Marc Richman) he disagreed
with in the May 1988 issue is not incorrect.
Music is analog. And music doesn't only exist

Applause from San Francisco

in the mind. Music is acomplex network of
many different frequencies and tones, etc.,

Editor:
Iapplaud your decision to hold Stereophile's

which are all truly analogous. Mr. Rowton was
correct in the fact that "The brain, although

next High End Hi -Fi Show in San Francisco. It

equipped with analog sensors, is adigital pro-

has been years since asubstantial hi-fi show has
been held in this city. Ibelieve you will find a

cessor." But Mr. Rowton fails to realize that

great deal of enthusiasm and interest in high-end
audio from residents in and around the Bay Area.

be transferred into the digital domain until after

Last year Iattended the show in Los Angeles,
which was somewhat of adisappointment due
to the small and crowded listening spaces. I
would like to see the show presented in more
spacious surroundings, perhaps in aconven-

music or agiven frequency was not meant to
it has reached the brain.
The eardrum itself is an analog device and
was meant to receive analog-only signals. And
these analog signals are meant to stay analog
until they reach the eardrum; they weren't
meant to be juggled around in adigital state,

tion hall rather than ahotel.
In any case, Ilook forward to the show and

then recreated in analog.
After the eardrum, the signals then go to the

hope it will offer some rewarding listening ex-

brain, where they are naturally turned into digital as mother nature intended.

periences, which is what it should be all about.
Anthony Marshall
Mountain View, CA

CD Cancer
Editor:
Thank you for your recommendation of the
Digital Test CDs from Pierre Verany. Iran right

Think about it: there are no "natural" digital sounds created on this earth. Has anyone
out there ever been to a"digital" concert? I'm
sorry, please forgive me for even thinking such
athing. Praise be to our precious vinyl!!! Mr.
Rowton's comment about "the medium is not
the message" is correct as far as it goes, but I

over to Tower Records and purchased aset.

still prefer to hear mine the way it was

Testing the CD players Ihad on hand was most
interesting, and definitely proved that player

intended—analog forever.

price had little to do with tracking ability—
in fact, as the table below shows, it's almost a
reverse relationship!
Bernard A. Engholm
Carlsbad, CA

Iwould also like to take abrief moment to
thank Stereophile and all of its staff for the finest
high-end audio magazine ever produced. The
magazine is very informative and interesting,
and Ienjoy each issue from cover to cover.
Everything about it is very professional; even

TABLE — CD player error-correction performance with Pierre Verany test CD
Denon 1400
$450

Marantz 473
$250

Marantz 465
$220

Marantz 460
$150

34,41.49

31-34,50

36-38,42,49,50

37

Relay clicks:

35-38,43,50

38,50

Hiccups:

36-40,42,43,
47,49,50

49

Model:
Price:

Denon 1500
$610

Intermittent
Sound
Clicks:

Refused
to play:

Tracks 31-50
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THE SHAPE
OF THINGS TO COME

Products recognized for their ability yammilim
reproduce music and to advance o
perception of high fidelity emerge frelfel
unique companies. The community
individuals dedicated to the productir.
of Mark Levinson components has
tablished an unequalled tradition of
cellence and accomplishment, while
accepting the responsibility for refining
the state of the art in music reproduction
within the boundaries technology and
imagination allow.
The No. 26 Dual Monaural Preamplifier
introduces anew level of performance in
audio system control. Until now, the
most musically accurate preamplifiers
have had limited control flexibility due to
the sonic advantages of direct signal
paths. The new generation of circuitry
developed for the No. 26 provides full
control flexibility, for six audio sources
with two tape loops, and such refinements as absolute phase selection, all
with greater sonic purity than even the
minimalist preamps of the past.
The No. 26 offers two optional phono input sections for precise matching with
any phonograph cartridge. Either of
these circuits can be factory installed at
the time of purchase, or added later by
your dealer.
The No. 26 also offers the option of true
differential balanced connection to associated equipment. While this superior
interconnection technique has been
taken advantage of in professional
equipment for many years. only recently
have domestic products offered it as an
option. The No. 26 will allow you to
achieve the maximum performance
from Mark Levinson amplifiers and other
products offering balanced connection
capability.
All Mark Levinson products are handcrafted in limited quantities to ensure
their high standards. Visit your Mark
Levinson dealer to hear how good music
can sound in your home.

are designed and manufacture

ADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

its size, which allows it to be kept on abookshelf, in library fashion, just as it should. Ialso
very much appreciate the plastic wrapping
which keeps its covers from getting bent-up
and scratched up during shipping.

reminded that Edgar Villchur suggested what
seems the singly valid method when he
worked out his "live vs recorded" comparisons. The recording must be made anechoically, then acoincident comparison of actual

I've renewed my subscription for three more
years. Keep up the excellent work!
Floyd E. Barratt

vs reproduced sound can be made in either
anechoic or reflective environments, audible
discrepancies in sound being exactly propor-

Browns Valley, MN

tionate to the amount of distortion caused by
whatever method of reproduction used.

The disagreement

Dave King

Editor:

New York, NY

I'd like to have asay concerning the disagreement between JGH and JA on choice of sources
for equipment evaluation. My musical taste is

Gordon is absolutely right

eclectic, but Ido critical listening to equipment

It seems, judging by the letters Iread in your

Editor:

using familiar folk and classical pieces. Ifind

magazine, that many of your readers have not

records of acoustic music easier to compare to

yet grasped the fact that speaker wire and inter-

their live counterparts than is the grungy (you

connects are components like any other com-

don't need a"d"!) rock'n'roll that Iactually lis-

ponents, and will have as much effect on the

ten to more often. Iknow that if acomponent

overall sound of asystem as an amp, source, or

contributes minimally to the sounds of acoustical instruments, then it will sound fine playing
the raunch Ilisten to for fun. (Who does listen

the speaker itself.
Consider, for example, the letter by Paul K.
Miller, typical of the genre, in the October 1988

critically to rock? And what's "real" about its

issue, in which he states that he ". ..want[s]

sound to be critical about?) Give a9.9 to JGH

good, affordable cable so that [he] can spend

on this one!

Doug Stevens

more money on better speakers to listen to

Minneapolis, MN

great music, not to materials." This is ablatantly
foolish statement, which is utterly out of line

Perfect reproduction?

with recent developments in high-end audio

Editor:

technology. From my experience, it would be

Concurring with both John Atkinson and J.

far wiser to buy high-quality wire to elicit the

Gordon Holt in the October'88 editorial, "The

best performance from mid-priced speakers,

Acoustical Standard," Iwould attempt to fur-

than to wire up high-priced speakers with poor

ther delineate the issue thusly: The design brief
for the "perfect" music reproduction system

wire—unless, of course, quantity is amore

is simple: that which would reproduce exactly

are no longer talking high fidelity. Ipersonally
believe that the cable should be considered

any sound, music being asubcategory of all
sound. This approach may have amounted to
engineering overkill before the advent of electronic music, but synthesizers make increasingly possible the invention of any sound
imaginable. So it really comes back to that
hoary old chestnut, "the perfectly transparent

important goal than quality, in which case we

part of the speaker, and that one quarter to one
third of one's speaker budget should be allocated to the cable.
But it is not only Stereopbile's readers who
seem to suffer from alack of understanding of
the function of wire. The eminently intelligent

medium," where any system wholly capable

J. Gordon Holt, in the August 1988 issue, said,

of reproducing any possible sound would of
course also be capable of manipulation for the

speaker, that ". ..
the upper range was steely-

regarding the Synthesis Reference System loud-

production of any imaginable sound, pleasing

hard. Ihave reason to believe this is the intrinsic

or not. In such aperfect scenario, questions of

sound of these speakers." But then, on the fol-

aesthetics and taste would be left to artist and

lowing page, he goes on to say, ". ..
the humon-

appreciator, without the opacities of inade-

gous LiveWire Clean really made these speakers
shine." This is clearly illogical. Aspeaker wire

quate media clouding issues.
As regards an absolute standard for the judg-

cannot make aspeaker sound better than its

ment of music-reproduction systems, Iam

intrinsic sound—unless you like coloration!—
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Finally,
aCD player
that reproduces
all of the music,
not just bits
and bytes of it.
410JM
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dcom's new GCD-575 Compact Disc Player has been
worth waiting for. Now there's aCD player with
analog audio circuits as advanced as its digital stages.
Featuring ano-compromise Class "A" audio section, the
GCD-575 is the first affordable CD player that delivers the
long anticipated technical benefits of digital sound. So visit
your authorized Adcom dealer and listen to all of the
music...not just bits and bytes of it.

ADCOMR
line stereo components

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

agood wire only lets the intrinsic sound come
through better.
So much for wire. Now on to something
really controversial: the type of music used for
the assessment of stereo equipment.

kind of music he used to evaluate his product,
he told me "New Age." Obviously, with that
type of music there was no real way of telling
how the equipment would perform when the
rather formidable qualitative and quantitative

Gordon is absolutely right when he stated,
in his article, "The Acoustical Standard," in the

demands of classical music, in all its range and

October 1988 issue, that acoustical—specif-

Yet my system, which has been specifically
chosen for its musicality and suitability for the

ically classical—music is the only music by
which asystem's accuracy can be judged. To

variety, were imposed upon it.

quote your rather hyperbolic and often inco-

reproduction of classical music of great subtlety and extremely wide dynamics, does

herent competitor, TAS, in aresponse to aletter

extraordinarily well—within its volume capa-

by Brian Stoll in their Early Winter 1987 issue,

bility—with the occasional rock recording I
play on it. Thus, Chuck Coronato, in his unin-

"The absolute sound is the sound of unamplified
instruments playing in real space. Get it right
and all other musical sounds will be right." I
think that about sums it up.
High fidelity has been, for me, ajourney—of

tentionally hilarious letter in the June 1988
issue, managed to get it totally backward. Isubmit that his "perfect" test CD, Hot Love by

the mind, the heart, and the spirit—both musi-

Twisted Sister, would tell me, or indeed any
lover of real acoustic music, absolutely nothing

cally and technologically, away from that which

about the way ahigh-end system would per-

is limited toward that which is unlimited. Robert

form on said music However, if the test were

Hesson, in his excellent article, "A Matter of

performed in reverse— if Itook awell-recorded

Taste," in the June 1988 issue, states quite elo-

CD (or, better still, LP) of, say, Stravinsky's Le

quently, "Now Ilisten almost exclusively to
'classical' music Anything else is frivolous by

Sacre, to an audio store, and auditioned vari-

comparison. There are times for frivolity, sure,
but in asingle lifetime one can listen to only a
finite number of compositions. Iwant the ones
that speak with mind and heart." This, it seems,
is the essence of what the process called "growth"
should be all about.

ous high-end components with it-1 could,
with reasonable certainty, tell how that equipment would perform on rock material, even
though only afraction of said equipment's finer
capabilities would be used reproducing that
music Using Apogee Calipers and aC-J prearnp
to listen to rock, as Mr. Coronato is doing, is tan-

To paraphrase the Apostle Paul, when Iwas

tamount to hauling lumber in aBMW: it could

achild, Ilistened as achild—both to the music

be done, but it would be much easier, cheaper,

of children and equipment suited for children—
but when Ibecame an adult Iput away childish

and less damaging to the BMW to do it in a
pick-up truck.

things, and my tastes, as well as my equipment,

Perhaps this is Mr. Miller's problem also. Perhaps the music he listens to does not allow him

changed—in other words, grew. Isold, gave
away, or discarded my rock and pop records,
saved my pennies for some high-end gear, and
began to learn what the Art of Music was all

to hear the difference between fine speaker
cable and zip cord. And Isuppose there is no

about. Therefore, Inow regard paragraphs in

reason to invest in such cable if that is the case.
But then he is not talking about the type of

equipment reviews which refer to how asys-

sound to which Stereopbile is dedicated, is he?

tem sounds with pop or rock material as totally

The job of amagazine such as Stereophile is

irrelevant, and Ipass them over immediately.

dual: It must address music from both the

Ihave heard many systems which could credi-

spiritual and technological points of view. And

bly reproduce such music, but which would
fail miserably if they even attempted to repro-

when evaluating equipment, it must take into
account the most demanding type of music

duce, say, the fine details of afemale choir, the
transparency of massed violins, the subtle

possible, which just happens to be classical. If
all aperson listens to is New Age, or jazz, or

nuances of astring quartet, or the full power
of asymphony orchestra. Ihad adesigner in

equipment of very limited ability. But for the

asmall audio company tell me recently that his
equipment was capable of doing all sorts of

prospective buyer who may want to listen to
something far more demanding, it is the

wonderful things, but when Iasked him what

responsibility of any reputable audio journal
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CPC
CO-PLANAR COPPER

•
Over two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do abetter job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons of specially processed, high-purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.
Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear what these original designs can do to improve your music system.
HPC and CPC cables are designed by, and manufactured rxclusively for
Madrigal Audio Labr -atryl— Pn
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to test that equipment using the most stringent

agree more with his words regarding the loss

criteria possible. And, as TAS said, if it gets that

of direction in high-end audio (lama professional oboist and teacher/administrator at the
University of Delaware). His comments were

right, it should get the other stuff right too.
Thank you for your attention. Ienjoy your
magazine very much, and believe that, despite
an occasional flaw, it is the finest, sanest, and
most readable audio magazine around.
Peter Reichelt
Flushing, NY

Gordon's was the best
Editor:

brought to light for me at arecent "high-end"
show held in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
The presenters shall remain nameless, and
the musical examples heard were some of
the poorest demonstration examples Ibelieve one would want to use when auditioning
fine equipment.
As an orchestral and chamber-music musi-

J. Gordon Holt's editorial on the acoustic stan-

cian, Iam constantly having to concentrate on

dard in October was one of the best in along

shifting dynamic balances, tonal properties,

time. Ialso find real sound to be the only com-

and pitch levels within the ensembles Iperform

parison to judge by, but Ibelieve you must

and work with. The demonstration of these

measure your equipment too, to prevent opinion, whim, or Mercury retrograde from affect-

struments (that make up the predominance of

ing your decisions. Measurements are important in identifying the problems in equipment.
Stereophile, however, seems to emphasize

natural acoustical properties of acoustical inthe criteria for evaluation of fine musicianship,
critical listening, and music-performance enjoyment) were sadly absent at this event.

the very subjective preference JGH condemned

The music played, especially at the demon-

tn his article, and it is subjective preference that

stration of the most costly components, was

has resulted in the current hysteria over cables.

virtually all studio-recorded material! And
what was worse, most of the people present

Most magazines now claim that this or that
magic cable will solve all its user's stereo problems, when in fact most cables sound identi-

seemed satisfied to hear these as the musical
examples by which to judge components. The

cal! The interaction of the amplifier and the

few examples that Iheard of non-electronic in-

cables is the cause of any difference in sound.

strumentation sounded unnatural at best when

The fact that no-one can successfully identify their favorite cable should make one wary

presented on this "highest end" equipment.

of this current deception! And that after passing

Iwas ready to leave, giving up my hopes for a
worthwhile experience, when Ifinally happened

through miles of "inferior professional cables,"

to walk into aroom where the Dealer/Rep

the golden-ear audiophile claims to hear—

would play some real, naturally recorded

when he can also see—a huge change from

music. He had come prepared to meet all types
of listeners, having brought along some sym-

ordinary 3' cables that cost $10 or less compared
with very expensive Calvin Klein designer
interconnects, should sound some warning
that something is awry.

phonic and chamber music. Imight add that
the recordings he had were not special—just
good examples of well-recorded literature.

In the meantime, continue to compare

The system he demoed was fantastic, even

sound to the real thing, not "pleasant" sound,
and maybe list the reviewer's alcohol content!

in amotel room with little or no acoustical
treatment. Iwas finally able to hear what Icame

(Some may be 100% proof?)
But beware! As Oscar Wilde pointed out, "If

for: detailed inner voices and transients, doublereeds that had the distinctive no-two-sounding-

you tell the truth, sooner or later you will be

exactly-alike sound that comes from each
player having to make his or her own reeds by

found out!"

Donald Bisbee
Columbus, OH

hand, and string sounds that were not screechy
or edgy (as Ihave found with most CD players).
The three-dimensional aspect of the music was

Bravo to Gordon
Hats off to Richard

also wonderful.

Editor:
Bravo to J. Gordon Holt for his "As We See It"

hours, talking to the dealer and finding out

in the October '88 issue. As amusic educator,

from him that my requests for musical exam-

performer, and music administrator, Icould not

ples were unusual (although the chamber and
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sModel 801 — the recording industry's Reference Standard Monitor —was
the inspiration for innovation. Dramatic
developments in technology and enclosure
design have lit the fuse. B&W's Matrix 801
Series 2personifies the state-of-the-art ten
years on. This magnificent successor sets
the new standard for professional and
home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich in Matrix technology,
801 Series 2registers accurately even
beyond audibility. Phenomenal sound.
Clean and utterly uncoloured. Outstanding
imagery with tight unbooming bass.
An instrument destined to occupy aspecial
place in world esteem.
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symphonic music he was playing was from his

in such opaque terms as Mr. Holt did in "The

own collection). His system cost only alittle

Acoustical Standard" (October 1988). Why was

over $6000 (VPI, Ortofon, Mod Squad, Aragon,
and Vandersteen components), but nothing

he trying to hide the fact that he likes to use his
favorite music to test out components?

else Ihad heard (including the $40,000 system)

It is easy to find fault with his analysis. It is

even began to approach it if one took into

well known to anyone who studies acoustics
that concert halls have the deadest, and some

account the musical examples played. He
informed me that he assembled this system for
the show just to prove that big bucks aren't
needed to have accurate sound. And prove it
he did. (The dealer, by the way, was from Chestnut Hill Audio in Philadelphia. Ihad not met him
before, but Irecommend him to anyone looking for adealer who understands accurate musical reproduction and amusician's need for it.)
Out of at least 60 people who walked in and
stayed during that period, Iwas one of only

of the most peculiar balances of any listening
chamber. In concert, the reverberant soundfield tends to drown out any high frequencies.
The smaller the room, the more likely that the
entire sound of an instrument will be heard by
the listener. That is why many chamber groups
prefer to play small, intimate rooms rather than
concert halls. Does Mr. Holt advocate only
listening to live chamber music in alarge concert hall? Idoubt it.

three who asked for the type of musical exam-

Perhaps he was arguing that orchestral music

ples Ihave noted above. The dealer and Iboth
agreed to something that Ihave come to face

was the most difficult to reproduce? Others

for some time: people don't ask for it because
they haven't experienced the difference. Ifind

by noted authorities contending variously that
the piano, the organ, and even the guitar are the

the same thing with the majority of high-school

most difficult to reproduce. If that was his

would disagree. Ihave read several arguments

students who wish to major in music. They do

point, then why not state it clearly and offer

not have sufficient experience with acoustical

support for the postulate?

music and literature to distinguish between what

If one wants to adopt an absolute standard
for testing sound reproduction, why not the

is "real" acoustically and what is "processed,"
let alone "who wrote what, when."
Please do not get me wrong. Ihave over

piano? Many homes have pianos. It is an instru-

4000 recordings in my collection, from rock,

ple are familiar. It should be relatively easy to

ment with which avery large number of peo-

blues, and pop, to jazz and classical. Itreasure

make comparisons between the sound of your

them all. But Gordon and Iknow that my Szell
recording of Mahler's 4th, my Chicago Sym-

piano and the sound of apiano emanating from
your test stereo.

phony recording of Nielsen's 4th, and my

But wait, you cry! The piano recording was

chamber-music recordings will tell me what

made in aconcert hall. It will sound lifeless

Ineed to know about the components Ichoose

compared to the real thing in aliving room.

to audition, not Dave Grusin's latest "composed

One must use acloser recording. And the piano

for TV sound experience," or ahyped and

in the living room hasn't been tuned in three

goosed recording made for "demo" purposes.
Sorry to say, but without music education

months. Must it be ababy grand, not agrand
or upright? How do we know that the tone of

(at its broadest and best), Gordon and those

the recorded piano will be sufficiently close

who agree with him are in for some tough
times at the audio booths. Like to borrow my

to assure accuracy?

earplugs?
Lloyd Shorter

One can expand these arguments to include
awide range of acoustical music played or

University of Delaware, Newark, DE

recorded in awide variety of places. Isn't the
point of high-end audio to allow the listener

PS: Hats off to Richard Lehnert, always at least

the pleasure of reproducing all of these sce-

98% on the money in his record evaluations.

narios as faithfully as possible?
I, for one, not only can't afford to go to live

Gordon's favorite music?

performances of all types of music, Idon't like

Editor:

them all. Idoubt Mr. Holt does either. Isn't the

Ihave often heard and read people's arguments

real point for listeners to become as familiar

for using their favorite music to test music sys-

as possible with their favorite music and use it

tems. Ihave never seen such an effort cloaked

to evaluate their purchases? Shouldn't an

Stereophile, January 1989
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Copynght 1987 Esotenc AUCPC.

•

HEARI\G AID
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

equipment reviewer use as broad arange as
possible to do the same? Iagree that, as acousti-

shipping charges on aset of speakers. The

cal music as aclass currently presents more of
achallenge to music systems to reproduce, it
should be the preferred music of equipment

dealer didn't take it, and Iwent mail order,
waited two months because of some complications, but it was worth the $250 Isaved.
Rich Christman

reviewers. But Iwould not want the reviewer's

Cincinnati, OH

opinion colored by the fact that he or she
thinks all equipment should sound as dead as
aconcert hall!
Patrick N. Watkins
Troy, MI

Counterpoint & Sam
Editor:
Iwas distressed to read in your recent recommended list (October 1988) of the "early reputation for unreliability" of the Counterpoint SA-

Gordon & Frank

3.1 preamp. At some point this reputation must

Editor:
In 1962 Ibecame acharter subscriber to Stereopbile when JGH started to publish from Wal-

have been considerable, since it's necessary to
reassure readers that these problems are now
"unfounded." Searching back issues of Stereo-

lingford, PA. Ihave never in that time written

pbile, Icould find no mention of problems

aletter of commendation for any manufacturer,

with the preamp— not one word to aid the

although Idid feel the same about David Hafler
and Dynaco as JA describes. JGH was then and

hapless consumer who relies, perhaps too

still is my favorite reviewer.

heavily, on reports from the audiophile press.
If the editors had known of these reliability

Iwas happy to see the review of the Audio
by Van Alstine PAS preamplifier in the October

problems before Sam Tellig's earlier rave (May
1988), Ithink abrief caveat or addendum to his

issue. Ihad felt that an injustice was done AVA

review would have been appropriate, as would

in previous issues, before the truth about what

afollow-up article if breakdowns occurred
afterward. In either case, it seems to me that a

happened to the PAS he had submitted for review was found.

report warning of such aproblem would be of

Ihave been dealing with Frank Van Alstine

more compelling interest to readers of Stereo-

for about four years, and have found him to be

pbile than anotice of its resolution.

most straightforward and helpful in all my dealings with him. Irespect the pride he takes in
his products, and rightly so. Ihave built two of

Since Ialready purchased the unit you recommended, Ineedn't read about the problem—
Iown the problem. After Tellig's review, I

his PAS kits, purchased asolid-state preamp,
power amp, and tuner of his design, and found

auditioned and purchased aCounterpoint SA3.1 and SA-12 preamp and amp. Two weeks

the equipment to be of the high quality and
reliability that JA found the Super PAS to be

later, Ireturned the preamp because of anoisy
right channel. Ireceived anew unit, which

when he reviewed it in October.

shortly thereafter blew its phono line. Now,

Ihonestly feel that AVA offers the audiophile
the most for dollars expended
Albertj. de Gaetano
Landsdowne, PA

after another trip to the factory, it still has an
extremely finicky balance knob and intermittently shorting left channel.
Regardless of whether the reliability problems of the SA-3.1 are solved, my issue is more

The art of the deal
Editor:
Re. the letters of the dealers not willing to go
for any type of competitive price on their

with those of your magazine. As consumer
advocates—or even as unbiased reporters of
product reliability—I feel you have been sorely
lacking. Neither Counterpoint nor my dealer

equipment in Vol.11 No.10 —they are just kid-

mentioned similar problems occurring with

ding themselves. They have one advantage

other units, and I'm cynical enough not to

over mail-order dealers: they are local. If they
drop their prices, let's just say from 50% to
40%, they may double their sales, thus increasing their profits by 30%.

blame them. But Ipurchase Stereopbile for that
very information, and Iblame you.
Steve Witt
New York, NY

Ihave offered alocal dealer to come within
$100 of amail-orcke quoted price which included
Stereophile, January 1989
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LIVE:
lifti ELGIN SYMPH
On Your Nvinfl 'We

ITA AUDIO
Davenport, IA 52805
)4•AMRITA

from The HeartLand

been let down by Stereophile in this matter

couldn't wait, and went to pick it up myself.

Our comments on the Counterpoint unit in

You have to understand, Iwas not being face-

"Recommended Components" were the result

tious about good cable evaluations. Icannot
afford either the time or expense to try every-

of information received after publishing the
Cheapskate's original favorable review. The

thing before making this kind of purchasing

lira is, however; that it is very bard to come by
any bard data on component reliability. We

decision. The cash deposit outlay to "borrow"

bad expected that our 1988 reader survey

dealers precluded this. In-store evaluation is

would show up brands and components that
were particularly likely to be unreliable However, as you can see from the results in this

impossible. I'm in sales and Idon't expect a
salesman with one or two lines to sell to offer
advice on something he doesn't sell. Irely on

issue (see 'As le See It"), as posed the relevant

impartial reviews to advise me. But, judging
from the quantity and quality of the response,

question bas really only revealed patterns of

various cables simultaneously from several

ownership, not of unreliability. We hope to

DO's review has obviously hit avein among

carry out some more pertinent research later
this year
—JA

readers and advertisers alike.
Despite DO's less than satisfactory review
methodology, Igleaned that TARA Labs' cables

The Audio Advisor
Editor:

were good, and they were within the price

Audio Advisor allowed me full credit on a

range Ihad established. The fact that these
cables were in Class A, and my other hardware

newer model for an unused MC cartridge. I
received apersonal telephone call from their

was Class C(or obsolete) mattered less than the

manager to help me with my choice. Nice peo-

dependent than others; they were not cloaked

ple, Iwould say.

in some obscure, quasi-scientific mystique;
and when Icalled their number, areally nice

Roland H. Baker, Jr.
Nashville, TN

fact that TARA Labs' cable was less system-

guy answered.
Well, Ibrought the cables home, hooked

His second

them up, and listened. (Now remember, Ihad

Editor:
Thank you for printing my very first letter to

last year's Class B cable, Kimber 8VS.) The

the editor in the October '88 issue. Aside from
missing adecimal point (which only slightly

result on my Adcom/Dahlquist DQ-10 system
was nothing less than dramatic! Ihad "lifted
more than one of those fabled veils" between me

altered the satirical intent), you very eloquently

and the music (Even my fiancee was impressed

assembled acollection of readers' responses

over the difference; and Ididn't think she

to what we felt was acontroversial review.

cared about hardware! "You spent how much

I'd like to bring you up to date on what has
transpired as adirect and indirect result of
your review(s).
As you may remember, Ihad acabling problem due to the awkward listening room in my
apartment. This location would necessitate

on wires?")
That's not the end of the story, however—
the vastly improved sound pushed up my priority for new speakers. Per your review by Al-IC
in Vol.9 No.6, avery impressive demo of the
big Vandersteen 4As at the Stereopbile Santa

either uneven or very long runs of cable. I

Monica Show, and the long-term position of

solved this problem simply: Imoved. My new

Vandersteen 2Cs on your "Recommended
Components" list, Iwent, Ilistened, Ibought

apartment is ideal for short runs of cable.
About the same time, in one of my several re-

apair of Vandersteen 2Cs to replace my 14-

readings of Stereophlle, Inoted anew address

year-old DQs. This means Inow should con-

for TARA Labs. They had moved to ibluca Lake,

sider asecond run of TARA Labs cable (my old

a few miles from my new apartment. One

Kimber Kable has been put back into duty tem-

phone call later, Ihad Space & Time cables on
order from Merrill Bergs & Associates. Merrill

porarily for the bass run). (I understand Merrill Bergs at TARA has plans for aspecial Van-

was direct, helpful, and very knowledgeable.
His wire was on its way from Australia, and after

can upgrade my current set.)

afew weeks he sent me anote to let me know
when to expect it by common carrier. I

Stereophile, January 1989

dersteen version of the Space & Time cable and
Paul K. Miller
Burbank, CA
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ES

After inventing
the Digital
Compact Disc
we wererit about
to entrust its
reproduction to
anyone else.
0 IS« Sony Caporal en of ',fawn a Son, 1hr Leader In I,h Aude t, aMoo Palatal., ornmandra and Win, Ita, art tradnnadfa of Son,

The New Sony ES Series:
Superior Audio Components To Which We Proudly Entrust
The Reproduction Of Digital Sound.
As the inventor of the Compact Disc format, Sony
continues to expand the limits of digital reproduction.
Yet, the Sony ES engineers have been equally conscientious about designing analog components that fully
realize the potential of the digital era. This uncompromising commitment defines the entire ES Series.

The CDP-707ESD:
Simply stated..."the reference against which to
judge" others.-Len Feldman, Audio Magazine.
The CDP-707ESD is the world's first CD player to
incorporate dual 18 bit linear D/A converters, along
with aproprietary 8X oversampling digital filter. This
technology brings the listener closer to the theoretical
limits of digital performance, and delivers more faithful reproduction of musical depth and detail.
And there's more to the ES Series than the
CDP-707ESD, and its host of sophisticated features.
You'll find our advanced 8X oversampling filter technology in the less costly CDP-507ESD, as well as the
CDP-C15ESD, which combines 18 bit linear D/A converter performance with 10-disc changer convenience.

stage. Add such refinements as discrete outputs and a
non-resonating G-Chassis"' design, and you have
accurate reproduction of music detail and dynamics.
The STR-GX1OES also comes with aRemote
Commander"' unit that allows for control of virtually
any infrared audio or video component, regardless
of brand.

The TC-WRIIES:
Finally, alevel of performance never before
achieved in adual-deck design.
Accurate reproduction of digital source material
places aheavy burden on the finest analog cassette
decks. Aburden compounded in dual-well designs,
where compromises are often made for operating
convenience.
The uncompromising new Sony TC-WRI1ES rises
to the digital challenge by combining superb music
reproduction with ultra-sophisticated operations.
With aunique 210 kHz Super Bias"' circuit, the
TC-WR11ES achieves clean, transparent recordings
with the same astoundingly uniform 20-20,000Hz
(-bi- 3dB) frequency response found on all ES cassette
decks. Add to this the patented Laser Amorphous
heads and 4-motor transport, and the TC-WRI1ES
demonstrates the technical refinement needed for the
digital age.
The Sony ES Commitment.

The STR-GXIOES:
The quality of separate components
in afully integrated design.
Traditionally, few receivers have offered the performance necessary to meet the demands of digital
sources. That's why Sony created the STR-GXIOES,
with 150 watts-per-channel. It, along with our full line
of ES receivers, achieves unsurpassed musicality,
thanks to aunique Spontaneous Twin-Drive amplifier

The Sony ES Series is askillfully crafted line of
components, all doing full justice to the ES engineers'
exceedingly high standards. This excellence is also
reflected in the 3year limited warranty that backs
every model (see your authorized Sony ES dealer for
details).
For information on where you can audition the
full line of Sony ES components, call 201-930-7156.

El

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO "

The McIntosh XRT 22
Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist's endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

searcher for the loudspeaker bridge
to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles a small quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion, transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

Handcrafted with pride in the United States
by dedicated. highly trained craftspeople

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKERS
and other McIntosh products write
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC
P0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION DEPT S28
BINGHAMTON NY 13904-0096

INDUSTRY

USA: Peter W. Mitchell
Now that the Finial Technology laser turntable
is available through at least ahandful of dealers,
its designers have explained part of the mystery of how it works. When Ifirst discussed the
laser turntable in these pages (Vol.9 No.8,
December 1986), Ispeculated that the detection mechanism must be an optical interferometer, because less complicated optical systems
could not resolve details smaller than awavelength of light. Wide-range LPs contain musically significant groove modulations whose
amplitude is considerably smaller than that
threshold.
There were rumors that the Finial might
operate by detecting the angle at which the
laser beam reflects off the groove wall, but that
seemed an unlikely hypothesis, for the following reason. If amirror is tilted at an angle (A)
and a ray of light reflects off it, the angle
between the arriving and reflected rays is 2A.
For anormal groove modulation angle of, say,
15°, the ray reflects at an angle of 30° and can
be detected without difficulty. But when the
groove modulation angle reaches 45°, the ray
reflects at 90° (along the groove) instead of
bouncing back to the detector. And when the
groove angle exceeds 45°, the reflected ray stays
on the opposite side of the groove, perhaps
striking the opposite channel's detector.
This is not ahypothetical situation. When
the R1AA standard for LPs was written 35 years
ago, the groove modulation angle was limited
to 45°, for two reasons: during cutting, if the
41

OUR ANALOG

a' BEAUTIFUL

AudioQuest believes in the merits of analog sound
and is proud to introduce its newest performance
value, the PT-5 tone-arm. It not only sounds
and looks great, but is affordable too!
To further enhance your analog system add
an AudioQuest cartridge, like our newly
improved and highly acclaimed AQ 404i. They
are known for their detail and definition, yet
retain analog sweetness and warmth.
With low, and high-output models and
prices ranging from $95 to over
athousand, it's easy to add
the beautiful sound of an AQ
cartridge to your system.
At AudioQuest we are into Analog ...

HERE
For further information or the number of
the dealer nearest you call or write:

PO Box 3960
San Clemente
CA 92672 USA
Tel: 714/498-2770
Fax 714/498-5112
Tlx: 205864

Finial's LT-1 Laser LP player

angle exceeded 45° the just-cut groove wall
would be mutilated by the backside of the cutting stylus; and in playback, sharp angles
caused spherical-tip styli to produce severe

than alack of capability. Pioneer's Elite brand
represents the company's appeal to the high
end, in the same vein as Sony's ES series and
Onkyo's Precise loudspeakers. For example,

tracing distortion. But since the introduction

Pioneer's Elite CD-91 CD player uses atrue 18-

of bi-radial (elliptical) styli in the 1960s, numerous refinements in both cutter and stylus

bit decoder with excellent low-level linearity.

design have allowed progressively steeper
groove angles to be cut and reproduced.

Early in November, Pioneer flew a halfdozen audio journalists to Nashville to hear two
new "reference" loudspeakers, the Elite TZ-9

At the Los Angeles AES convention, it was

($4000/pair) and TZ-7 ($1800/pair). Why go

revealed that the rumor was correct: the laser

to the home of the Grand Ole Opry and the

turntable does operate by detecting the angle
of the reflection. The optical system for each

speakers? Because Nashville is amajor center

Museum of Country Music to hear loud-

laser beam on the groove wall, plus alinear PSD

of studio recording activity; in particular, it is
the home of Masterfonics, reputed to be one

(position-sensitive detector) whose analog out-

of the best-sounding studios in the US.

channel consists of atiny lens that focuses the

put voltage is proportional to the location along

Masterfonics' devotion to clean sound in-

the detector where the reflected beam strikes.

cludes re-engineering most of the equipment
they use; the studio engineers reworked their

So when Finial engineers described and
demonstrated the turntable at the AES conven-

English-made SSL 48-track console until it

tion, Iasked about the problem of large groove-

could withstand abypass test. Unlike most New

modulation angles. Finial's optical designer

York and LA studios, which adopted the Sony

responded that the PSD captures reflections

1610 digital recording system as soon as it
became available (only to discover later that it

only from groove angles up to 38°. Larger
angles are handled by adifferent system that

had sonic flaws), Masterfonics waited until,

will be revealed in another technical paper,
sometime in the future.

alternatives were available and then staged a
showdown. Five different digital recorders

Elite speakers

were brought to Nashville, identical material
was recorded on each, and the one that

and mass-market audio than with the high end,

sounded best (the JVC DAS -900) was chosen—
by ear, not by specs. Evidently, although its

but that may reflect marketing choices rather

business is multitrack studio recording rather

Pioneer is aname more associated with video

Stereophile, January 1989
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NOW:
Even greater purity and performance
from Audio Research electronics.
You invested in Audio
Research electronics
because you heard the
difference in accuracy,
detail and dynamics.
Music simply sounded
less reproduced, more
real, on all input
sources. Now you can
extract even more of the
performance you paid for:
with new LitzLink' interconnects and LitzLine'
speaker wire from Audio Research.
LitzLink and LitzLine both incorporate the
same oxygen-free copper Litz wire used
for critical point-to-point internal wiring in
Audio Research preamplifiers and power
amplifiers. Winding configuration and conductor size are the outcome of methodical experimentation and careful listening
tests by the people who know Audio
Research electronics best.
The greater tonal neutrality, transparency
to low-level detail, ambient richness and
dynamic expressiveness you'll hear with
LitzLink and LitzLine aren't due to arcane
wire theory or marketing hype. They're
simply the result of painstaking attention
to detail and quality component materials—
like all Audio Research equipment.
HIGH DEFINITION® MUSIC REPRODUCTION

Assembly procedures,
solder formulation and
termination connectors
were all researched to
insure exceptional performance as well as
reliability. LitzLine, for
example, is terminated
with proprietary lugs
featuring heavy gold
plating over a
machined oxygen-free
copper base designed to
allow easier hookup as well as greater sonic
purity. You won't find them on any other
speaker wire.
In short, every detail of new LitzLink and
LitzLine is the outcome of careful listening
to music—not preconceived notions about
wire design. The result is adifference you'll
not only hear, but enjoy. And while LitzLink
and LitzLine were developed expressly for
Audio Research electronics, other highquality electronics may benefit as well.
Ask your authorized Audio Research dealer
for an audition of new LitzLink and LitzLine.
Let your ears do the rest.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingie Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex 290-583

than purist recording of the soundfield in a

bias: among Japanese designers it is considered

concert hall, Masterfonics has an audiophile

bad form to produce aspeaker whose input

mentality.

sensitivity for a1W input is less than 90dB. The
TZ-9 is rated at 91dB. Speaker designers are

But what has this to do with Pioneer? Technical Audio Devices (TAD), Pioneer's pro audio
division, makes large monitor speakers for
recording studios. These are high-efficiency
bass-reflex systems with beautiful burnishedwood mid/tweeter horns mounted high in the
wall of the control room, aimed down at the
engineer's position behind the recording console. The engineer who designed the TAD pro
monitors, H. Fukura, also designed the new
Elite speakers for home use.

constrained by an inexorable physical relationship between sensitivity, box size, and bass
response. British and North American speakers
with good deep-bass performance typically
have sensitivity ratings in the low to mid 80s.
The strongest virtue of both Elite speakers
is their excellent stereo imaging—precise in
localization, accurately resolving differences
in depth, and spacious in their overall presentation of ambience. The lack of muddy cabi-

The Elite speakers don't resemble studio

net vibration may contribute to their transpar-

monitors; the cabinets are columns, about l'

ent reproduction of the recorded soundstage.

wide by 18" deep. Midranges and tweeters are

In addition, the TZ-9 is free of obvious colorations and has an attractively neutral tonal bal-

not horns but direct-radiator domes made of
abaked-carbon ceramic material said to surpass titanium in both stiffness and internal
damping. Woofers are mounted on the front
and back of the cabinet, joined internally by
arigid steel rod.

ance, admirably free of peakiness in the
tweeter, with avery slight emphasis in the
lower midrange that enriches the cold sound
of CDs. It may not be the very best speaker in

Law: when the woofer cone pushes forward,
an equal reaction force pushes the woofer's

its price range, but it is a contender, and
deserves afull review. ,
The TZ-7, however, strikes me as an immature design. Its tonal balance is too lean, as if

frame back, taking the cabinet with it, and this

the output level of the woofer were about 2dB

energy produces resonant vibration in cabinet
panels. In the Elite speakers the front and rear

below the level of the midrange and tweeter.
Of course, the woofer level can't be raised, but

Normal speakers suffer from Newton's Third

woofers push against each other, imparting lit-

it might sound good if the mid and tweeter

tle energy to the cabinet. To further reduce
cabinet vibration, the midrange and tweeter

levels were reduced slightly. The second prob-

are mounted not on the front panel but on a

pattern. In both Elite speakers the midrange is

sub-panel an inch behind the front panel,
glued to the top and sides. In ahands-on test

placed above the tweeter; this, together with

these speakers exhibited much less cabinet

mid/tweeter blend for alistener who is level
with the tweeter axis. Since the TZ-9 is tall

vibration than do most.
Pioneer chose to demonstrate the Elite
speakers in astudio rather than in aplace with
normal living-room acoustics, because the studio has permanent bass traps built into the ceiling and side walls. Like ASC Thbe Traps, these
absorb bass energy, reducing the room's reverberation time at low frequencies and preventing the formation of standing waves.

lem with the TZ-7 has to do with its radiation

the phasing of the crossover, provides asmooth

enough to place the tweeter axis at ear level for
anormally seated listener, it sounds fine; but
don't judge it while standing.
The TZ-7 is shorter, so its tweeter axis is
below ear-level unless you slouch in avery low
chair or soft sofa. Sitting upright in achair, my
ears were at aheight where the midrange and
tweeter canceled each other around the 4kHz

As it turned out, the major weakness of the

crossover frequency. The resulting octave-wide

Elite speakers lies in the bottom octave. Both
models use abass-reflex design that works well

dip in response (which Iconfirmed by measuring with aportable Ivie spectrum analyzer)

down to about 35Hz but produces severe dis-

drastically altered harmonic relationships in the

tortion at lower frequencies. So while the TZ-9

treble, making the strings and brasses in aDG

sounds good to the ear on most musical material, it lacks weight and "slam" —the feeling

recording sound even more brash than they are

of pressure waves in the bottom octave. I
believe this compromise arose from acultural
Stereophile, January 1989

already, and transforming Kathleen Battle's rich
1One is planned.
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1987 Museatex

V

NOW AVAILABLE!
The Meitner CD 3is the true
audiophile compact disc player.
Full potential of the digital
medium has been realized.
A Total System Approach:
Meitner Preamplifiers, Amplifiers,
Power Sources, Turntable and Tone Arm;
Museatex Accessories.
Museatex Audio Inc. (514) 333-666/

MUSE

1EX

soprano into an untrained teenage voice. In a

me for cash?"; the players are alleged to be leav-

later retest we tipped the speakers back, and

ing the stores at list price or higher.
In the other ear, though, Ikeep hearing that
software is going to be amajor problem for the

they sounded better. The TZ-7 should be sold
either with wedges to tip it back or with astand
to raise its tweeter axis to ear level. Even with
that fix, the TZ-7 may not be able to stand up
to the strong competition at its $1800/pair
price—notably the Snell C/II, which is agreat

fledgling format. Why? Because none of the
other record companies have yet to produce
any CDVs. With all due respect to Phonogram/PolyGram or whatever name covers the

After listening to the Pioneer Elite speakers,

Philips family of record labels, their catalogue
is rather one-dimensional. All of that chart fod-

the visiting audio writers were invited to hear

der may sell 7" and 12" vinyl singles, CD audio

familiar recordings in the main Masterfonics

singles, and loads of cassettes, but the scope
isn't wide enough to attract many outside of the
14-20-year-old age group. And how many 14-

loudspeaker.

control room, using the big TAD pro monitor
speakers. Surprisingly, the recordings all
sounded uncharacteristically warm and mellow. Masterfonics played some of their own
master tapes, which also sounded smooth and

20-year-olds have the f549 ($960) or so for a
CD Video player? The record-biz trade weekly
Music Week ran acomplete listing of the launch

mellow. The engineers said, and my analyzer

titles—around 50 or so—and Icould only find

confirmed, that their normal monitoring levels
regularly peaked at 115dB. The sound was loud,

two that I'd consider purchasing, and then only

but it didn't bite.
When Imeasured the frequency response of

out of desperation.
Icould be wrong, and may learn that—as I
write—the EMIs, CBSes, and WEAs of the

the system Idiscovered why: the response was

world are about to ship material from their rich

smooth but had apronounced overall spectrum tilt, with the highs 15dB lower in level

catalogues. EMI's PMI division, for example,

than the lows. Masterfonics' chief engineer said
this tilt is deliberate; it allows engineers to work

videos of all, most being just perfect for the 8"
CDV format (40min playing time), but I've yet

all day at 115dB peak levels without burning
out. Surprisingly, he said that they don't try to

to see any action from that label even though
the company has the facilities to press as many

offset the mellow balance by making recordings brighter; they compensate mentally. This

CDVs as the market can swallow. One good reason could be that "sell-through video cas-

is very different from classical music recording,

settes" in this country are as cheap as f4 ($7)
for 30 minutes or more, and that won't even

where most engineers use monitor speakers
designed for home use, with an approximately
flat response.

UK: Ken Kessler

produces some of the best prerecorded music

pay for aCDV single with its mere five minutes'
worth of visuals.
Other setbacks include the delayed launches
of CDV players from other suppliers, partly

Sony's UK operation, bless its little heart, seems

because of the greater difficulty in adapting
CDV to the European PAL video format, plus

to be doing more research regarding CD than

ageneral feeling of ennui. After all, Philips

any other company in this market. The other

"launched" CDV in March 1987, so by the time

main player, Philips, has been running around
in circles throughout 1988 trying to get CD

the hardware had actually arrived, most of us
were simply not interested. The, CDV has the

Video (CDV) off the ground; it will be interest-

appeal of playing numerous formats, includ-

ing to see whose promotional budget has been

ing 3" and 5" audio-only CDs, 5", 8", and 12"

better spent.

CDVs and existing Laser Discs, but the mind-set

As Iwrite, CDV has been out for about a
month; Icaution you that what Iam about to
write could be rendered as mere paranoia
before you receive this issue. In one ear Ihave
little voices telling me that the machines are fly-

of the typical UK video purchaser is one of
time-shift and tape rental.
The retailers I've talked to have no intention
of renting CDV discs the way videotapes are
hired out by the night, having learned that CDs

ing out of the stores, with some shops whack-

suffer from ill handling. The man on the street

ing on premiums to exploit the laws of supply

(as opposed to the hi- fi- magazine-reading
minority) still believes that CDs are indestruc-

and demand. No haggling, no "what'll ya give

Stereophile, January 1989
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Introducing
the Amazing
CD SoundRings

Musical Colors
Brought to Life

III MONSTER CABLE®
Technology You Can Hear.
0Monster Cable" Products. Inc.. 101 Townsend St. San Francisco, CA 94107
Phone 415-777-1355 Telex 470584 MCSYUI FAX 415 896-1745
Monster Cable is distributed in Canada by Evolution Technology Phone 416 335-4422

Pioneer's CLD-909 plays all optical media
tible, and would probably return that £20 ($35),

it as Iam in my little high-end world. Arecent

rented copy of Luke Skywalker Meets the

study suggested that 95-98% of all home

Raiders of the Lost Gbostbusters with more

audio equipment sold in the UK consists of
way-down-market midi-systems, which means

grooves on it than an LP. Besides, one video
rental shop owner Ispoke to said that "sellthrough" was becoming agreater part of his

that "quality separates" only account for 25%, and of that, how much can be serious

turnover, adding that £9.99 ($17.50) copies of

high-end? Kind of makes me glad I'm not a

Ghost busters flying out by the crateload are a

realist.)

lot less bother than earning £2 ($3.50) per copy

Taking acloser look at the figures which
emerged from questions covering everything
from attitudes toward DAT (40% think it will

per night. He'd like to see CDV happen, but
cited something that prerecorded-tape purchasers can do which CDV disc purchasers
can't: They can reuse the tape if they get bored
with the film.
Meanwhile, Sony has been conducting asurvey to find out how the British public feels
about CD five and ahalf years after the launch.

supersede CD) to LP vs CD, the single most
overwhelming realizationis that the price of
discs must fall. Before Idazzle you with statistics, keep in mind that new releases cost around
£10.99 ($19.25) in the UK, with back catalogue
(reissues) clocking in at £7.99-£8.99 ($14-

500 respondents were contacted by telephone

$15.75). And what the British public wants are

(through an independent agency), and the

new titles selling for £7.99 ($14), with 81% of

results make very interesting reading. Of

non-owners saying that they'd buy aplayer if

course, statistics are interpreted to create the

discs were cheaper.

effect desired by the translator, but Sony is

Skipping over the subtly pro-CD tone of the

pretty evenhanded about such things. For

press release, we find that half the sample purchased their players in the past 12 months, and

instance, they didn't register too much shock
when it emerged that 5% of owners of CD
players didn't own asingle disc.
The reason why Sony wasn't surprised is
straightforward enough in the context of the
UK market. Idon't know how Europe and the

63% owned less than 20 CDs. Why? Because
.
60% felt that the discs were too expensive,
while 49% complained about the availability
of titles. What's so bizarre about the latter complaint is that the majority (figure not supplied)

US satisfy the extreme low end, but in the UK

were more interested in new releases than back

the practice is to provide all-singing-all-danc-

catalog. When you consider that most major

ing systems, usually "midi" sized, which sell
for less than ameter of high-end speaker cable.
British companies like Amstrad, Binatone, and
even Goodmans, can give you the whole lot,
with remote control and twin-cassette deck,
for about the price of 20 discs. It's the purchasers of these rotgut midis, now also fitted
with absolutely basic CD players, who don't
own the discs; the only reason they have the
players is because the players came as part of
the package.
(I'm not really shocked anymore when I'm
told tales of the mass-market, cocooned from
Stereophile, January 1989

releases are now enjoying simultaneous CD/
LP/cassette release, how can they then complain about the lack of availability of the titles
they want? If anything is in need of transfer to
CD, it's vast amounts of back catalog.
Anyway, 49% said they'd buy more CDs if
the prices would drop to £7.99 ($14), while
39% said that they would buy "a lot more."
Credit goes to Sony for revealing that 63% of
the CD owners still bought vinyl LPs or cassettes after they purchased their players, and
most had replaced none of their previous
record collection. About 30% replaced "one
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The biggest audio sensation
in recent history just got even bigger.
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or two."
In light of the CDV debacle, I'm certain that
Sony was pleased to discover that their pet project, 3" CDs, appealed to 52%, who favor them
at around £3 ($5.25) per disc.
The most amusing responses concerned
sound quality, which you can interpret as either
"CD is perfect" or "the man on the street is
deaf," according to your politics/prejudices.

USA: J. Gordon Holt
dbx Price Reductions
Wonder of wonders, three high-end audio
products have recently gone down in price,
rather than up. Following its takeover last summer by Carillon Industries, dbx Inc. has drasti-

26%, for example, felt that there was no differ-

cally reduced the prices of the CXI preamp/
surround decoder, BX1 four-channel power

ence between CD and LP, although 63% said

amplifier, and TX1 FM tuner reviewed in our

that they could hear the difference. Fully 97%

September'88 issue. The On, formerly $2500,
is now $1500, the $3700 BX1 is now $2800,

thought that the sound was "excellent," only
2% disagreeing, with 96% of those surveyed
putting sound quality as the number one rea-

while the $800 TX1 is now $500! These components are all now worth more than asecond

son for buying aplayer.
Again to Sony's relief, the whole issue of CD

serious look.
dbx explained that the reductions were pos-

rot appears to have had little impact. Over a
third of those surveyed had heard about the
newspaper and TV coverage, with only 13%

sible because of "economies resulting from the

saying that it made them less likely to adopt CD.

recent dbx reorganization, with manufacturing
for all Carillon Technology companies consolidated in facilities on the West Coast." This is an

23% said it made no difference at all, and a
hearty 1% said it made them more likely to buy.

unusual response to cost reductions at the

(These are probably the people who own

comed as ameans for reaping higher profits.

Nimslo 3-D cameras, 8-track tape players, and
Edsels.)
As far as Sony is concerned, the survey confirmed what most of believed anyway. Yes, software prices in the UK are criminal, especially
when it's widely known that CDs in their jewel
boxes can be produced for well under El

manufacturing level; usually, they are just wel-

DAT Unbound
Officially, consumer digital audio tape recorders are still prevented from entering the US
by athreatened music-industry lawsuit against
any manufacturer that imports them. In fact,
they are available in US stores now, and are

($1.75). No, CD rot is not about to kill the format by scaring away owners or would-be

becoming increasingly so. The source is athriving "gray market," and the machines are on

owners. Yes, 3" CDs have appeal for enough
members of the public to make them viable.

open display in specialty musical-instrument

What's been down-played is the continuing
popularity of other formats—even if they're
only surviving because of software costs—and

stores in most major cities. Some mail-order
stores, notably American International Audio/
Video, are also doing abrisk trade in both DAT
recorders and in-car DAT players. Prices are

the failure of CD-player owners to invest in

steep, typically in the $1500 to $2000 range, but

reasonable numbers of discs. With half the

the machines are here at last, for those who can
pay the price.

sample owning just 20 CDs, I'd hardly look to
them as active supporters. Iknow, Iknow: hi-fi
magazine readers buy disproportionately large
amounts of software, and Ican't imagine a
month (let alone ayear) in which Ididn't buy
at least 20 pieces. But Ifind it strange that someone can purchase a"machine" of any type,

Colossus Exposed
Martin Colloms's item in the November '88
issue, relating Tony Faulkner's assertion that
Colossus consists of two Sony PCM-FI units,
could be the best news in years for present Fl
owners (such as myself). If Tony Faulkner's

costing aminimum of £100 ($175), without
wishing to feed it what's required to make it

assertion were true, it is obvious that Colossus's

of use.
Then again, maybe the most useful facility

Fis incorporate some modifications—they
don't sound remotely like astock Fl. The obvi-

for some of the respondents is the "repeat"
button. And Iwouldn't trust anybody who

ous next question is, What are those mods, and

listened to Love Over Gold more than once.

to do?
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how difficult might they be for an Fl owner
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As explained by Peter Mitchell, the basic
detection method consists of measuring the
angle at which alaser beam is reflected from
the groove wall, which will be proportional to
twice the angle the groove wall makes with the
direction along the axis of the groove. As the
sensor will be immune to the varying effects
of velocity errors between the record and the
sensor, it should not be affected by rumble,
vibrations, and warps (up to 0.2" excursion,
apparently), although its output will still be
affected by off-center pressings, unfortunately.
The laser beam (split into two to provide aseparate beam for each channel) is focused to a
6um- wide by 20um- high spot riding 15um
Panasonic/RAMSA's desirable portable
R- DAT recorder

USA: John Atkinson
November saw the holding of the 85th Con-

below the position of the land/groove interface; the reflected beam is picked up by asolidstate position sensor which outputs ahefty signal (up to 10V p-p) proportional to the groove
angle. The signal velocity is extracted from this
signal by multiplying it by the instantaneous

vention of the Audio Engineering Society,

groove velocity, and is then RIAA de-empha-

floridly entitled 'A Century of Technology in

sized and attenuated to astandard IV output
suitable for feeding to an ordinary line-level

the Service of Artistry." The convention site,
Angeles, close to the center of the film-industry

input. As mentioned by Peter Mitchell in Vol.11
No.10 (p.45), an impulse noise- reduction sys-

world. It was not surprising, therefore, that a
great deal of the attendees' attention was drawn

particles which would otherwise be read as

as it was two years ago, was downtown Los

to matters audiovisual, with workshops on
sound for film, electronic news gathering, TV,

tem is used to eliminate the effects of large dust
audio data.
The high- frequency extension is said to be
proportional to the spot size; this needs to be

location sound recording, and the disparity
between the audio and visual perspectives. But,

big enough to integrate over alarge enough

disenchanted with the standard of filmic

area to minimize noise pick-up. The LT-1 was

sound—my one and only experience of a

said to be down IdB at 20kHz; in addition,

THX-specified and -equipped cinema was pro-

there is asecond-order, low-pass filter acting
at 30kHz, the need for which will become

foundly disappointing in that it sounded like
avery loud, very bright boombox—I shall
ignore all of that and report only what
occurred at the convention that Ifelt to be of
interest to the audiophile.

apparent. The low-frequency response, I
assume, could be taken down to DC (though
an invariant groove angle cannot exist, of
course); in practice, asecond-order, Bessel
high-pass filter cuts off the response below

The Finial LP player
For me, the highlight of the convention was the
presentation of apaper by Robert Goddard and

10Hz in order to control the signal's DC energy.
This was one of the points that had puzzled me
over the Finial's principle of operation: the fact

Robert Stark, two of the developers of the Finial

that any servo track-following system, which

LT-1 laser LP player, in which all (well, nearly

has to have apositional error in order to work
at all, will introduce low-frequency noise into

see Peter Mitchell's "Update" column in this
issue) was explained. Of primary interest to Ste-

all;

reopbile readers, 1am sure, will be the price —
$3786 —and the launch date—early 1989,

the signal output as the servo "hunts." The
Finial engineers have got around this problem
in an ingenious manner. The data laser plays no

although shipments were due to have been

role in keeping the sensor following the groove

made to selected markets, including Denver

spiral path. Instead, asecondary laser is focused

and San Francisco, by the first week of Decem-

on the groove/land interface, and its output is

ber 1988.

picked up by asecond pair of position sensors
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Excellence
in
Digital Playback.

California Audio Labs
7231 Garden Grove Boulevard #6F
Garden Grove, California 92641
(714) 894-9747

which keep the sensor head both the correct

being launched that sample at ahigh enough

height above the LP and following the mean

rate that the initial brickwall anti-aliasing fil-

path of the groove. To keep the data sensors
from picking up the tracking information and
the tracking sensors from picking up the

ter, which butchers the analog signal to get rid
of all frequencies above 22kHz, can be eliminated. No matter what the advances in replay

groove-angle modulations, the tracking laser

technology, all digital recordings are contaminated with that filter's phase and amplitude
aberrations. Peter Mitchell and Ilooked at the

is switched off when the data laser is operative,
and vice versa. In this manner, the servos are
inoperative when the groove angle is being

ways in which so-called oversampling A/D

measured, and there is no output from the data

converters work last May: basically, asigma-

sensors when the tracking and height servos

delta converter with only alimited bit resolution, but which can be made very accurate,

are doing their work.
"But," Ihear you say, "doesn't this mean that
the analog output is no longer continuous?"
That's correct. But as Finial has chosen to, in
effect, time-sample the audio signal at afre-

runs at alarge multiple of the conventional
sampling frequency; adigital filter then lowpass filters and "decimates" the data, outputting
data words with 16 or more bits at the normal
48 or 44.1kHz rate. Because of the initial high

quency over two octaves higher than the
highest audio frequency of interest, at a100IcHz

sampling rate, only agentle, subjectively well-

rate, the effect on the music should be minimal

behaved analog low-pass filter need be used

when averaged by the 30kHz low-pass filter.
We shall see if this is indeed the case when J.

to precondition the analog signal.

Gordon Holt receives asample of the player for
review.
Other aspects of the product seem well
thought out. Upon first being plugged into the
wall, the LT-1 calibrates itself, after which it is
ready for use. The user is advised to clean the
record, which is then placed in the motorized
drawer. Upon touching Play, the drawer closes
and the sensor head tracks from the innermost
to the outermost groove, counting them as it
goes—yes, Iknow that in reality there is only
one groove, but you know what Imean—and
noting where the tracks begin and start. The
music then starts playing, while afront-panel
display notes track numbers, playing times,
elapsed time, etc. In fact, all the functions we
are now used to from CD, including pause,

Three chips; $128; better sound?

The development of such asystem was outlined at the convention in afascinating paper
presented by astudent of an old friend of mine

repeat play, etc., are possible. The speed is

from I
I
EN/RE days, Dr. Malcolm Hawksford, 2

adjustable in 0.1rpm steps from 30Hz to 50Hz,
the onboard microprocessor keeping the pre-

while two companies were offering production oversampling A/D chip sets at the convention: dbx's F410/D2OCIO/A1520 is based on the

set speed constant.
The Finial LT-1 was demonstrated under

paper presented by Robert Adams at the 1985

somewhat adverse circumstances, but Ihave
to admit to being impressed. It sounded like a

Journal of Ike Audio Engineering Sociely;a it

"real" record was playing, not aCD.

oversamples at afrequency of 6MHz and out-

Digits
A cynic would have been amused at the
developments at the sharp end of recording
revealed at the convention, adecade after the
introduction of the original Sony PCM-1 digital
processor. For only now, with CD acommercial reality for six years, are A/D converters
Stereophile, January 1989

Hamburg convention and reprinted in the

2 "Oversampled Analog-to-Digital Conversion for Digital
Audio Systems," Timothy F. Darling and Malcolm). Hawksford, ASS Preprint 2740. Preprints are available from the Audio
Engineering Society, 60 East 42nd Street, New \kirk, NY 10165,
and cost $5 each to nonmembers, including postage and
handling.
3"Design and Implementation of an Audio 18-Bit Analog-toDigital Converter Using Oversampling Techniques,"JAES,
March 1986.
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Ohm CLS Drivers
Make Your
Speakers Disappear
From Our S5000 Walsh 5
to Our S600 Sound
Cylinders the Critics
are Impressed.

Stereophile

Vol. 11, No. 8

"So the bottom line is quite fav
able: the Walsh 5is afull-rang
speaker that is quite clean and
images very well." "Soundstag
is another strength and joy, an
at their best the 5s can set up a
very palpable illusion of the on
nal performing space." "In its
present incarnation, it is one of
the few dynamic speakers that
jaded electrostatic taste buds
could live with ." 1—Dick Olshei

Audio

6-88

"The Walsh 5is one of the
cleanest speakers available...I
perceived remarkable depth an
spaciousness to music well

recorded in aconcert hall. This
spaciousness did not result in a
vague mass of sound: image loc
tion is sharply defined and
accurately placed. ..They are a
masterpiece of the speaker
designer's art." 2

Stereo Review 1-ss
"The sound of the Ohm Sound
Cylinders was smooth, balanced
and thoroughly enjoyable, well
beyond what anyone would expe
from such asmall, light speaker.
Its dispersion was subjectively
complete, and we were never
aware of the speakers as distinct
sound sources, no matter how
much we moved around the
room.. .
these speakers certainly
offer impressive value for their
price and size." 3

New York Times 3-88
"...the various frequencies
emerge in their natural phase
relationship—more than in conventional designs. To what extent
this accounts for the speakers
fine sound may be debatable, yet
there is no question that the Ohm
Sound Cylinders represent an
excellent bargain, with aclarity
and richness of sound rarely
found in aspeaker of this size and
price." 4
Find out about buying, directly
from the factory by calling toll
free 800-221-6984

For Those Who Care
to Listen
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Fig. 1

puts 18-, 19-, or even 20-bit data words at a
48kHz rate. A new name to me, Crystal Semiconductor of Austin, Texas, introduced their

ital multitrack recorder is the only alternative
to the Sony-Studer open-reel DASH format,
introduced the X86-HS, atwo-track digital

CS5326 chip which contains acomplete, self-

recorder that features 2x-oversampling on its

contained stereo A/D system, oversampling at
a64x rate; je, at 3.072MHz. (Fig.1 shows the IC

inputs. Sony, the manufacturer of the other

pin-out and the block diagram for both channels.) Designed by ateam led by an ex-dbx

popular multitrack, the DASH-standard PCM3324, introduced a48-track version in Los

engineer, David Welland, who presented a

Angeles. Sales of analog recorders, however,
seemed very healthy, perhaps not surprising

paper on its theory of operation, 4 the 28-pin

when you consider that these multitrack digital

IC contains two silicon dice, one for the ana-

recorders cost an arm and aleg: Tascam's new

log circuitry and ADCs, the other for the dig-

24-track DASH machine, for example, retails for

ital decimating filter. It outputs alternate left and
right 16-bit serial data at a48kHz rate. The dig-

ently will have them in stock by the time you

ital filter is said to have passband ripple of just
0.001dB, and stop-band rejection of 86dB from

read this.)
And what of DAT? Consumers may have

acool $99,000. (Manny's in New York appar-

26kHz to 3.046MHz. Despite having both

been prevented from easily buying this spawn

channels present on each die, the separation
at 20kHz was said to be still an astonishing
105dB! No price was given for the Crystal IC,

of the devil, but ironically (in view of the record companies' opposition), it has been whole-

but the dbx chip set, which includes aseparate
precision resistor array for the 4-bit flash A/D

sional recordists, particularly for film work.
Both Sony and Panasonic/Ramsa heavily fea-

converter incorporated in the front end, is said

tured their portable DAT recorders at the con-

to cost just $128 in quantity. Expect to see

vention, the latter featuring 64x oversampling
digital filters, while Tascam and Fostex showed
rack models. The two main concerns among

retrofit A/D cards for all the popular professional digital recorders on the market real soon.

heartedly embraced by musicians and profes-

The sonic lead set by Lou Dorren's Colossus
machine in 1988 may be overtaken in the near

professional engineers were the fact that it is
still not possible for these machines to handle

future.
Lest it be thought that the USA is making all

the industry-standard SMPTE timecode —

the running in this field, Mitsubishi, whose dig-

4 "A Stereo 16-Bit Delta-Sigma MD Converter for Digital
Audio," D.R. Welland et al, ALS Preprint 2724.
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Fostex being so far the only company to build
this into their machine as amatter of course—
and, of more general interest, how robust are
the data on the DAT cassettes? Panasonic set up
asystem at the show to investigate the latter,
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Designing For Great Sound!
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aul Barton has centered
his life on the real sound
1.
of music. As asymphony
violinist, recording studio
200
founder and Canada's
g
foremost loudspeaker
designer, the accurate
î
reproduction of music
simply his highest priority.
PSB speakers are Paul
Barton's signature. ThereforeI
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they must meet the high standards defined in the PSB design
criteria:
Performance: accuracy, neutrality, powerful bass, freedom from
resonance.
Appearance: fine craftsmanship in graceful cabinets that occupy
minimum floor space.
Value: knowing through experience the balance required to
achieve the best sound your dollar can buy.
Reliability: rigid quality standards, high power handling systems.
The latest PSB designs have been developed as aresult of
extensive studies in advanced materials and technologies including
reaction injection molding and mineral filled polypropylenes. From
the flagship model STRATUS to the newly introduced CIRRUS and
MKII series, PSB speakers continue to be designed for one purpose
and one purpose only... the real sound of music.
For your own copy of "Choosing and Using Loudspeakers" and
the name of the PSB dealer nearest you
call or write.

„1111
In the U.S.A.: 1.inel'Inwood I.td. 575 University Ave. Norwood. MA 02062 16171762
In Canada Leithrook Industries ltd. 633 Granite Ct. Pickering. ON 1.IW 3K I0161831-6333
In Bermuda Sound Advice Hamilton (809)292-5500

noting that after 700 play cycles, acassette fea-

how to implement aprogrammable oscillator, 6

tured 32 bits of correction, "in effect no degra-

how to design an intrinsically linear-phase

dation. It would have to be up to 5000 bits of
correction to even notice the decay."

loudspeaker crossover using FIR filters, 7and
how two DSP chips can be used to make a

While on the subject of recording, Isaw a
familiar face on the Stellavox stand, Goldmund's Michel Reverchon. Goldmund, of
course, bought the Swiss analog recorder
manufacturer last summer, and Michel was
showing the flag. The first fruit of the collabo-

linear-phase, 25-band, digital graphic equalizer
with no interaction between any of the bands
being boosted or cut.° For those willing to test
the digital-signal-processing waters, acompany called Ariel, of 433 River Road, Highland

ration is to be areplacement headblock and

Park, NJ 08904, was offering a DSP56001
development system on ashort card to fit aPC

electronics for the large population of Stel-

expansion slot. The price? A mere S595.

lavoci (apart from the portable), enabling the

Apair of Matsushita engineers also presented
apaper on this whole area, in this case con-

existing transport to be used as the basis of a
parallel-track digital recorder without incurring

cerning an automatic equalizer.° This ingenious

ahuge cost penalty by having to replace the
complete machine.
In theory, it looks like we will all be getting

engine—a photo of the prototype showed an

better-sounding records to play on our systems. One thing remains, however, which is
that the engineers have to know why and what

including working out the speaker's amplitude
and phase response from the measured

they're doing if the results are to be musically

amplitude response (but with alinear phase

valid. That this is not the case even now can be

characteristic) and its departure from aflat

apparently finished product with aTechnics
label—uses digital processing techniques,

impulse response, in order to correct both the

verified by taking aday off work to listen to any

phase response without affecting the ampli-

non-PBS FM station. What you hear, time and
time again, is a philosophy commonplace

tude response. Once the necessary coefficients
for the FIR digital filters have been calculated

among engineers, and described by The Abso-

by performing aFast Fourier Transform on the

lute Sound's Michael Fremer: using real musi-

impulse response, then the equalizer performs

cians and singers only 'as voltage sources for

all the necessary calculations on the digitized

their effects boxes:' Yes, technological progress
has the potential for better sound, but only if

audio bandwidth signal in real time. Now this
is the kind of equalizer Ican really get behind.

the engineers cease this increasing trend toward the "dehumanization" of popular music.

Loudspeakers
Iwasn't sure how to categorize the next

Signal Processing
Deeply related to the whole subject of digital
audio is the fact that, once the signal is in the
digital domain, all manner of arithmetical oper-

paperm—while it describes aloudspeaker, it
is more about the design of aloudspeaker that
automatically assesses its own performance
and then corrects it to give aflat response. Two
engineers from the Toa Electric Company in

ations can be performed on it with, if correctly
implemented, no degradation at all. For those

Japan have used 16-bit A/D and DIA converters

of us without mainframe computers at hand,

and two Motorola DSP56200 ICs (see fig.2) to

•it helps, of course, to have suitable hardware
available, and the last year or so have seen the

implement an adaptive digital filter which
modifies the signal fed to aparticular loud-

introduction of two main families of off- theshelf integrated circuits suitable for digital signal
processing: Texas Instruments' TMS32010
series and Motorola's DSP56000 series. Members of the latter family were the darlings of the
show, mainly because they offer 24-bit coefficients compared with TI's 16 when used to
implement FIR (Finite Impulse Response) dig-

6 - Implementing WM: Lookup Oscillators for Music with the
Motorola DSP56000 Family." John Strawn. AES Preprint 2716.
7"Digital FIR Filters for Loudspeaker Crossover Networks; •
Peter L. Schuck and Greg Klowak. AES Preprint 2-'02
8 -A Low Complexity, Linear Phase Graphic EqualizerS• Ragnar
Hergum. AES Preprint 27 38.

ital filters. They were the basis of papers on

9 "Amplitude and Group Delay Control t'sing aI)igital Equalizing Processor. •Masaharo Matsumoto et al, AES Preprint 2692.

5As quoted in The Daily, Nov. 4, 1988.

10 "Adaptive Loudspeaker System," Joyi Kuriyama and
Yasuyuki Furukawa, AES Preprint 2698.
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What is the meaning of life?
Many have pondered this weighty question, no one has found an answer that satisfies all.
At best, life is synonymous with what
we know to be real, i.e. genuine, unaffected
and natural. As life grows denser and more
technologically complex, simplicity becomes
more appealing.
The same applies to hifi. High end audio
systems are now dedicated to the transparent reproduction of authentic, lifelike sound.
Unfortunately, too many of us remain
impressed with massive speakers that produce abrutish and exaggerated "largerthan-life" sound.
But truly lifelike sound is always more
thrilling, simply by the sheer impact of its

total fidelity That's why it's universally
acclaimed as "the real thing:' Those who
know the truth when they hear it can't
be satisfied by any substitutes or illusions
of reality
For them, we offer Celestion loudspeakers. A range of subtle and elegant
components that deliver "lifelike" sound.
If you've had enough surreal sound to
last alifetime, we've been building the
world's most honest loudspeakers for you.
Discover the meaning of life at your qualified Celestion component dealeL

CIELESTICITI

89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746 (617) 429-6706

Input

H : Adaptive filter
D : Delay circuit
G : Filter having the desired characteristics
P : Loudspeaker characteristics (where microphone
characteristics are assumed ideal)

Fig. 2
speaker so that the speaker's own aberrations
are canceled. A microphone placed in front of
the woofer feeds asignal to the processor so
that it can calculate the necessary FIR filter
response to produce flat amplitude and phase
responses. The beauty of the system is that it
does not appear to require any special test sig-

when mounted in abaffle. Two, however, were
of interest, because they concerned modifications or improvements, or even just plain reinventions of existing ideas. Apaper from astaff
engineer for Pioneer" presented the research
into avibration-canceling enclosure, whereby
asecond drive-unit, minus its cone but with

nal. All that is required is that noise, or even
music, be played; the filter automatically adapts
itself as necessary, the process taking aminute

areplacement mass, and with its chassis con-

or so to give aflat response up to 5kHz for a

the cabinet. KEF, of course, does just this with

woofer. At present, correcting the performance
of a full- range, three-way speaker design

their R104/2 and R107 models, but as Pioneer's
Bart Locanthi put it when delivering the paper,

requires that the sampling frequency be limited

"Since 1935, many companies have tried this

to 32kHz, but the potential for future "intelligent" loudspeakers is obvious.

[but] to the best of my knowledge, this is the
first time anyone has attempted to quantify
their efforts" The technique as used by Pioneer

Aquestion from the floor at the paper's presentation asked if it would not be possible to

nected to that of the woofer on the front panel
by asteel rod, is positioned on the rear wall of

is said to reduce output from the cabinet in the
upper-bass region by 10-15dB compared with

place the measuring microphone at the listener
position, thus allowing the adaptive filter to

aconventional cabinet; the commercial result

compensate for the effect of room acoustics at

is the pair of Elite loudspeakers described by

that point. The answer, unfortunately, was that
the room being so much more complex, and

Peter Mitchell elsewhere in this month's
"Update" section.
A pair of engineers from Mitsubishi also pre-

taking so much longer to dissipate, it would

sented apaper that appeared to go over old

require adigital filter operating on the whole
of the audio band to have such alarge number

ground but in greater mathematical depth. 12

of coefficients that at present it would not be

"compound" woofer, in which asecond drive-

the modifications of the impulse response from

They investigated Harry Olson's idea of the

practicable. It would also take avery long time
for the adaptation to take place.
sented at the convention concerned methods

II A New Loudspeaker System with Reduced Radiation of
Sound Pressure from Parasitic Enclosure vibration," TtIcashi
()yaba, AE.S Preprint 2739.

of predicting the far-field response from
mathematical models of the cone behavior

12 "A compound Loading Loudspeaker System," Noboru
Kyouno and Susumu Fuliwara, AES Preprint 2738

Most of the papers on loudspeakers pre-
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Why
Choose
Audio
Research
Aucho Research SP1 5 preamp and CL1 50 amp

T

he paramount criterion of the quality of any audio syste m i
s w he th er or no t
li st
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ng t
o i
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un. Far too

often an audio system goes unused as soon as the newness wears off. That is the fault of the system.
The majority of high end audio systems are like having a pebble in your shoe: the more one listens to
them, the less enjoyable they become. That is because we build up subliminal negative associations
with the harsh, strident, metallic sound of audio. So when one comes home from work, there isn't a
strong desire to listen to music. And that is an unnecessary tragedy.
With a good audio system, the opposite occurs. One builds up positive associations with music and
FEELS like listening more and more. Music then becomes all that it should be. It becomes more than
just an occasional diversion or background. It becomes a primary entertainment that is moving,
meaningful, emotional and personal.
Audio Research electronics accomplish this optimally. ARC equipment is rich sounding, smooth,
clear, liquid and transparent with transcendent delicacy and effortless bloom. It is enduringly enjoyable
and rivetingly involving.

Why Optimal Enchantment is the most experienced
Audio Research dealer in the world
Optimal Enchantment has sold more Audio
Research equipment than any other store. Our
store has structured itself around identifying and
meeting the needs of the ARC customer.
DEMONSTRATION: We have all the ARC
components on display for direct comparisons. Our
"appointment only" format allows the undisturbed
time it takes to really make thorough comparisions.
Those comparisons provide invaluable information
for you to formulate an intelligent choice of ARC
components based on performance, budget and
need. Of course, ARC electronics can't do it alone
and we are familiar with how ARC mates with a
myriad of other components. Naturally, Optimal
displays and sells the components that we have
found to best complement ARC equipment.
INSTALLATION: Once you have chosen the
optimal ARC models, it is our responsibility to
ensure that it sounds enchanting in your home.
We have had more experience than anyone else
at this. Experience is essential in home installation
due to the uniqueness of each audio system and
environment. Our installations look great AND
they sound great!
SERVICE:Our service department employs the
best qualified technicians in L.A. and probably

Optunal
encliantment
Winner of

-

the BEST qualified ARC technicians outside of
Minneapolis. You never have to worry about
breakdowns. We competently fix everything right
here, and usually for FREE. We also offer in-home
checkups. So all our ARC customers ever have to
worry about is choosing their music.
Of, by, and for music lovers
Optimal Enchantment did not become
successful by selling high priced, mediocre sound
to the carriage trade; nor did we become
successful by selling mid -fi, computers, & tv's;
nor did we become the best ARC dealer because
of the advertising strength of rich backers. Optimal
Enchantment is a haven for MUSIC LOVERS. Our
success is due to the countless delightful music
systems we have installed in audiophile's homes
over the last 12 years. Our customers are thrilled
with their systems and send in their friends who in
turn send in theirs. Our customers are the
audiophiles of LA. These are the DIE HARD
MUSIC LOVERS who search everywhere before
they buy. These are the most critical listeners,
the least easily fooled, and the hardest to please.
They seek UNEQUALLED MUSICALITY. Which is
why they buy here.
Put aside some time to discover the way your
music could sound. Make an appointment to come
in and hear just how unequalled our musicality
truly is. Sincerely, Randy Cooley

By Appointment
(213) 393-HIFI
Santa Monica, CA

Best Sound" at the first STEREOPHILE High-End Show

unit is placed behind the first with asealed

the ABX box, was to repeat experiments on the

chamber between the two cones. The math

audibility of such aberrations as different
degrees of even-order distortion, the presence

was impeccable; the conclusions inescapable
that this technique, when properly implemented, either reduces the size of enclosure
needed for the same low-frequency extension,
or lowers the LF extension for the same cabinet size, the penalties being adoubling of the
drive-current required and increased cone
excursion. But, it must be pointed out to the
Japanese, aScottish company called Linn Prod-

of apeak of constant Q but varying height at
3kHz, signal polarity inversion, and level differences down to 0.2dB. The system used for
these tests consisted of Celestion SL6ses driven
by B&K amplification, with an NAD 5100 CD
player as the signal source The second test enabled listeners to compare two "audiophile"
amplifiers, apair of VII 500s and aThreshold

"Isobarik" idea, and has been making them

stereo amp with arecording industry standard,
aCrown PSA amplifier, driving Infinity IRS

since the mid '70s.

Gammas; signal source was copy master tapes

Miscellanous

played on aStuder machine. The third asked
listeners to distinguish by ear between 25'

Other papers presented included one from a

lengths of Monster Cable M1 and Belden 10-

BBC engineer on improving the quality of

gauge industrial cable when inserted between
a Perreaux amplifier and a pair of Tannoy

ucts has apatent on products based on this

sound from diving helmets (AES Preprint 2718),
not asubject that had struck me as being particularly hot; one on Denon's recording of a

Monitors.
Needless to say, levels were closely matched

symphony orchestra in ahuge but temporary

for the cable and amplifier comparisons. There

anechoic chamber (AES Preprint 2733)in order

was some argument between David Clark and

to produce aCD (Denon PG -6006) for use as

Michael Fremer, however, about the amplifier

areference; apaper from Deane Jensen on an
interesting new measurement technique for

tests—Mr. Clark had wanted to equalize all

amplifiers ,3 ;
and apair of papers presented by

response. The Infinities used had very low
impedance dips at some frequencies, which

Lexicon's David Griesinger that will be of particular interest to those interested in the design
of the Lexicon CP-I ambience synthesizer
reviewed by Bill Sommerwerck in this issue. ,4

three amplifiers to be flat in frequency

would interact with the driving amplifier's output impedance to produce slight differences
in response, particularly with the VTL, which
had an output impedance on the order of 1

Listening Tests

ohm. Ultimately, no equalization was used,

Yes, listening tests. The Los Angeles AES conventions have always featured adegree of vis-

which would be expected to ease differentia-

itor participation, previous projects including

switches from the signal path, the cable com-

seeing how detectable the degradation from
adigital processor was under blind conditions,

ator—behind ascreen and out of sight of the

tion of the amplifiers by ear. To eliminate
parison was performed by having an oper-

and carrying out an audiometric survey to
determine the spread of hearing defects among

auditioners —change both sets of cable every

recording engineers. This year, Stereo Review

time. Each group of listeners was asked to say

contributor David Clark, the inventor of the

whether there had been any change at all in the
cable for each pair of tests. Similarly with

ABX box, with the help of Michael Fremer of

amplifiers, the listeners were presented repe-

The Absolute Sound, Peter Sutheim of Occidental College and Radio KPFK's "In-Fidelity"

titions of music and asked to say whether Aand

program, and recording engineer Ian Eales, had

Some commentators said that it would have
been preferable to have asked the listeners to

set up three different double-blind listening
tests for the delectation of visitors. One, using
13 "Spectral Contamination Measurement," Deane Jensen and
Gary Sokolich, AES Preprint 2725.
14 "Theory and Design oía Consumer Envinmment Processor," and "Equalization and Spatial Equalization of DummyHead Recordings for Loudspeaker Reproduction," AES
Preprints 2720 and 2704. respectively.
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Bwere different or the same.

indicate whether they preferred Ato Bor vice
versa. This, I'm glad to say, was rejected on the
grounds that this would be an individual
choice and would thus add an additional variable which could well cancel any identification. (You and Imay both be able to detect a
difference, but might disagree over whether it
63

POWER
BRIDGE
Enhances Performance of: LEVINSON, KRELL, ROWLAND RESEARCH,
MERIDIAN, ACOUSTAT, QUAD, STAX, MARTIN LOGAN, CELLO,
CONVERGENCE AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, ETC.

LOOK FOR OUR NEW

DT

DIAMOND

INTERCONNECT CABLES

DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
3254 Fifth St., Oceanside, N.Y. 11572 Phone# (516) 764-1121 Fax#(516) 763-1630

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE AUDIO CABLES. ELECTRONICS AND SOUNDSORBER PANELS
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

represented an improvement or not. Our
results would therefore cancel each other,

tifications correct on the blind amplifier test,

indicating afalse null identification.)
Preliminary results of the amplifier and cable

Close, but no cigar, Iam afraid. While certainly
better than chance, these results are not enough

tests were presented at aworkshop on the
morning of the last day of the show, though we
shall have to wait for forthcoming issues of Ste-

better in this short arun of tests to convince
anyone other than my mother that Icould hear

reo Review and theJAÈS for in-depth analysis.

Aloose consensus emerged at the workshop,
therefore, that it might be possible for some

To set the stage for my discussion of the workshop's findings, Ipoint out that in response to
aquestion from the floor, it appeared from a
show of hands that about two-thirds of the
audience at the workshop believed, with varying degrees of commitment, that audible differences between such components as amplifiers
and cables did exist, while 10% passionately
didn't.
Briefly, analyzing the results as awhole, there
were 332 attempts at identifying whether apair
of amplifiers were the same (both Crown) or
different (Crown or Threshold), of which 152,
or 45%, were correct. There were 329 attempts
when the test concerned the VTLs and the

and 5out of 7correct on the blind cable test.

differences.)' 5

listeners to be better able to hear differences
between components than others. As Peter
Sutheim said, "Certain people, innately or by
training, become very sensitive in certain areas.
Differences that don't matter to most of us ...
are very important to these people. ..
It would
be very interesting to retest those who did
well." Idon't regard this as surprising. In every
other field of human endeavor, it is accepted
that people can vary enormously both in their
God-given gifts and in their ability to refine
their talents by repeated usage. The range of
both is probably largest in the related disciplines of mathematics and music, where peo-

Crown, of which 175 correct identifications
were made, or 53%. Both these results are in-

ple can be irretrievably innumerate or tone-

distinguishable from what would be achieved
by chance, suggesting that the visitors to the

in between. Is it surprising, therefore, that
someone like J. Gordon Holt, who has been

show en masse could not distinguish between

rigorously listening to the differences between

any of the amplifiers by ear alone. As David

nominally identical components for almost 30
years, has become pretty good at it? Maybe that
is one reason why JGH has survived for so

Clark put it at the workshop, it was "not
proven" that either of these two amplifiers
sounded any different from the reference.
Similarly with the cables, where out of 435
attempts at identification of "same or different,"
just 210 were correct, again what would be
achieved by tossing acoin.
However, before you race to the conclusion
that these results "prove" that the kind of differences discussed by this magazine's reviewers
do not exist, hang on amoment. It was revealed at the workshop that this only appeared
to be the case when all the results were lumped

deaf, idiots-savants or geniuses, and all stops

long: he has proved with his track record that
he has the ability to be consistently correct in
his value judgments.
Gene Pitts, the well-respected Editor of
Audio, stated that he too had aproblem with
the summed analysis, and said that he would
like to "fine-tune" the test: "These are very
small differences, if they exist ...one of the
things that is lost in these [tests] is the relative
size [of the differences]." My point exactly. Iam
not so much interested in determining whether

together. When looking at some of the results

the population at large can or cannot detect

on an individual basis, it emerged that some

such differences—as Peter Sutheim said at the
workshop, this kind of reasoning leads to the
obvious conclusion that everyone is of aver-

listeners had possibly achieved astatistically
significant number of identifications. It was
reported that Michael Fremer, for example, had

age height—but in trying to determine the size,

scored 5out of 5on the amplifier tests, while
Ian Eales, Noel Lee, and Rodney Herman had

audibility, and relevance of these differences.

apparently correctly identified by ear to asignificant degree of confidence whether the
speaker cable used was Monster or Belden. (For
those of amorbid disposition who want to
know how /did in the test, Igot 4out of 5iden-
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If adifference is so small that only one person

15 It was pointed out. however, that even if it was accepted
that some listeners could distinguish the amplifiers by ear, this
would he explained by the different interactions between their
output impedances and the speaker load and thus would be
trivial.
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In Science, Elegance Equals Simplicit:
The elegant CONCERT V© is quite simply
our statement of how aloudspeaker from
Scandinavia's largest loudspeaker pompon
should perform, sound and look.
Available in black-stained ash or
mahogany veneers.
Audio from Denmark.

JAMO kir-Fr USA Inc
312 498 4648

425 Hueht 961
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Northbrook. h. 60062

in athousand can reliably detect it, then it is not

ences prove to everyone's satisfaction that they

as important in the broad scheme of things as

exist by conducting rigorous listening tests?

one which can be detected by one in ahundred, which in turn is less important than one

According to Peter Sutheim, "The burden of
proof bas to be on the underground reviewers,"

that everyone can hear. This is avery different

they being the ones who are trying to convince

matter from saying that differences that can-

their readers that these differences are real. And
Gene Pitts affirmed that if such adifference is
not demonstrable to someone else, then it can't

not be detected reliably by 100% of the population do not exist, the ipso facto position disseminated by Stereo Review.
If this is accepted, then it leads to aconten-

be said to exist. According to Stanley Lipshitz,

tious and double-pronged subject, one which

are at cross purposes. The disagreement is over

resulted in hot debate at the AES workshop:
First, should those who talk about these differ-

conflict between objectivity and subjectivity.

1989 AES President, A lot of the things here
the nature of the perceptions.

.There is no

remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype. When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener.
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides e
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
14••••••••

••• •11111.
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above all.

AudoStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd 5.Weston, ON M9L 2SB
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"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to
mid-priced range—not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that Ican unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system!'
Anthony Cordesman

:00
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11 Ellons Road, E. Brunswick. NJ 08818 U.S.A.
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Subjective tests can be done in an objective

identifying differences with music as atest

manner." Second, having accepted the burden

signal.

of proof, should subjective reviewers then
refrain from talking about such demonstrable

ficulty of hearing differences on music signal

differences until they have determined the
objective reasons for them to exist?
There was astrong feeling among the skep-

Let me give you an example: In order of difin the convention's blind tests, those Ifound
to be the most difficult were the ones involving

tical 10% that none of the differences discussed

the "traditional" degradations of distortion:
signal polarity, level difference, and coloration.

in magazines like Stereophile have any real exis-

Under my own conditions in my listening

tence. As Floyd Toole put it, "What we perceive
is more than just the sounds arriving at the

room, the effects of these departures from neu-

ears. ..
the waveform may not change but the

sighted conditions. Yet in the double-blind

trality are obvious, though small, even under

perception can," echoed by John Vanderkooy

tests at the convention involving the ABX box,

of the University of Waterloo, who said that

it was almost impossible to identify such things

"Many of us [objectivists] have gone through

as a1dB level difference, the presence of 2%

the experience of hearing differences," imply-

of even-order harmonic distortion, or extreme

ing that he then found them to disappear when

(0.01V/us) slew-rate limiting.

exposed to the light of rational investigation.

Why should this be so? The ostensible

And there was ageneral feeling among the

advantage of the ABX box is that it allows the

"objectivists" that the listening carried out by

listener continually to check his or her iden-

reviewers other than for the "glossy" hi- fi

tification with either of the two possibilities,

magazines was "casual," poorly executed, and

thus "learning" the sound of the difference. In

generally sloppy.

my experience, this works beautifully on non-

That got me on my feet at the workshop, as
the last adjective Iwould use to describe Ste-

musical signals such as pink noise or asymmetrical pulse signals, both of which are invar-

reophile listening tests is "casual." Critical listen-

iant with time. With such non-musical signals,

ing, as performed by this magazine's reviewers,

Ihave scored 10 out of 10 with the ABX box in

is hard work, and it takes both self-honesty and

identifying a0.2dB level difference and the

aconsiderable degree of discipline both to be

reversal of signal polarity. In the Los Angeles

able to identify differences on aconsistent basis

tests, however, there was just too much
methodological "noise" interfering with the

and be able to describe them so another listener can appreciate them. Yes, of course, perception depends on more than just the sound
waves impinging on the ear, but it is part of the
duty of the reviewer to hear through his
preconceptions. Time and time again, Ifind
myself working harder and harder to try to hear

perception. Particularly in atest involving more
than one listener, it is just not possible to switch
in an efficient manner between the two choices
and the unknown with amusic signal. The
essence of music is that it changes with time.
What happens is that the listener is faced with

what Ithink I"ought" to be hearing, only to

Aplaying aviolin, Bplaying acello, and is then

be forced by awareness of this cognitive con-

asked to identify X when it is playing ahuman

flict that the component is doing something
rather different from what Iexpected. This

voice. And you wonder why so many times the

experiential threshold will be familiar to all

results of this kind of testing are random! And
when the listener can control the switch, he

those who listen for aliving, and it is galling to

or she ends up by A/B'ing so rapidly, in order

be then told by those not immediately involved

to try to remove the varying nature of music,

in this business that we only hear what we

that the main subjective differences observed

want to hear. Would that were true, as life

are just due to differences in tonal balance.
As Ihave said before, the test itself reduces

would then be considerably easier for the
magazine's staff.
But maybe Ioverreacted, as it turned out that
by "casual," the skeptical 10% meant any listening that was not performed under double-blind
conditions. This is the big sticking point for me.
Having partaken in anumber of such tests, Iam
not convinced that they are the best way of
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what is measured to just what it is possible to
measure. Yet this is the only kind of subjective
testing approved of by so many in the "objective" community! We are dealing with beliefs,
not truth here.
Which brings me to the second point:
should reviewers say anything at all until they
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UNVEILED AT THE WINTER CES!
Riviera Hotel, Las Vegas
Rooms 534, 535 and 536

15000 WATT MONOBLOCKS OF

Unadulterated Tube Power
by VACUUM TUBE LOGIC
(of course) — From the only factory in
continuous-production of reliable 300
and 500 watt monoblocks come these
behemoths that put new meaning into
the word "Head-room"...

MANI,EY
DESIGNERS REFERENCE SERIES

BY VACUUM TUBE LOGIC of AMERIcA

PURE TUBE ELECTRONICS, HANDCRAFTED IN MILLED
AND STAINLESS METALS.
150 Watt
300 Watt
500 Watt
200 Watt
1000 Watt
Reference

Monoblocks
Monoblocks
Monoblocks
Triode Monoblocks
Monoblocks
Preamplifier

$4,800
$6,600
$9,600
$8,400
$14,000

Per Pair
Per Pair
Per Pair
Per Pair
Per Pair
$4,800

If your favorite dealer is not the first (for hundreds of miles around) to
carry the MANLEY line, he will certainly not be the second ..

VACUUM TUBE LOGIC OF AMERICA INCORPORATED
4774 Murietta Street, Units 9 & 10, Chino, California 91710
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can reveal the reasons underlying audible

find the underlying reasons. As afriend of mine

differences? Obviously, as the appearance of

from JPL in Pasadena, James Stoneburner, put

Stereophile on the stands every month will testify, Ibelieve that the answer to this question

it, "The scientist has to listen to the community

must be "yes." The reviewers' and magazine's
responsibility is to publish descriptions of
sonic quality that are verifiable and repeatable
in order to help their readers make purchasing

of perceivers and then find out why."
Unfortunately, the scientific community is
apparently not willing to participate in this process, at least as far as cables and amplifiers are
concerned. (Floyd Toole's team at the Canadian

decisions. Ibelieve that these descriptions must

NRC has produced asteady stream of valuable

be supported by objective tests in the fundamental regions of behavior, both in order to
ensure that the test components are working

research into the performance of loudspeakers
in rooms») As Stanley Lipshitz said in his clos-

correctly, and to see if there is any trivial rea
son that correlates with the listening impression. Other than that, it is the business of
research establishments and the universities to

ing remarks at the workshop, "I am not inter16 The latest from Dr. lbole's team, "The Detection of Reflections in Typical Rooms," AES Preprint 2719, ,.as presented at
the convention by his co-worker Sean Olive. It is too complicated to briefly precis in this report, but is necessary reading
for all those interested in the speaker/room interface

AUDIOPHILE
QUIZ
•
•

•How many manufacturers have had products concurrently
listed in every major category (sources, preamplifiers,
amplifiers, speakers) of Stereophile Magazines
RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS list?

A: Only one.

•What manufacturer consistently produces musically
accurate components to suit awide range of applications
and budgets?

A: Conrad-johnson design, inc., engineering and producing conrad-johnson
vacuum tube electronics, Motif solidstate electronics, Sonographe audio
systems, and Synthesis dynamic
loudspeakers.

the con racilohnson gm.up •2800 RDon-Ave •Fairfax VA 22031 •703-698-8581
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ested in what you perceive; Iam only interested

occasional batch manufacture, while Croft

in what you can convince me /can perceive."

showed apair of 40W output-transformer-less

And if, for whatever reason, the subjectivists
cannot convince the Stanley Lipshitzes of this

monoblocks using four PL519 tubes per channel to sell for around £1000/pair ($1750). Stax

world that their observations are valid and

launched the tube-driven SR-Lambda Pro Sig-

repeatable, then the latter are not going to put
any effort into what they regard as wasting their

nature headphones, reviewed last August in Ste-

time investigating further.

fier, the DM4X1, which unfortunately was

The series of listening tests at the convention
may have generated more heat than light concerning the specifics ostensibly under test, but
the workshop itself may have catalyzed auseful

reopbile, and announced anew power amplineither to be seen nor heard. Weighing in at a
massive 95kg per channel and fitted with
wheels (!), this 300W monoblock is acon-

dialog between the various factions: A result

tender for the "world's best" crown.
In all, 22 new tube amplifier products were

of the workshop was that the AES is to estab-

shown or announced at the 1988 Penta Show,

lish aTechnical Committee on Listening Tests,

this figure not including tubed CD players such

to be chaired by Floyd Toole.

as the latest CAL models. It can be fairly said,

Finally

therefore, that this represents agenuine revival
in tube design, which is perhaps asurprising

The least and most enjoyable parts of the con-

one in view of the hi-tech image of the mod-

vention coincidentally involved live music The

ern audio market. One may well ask where all

least was aconcert sponsored by B&K's microphone division featuring that audiophile favor-

these specialist manufacturers of tubed products will find their customers.

ite band, Flim & the BB's. There was so little
tension in the music produced by this group

The second major trend was the increasing
importance of separate digital processors to use

of virtuoso musicians, and it was so quiet, that
Ifell asleep. The best was hearing Mahler's 7th

with CD players equipped with adigital out-

Symphony conducted by young Simon Rattle

next month) is now well-established, while

in the vastness of LA's Dorothy Chandler Pavil-

Cambridge Audio (said to have been recently
bought by retail chain Hi -Fi Markets) had two

ion in the company of Radio KPFK's Will Ham-

put. Arcam's inexpensive Black Box (review

mond. Tbat alone made the trip West worth-

introductions: the CDA2 and CDA3, at £450

while.

and £299 ($780, $520) respectively. The more
expensive model is a16x16-bit unit derived
from the CD2 player, while the CDA3 uses

UK: Marlin Callon.
Ken Kessler covered the 1988 Heathrow Penta
Show, which took place in September, last

8x16-bit technology. Both are said not to require any analog low-pass filtering. New-technology features for these processor include the
use of asecond phase-lock loop for the digi-

month, but as atechnical contributor to Stereo-

tal input clock acquisition to reduce jitter.

pbile, Ifelt anumber of products and trends

Clock-jitter noise is asubject on many digital

were worth covering in rather greater depth.
Genuinely new technology was thin on the

engineer's minds at present. Having considered
the problem and identified it as afactor that

ground, as trends build slowly over anumber
of years. At this show, the resurgence of tube
designs was quite marked: Ienjoyed the pre-

influences sound quality, worsening both highfrequency and low-level distortion, anumber
of designers are now taking steps to control it.

miere of the Audio Research SP15 preampli-

There were also rumors of a still more

fier, partnered by the exceptional D125 power

advanced processor from Cambridge called the

amplifier. Jadis released a new, lower-cost
(£3000, $5000) 100W power amplifier, the

DAC1, described as astereo digital control center, to sell for aprojected £1800 ($3100). The

"Defy," Yugoslavia was represented by the

DAC1 will include an analog/digital section for

Oakley "Image" tube preamp (£435, $760),

recording, complete with an analog disc input

the established UK company Audio Innova-

with the RIAA equalization performed by a

tions showed prototypes of their new tube

preprogrammed digital filter after A/D conver-

power amplifiers which use directly heated,

sion. Ahigh oversampling rate is planned for

bright-emitter triodes, this device still enjoying

both sections of this digital encoder and
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decoder unit. It will also be able to recognize

A review of the full Linn Sondek/Ekos/Troilca

the presence of input signals, analog or digi-

LP player is planned to appear in Stereophile

tal, including the sampling rate, and automat-

in the Spring.
It may well turn out to be a temporary

ically switch to them while setting the appropriate format requirements.
Exhibitors at British shows have tradition-

speakers were being demonstrated at the show:

ally hung on to analog decks for demonstra-

three from Acoustic Energy, several from

tion, and although many were still in evidence,
CD was at last starting to make an impact in

Studio Power (budget, PA-derived models),
and the Townshend "Glastonbury" (using a

many systems. Amajor exception was Oxford
Acoustics, whose respected heavyweight

builder Ted Jordan). However, many big names

phenomenon, but quite afew metal-coned

7" -cone woofer designed by veteran speaker

technically innovative, lower-cost Crystelle

have embraced metal-dome tweeters (with
varying degree of success). With UK manufac-

glen $2100).

turers like B&W, Celestion, Wharfedale, Mon-

Beautifully styled as furniture, complete with
ahinged lid, the turntable has an integral, floor-

Short, and, most recently, Heybrook, as well

coupled pillar base which contains aweighted

as Ariston, Diesis, Rogers, Proac, Harbeth, and

mass attached to the primary subchassis in order

TDL (whose parent company Elac actually

Crystal Reference turntable was joined by the

itor Audio, Musical (British) Fidelity, Mordaunt

to act as agravity stabilizer. The subchassis is

manufactures metal-dome tweeters), it would

suspended on precision coil springs such that

be fair to say that the metal-dome tweeter

the assembly has ahigh excursion capability

seems to have completed its takeover in the UK.

coupled with astable low-frequency filter resonance at around 4Hz. The total suspended mass

The Canadian bipolar panel speaker from
Highwood was ahighlight of the show and will

is around 25kg (55 lbs), and provision is made

be marketed worldwide as the Sumo Aria. A

for trimming the balance for different arms.

full-sized, handsomely crafted, floorstanding

The key aspect of the Crystelle, however, is
the use of asecond subchassis—the same as is

panel, the Aria uses avertically oriented, rectangular diaphragm of tough, tightly stretched,

used for the Crystal. This is ahigher-frequency,
highly stable system on which the motor and

36um- thick Mylar, driven by asingle 32mm
voice-coil of low inductance and low mass

platter—a massive, 5.2kg affair of acrylic and

(0.08m1-1, I.8gm). Described as a kind of

slab aluminum—are mounted, so that this beltdriven deck does not suffer from speed- and

mechanical analog of the Quad ESL-63, its radiating area smoothly reduces with increasing

pitch-related effects due to differential move-

frequency. When the output from the Mylar

ment between the motor and the platter. Tri point contact systems are used for the upper

sheet begins to roll off above 8kHz, the inverted

and lower interfaces of the second subchassis,

takes over smoothly, acting as apure piston to
above 20kHz.

to minimize the amplitude of resonances, as
well as to provide astable base contact free

aluminum dust cap at the voice-coil center

point and provides for full geometric adjust-

The speaker is an easy amplifier load and
promises to achieve that elusive goal of high
transparency by virtue of very close coupling

ment of even such intractable designs as the
Rega RB300.

between the transducer element and the amplifier. The 45Hz resonance is nicely tuned by

The rumored introduction of anew Linn
turntable proved to be ared herring, but anew

effective, resistive low-frequency damping at

from rocking. The arm mounting is also three-

tonearm from the Scottish company was seen
at the show. Aderivative of the Wok called the
Ekos, it will sell for £395 ($1600). Although the
Ittok is manufactured in Japan, the Ekos is
made in Scotland with very high-accuracy,
lum- tolerance bearing shafts and aheadshell
machined from solid stock. A new, high-performance bonding system is used to lock the
headshell to the arm, and the tracking-force
spring and signal cables have been upgraded.
Stereophile, January 1989

the rear. Good extension, to 30Hz, is present,
while the latest samples claim an improved sensitivity (86dB/W, 8ohm watt, 4ohm speaker)
over that originally offered. Despite the large
diaphragm, the magnet gap is held to 45 thousandths of an inch, energized by apowerful
motor system developed by Bill Perkins. The
voice-coil is stabilized by acustom grade of ferrofluid. Major problems seem to have been
addressed by designer Paul Barton, and arange
of models is planned for the future.
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1988 Philips Consumer Electronics Company

A Dr..socp, of North ArHeocan P1,11.p, CorpordHor,

Philips superiority is clear, from this graph showing deviation
from ideal linearity (dB) vs. recorded level (dB).
IDEAL LINEARITY

PHILIPS SELECT

GRADE

The heart of the CD960 is the Philips dual 16-bit D/A
converter chip, the TD-1541 select version. So refined it flawlessly
reproduces even the quietest passages with aclarity never before
achieved. This exceptional D/A converter is mated to aPhilips 4X
oversampling digital filter for superior performance. Philips
pioneered 4X oversampling and our experience with digital filtering
is unequalled.

T
HE PHILIPS CD960.
CLOSE T
OLERANCE COMPONENTS
F
OR PEOPLE WITH No
T
OLERANCE F
OR I
MPERFECTIO

The (J)960 compact disc player incorporates only the most uncompromising
components because it has been designed by the world's most uncompromising
audiophiles: Philips engineers. The same engineering experts who invented
compact disc technology.
•Broadcast standard "Radialinear" transport. Philips commitment to exacting
specifications is also evident in the CD960's mechanical construction. It features a
high-grade cast alloy chassis. A linear-design motor was chosen to drive the radial
pivoting arm for fast track access and exceptional resistance to external vibrations.
•Multiple power supplies. To eliminate cross talk, the CD960 incorporates no
less than four separate power supply sections. And the 100-watt main transformer
is partitioned to further shield against magnetic and power line interference.
From the company that created the compact disc, Philips proudly offers the
CD960 for those who won't tolerate anything less than perfection. To audition
the CD960, call 1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips audio specialist.

WORLD-CLASS TECHNOLOGY EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.

PHILIPS

PICTURE A
PERFECT PREAMPLIFIER
1
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•
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IL
•Breathtaking Lucidity
•Sensational Transparency
•Unsurpassed Value

•Exquisite Focus
•Comprehensive Convenience
Sei Inputs Plus Two Tape Loops
Active/Passive Line Stage •Hook-up Flexibility

NOW EXPERIENCE ONE YOURSELF

orflo
c
e e_u.aci
e
For more information on this innovative design that combines
extraordinary musicality with significant features,
contact your Mod Squad Dealer or call:

(619) 436-7666
The Mod Squad. Inc., 542 North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
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the audio system of

THE FUTURE
Bill Sommerwerck

ettable writing is not only the

Inever thought that, 25 years later, I'd be

vince of great novelists; it some-

writing an article on the future of hi-fi, but here

es appears in technical magazines.

it is. "I have seen the future, and it works!" No,

point—Larry Klein's article about "The

not the Soviet Union of Stalin, but Lexicon's

Audio System of the Future" in the December

CP-1 digital processor which Ireview in this
issue This product is the first of many that will

1963 issue of Stereo Review, which described
such marvels as stick-on-the-wall electrostatic

totally revolutionize the way we listen to

speakers. Ienthusiastically read and re-read it.

music, as well as what we expect our hi-fi sys-

Larry's most significant prediction was of

tems to do. Istate this as fact, and aver that it
is not amatter of "if' or "when," but merely

optical recording. He thought that a35mm
frame's worth of film could hold asymphony
or aBeatles album. Each newly acquired work
would be spliced to areel of film in aspecial
player—punch afew buttons and the player
would locate and play the selected frame (This
prediction comes remarkably close to anticipating aCD changer with FTS.)
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"how soon."
Hold on to your seats—we're about to take
afantastic ride on the amazing digital audio system of the future!

Why digital?
Digital processing has afundamental advantage
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ell‘St111[11A1FILUICTIUIRIE
s
COMPONENT RACK SYSTEM
•VERSATILE •EXPANDABLE •AFFORDABLE

Superstructure is an elegantly simple,
rigidly welded steel framework on
carpet-piercing spikes or optional
casters Use it singly, side by side or
stacked Within this framework are six
support stations which hold optional
shelves and or record racks There is
also an optional turntable isolation
platform that fits on top of the
Superstructure Be your own audio
housing architect by combining
these options according to your
desires Buy only what you need
when you need it. Priced from $135.
•

A !,

ARCICI, INC

•

2067 Broadway Sude 45
New York NY 10023
Tel 1212) 724-6021

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

The ET650PX Midi is aWinner!

ET1550PX Mk11

The music had heft, impact, and attack. Transients are etched,
and decays are marvelously detailed and delicate. Gone are glare,
grain, and brightness. ...
the ET was astandout in the transparency
category. The veiling between listener and music was made vanishingly
small, sonic imagery was made very authentic, and instruments
remained locked in their positions."
—Amis Balgavis, Stereophile, Vol. 11, No. 11

EUPHONIC
technology
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qiu

19 Danbury Rd., Ridgefield, CT 06877
(203) 431-6434
Mailable direct and through selected dealers.
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over analog. Although converting sound to

ambience synthesis, frequency or phase con-

numbers may indeed damage the sound (ana-

touring, notch filtering, waveform modification, dynamic compression or expansion—
or any combination of these. (The NeXT com-

log recording is also guilty), the damage is only
done once. As explained by Keith Yates in his
article on audio vente in November '88, no
amount of digital processing (if properly
applied) can cause additional loss of quality
This is not true of analog processing, where
we have reached the point that we even worry
about the sound quality of volume controls
and interconnects. It is the potential of analog

puter contains achip of this type—the Motorola DSP-56001 —and NeXT supplies asample program to implement a10-band stereo
equalizer.) It is this kind of sophisticated
processing, through which the user can correct aberrations in the playback system, or the
recording itself, that finally justifies digital

explains the reluctance of many listeners to use
signal processors. Not only do analog proces-

recording.,
The Yamaha DSP- 1was probably the first
consumer product to use LSI digital-signal -

sors often fail to produce musically pleasing

processing chips. (Yamaha is one of the largest

effects or enhancements, but the circuitry itself

manufacturers of LSI in Japan, so they were
able inexpensively to incorporate acustom

for unlimited degradation which, in part,

can degrade the sound even further.
This "one-time-only" loss of quality means

design into their own products.) However, the

that digital recording opens the door to applying as much signal processing as desired. I'm

DSP-1 and the later -3000 don't go far enough.

not talking about arbitrary manipulation that

done—at ahigher price—without custom LSI.
The DSP- 1and -3000 are disappointing be-

twists the original to suit the user's "taste" (such

They only synthesize ambience, which can be

processing is an unfortunate reality, especially

cause they do not take advantage of digital

at the studio end of the chain). Rather, I'm

processing's ability to create a gamut of

thinking of highly complex processing that is
impractical with analog circuitry—processing
that can correct for errors or distortions in the

functions.
This is why the Lexicon CP-1 is such abreakthrough; it does other things than "just" syn-

recording process, and, by synthesizing or

thesize ambience. One of these is interaural

extracting ambience, enhance the illusion that
you're hearing "the real thing."
Many readers are already familiar with the

crosstalk cancellation, which the CP-I applies
in varying degrees to extract ambience, to give
a"holographic" effect, or to allow binaural

latter type of processing. Ever since the

recordings to be heard properly over speakers.

Audio/Pulse Model One appeared in 1975, con-

The CP-I also has programs that distinguish

sumers have been able to buy digital "room

between speech and music, which permits it
to synthesize stereo from the music compo-

simulators" —devices that, by delaying and
recirculating the signal, create the illusion that
one is sitting in aroom with different (and more

nent of mono sources, while sending the

musically appropriate) acoustics than one's liv-

unaltered speech components to the centerfront speaker. Most amazing of all, the CP-I

ing room.
Simple delays and feedback loops do not

performs all logic steering, signal cancellation,
and noise reduction in the digital domain when

require complex circuitry; the Audio/Pulse

decoding Dolby MP sources. It's the first product to do so.

One and similar products of its era were assembled with commonplace integrated circuits

"Placido Domingo"

(ICs). Of course, mucho chips were needed,
especially for the sophisticated professional

Imagine its five years from now, and you're

reverberation systems that Lexicon and other

about to spend aquiet Sunday afternoon listen-

firms began making in the early '70s. The introduction of large-scale integration (LSI) made

ing to your favorite music. The heart of your
system is not apreamp, but apersonal com-

it possible to place most of the circuitry

puter, roughly comparable in speed and

required for aconsumer product on asingle

processing power to apresent-day 16MHz AT-

chip.
Alarge chip can also be complex enough to
permit "generic" processing—that is, the chip
is aprogrammable device that can perform
Stereophile, January 1989

IDigital Recording is not necessarily an impneement on analog, it is just amore durable and convenient way to distribute
and listen to music.
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Audio, Video or Computer Applications

Power line disturbances, by way
of voltage transients or noise can
damage today's sensitive electronic
equipment. These disturbances have
been shown to drastically impair the
quality of audio reproduction in all
applications, regardless of equipment
price.
The SYNERGISTIC POWER
LINE CONDITIONER was designed
to effectively protect electronic
equipment by suppressing voltage
transients, RF1, and noise -whether
pulsed, continuous, and/or intermittent.
Virtually any electrical or
electronic equipment that feeds
interference into, or picks up interference
from the power lines will be adequately
filtered.
The S.P.L.C. is unique in that
it comprises two totally independent
power line conditioners in one enclosure
ensuring absolute isolation between each
pair of outlets for a total capacity of
1800 watts.

The rugged construct ion and unique
"star" grounding technique employed in
the S.P.L.C., will provide years of
reliable and safe operation.
Specifically designed for very low
impedance and highly reactive loads, the
S.P.L.C. is well suited for audio, video
and data processing equipment.
Other features include extremely
low insertion loss, visual indicators for
transient protection, non-magnetic chassis
and a5-year limited warranty.

Inouye Enterprises Limited
Canada: Box 1005. Delta B.C. V4M 312
U.S.: 187, 810 Peace Portal Drive,
Blaine WA 98230

Phone: (604) 946-0779 FAX: (604) 946-1405
Distributed in Canada and U.S. by:

Artech Electronics Ltd.
Canada: 699 Meloche Ave., Dorval, Quebec H9P 2S4
U.S.: P.O. Box 1165, Champlain N.Y. 12919

Phone: (514)631-6448

FAX: (514)631-1212

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

class machine. Two of its plug-in boards are

coded, so the processor applies the necessary

powerful digital signal-processing systems,

equalization and dynamic-range expansion.

with about 10 times the processing power available in today's professional systems. A third
board provides the electrical interface to oper-

This recording has always sounded good to
you without response tailoring, so there is no

ate all the system components; the computer
controls literally everything in your system.
Although you are the proud owner of Audio
Research's very first CD player (with 128x oversampling and true 24-bit conversion), you
decide instead to listen to an LP. Your LP laser
player is the Daewoo "LP2," which you got for
$500 from agray-market dealer. Although you
felt guilty about buying acheap Korean knockoff, at least you ripped out the shoddy analog
electronics and replaced them with custom circuitry from Vendetta Research.
The LP is your all-time favorite recording:
Volume VI of M&K's "Digital Masterpiece"
series, with Zoltan Rozsnyai conducting the

information in the file about EQ. However, the
file contains copious data about the kind of
acoustical space in which you prefer to hear the
music. There are 12 ambience speakers (above,
below, and to the sides); the computer generates the signals needed to accurately simulate
that space.
After breaking into tears over Rozsnyai's performance of Pachelbel's "Canon," you decide
you want to hear something equally moving.
Last week, you found some old Columbias in
a used-record store; one of them was
Orrnandy's classic performance of Beethoven's
"Pastoral." After carefully cleaning it, you place
it in the laser player.

You insert it in the LP2 and press the remote

This time, the computer doesn't recognize
the recording, and tells you so: aspeech synthesizer says, "I'm sorry, Dave, Idon't recog-

control's Play button.
The computer springs to action. Its infrared

nize that recording" in Douglas Rain's voice.
(You also have achoice of Majel Barrett, Mar-

sensor notes that you are about to play an LP
on the Daewoo. First, it mutes the outputs of
the system's digital processor, then checks that

vin Miller, or Eve Arden.) The processor trans-

Philharmonia Hungarica in Baroque favorites.

all system electronics are turned on. It then
switches the output of the Daewoo to the system's own 22-bit, 8x oversampling analog-todigital converter.
By this time the record is playing, but there's
no hurry; the processor contains 16 seconds

mits an infrared signal to the LP2 that puts it in
Pause, as you reach under the sofa for acombination LCD/graphics tablet. The computer
recognizes that you have picked it up, and turns
on the LCD.
Across the top of the screen are adozen
menu titles: Record Label, Design Room, Hall,
Stylus Correction, Room Parameters, Surround

of digital delay, so there's plenty of time to do

Decoding, Filters, and so forth. You pull an

all the things it has to do—and there are alot
of them. The computer examines the first few

electronic stylus from the side of the pad,
touch Record Label, and amenu of record

seconds of music, and, using some fancy autocorrelation algorithms, figures out which LP

companies drops down. You point to Columbia and click aswitch on the side of the stylus.

in your collection is playing! It then searches
the files on its hard disk to find the one with
information about M&K RT-206.

applies agroup of corrections that have been

The computer recognizes your selection, and
found effective for Masterworks of that era: a

This file contains everything you ever told

mild cut in the brightness region, moderate

the computer about how you want this record
to be played back. One item of information is

bass-boost and synthesis, and some modified
tracing-error correction, to compensate for the

the vertical tracking angle; the computer can

poor pressing. You then touch the stylus to
Play, to hear the effects of the processing.
After listening afew minutes, you decide the

alter it, over awide range, with digital processing. (The computer also needs information
about tracing-error correction and the impulse
response of the phono system. However, these
are constants for all LPs, so they are stored in
aseparate file.) Another piece of information

sound is abit dull and lacking detail. You select
Record Label again, then Modify. The LCD
switches to a"control-panel" display of the
default settings for Columbia, plus anumber

is the volume level you prefer; the computer
sets system gain accordingly. The file also tells

of related parameters.

the computer that this recording is dbx- en-

shows the amount of upper-midrange com-
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Moving the stylus across the bargraph that
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ASPECIAI ANNOUNCEMENT
FROM TARA LABS
RE: SPACE •Se TIME PHASE II SPEAKER CABLE.

In the last few months, me haw been quietly
developing anew speaker cable product
A small revolution is about to start in the
audio cable business as we announce the
release of the TFA Return ...
The TFA Return is an exciting concept because TFA Return is aspeaker cable product developed to complement and enhance
the sound of the Phase II Speaker Cable!!
As unbelievable as it may seem, we are in
fact announcing the world's first upgradable speaker cable! If you are an owner of
Phase II Cable, you will be able to enhance
your sound at amodest cost with the TFA
Return.
If you have only recently decided to purchase Space & Time Phase II, you can buy
it with or without the TFA Return.
A difficult choice to be sure, you can buy
the world's best cable for $6.95 per foot, or
with the TFA Return for alittle more!

pensation, you raise the level abit; that sounds

bience parameters, this time you decide to have

too harsh, so you restore the default setting.
You then move the Detail "knob" to add a
touch of second- and third-order harmonic

the processor perform one of its most amaz-

distortion. That sounds more like it, but the
sound is still grundgier than you like Returning

ing feats. It will analyze the recording's
ambience. You select Hall, then Analyze, then
Solo Piano (there are anumber of "performer

and choose asharp (but transient-corrected)

options," to tell the computer what it's analyzing), then Play.
The processor analyzes the music for about

cutoff at 12kHz. That's more like it!

two minutes, then displays something amaz-

The computer keeps track of all your selections, saving them in aunique file on the hard

ing on the LCD—a perspective view of what

disk; the next time you play this record, the file
is automatically retrieved. Any future changes

position of the piano is shown, as well as the

to the main group of menus, you select Filters,

are saved automatically, too, unless you tell the
processor not to.
Now it's time to add some ambience. Activating the Hall menu, you select default settings
from over 100 well-known concert halls. In this
case, however, the Academy of Music was not
the locale, but rather Memorial Hall in another
part of Philadelphia. Making your choice, you
lean back to consider the effect.
You are not totally pleased. There is not

it thinks the performance hall looks like! The
apparent listener's position.
The computer also lists agroup of recommendations. With a"good" recording, they are
always the same: processing will add only
"side" reflections to the reproduction; medium
and long delays will be suppressed in the main
channels, with the long moved to the rear
speakers. You accept these recommendations,
since you can always alter them. The computer
sends infrared commands to the player to start
over again.

enough warmth for such bucolic music, and

The effect is convincing. However, you feel

the close miking does nothing for the fabled

you are sitting too close to the piano. You point

lushness of the Philadelphia strings. Switching

to the listener icon with the stylus, then "click

to the Room Parameters menu, you select the

and drag" it 2 to aposition farther back in the

frequency vs reverb time display, and sketch
in agraph that lengthens reverb time in the

hall. The computer pauses the player for several
seconds while it recomputes the ambience-

upper midrange and the frequencies below

synthesis and extraction parameters, then you

200Hz. The result is abit muddy, so you start

hear the altered ambience.

the enhancement at 150Hz. Now you have it!
By now you have reached the "Scene by the

That's better. However, the space around the
piano seems too reverberant, and the overall

Brook," and you suddenly want some livelier
music. One of your record-store acquisitions

ambience is abit bland. To correct the former,

was the 1973 revival of Candide, in SQ! Aquick

you drag the stylus across bargraph displays
that control the level of frontal and side reflec-

listen shows the basic sound to be quite good,
surprising for a Columbia of that era. You

tions, lowering them. To correct the latter, you
click and drag the listener icon toward the side

eschew any enhancements, opting simply for
omnidirectional SQ decoding. The processor's

of the "hall" to make the reflections more
asymmetrical. That does it.

digital delay allows it to apply the necessary

What happens if the computer doesn't care

logic action after it has analyzed the signal,

much for the recording's acoustics? There are

producing extremely smooth decoding with

several options. You can tell the computer to
lust do its best, and to heck with the rest. You

virtually no artifacts.
After "Glitter and Be Gay," you're bored
again. You dig through the record-store stack,
uncovering areal treasure It's Audiofon's twodisc set of Earl Wild's concert, Tbe Art of the
Panscription. You don't think much of the
performance ("If these are such great virtuoso
pieces, why doesn't he play them loud and
fast?"), but the recording is exemplary, made
with two mikes.
Although you could select your own amStereophile, January 1989

can select from a wide range of pre-programmed acoustic spaces supplied with the
computer, and those you have designed yourself. If none of these please you, just create a
new one from scratch!
2"Click and drag" is not areference to tap-dancing transvestites. Its computerese for the following sequence of actions:
Point to something on the screen with the pointing device
(usually amouse). Press (click) the switch on the pointing
device. Drag the pointing device across the desktop to move
the icon or extend the selection.
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Kiseki:

"Hear the sound of one hand clapping

Introducing new Kiseki. Handcrafted cartridges lovingly produced by asmall
number of masters in the old tradition. No expense has been spared in the
design and execution of these joyful expressions of the art of cartridge making.
Imagine cartridge bodies hewn from solid blocks of polished stone, rare hardwoods and exotic alloys. Sapphires, diamonds and rubies form jewelled cantilevers artfully shaped by lasers. Styli are first precision-ground: then, in a
unique process using human hair, buffed to perfection.
The magic of Kiseki lies in the ability to resolve the zen riddle that is music: Delicate.
majestic...intimate. powerful...refined. explosive...
controlled. emotional...natural.
Kiseki replaces recorded confusion with clarity and in so doing. recreates real music.
▪

Blue Gold. Magnesium alloy body. aluminum with boron overlay cantilever. Kiseki Jewel stylus A taste
of handbuill greatness Light. delicate, and smooth with alarge soundstage $600

▪

Purpleheartwood Sapphire. Purpleheartwood body. pure sapphire cantilever. Kiseki Jewel stylus
Vivid detailed rich. resonant Best Buy. Hi-Fi Answers 1988 975

▪

Agsit Ruby. Solid agate body. 45mm ruby cantilever. Kiseki Jewel stylus S1250
Strikingly beautiful, both visually and sonically Sweet lyrical and refined Never shrill or abrasive

o.

Black Heart. Black Heartwood body boron cantilever hand selected Kiseki Jewel hand tuned alter run
in Relaxed composed, and supremely musical $4.000

e.

Lapis Lazuli. Carved Lapis Lazuli body solid diamond cantilever hand-tuned alter run in allow several
months for special order Price Upon request

Kiseki is pronounced kiss-say'-key

P.O.BOX

5046

BERKELEY,

CA 94705

415-843-4500

Hi
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To make anew environment, choose the
Design Room menu, then select from Concert
Hall, Cathedral, Night Club, Recital, and so
forth. The computer displays a"basic" room
configuration for each of these spaces on the
LCD, which you can then modify For example,
you can "click and drag" any of the walls (or
even the ceiling) to change the size and shape
of the room. You can call up sub-menus to add
acoustical "clouds" or to alter the texture and
reflective quality of the walls. You can include

from then on for that particular recording.
Little audiophile, you've had abusy day.
Before going to bed, you put the Ormandy
"Pastorale" back in the Daewoo, and ablank
cassette in the DAT. You then instruct the computer to make adigitally noise-reduced recording of the record for future playback. Such
processing takes 20 times as long as real-time
processing, so it is best done overnight.

Farfetched?

the acoustical influence from the clothes and
bodies of an audience, or you move to the
other extreme and rip out all the seats! You can

Not at all. Nothing I've suggested is at present

change the position of the orchestra or the lis-

which record is playing, or software that can

tener. You are Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, all

remove ambience). Software to create specific

impossible (though Idoubt anyone has written auto-correlation programs that figure out

room characteristics already exists. Ididn't

in one!
As each change is entered, the computer

even touch on the possibility of apalette of

mutes the system for amoment to recompute

euphonic colorations which will tailor the

the new acoustics, then presents the modified

sound to one's tastes of the moment. It is at this

ambience. If you wish, you can save several
designs as you go, and ask the computer to

point that the most hardened digiphobes will

switch among them automatically. When you

embrace digital signal processing without
reservation; it is, after all, what they wanted all.

finally have aroom you like, the computer

along—to insert their favorite colorations any

saves it to disk and notes that it is to be used

time they like!

DIGITAL DONE RIGHT
Introducing the Theta DS Pre' Digital Signal Processing Preamplifier,
awhole new kind of component for the Digital Age.
imilul9111111111
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NOT JUST ANOTHER 2 BIT IMPROVEMENT
Only computing power an order of magnitude beyond any CD player can recapture all the information digital has to offer.
With the power of 80 IBM PC's and ultrasophisticated programming. Theta
delivers a signal perfect in phase and time. All other digital sections randomise
time. Correct spacial cues ("imaging," "dimensionality"i come only from a timecorrect signal.
Forget fancy analog fixes — all they can do is obscure problems created by
inadequate digital sections. Digital done right sounds right.

Theta Digital Corporation
6360 Van Nuys Boulevard •Suite 5•Van Nuys, CA 91401 •(714) 997-8908

Denon
Elite Electronics
Energy
Euphonic Technology
Hafler
Harmonla Mundi
Kimber table
Krell
Lantana
Linn
Live Wire
Mamie Acoustics
Martin-Logan
May Audio Marketing
Mirage

Access to Music
Acoustat
Apogee
Aragon
Here's the current list of exhibitors and
manufacturers displaying and demonstrating
at the Bay Area High End HI-Fl show.

Audible Difference
Audio Excellence
Audio Products
International
Audioquest
Audio Research
B&W
California Audio Labs
Chesky Records
DB Audio
dbx

Mod Squad
Muse
NAD
Nalm
Nikko
Nitty Gritty
Parsec
Perreaux
Reference Recordings
Rotel
Straight Wire
Stereo Plus
TDL
Vacuum Tube Logic

AND NELSON 8( ASSOCIATES
PRESENT

THE

SAN FRANCISCO

BAY AREA

M1]C15
HIGH

END

DUNFEY SAN MATEO HOTEL
1770 SAMPHLETT BLVD. SAN MATEO,

CALIFORNIA
TICKETS $15 •GOOD FOR ALL THREE DAYS
FRIDAY, APRIL 211to9 pm
SATURDAY. APRIL 2211 am to8 pm
SUNDAY, APRIL 23 11 am to6 pm

Come up to the best
in high end
hi-fi

rder now and
save! Send this coupon and
pay just $12.50, good for all three
days ($15.00 at door)
send me

tickets to the High End Hi -Fi Show

Name

Phone

Address
City, State. Zip
Check enclosed

Charge my

Card No

-VISA

MasterCard

'American Express
Exp. date

Signature
MAIL TO: HIGH END HI-FI SHOW, P.O. BOX 5529, SANTA FE, NM 87502
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MASTER
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The most advanced compact disc
in the music industry today! Since
1983 Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab has
been committed to creating the
ultimate audiophile version of
commercially produced compact
discs.
The
years
of
research and investment have
resulted in the development
and release of the ULTRADISC
compact disc. The 24K Gold
ULTRADISC is a dramatic
breakthrough in the consumer music market.

Capable of generating
music far above current
audio standards, it is setting new highs in listening
pleasure. Current releases
on ULTRADISC: Pink Floyd The Dark Side of the Moon,
Blind Faith - Blind Faith
Cat Stevens - Tea For The
Tillerman, Steely Dan - Aja,
Upcoming releases Include:
Elton John, The Moody Blues,
The Hollies and more.

Atedteepem4be.teed

For a complete, FREE catalog
write or call TOLL FREE 800-423-5759

m obile fidelity
®sound lab
adivisson of AfFSL, INC.

1260 Holm Road • Petaluma, CA 94952 • 707-778-0134
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Brian Cheney offers areview of reviewing

A

lright already, quit shoving. 1know 1
don't belong here. This magazine al-

ered opinions. However, my manufacturing

ready has aplace for manufacturers—

criteria for reviewing loudspeakers. Don't ask

in the back, where those large egos are squeezed

me about amplifiers, Ihaven't aclue how to

experiences have led me to compose alist of

into small column inches so they can't hurt

build good ones and sure as heck cannot

you. Not that I'm exactly proud of my job. On

describe differences between them in less than

social occasions, if pressed as to my profession,

Wretched Subjectivist terms (a W.S. being, of

Iwill usually admit to some honest toil such as

course, an individual who hears differences

mortician or hodcarrier. Speaker design is
downright devious work. As proof, examine

where none should exist, in the opinion of the
Wretched Objectivists who populate main-

the specifications for the 1376 models in

stream audio criticism).

Audio's 1988 equipment directory. Much of

Over the past several years Ihave had occa-

this data, when compared with each described

sion to visit the abodes of nearly adozen audio

system's real-world performance, looks like Joe

critics, persons whose bylines grace the gentle
journal you now behold, as well as other "under-

Isuzu wrote it on abad day.
Of course, there are no standards for loud-

grounds" of good repute. Ibet you'd like to

speaker measurements, just afew conventions

know how these fellows hear! I'll tell you: on

for recording perhaps an aggregate of ampli-

the occasions Ihave shared critical auditions
with reviewers whose evaluation of said gear

tude responses or an occasional modulus of
impedance. Hell, there aren't even standards

later appeared in print, Ican reveal that, invari-

for listening to loudspeakers. Which is why Fm

ably these gentlemen described what they, and

A

7
4 -•

here. You see. Idon't really want to design
speakers for aliving. I'd rather review them.
Reviewing, instead of doing, offers distinct

I, heard on that occasion with accurate perception and in clear detail.
Wherein lies the rub. To illustrate, Isubmit

advantages: no startup costs, troublesome engi-

for your attention the three amplitude-response

neering decisions, vexatious production prob-

curves in fig.1

lems, or withering exposure to the consumer's
frequent disappointment in one's best efforts.
A reviewer need only possess agood stick, a
hungry ear, and aforum for his most considStereophile, January 1989

Speaker Asounds pretty rough. With disconBiographical Note, author Brian Cheney, when not making
his VMPS loudspeakers somewhere in Northern California.
fancies himself ajournalist
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AudioPris

in

Product
News

How to
Achieve Peak
FM Reception
Here finally is a serious indoor FM
antenna for people who demand peak
performance from their tuners and
receivers. The AudioPriem 7500 is the
first full size, half-wave length antenna

' •4
,

with appropriate length

The Ultimate
Sound Connection

elements (7-2") for optimal
FM reception.
The AudioPriem 7500:

Introducing ULTIMA"' Interconnect
Cable. It's Audibly Superior:

• Achieves Higher Gain (5.1
dBi) and Clearer Reception
than All Other Indoor Antennas
• Brings in More Stations
than Most Cable Systems
• Brings in More Distant Stations with less Noise than
Electrically Amplified
Antennas
• Exhibits Superb Rejection
of Multipath Interference
• Receives Low Angle Transmitter Signals to Reduce
Flutter & Fading
• Is OmnidirectionalDoesn't need Constant
Tuning Adjustments
• Features Coaxial. TwinTuned. 1/4" Diameter. Pure
Aluminum J-Pole Configured Elements
• Has a Clean. Unobtrusive
Design to Integrate with All
Types of Decor and Audio
Cabinetry. A Stable Wood
Base Uses Only 1s.f. Floor
Space.
• Is Covered with Standard
Black or Beige Fabric. Ask
Local Dealers About
Custom Fabric Coverings.
Suggested Retail: $149.95

Write, Call or Fax for product literature and
ordering information.
O

Mit

Dealer inquiries are
welcome.

• 100% Teflon Insulation
•Lowest Induced. Phase Distortion of
Any Interconnect Cable
• 100% RF Shielded Cable for Low Noise
•Oxygen Free. Long Crystal. Silver
Coated Copper Wire
•Precision-Machined Connectors Feature
a Unique Solderless Compression Fit
•Available in .5. 1.0. 3.0 meter and
• Custom Lengths
Audition it at Your Local Dealer. S160.

A
Sound
Foundation
PinPoints ,Enhance the performance of your
audio system by creating a sound foundation under it. P1nPointe transfer and
eliminate unwanted harmonic vibration
and excessive resonance from your components. cabinetry and speakers into
flooring. PlaPointa also:
•Stabilize your speakers and audio
cabinetry on deep pile carpeting so
they can't be easily knocked over
•May be threaded into the base of your
turntable, metal or wood shelves supporting a turntable, audio cabinetry.
metal racks and subwoofers
•Support a load of 25 lb. each
1 set of 4: $7.95

2 sets of 4: $14.95

AudioPrism
A Divislon of Rf Llmrfed

P.O. Box 1124, Issaquah, WA 98027
Tel: 206•392-0399 FAX 206•392-8413

sharp notches here and there, Speaker Acould

bases his opinions of aspeaker's performance
on Jazz at the Pawnshop, the JVC Audio Sym-

fairly be described as an earstrain. Speaker B,

phony, or the Sheffield sampler CD should be

on the other hand, sounds distinctly dull, with
relatively smooth, restricted output of exces-

tossed on the pyre incinerating all extant copies
of said material. Aren't you, dear reader, more

tinuities in the lower treble, arising top, and

sively warm character. Now Speaker C is a

interested in how the device under review han-

champ The reviewer of this system enjoys hump-

dles Mahler's 5th, "Vissi d'Arte," Woody Herman, Furtwangler, Ella, the Schumann E- flat

free bass, uncolored midrange, an extended,
clear, but unfatiguing treble, and says so.
Of course, all three curves were made with
the same measurement techniques on the same
speaker system; only the environments differed.
This revelation is no surprise to any experienced

Quintet, or Muddy Waters? I'll allow Marni
Nixon, but not Amanda McBroom. You can
have two lèlarc bass drums and one slam of the
garage door. That's it.
3) Worry about ends, not means. After a

ago. So, as Iam to take up the reviewer's task,

while, reviewers begin to give credence to
whatever manufacturers are promoting this
year. Acurrent craze is the metal-dome tweeter,

Iwould make life easier, and more repeatable

adevice which, due to its rigidity and low mov-

(" If you can't repeat it, it ain't physics"), by

ing mass, scores well on the kind of waterfall

audio journalist; the curves mirror those taken
by the estimable Harry F. Olson over 35 years

adhering to the following guidelines:

FFTs we all know how to perform. This is acase

1) Listen in agood environment. The best,

of amaterial tailored to ameasurement, forget-

most helpful listening environment known to

ting two cardinal rules for speaker transducers:

me is the full live-end/dead-end treatment

their diaphragms exhibit ahigh degree of selfdamping, and generate low amounts of dia-

where the speaker end is as acoustically dead
as possible, covers perhaps the first third of the
room, then gives way to avery reflective live

phragm noise (the eigentones made by the

end equipped with diffusors and virtually no
absorptive components. This means damping

are lousy in both respects. 'Live, the best metal-

walls, floors, and ceiling with 3" to 4" of linearly
absorptive material such as Sonex. In apinch,
aheavy rug will do for floor damping, but else-

material when set in motion). Metals of all sorts
domes sound better than the worst soft-domes.
Still, Iwould never have ametal tweeter in my
speaker system as Icannot abide the tinfoil colorations. Damping the metal with soft-dome

where, make it thick, and make it dead! And no

materials such as polyamide seems to give the

furniture or equipment racks between, behind,

worst of both worlds.

beside, or close in front of the speakers—all

4) Know your software. In particular, know
how the recording was made. Distantly miked

this stuff goes in the live end. Among reviewers
of my acquaintance, Audio's longtime Associate

recordings done with omnis are forgiving and

Editors Bert Whyte and Barney Pisha share the

sound great on speakers having aforward tonal

prize for best listening room. Bert's was one of

balance, as well as many minimonitors. Close-

the first residential LEDE rooms in the coun-

miked cardioid and other directional mics yield

try (constructed in 1980), agood 25'-long rectangular space on aconcrete slab (concrete on

accurately and pleasingly, and this is not neces-

mother earth is best for floors; anything less

sarily the fault of the recording. If aspeaker

rigid becomes asounding board for the music).

only sounds good on the distantly miked stuff,

Barney's listening room, much smaller than the
pictures published recently in Audio would

or on xylophone solos, that doesn't necessarily
mean it's awinner.

suggest, is a calibrated LEDE environment

5) Have areference system. This is atoughie;
you actually need two—preferably three —

complete with elaborate diffusors in the live
end. Worst reviewing environment in my experience belongs to aregular contributor to that
other big-circulation underground, whose
room forces one to place speakers in front of

recordings which are often harder to reproduce

preamps and power amps, and remember the
differences between them. Most frequently,
differences in amplifier tonal balance show up
at the frequency extremes. A good speaker
sounds less warm on the high-damping solid-

astone fireplace, complete with brass poker/
shovel set singing sympathetic accompaniment

state amp with the undersized supply, quite full

to the high notes. Ugh.
2) Listen with real music. A reviewer who

(I hesitate to say "neutral") electronics. The gear

Stereophile, January 1989

on the tube gear, and in the middle on the good
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should stay constant for quite awhile, maybe
ayear or so. Costly and inconvenient.
6) Don't be acloset designer. Which is why
I'm unsuited for this work. Designers invariably hate gear not designed to their prejudices.

modulus of impedance, and THD with constant drive yielding 90dB/SPL at one meter for
all audio frequencies. As far as I'm concerned,
you can stop the test when THD surpasses 3%,
apoint at which the sinewave is quite visibly

Idislike dipoles, for example, and always find
fault with them regardless of their sound. Of

distorted. Abrupt phase-angle changes and

course, promoters like the guy who claims a

cate adisregard for phase coherency Impedance
humps more than double the mean value; or,
appearing at more than one, max two, frequen-

-3dB point of I8Hz for bis dipole are only grist
for my mill. Yes, Ican conceive of ameasure-

phase change not linear with frequency indi-

ment condition under which such aresult
might be obtained. No, that is no guarantee you
will actually hear anything like true, extended,

cies, show the designer didn't do his homework.

linear low bass from that speaker. Praising a
dipole for its bass is like loving aFerrari for its

ate high-Q behavior (such as engineered-in

fuel economy.
7)Make useful measurements. The standard

sense enough to operate with program sources

pressure-amplitude response curve which

speakers at the correct vertical height for listen-

infests speaker reviews around the planet is
often worse than useless, particularly when
made "on axis" (where, oh where, is the "axis"

ing (assuming the manufacturer knows what
that is), etc. However, Ihear my faithful ethnic
sidekick/employee, Kato, yelling that he's run

of aplanar or multidriver array system?). If you

out of speaker-cone copolymer. Since we like

want to make measurements, make four simultaneously, and display the results one above the
other: amplitude ("frequency response" and

hightail it out to the company oil well and get,
er, cracking. "Kato, did you park Black Beauty

good luck), phase change with frequency,

under the gusher again?!"

The importance of
actively to pressure
controlling room
occurances, the Phanresonances to realize tomAcoustics Shadow
bass clarity is well
outperforms passive
"trapping" systems.
understood.

Isuppose there is more Icould go into: the
reviewer should have an ability to differentipanel resonances) from real bottom end, or
of correct absolute polarity, or think to place

to do everything here In-House, Imust now

for extended bass
perception.

To receive atechnical
paper describing room
resonance control and
alist of PhantomAcousNow, the PhantomAcoustics dealers, write:
Its active capabilities
tics Shadow actively
supresses the high pres- even allow absorption PhantomAcoustics
c/o InConcert
sure zones which support of the out-of-phase
bass radiation to the rear 12919 Earhart Avenue
room resonances.
of aplaner loudspeaker Auburn, CA 95603
Because it responds

PhantomAcoustics
products are exclusively
distributed by

itiNi II; I
Division of Threshold
Corporation

"Because I
wanted to have the world's finest
amplifier and the world's greatest transfer functic
I
built the astonishing Silver Seven.''
7be Ssiver Seven employs clas
fidly balanced circuit topoiogs and
thefinest components in existence
A- 450111m Linear output
transfirmers uith amen free primary
leads and pure silver secondanks
• Wonder Cap capacitors
throughout
• Interconnects are Van den Hui
Sthur
• Internal toeing is pure silver.
• Wonder Solder throughout
• Gold input amnectors and high
current gold output connectors.

the.SihErSti en. finest power
amplifier lo Ike avoid P(.750 each
too requtret1 fir stereo ¡libe
counters note. the ISM A788 6550A
is avoltage rmilator

.4101"
-

The Sihrr .Seen:3 polished
granite anti- (err:lion basefloats on
four.Simm tibmtion dampen The
separatepotter supplys pout ,rtransfiemer ensfbeth are nsaibinedfrom a
solid block ofbigertensiry'
Capable ofan adonisbing 390
joule energy storage tfreSdvtSeven
deliz er,. aconsernstive rated 375
orals into 8ohmsfroln 20Hz to
20kHz with no more than 0.5%
distortion. On the I- ohm top.peak
corren/ocio arm of ¿5 amps!

Beforejut mar the new M 404 Bob
Caner uants js
oulo mol its inspiration,
the money is noobjectSiherSeren

The Politics of Denial,
by Bob Carver
Adiscussion of the controversy surrounding my
work, afew clarifications
about Transfer Functions,
and some straightforward information on
two major new power
amplifiers.
Few audio controversies have
spilled more ink, ignited more angry
letters and raised more blood pressure
levels than my insistence that I
can
duplicate the transfer function of power
amplifier designs. By returning to these
pages, I'm not attempting to up6et the
uneasy cease-fire which has finally settled over this issue. Rather, I'd like to
examine with you, gentle reader, two
important mechanisms which have
invisibly underlain the ongoing conflict.

The first of these is the tnmendous pressure which I've somewhat
innocently unleashed on the audiophile
press.
The second is simply aclarification of the t-mod process, which I
frankly
admit to have posed over in favor of
more controversial statements.
'The Carver Challenges were
ahorrible blight on the audiophile reviewing magazines of this
world" — direct quote in an audiophile reviewing magazine, by its editor
(Tbe Audiophile-File, Mar/Apr 1988,
Vol. 1
Issue 2, Printed Edition). Any time
apublication entertains radical views
— whether they be editorial or on an
advertiser's page — there is asubstantial
and often negative reaction. (Read Larry
Archibald's Final Word in Stereopbile Vol.
11, No. 7for an excellent account of what
can befall amagazine over just asingle
review )

"Because I
wanted to share
its magnificent sound with you we built
the new Carver M-4.0t7
01 Went id Iran,ferVim, lion
and 3-5waits rite ch. at 8ohms
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The very essence of my work on
M-1.5t and M-1.0t power amplifiers
as been pure heresy to virtually every
her amplifier manufacturer. I've not
tly dared to claim my desips to be the
tnic equals of more expensive competebrands, but I've somewhat innocently
tanaged to embroil at least two maganes in the validation of these assertions.
rthat I
apologize. Beyond that, the
action has been sadly predictable.
Let's face it, radical scientific
tethods have always produced radical
acklashes; magical solutions are more
in — certainly no one likes something
appear too easy And few are really
mfortable confronting adesign which
lay have the potential of solving aprobin at afraction of the current cost. Even
'theprospect is exciting! Thus any editrial staff — be it an engineering joural or aliterary digest — is faced with
te same dilemma: the inverse result of
ditorially endorsing (or even fairly

examining) such radical methods will
inevitably be seen as questioning more
conventional approaches.
lb sense the potential strength of
the ensuing reaction, simply count the
number of power amplifier ads in this
publication. Then factor in the owners
of competing brands. And multiply by
the editorial position of each magazine
as to which power amplifiers are currently the best. No wonder some may
consider me to be a"horrible blight."
But think of it, WhatS so homble about
hying to offer music lovers agreat
amphfier at agoalprice ?From my
first amplifier design onward, I've
worked long and hard to develop apowerful scientific method for achieving this.
If my invention of the Magnetic Field
power supply (the patent lasts 11 more
years) and the ability to sort out atransfer function has furthered that goal, than
it's for the better in spite of reactions

ranging from outright denial to bitter
innuendo.
Where does this leave me on the
eve of introducing two major new power
amplifier designs? Certainly the ideological underdog should further conflicts
break out.
And what about you, dear reader
and music lover, the very person who
must ultimately come up with the money
to buy an amp. What about you?
The question more rightfully
should be "where does this leave the
audiophile editorial press?" Are they
shuddering over anew "Carver blight,"
considering getting unlisted phone numbers to avoid the flood of angry calls from
other power amplifier advertisers and
either hoping to indefinitely postpone
Carver product reviews or crucify both
designs quickly to get it over with? To
print anecdotal zingers from staff and
readers alike in issue after issue without
balance?

Honestly, I'm not that paranoid,
but I
can't help wondering. If my belief
in the validity of my design approach
hasn't been shaken by past years of
sometimes nearly unfounded editorial
attack, neither has my faith been eroded
that those same writers have the potential to be fair and objective.
I
ask only what has long been
professed. That favorites not be played,
whether those manufacturers be (as
Larry Archibald put it) advertisers, friend,
"enemies" or simply the accepted leaders in the field. In my opinion, future
coverage and examination of the new
Silver Seven and M-4.0t amplifiers will
be asignificant test of whether or not
what benefits you as readers and listeners does indeed remain of paramount
concern.
While it may appear that I
thrive
on controversy; I'd really rather simply
be judged by my results. And that means
being familiar with my methods. In the
past, I've been very remiss in clarifying
several fundamental points about the
transfer function/t-mod methods and
philosophy.
The Silk Purse-Out-Of-ASow's-Ear myth debunked. As Larry
Archibald, Gordon liolt, and Peter Aczel
will admit, lam capable of reproducing
the transfer function of one amplifier in
adissimilar design. (Archibald and Holt
disagree with the contention that my
production version of the t-mod reproduced the sound of the referenced amp
[Stereophile, Vol. 10, No. 31. Aczel agrees
with my contention that my production
version of the t-mod does reproduce the
sound of the referenced amp. The Audio
Critic, Winter/Spring 1 ,
Issue No.11).
This has led to the collective sound of
minds snapping shut. "Ridiculous!" goes
their thinking, 'Bob actualy claims to
be able to take adisgustingly made
cheap power amphfier and make a
emulate auorld-class reference amplifier? Impossible!"

l'ouvrfil

We agree. Nothing could be further
from the truth. As mentioned earlier, I
have been remiss in not stressing an
important point about the t-mod process.
The success of transfer function replication is totally doendent on the intrinsk capabilities ofthe amplifier being
1-mod-ed."
In other words, I've never claimed
the ability to make abad design into a
good one: The generic amplifier being
modified must, in many ways, be better
than the design whose transfer function
is being replicated. It must, as aminimum, have more output current and
more output voltage than the reference
amplifier. Its frequency response, slew
rate, noise floor, and intrinsic input
impedance spew must always equal or
far exceed those of the reference amplifier. Its instantaneous current rise-time
speed must beat the reference. And of
course, it must always have at least as
much power. Only under these circumstances can one then begin layering in
the specific sonic signature that the
t-mod transfer function characterizes.

Abrief description of my
new t-mod and t-mod-ee. An interesting and frustrating phenomenon
occurred during production of my last
t-mod design. The reference amplifier
used for QC comparison proved to he
unstable — or rather, un-constant — as
M-1.0t manufacturing continued. For
that and many other reasons (including
temporary vacuum tube madness, the
sheer challenge of it, and the overwhelming desire to give my customers
something very special), I
set out to
create the ultimate reference power
amplifier. Adesign with the world's
greatest transfer function. And adesign
Bob Carver
that was mine to start with.
Because my heartfelt belief is that P.S. We spent close to aquarter million
dollars creating the Silver Seven, but
great sound should not cost $zillions,
I've replicated the Silver Seven's transfer that's okay, because potentially, I, you,
function in anew solid-state design, the all of us, can benefit.
M-4.0t. Now it should be obvious that to
be successful the M-4.0t had to start out

CARVER
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with basic parameters as good as those
of the Silver Seven. BEFORE t-modification. This was, for me in many ways, a
much more difficult engineering challenge than creating amoney-is-no-object
world's-finest-reference power amplifier.
I'm not saying the M-4.0t and Silver
Seven are identical. An M-4.0t weighs
277 pounds less than apair of Silver
Sevens. And you don't get the warm glow
of silver-tipped vacuum tubes reflecting
in polished black lacquer.
But be assured, the M-4.0t's transfer function is identical to that of the
Silver Seven. And the sound it makes is
the same, exactly the same.
Please understand that I
didn't buy
this ad to stir things up again. My hope
is that it might open afew minds enough
to judge my new solid state design on its
merits, rather than on presuppositions,
anecdotal statements, and hearsay.
No matter what your opinion has been
concerning my t-mod process, whether
you are among those who believe in the
scientific validity of the process (as evidenced by the thousands and thousands
of positive comments I've received) or
are among those who still can't quite
believe because it seems just too good to
be true, I
urge you to seriously audition
the M-4.0t. And the Silver Seven,
although their distribution is understandably more limited.
We at Carver think you'll be
impressed. Because, to mangle aphrase,
'The intrinsic quality of the M-4.0t
was there before the 't' in the t-mod
went in."
Thank you for reading my ad.
Warmest regards,

Accurate
P0. Box 1237. Lynnwood, WA 98046

PURE GOLD
Alvin Gold

First, congratulations on your new president.
Ihope you're all very happy together.
Next, someone on the KEF payroll recently
reminded me that Idamned them with faint
praise by remarking that their powerful
computer-driven research base did at least enable them to produce atruly consistent product. Actually, he took it as astraight compliment, which Ithink reinforced my point. KEF

tral balance will be skewed by the variations in
directivity and phasing, the latter becoming
much worse when listened to from above or
below the normal plane for vertical in-line
designs.
You may reasonably object that you're not
interested in listening from off-axis, but the
character of the ambient soundfield in the
listening room is determined by the reflections

gets the last laugh, of course: their recent suc-

from nearby walls, the floor, and ceiling; plenty

cess is legendary, afact of which Stereop bile's

of psycho-acoustic data exists to show how

readers will be well aware. Or perhaps not.

important this is for realistic music reproduc-

Another fact you'll certainly be aware of is
that KEF invented anew wheeze for 1988 —

tion. Incidentally, KEF scarcely refers to this in
their literature on Uni -Q, but no matter.
The solution is obvious. Plonk the tweeter

the coincident-source loudspeaker. This is
something quite new, at least in the form that
they have tackled it. Keeping it relatively brief,
the specifics are that KEF developed anovel,
if not unique, full-range drive-unit which they
have dubbed the Uni -Q. Uni -Q (just roll it
around the tongue) is all about controlled
directivity.
KEF tells me the loudspeakers based on the

in the center of the bass unit, deeply enough
recessed to be in the radiating plane at the
crossover frequency—the acoustic center, in
fact. Then match their polar responses.
This is easier said than done. The traditional
problem is that adecent tweeter, one with sufficient sensitivity and overload performance,
will simply be too large to fit within the pole-

new drive-unit are massively back-ordered in

piece area of the bass unit, which is where it

the States (and in other countries too), the infer-

would need to go. Nevertheless, there have

ence being that they have already been
launched, that you know all about them, and

been a number of honorable attempts—

that nothing more need be said. But journal-

of the art with their well-respected Dual Con-

ism is all about never keeping quiet no matter

centric range—but invariably the tweeter is

what; it's the only thing Iadmit to sharing with
those shady folk who brought you religion . .

either in front of or behind the bass unit's

Well, never mind about that.
Of course, living in the country of KEF's
establishment. I'm in aunique position to tell
you about the launch of the concept. Well, 1

Tannoy is the best-known existing practitioner

acoustic center. Either way, the path lengths to
the listener's ear will vary over the crossover
band, and the effect may become noticeable.
and have asignificant effect on stereo imaging.
KEF's very elegant solution is to use sophLsti

would have been, but unfortunately Ididn't

cated neodymium/iron/boron magnets. which

make it to the hall. What Ican tell you about
are my experiences with one of the results of

(says KEF) have about ten times the magnetic

their efforts

flux density of ferrite, and about twice that of
that other damn stuff—you know—oh yes.

In atraditional multi-way design. there are

samarium/cobalt. The magnet is small enough

anumber of endemic problems that cannot be
readily addressed (if they can be addressed at

that it can be shrunk into the space at the
center of the bass driver's 1.25" voice-coil. The

all), and which have profound influences on
the final sound. These problems arise as aresult

mesh-covered polymer dome and is 19mm in

of having different acoustic centers for the
different drivers, and non-matching polar

diameter.
Uni -Q allows the two drive-units to radiate

responses (directivity patterns) in the crossover
region. Off the design listening axis, the spec-

from approximately apoint source; that is, the
acoustic center varies smoothly over afairly
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tweeter itself, to complete the story. has a
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What do Apogee,
Duntech,
Martin-Logan,
Monster Cable
and VPI
have in common?

aragon

These are some of the state of the art audio companies that
have purchased Aragon amplifiers for their research and
development work.

Read Thomas J. Norton's review of Aragon in the December 1987 issue of
Stereophile Magazine. or call us for acopy.
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tion will be small over the mid- to high frequency range, where it is of most interest. The
next trick that KEF performs is to control the

but there are some less satisfactory factors too.
The main points Iidentified by visual examination were that the enclosure was surprisingly
lively—quite alot of acoustic rubbish is radi-

directivity of the tweeter so that it matches the

ated, especially by the sides and back—and the

bass unit in this region. This they've done,

crossover is fastened near the back of the bassunit magnet, apparently to expedite service

short distance with frequency, but the varia-

in part, by using the fiare of the bass cone to
provide acoustic loading to the tweeter. Ele-

should this be required. I've been in correspon-

One of the reasons KEF got into trouble with
this launch (this is my version, not KEF's) is that

dence with KEF's Technical Director Laurie
Fincham on this point (and others). He claims
that any coupling between magnet and cross-

they have gone about things in away fun-

over is a) benign, and b) accounted for and

damentally different from before. It has been
KEF's practice over the years to introduce new

therefore beneficial. His version, not mine.
The one benefit Uni -Q ought to provide is

technology at the top of the product range, and

good stereo imaging. With the tweeter and the

let it filter back down as the technology

bass unit having coincident acoustic centers,
and with acarefully stage-managed hand-over
of polar responses between the two drivers, the

gant, no?

matures. That very sensible way of doing business (think of coupled-cavity bass loading, and
the KUBE) allows designers the freedom to

speaker ought to be the next best thing to aper-

develop their ideas without the restrictions

fect point source, and ought to image like a

imposed by being asked to meet avery tight
price point, initially being able to spend as
much money as necessary to get it right.

dream. But it isn't like that.

But not this time. For reasons unknown, KEF
decided to pull their latest technological stroke
on their budget range, almost every member
of which incorporates their Uni -Q driver. The

Stereo imaging is arare and precious commodity, one much prized by audiophiles. It is
also elusive, hard to track down, and harder still
to ascribe to asingle cause, or even group of
causes. The search is often confused by the fact
that most recorded material doesn't have the

trap that KEF was obviously in danger of, therefore, was having to under-engineer the

integrity to image properly anyway. As you may

speakers before they had achance to learn

doesn't even exist, and there's acertain veracity

exactly what compromises were acceptable
and which weren't.
Like Isaid, this is my version, not KEF's.

in this statement if you take anarrow mechanistic view of the ways in which images are

Definitely not KEF's. Ithink they've botched
the launch. Ihave experience of only one

loudspeakers capable of areal stab at conjuring up something approaching asolid, dimen-

know, there are those who claim that imaging

formed in space. There are, nevertheless, many

model, so I'm on shaky ground talking about

sional soundstage from decent recordings.

the entire range, but the reactions of other
observers whose opinions Itrust are not far

The broad generalization Iwould draw —
it's scarcely revolutionary or even surprising—

from my own.
The model Ilaid hands on was the C55, from
the middle of the range of Uni -Qs and amodel

is that traditional multi-way box loudspeakers
that image in asolid, believable way tend to do
so over arelatively restricted listening area. This

KEF describes as bookshelf/freestanding. It is
neither. It likes the wide open spaces away
from walls and on the usual open stands. From

but the most adventurous designers have for

adistance it appears to be all drive-unit, but
closer examination shows that the Uni -Q driver
is matched by asecond, bass-only unit of similar dimensions. In this case, however, it's apas-

certainly has alot to do with the infatuation all
two-way loudspeakers (in the UK especially),
where the bass driver beams quite severely at
the point of hand-over to the tweeter, which
at this point radiates to all the points of the
compass. The result? If imaging is perceivable

sive radiator—the classic flapping baffle of

from out front, it tends to collapse when

yore.
The 20-liter enclosure measures approxi-

viewed from the side. A good point-source

mately 19" by 10" by 10". There's some pretty
nifty engineering in the form of diecast chassis
components and expensive-looking terminals,
Stereophile, January 1989

loudspeaker, on the other hand, will—or at
least can, under favorable circumstances—give
a kind of imagery that has remarkable
homogeneity without loss of focus. It can be
99
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viewed from many different angles, but the illu-

will move forward and backward over avery

sion of asoundstage in some kind of coherent

considerable distance—perhaps an inch or

acoustic space remains.
There aren't many point-source loudspeakers, of course. In fact, if were being accurate there aren't any, though some do provide

more—at very low frequencies. Imagine making cone shapes with your hands over your
mouth, then oscillating your hand forward and
back 20 times asecond. Would the sound of

akind of rectangular window onto avirtual
point source. If you recognize the description

your voice change due to the different acoustic
loading? Sure it would. Could this be the rea-

of the Quad ESL-63 in this statement, then
you're right. More than any other, this loud-

on atruly exacting up-market loudspeaker

speaker triggered the points Ihave set down

with extended bass? Could this even explain

son why Uni -Q, didn't first see the light of day

here, yet the Quads need pretty drastic mea-

the treble coloration, or the lack of consistency

sures before you can actually wring this kind
of image-forming ability from them. They need

at high levels Idetected in the C55?
There's another factor here too, one put to
me by another loudspeaker designer. (I should

to be lifted up very high, and they like to be
used near the centers of lively, irregular rooms.

add that he had every reason to grind axes,

Altogether, they are far too adept at making

since he worked for akey competitor, so bear

bloody nuisances of themselves, but that, I

this in mind.) He said that his company had

already tried what KEF has done, and gave it
suppose, is the price of stardom.
up. "Whatever you do, it always sounds like
There may be such aprice for the KEFs, too,
but if there is I've been unable to find it. All I someone talking through cupped hands. It's
know is that it's asurprisingly sweet, gentle
performer, and this in itself gives the sound a

always going to sound colored."
Ithink that this and the other arguments

kind of false depth of the kind that more brittle,

have alot of force, but they're not the whole

up-front loudspeakers never display. The
sweetness makes the C55 kind to CD, kind to

story; they merely define some of the
challenges. And that, really, is the message of

female voice, and kind to the sometimes brutal

this little piece. The coincident-source loud-

sound of today's budget audio. It's the perfect
antidote to audio-induced migraine, but has

speaker is not the final solution to anything,
and in the form in which I've heard it running,

nothing to do with the kind of audio hologra-

it has yet to make agood case for itself. How-

phy Iwas (however unfairly) looking for.

ever, the basic idea is so elegant, simple, and
somehow "right," that it hardly seems possi-

Instead, what Iheard was nice, but vaguely,
well, muddled. Idon't want to put too strong
an emphasis on this. Idoubt if the slow-acting

ble that KEF has got it wrong. My gut reaction

flapping baffle was helping agreat deal over the
lower frequencies where it was producing use-

singer needs alittle training.
Coincidentally, I've just stumbled across a

ful output. But the muddling extends higher,
and can be detected easily with early (classical)

press release from Tannoy (again, not exactly
a disinterested party) concerning two new

is that KEF is singing the right song, but that the

music which has little to stress the bass of most

dual-concentric models which they claim have

loudspeakers. The top end was nice, but
slightly colored, lacking the clean, incisive

coincident-source driver technology. The

quality of many of today's better tweeters, espe-

2000. The release claims that 'annoy consid-

cially the one-piece metal domes. The KEF was
also inconsistent with level, sounding rather

ered the KEF approach about three years ago,
and rejected it on the grounds of inherent col-

muddled at high SPLs within the compass of

oration in the HF energy (sic) because of the
lack of phase-coherent information. "There's

other, similarly priced loudspeakers. Curiously,

models concerned are the DC-1000 and DC-

tation. The level of treble, and therefore the bal-

plenty of prior art dating back to 1935 [regarding] putting the direct radiating treble unit in

ance of the system as awhole, varies signifi-

the middle of abass cone," the release con-

cantly over quite limited incident angles.

tinues. They conclude by noting that they own

it was also surprisingly fussy about lateral orien-

at very low frequencies. Below 50Hz or so, a

the patent on the "next stage from the KEF
unit, where the bass cone is inverted so that the

large system will be called on to move alot of
air, and this in turn means that the bass cone

HF unit does not suffer from the cavity effects
down in the apex of the cone." Gee!

I'm curious to know how the Uni -Q works
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
A VIEW TO A THIEL
Larry Archibald reviews the CS2, CS3.5, and CS1.2 loudspeakers
Thiel CS2: Three-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" soft-dome tweeter, 3" papercone midrange unit, 8" plastic-cone woofer. Crossover frequencies: 800Hz, 3kHz. Frequency
response: 38Hz-20kHz ±2dB. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 6ohms. Minimum
amplifier power: 40W. Dimensions: 39" H by 12" W by 12" D. Weight: 62 lbs each. Price:
$1650/pair ($1690/pair on West coast).
Thiel CS3.5: Three-way, sealed-box loudspeaker with line-level bass equalizer. Drive-units: 1"
soft-dome tweeter, 4" paper-cone midrange unit, 10" plastic-cone woofer. Crossover frequencies:
400Hz, 3kHz. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±2dB. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Minimum amplifier power: 40W. Dimensions: 41" H by 13" W by 13" D. Weight:
75 lbs each. Price: $2450/pair ($2490/pair on West coast).
Thiel CS1.2: Two-way, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" aluminum-dome tweeter, 6.5"
plastic-cone woofer. Crossover frequency 2.5kHz. Frequency response: 52Hz-18kHz ±2dB.
Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Minimum amplifier power: 40W. Dimensions: 36" H by 10.5" W by 10.5" D (base), 3" D (top). Weight: 47 lbs each. Price: $1090/pair
($1120/pair on West coast).
Common to all three loudspeakers: Approximate number of dealers: 52. Manufacturer: Thiel
Audio Products Co., 1042 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, KY 40511. Tel: (606) 254-9427.
Thiel Audio, headed up by Jim Thiel (President

required to perform the exacting tedium of

and chief designer) and Kathy Gomik (Marketing Director), sets itself apart from other speaker
manufacturers not only by making what Ifeel

product reviews. Second, the Jim and Kathy
referred to above are friends of mine. So what,
you ask? Well, if this were going to be auni-

to be almost uniformly excellent products, but
also by serving as akind of hallmark for the

formly positive review, Iwould therefore be
ruled out as the reviewer; if it's to be wholly or

good dealer: Although not all good dealers sell
Thiel, just about every Thiel dealer is agood

partially negative, it will surely put astrain on

one. This comes about because, in spite of just
about uniformly positive reviews and excellent
customer relations, Thiel (primarily in the person of Ms. Gornik) has insisted on limited distribution through retailers they know will give
their product agood demonstration. There are
afew other such companies performing this
hallmark function, though only Levinson readily comes to mind. Most other successful companies prefer as wide ageographical distribution as possible, in spite of the occasional necessary compromises in dealer quality.

Frankly •••
...
it's a bit nutty

for me to be doing this
review. First, as Publisher of this esteemed journal, my primary duties involve financial and
personnel management, as well as agood bit
of public relations; Idon't need and am not
102

one of my best audio friendships.
But wait—that's where Idisagree. Although
it's rarely seen as such by product designers—
and even less often by those in charge of sales
—the critical reviewer performs adual function: For the magazine's reader, he or she evaluates, informs, and aids in the buying decision;
for the product's creator, he offers insight into
the response of the typical buyer and possibly
saves the embarrassment of aflawed product
design. This last benefit, of course, presumes
that the reviewer is better able to perceive the
product in atypical use situation than is the
designer. It is on the correctness of just this
presumption that we hang our hat(s).
Wait aminute yourself, Ican hear you saying. "The alleged achievement of objectivity
aside, why should we pay any attention to what
you say, LA? You haven't appeared in print
(aside from your monthly 'Final Word' column
Stereophile, January 1989

—which we hear, by the way, arrives at the
printer just before plate meets paper) since

ultimate performances which in my experience
are found only on LP, is LP the only answer.

Vol.7 No.3, way back in 1984." Recognizing the
justice of this question, and in place of amore
comprehensive "Matter of Taste" (to appear in

Still, that's most of the time, especially when
you're reviewing equipment.
My currency with the field requires some

afuture issue), Iherein plead my case.

defense as well, Iwould think. While no one

My musical and equipment tastes have already received some attention from time to
time in these pages, in both my own comments
and in those of others (primarily JA). My musi-

can truly remain current in loudspeakers, certainly JA is doing one of the best jobs in the US

cal tastes are catholic in the extreme: raised on

experience nor his technical thoroughness and

today, particularly in the price category of the
Thiel CSI .2. Ican claim neither his breadth of

the classics, Ifell in love with folk music at an

qualification. Ihave, however, spent agood

early age, became enamored of what's now
called soul while still in my teens (in the best

deal of time listening at his house Ihave spent
an even larger amount of time listening at JGH's,

place for it—the Mississippi Delta), was forced
to accept Romantic sonorities by JGH, listen

A-3s, both their good and bad points. More

and am intimately familiar with his Sound Lab

to C&W sometimes, like Gospel, look back

important, I've spent abit of time with two

nostalgically on musicians as completely in

speakers Isee as directly competitive with the
CSI .2: the Magnepan MG2.5/R (which still, I

synch with their times as the Beatles, have been
acclimated to hard rock (from the '70s primar-

think, competes in the same class even though

ily) by JA —and even have had to say agood

it costs 40% more) and the Spica Angelus, a

word about Wagner, at RL's prompting.

design with most competitive values at the

Ilisten in an unusual room, 20' by 35' with
an 11' ceiling—almost 8000 cubic feet. Although

same price (though my impression is that its

heavily carpeted and furnitured, the room is

camp with Thiel).

not at all dead—not nearly dead enough for
JGH, who is, for my tastes, too accustomed to

In the end Imust win you over with the
cogency of my argument and the correctness

commercial success does not put it in the same

his llibe Traps. Amplification for this review

of my observations; you alone will be the

was provided by Mark Levinson, in the form

judge. After this much hot air, on with the

of the Nos.26 and 20. Source material was ana-

reviews.

log LP (no digital-to-analogs, thank you) played
on aWell-Tempered ihrntable (the best value

Thiel CS2: $1650/pair

ever in a$1000-2000 'table- plus- tonearm, in

Although my original intention was to review
the CS1.2, Ihave chosen to cover the entire

my opinion) with avariety of cartridges, none
of them spectacular. Interconnects varied, but

Thiel line for two reasons: I've listened to the

tended toward the "lean and clean" school, as

CS2 and CS3.5 for along time and have abit to

exemplified by Straight Wire, Discrete Technol-

say about them; our original reviews on these

ogy, and Audioquest. Speaker cabling was the

products date back to October '85 and Janu-

super-exotic Kimber 4AG recommended by

ary '87, respectively, and Ifeel that an update

DO in Vail Na7. (That's about right, wouldn't

is in order from that standpoint alone. In addi-

you say? $3000 worth of cable to drive a$1090

tion, the Thiel line of speakers, particularly the

speaker? Such are the luxuries of review sam-

CS2, has generated the most controversy among

ples.) Also included was CD listening, on both

our staff, mostly based on informal audition at

the Denon DCD-3300/DAP-5500 combo and
the CAL Tempest II.

Consumer Electronics Shows or at dealers. A
remark like "Thiel! How could you possibly

Attuned readers know that Ifall into the digi-

stay in the room with it?" is not untypical.

phobe category, though not unreasonably I

Because of the informality of the observations,
these exclamations have not been committed

hope. Well, the Tempest II is almost enough to
get me out. It adds to the convenience inherent
to CD—and Idon't care what machine you use,

to type, but Isuspect that similar comments
have been repeated by consumers as well. (This

they're all ahelluva lot easier than even aB&O

suspicion was confirmed reading over the "bal-

record player—an ease of listening that's very
tempting. Only when ultimate transparency

lots" from our most recent Santa Monica Hi Fi Show, in which the Thiel demonstration was

and that "see-into" quality are necessary, or the

quite widely decried.)
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Frankly, it's not hard to make the Thiel CS2

Phase coherence

sound bad. I've heard it sound bad at Shows,

Phase coherence is asubject every bit as
complex as loudspeaker waveform radia-

at dealers, in other people's homes, and at my
own home. Nevertheless, it's the speaker I've

tion. Purists such as Thiel maintain that

had hooked up at home for the second long-

their 6dB/octave slopes are the only way to
truly maintain phase coherence; John Bau

est period of time over the last three years—

of Spica can show you on his Itcron analy-

second only to its larger brother, the CS3.5. But
1precede myself.

zer that the Bessel 4th-order low-pass filter

The CS2 demonstrates, along with its Thiel

he uses to cross his tweeter down to the
woofer on his TC-50 and Angelus, when

brethren, aScandinavian appreciation for the
finer qualities of wood; the shape of the speak-

used with the particular drivers he chooses,
is also phase coherent.

ers, too, evokes aScandinavian air. It would be
hard to overemphasize how much care goes

Not mentioned by any of these designers,

into their appearance. Teak is standard, handsomely finished and, unless my samples have

but surely important, is that the loudspeaker radiation is phase coherent and
thus aligned in time (the term "Time aligned" is atrademark of Ed Long and thus
cannot be used by others; the idea cannot
be patented) only with respect to one

been handpicked, pair-matched veneers are
mandatory. My most recent pair was Rosewood, which costs an extra $300 ($250 on the
'1.2 and $350 on the '3.5). If you've got the
bucks, and value both wood and the enhance-

listener-seating position (and only one listening height, something that is always

ment of your listening space, it's more than

proving aproblem for JGH, who is notably
shorter than average). And that the off-axis

wood is more sensuous is the IRS Beta in
Padauk.)

radiation of the speaker, which can provide

The CS2 is athree-way design, with the 8"
bass woofer port-loaded. Shallow, 6dB/octave

up to about 35% of the acoustic energy at
your ears (depending on the deadness of
your room), cannot possibly be phase coherent and time-aligned. Contrast this to

worth it. (The only speaker I've run into whose

crossover slopes are used at 800Hz and 3kHz,
the first-order crossover being the easiest with
which to maintain phase coherence (see Side-

aFrench horn, for instance. Although far

bar). A 3" cone midrange and 1" Dynaudio

from an omnidirectional radiator—why do

soft-dome tweeter fill out the driver complement. Crossovers boast air-core chokes and

you think horn players vary the direction
of their bell depending on the importance
of their part?—the French horn is optimally

polystyrene capacitors—a not insignificant

coherent in away that no multiple-driver

inclusion for aproduct in this price range.
The CS2 is quite agood-sized speaker, at 39"

loudspeaker can ever be. This is one reason
why planar loudspeakers, particularly those

high and asolid 62 lbs. each, but feels small in
the listening room due to its sloped-back front

with no crossovers, have retained their
popularity over the years. Planar loudspeakers are nevertheless plagued by many problems, and cannot, in my opinion, make any
claims for inherent phase coherence.
For me, the proof is in the pudding. The

baffle and, probably, its attractive looks. You
might be confused by Thiel's literature, which
appears to show aspeaker with grille and without grille, though in the latter case there is alot
of sculpting visible on the front of the speaker
to provide anti-diffractive effects. The "un-

hallmarks of phase coherence, whether

grilled" speaker shown actually does have the

we're talking about speakers where "Coher-

grille installed, but without its cloth. The cloth
is not in fact readily removable, so don't be surprised if you never see aThiel CS2 in this

ent Source" is acopyrighted trademark, as
with the Thiels, or simply an important
design factor, are solidity of image, correct-

unclothed condition (except at aThiel dealer

ness of timbre even with significant move-

equipped with a special naked grille for

ment within the listening position, and a

demonstrating the anti-diffractive sculpting).
The speaker is definitely intended to be used
with the grille on.

general sense of everything within the
soundstage hanging together.

—LA

Idiscovered this in two ways: First, upon
receipt of the CS1.2s, Inoted that the grille
Stereophile, January 1989

Thiel CS2 loudspeaker
could not be readily removed, as was the case

tamed in the original Thiel manual, albeit in an

with my almost-original sample of CS2s (now
two years old); second, Iread in the '1.2 instruc-

easy-to-ignore location; it is also repeated in
light print on the interior of the base of the

tion manual that they were intended to be

speaker where the cables are attached—a loca-

heard with the grille on. Ido not remember this
caution from the original CS2 manual, but

tion where Iadmit Idon't do much reading.)
In any case, you may rest assured that the
grille is an important element of the CS2's sound,

upon receipt of afresh pair of CS2s last week
Ifound that they, too, had not-easily-remov-

as noted later. Iregret that, either through my

able grilles and the same instruction. (Since

quasi-invincible ignorance or through lack of

then I've found that the instruction was con-

clear instruction on Thiel's part, Ispent the bet-
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ter part of two years listening to the CS2s without grilles. Don't make the same mistake. (It's
much harder now that the name strip at the
bottom of the grille screws it in place.)
The CS2, as all Thiel speakers, comes supplied with ferocious spikes to overcome the
insecure base provided by acarpet or wood
floor. Valuing the wood in my floors just as
much as that on the surface of the speakers, I
approached use of these spikes with real trepidation. Upon finally overcoming my fears, I
found that the spikes yielded real, if not over-

priate additional toe-in of the cabinets. It does
give a"large headphone" type of effect (which
some may like), but Iwould definitely prefer
that to restricting the space behind the speakers, which Ifind anecessity in the creation of
an "involving" acoustic. (For my preferences
in this area, see "Final Word" in the December
'88 issue.)
Thiel's general advice is to position the speakers facing straight ahead, though they also recommend experimentation. Iwould switch the

whelming, advantages. As generally noted else-

recommendation around: start with the speakers anywhere from facing right at the listening

where in these pages, and to varying degrees,

position (CS2) to only mildly toed-in (CS3.5).

the improvements were primarily in image

If the soundstage seems too small (on arecording with generous hall sound), move them abit

specificity, lower midrange, and ageneral increase in the "security" of the sound. These are

farther apart and toe them in abit more. You

not areas where the unspiked CS2 is weak,

should be able to get an almost-optimum posi-

however, and Iwould be the last to laugh at an

tion with 30 minutes of experimentation using

audiophile whose love of his or her floors led

various recordings; afew days more of listening
will give you the feedback necessary for the
final tweaks. (Then install the spikes.) In my
listening situation, straight ahead left anotice-

him to just plop the speakers sans spikes down
on the carpet. And, if you use them, settle on
acorrect speaker positioning before installing
the spikes! None of their benefits made me
want to jump up and shift the speakers ever so
slightly, you can be sure.

able hole in the middle of the soundstage, but
Thiel is correct in pointing out that this characteristic will vary with every listening room. The

AHC found that the CS2s benefited from
"inch by inch experimentation" in room posi-

off-axis frequency response of the speaker, par-

tioning. While Iwould agree that such experimentation yields audible benefits, it would be

toe-in you will want. Thiel speakers benefit on

ticularly the tweeter, also affects the degree of
occasion from abit of high-frequency rolloff,

wrong to infer that the CS2s are tricky to set up.

which sitting off-axis from the tweeter pro-

In my unusually large rectangular room, Ihad

vides to asmall degree; this has to be compromised depending on the soundstage recom-

little trouble finding agood position for them.
In fact, Icould adjust the apparent room size
from which the performance came simply by
moving the speakers closer together or farther

mendation noted above.
Spectral Balance: This is the area in which

apart (with appropriate compensation in toein). My preference is for arelatively close seat,

Thiel speakers in general, and the CS2s in par-

with my ears some 10 1
2 '
/
from each speaker.

not adeclamatory company, Jim Thiel has all

The speakers were located 11' from the wall in
back of them, and my room offers the luxury
of an even greater distance in back of my listening seat. This large amount of room tends to

ticular, arouse controversy. Although Thiel is
along been adamant in his insistence that a
speaker be amplifier-like in its neutrality, with
no "pleasant" rolloffs to make up for errors
elsewhere in the system. Iadmire this stance,

give all speakers asimilarly spacious character
UGH objects to this quality of my room), but

if only for the purity of its idealism, but it

the various Thiels have been the best at taking

ply amarket problem: If you're up against a

presents at least two problems. The first is sim-

advantage of it. In addition, the size of the

"forgiving" speaker, and very many of your

room makes afairly close seat mandatory, as

potential customers have systems that require

other locations in the room have almost an

such forgiveness (Why does religious language
keep creeping into these engineering realms?),

echo, which in the listening seat is diminished
by the dominance of the early-arrival sounds.
Ihave found that listening positions as close
as 5' (which feels like you're right on top of the
speakers) are perfectly satisfactory, with appro106

then you won't sell too many speakers. For the
idealist, particularly one as successful at selling
speakers as Jim Thiel, this is not aphilosophical
problem; if you sell enough to stay in business,
Stereophile, January 1989

or expand by 35-50% for every year of your
existence, as Thiel has done, who needs more?

Al-IC's original description of the CS2 is accurate, as far as it goes: neutral tonal balance, very

For the ultimate speaker designer—he or she
who would start from the ground up to create
anew order of speakers—this philosophy has

deep bass considering size and price (-6dB at
43Hz in JA's measurement), an intimate, tactile
midrange, aflat and smooth high-frequency

another problem, one that has actually been

response Iwould agree wholly with this assessat the root of many flawed (and unpleasant - ment; the highs themselves have only been a
sounding) audio designs: One's insistence on
problem when the source material or driving
accuracy masks the real, and aggravating, errors
amplifiers have been flawed.
(inevitably) contained within one's own prodBut Ihave to add that there is, in my roseucts by one's insistence that the product is
"ruthlessly revealing"—the source of any problems heard must be searched for elsewhere.
(How many times have you heard that one in
the pages of subjective review magazines?)
With the instance at hand, the problem
noted by the Stereopbile reviewers referred to

wood samples, an aberration in the 1-6kHz
range—where, as you probably know, our
hearing is most sensitive. The most expressive
way of describing this problem was coined by
JGH, when visiting my old house (where the
CS2s were set up): "From in here, they sound
live." The speakers were playing in the living

earlier has been an overly forward, aggressive

room, we were sitting in the dining room and

sound attributed to Thiel's insistence on flat

separated from the speakers by a 16" thick
adobe wall with adoor in it. The unfortunate
part was that in the listening room the sound

high-frequency response. This is strange: extended high frequencies—say, flat from 10kHz
to 22kHz—do not yield an aggressive forward
sound. At their worst they give you accentu-

generally was too aggressive; it did not sound

ated surface noise and sibilants, and possible

current house, except that the dining room has
a6' opening into the living room; the degree

long-term listening fatigue. This can happen
even with superb designs, for two reasons:
Recordings are made close up, and thus contain much more high-frequency energy than
either live music or any other "natural" sonic
experience (cymbal players and airline travelers

live. This same response has occurred in my

of discomfort with the CS2s has been correspondingly greater.
I'm certain this is the problem referred to by
our reviewers, but let me emphasize that this

excluded); and, all forms of analog distortion

is extremely equipment-dependent, and also
has alot to do with your actual listening posi-

add energy that is higher in frequency than the
fundamental, thus tilting all reproduced music

tion. Ihave had many different kinds of electronics, speakers, turntables, and CD players

toward the high frequencies by the time it gets
to you, even when recorded with utmost nat-

in my houses over the years that I've listened
to the CS2s. Any product with an aggravating

uralness. (One of the reasons for digital's "unnaturalness" is that what can be the predom-

upper-midrange or high-frequency character-

inant distortion, aliasing, appears lower in
frequency than the stimulus for that distortion.)
On to howl think the speakers sound. Here
must review at least two speakers. Ihave actually auditioned tbree samples of the CS2. The
first arrived soon after AHC's review in 1985,

istic (the highs are smooth, but they are flat; the
speakers will not tolerate problems in this region) made for an immediately unfavorable
match. Frequently, even products that came
out neutral in other listening situations would
not show well with the Thiels. The best components I've found for use with the Thiels are

but was almost immediately replaced because,

those listed at the beginning of this review.

as Iremember, the midrange drivers had some-

Even so, Ifound that LP listening could be excellent, with very well recorded music, and

thing wrong with them. Then came serial numbers 2975 & 2976, the lovely rosewood speakers I've had for over two years (the ones with

tolerable with that which was less well recorded.
CD, however—even CDs that Iregard as excel-

the readily removable grilles). They are the pair

lent, such as the Chesky Sibelius 2—ranged

that have most formed my impression of the
CS2. Then, just last Friday, arrived serial num-

from discomfiting to unbearable. This characteristic was alleviated significantly with the CAL

bers 8083 & 8084, sent when Thiel heard that
Iwas going to discuss the '2 along with the

Tempest II, but Ithink it's hardly fair to recommend aspeaker on which CD can be audi-

'1.2 —just so I'd have an up-to-date sample.

tioned only with a$2200 CD player which,
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even given CAL's success, can be owned by

spend much less money. Ihaven't tried it, but

only atiny number of prospective speaker pur-

Isuspect even alowly (though highly recom-

chasers. The Denon combination (DCD-3300/
what's out there, and it is actually superior to

mendable) B&K ST-140 would do. Istill recommend using the best CD player you can buy,
and high-frequency grundge must be avoided

alarge majority of the machines. On it, Isimply

at all costs. But now, the best CDs can sound

didn't want to listen to the CS2s (and, though
it's inferior to the CAL, the Denon was quite
acceptable with the Magnepan MG2.5 /Rs or

other virtues (see below) now predominate.

DAP-5500) is much more representative of

Spica Angeluses).
What was the problem? Basically, if you take

fabulous, with no penalty on LP The speaker's
One is aware that the upper midrange is not to
be abused or trifled with—sort of like aplacid
lion in the wild—but it can be overlooked and

the characteristic brightness of most CDs, and

the music enjoyed. Iwill be interested to know

act as if these older CS2s had aspecial sensitivity to that brightness, you've got it. It was

what was done to accomplish this subtle but
very important improvement.

as if the speaker "took off' at those frequencies, making even excellent CDs unpleasant if
not played back on the best, most forgiving
machines.

Ishould also mention listening position.
Most often, just the right listening position has
its primary importance with respect to soundstage and image correctness. With the CS2, the

After long and careful audition, without

correct listening position also has adramatic

knowing that current production was in any

impact on spectral balance. For two reasons,
Ithink: first, the Thiel's off-axis high-frequency

way different, Iconcluded that the Thiel CS2,
in terms of its tonal balance, could be recommended, but only in quite specific circumstances: with forgiving electronics (the Levinsons are as good as any Iknow of in this area,
rivaled by the VTL amps) playing LPs, particularly using amoving-coil cartridge with the
ubiquitous upper-midrange suckout (but not

response is almost as flat as the on-axis,,resulting, in any reasonably live listening environment—such as mine—in alot of reflected high
frequency in the room. Being in other than the
correct listening position, where direct radiation from the loudspeaker dominates, results

the ubiquitous rising high treble). Iwas disap-

in anotably brighter sound. Second, the Thiels,
more than other speakers, depend on their

pointed to come to this conclusion, given the

whole package of virtues to make their case.

speaker's other virtues; it is not arecommen-

The Thiel tonal balance, sans the Thiel achieve-

dation that could have survived weeding-out

ments in imaging specificity and soundstage
coherence, fails to convince.

for the next "Recommended Components."
Fortunately, this problem with the CS2 must

Ialso found the grille important for amelior-

not have been unknown to the people at Thiel,

ating the CS2's tonal balance "problem"; it may

though they have never mentioned to me that

be that part of my difficult reception for the
rosewood CS2s was due to their predominant

ongoing production changes, which occur
with all manufacturers, would have been aimed
at it. Nor would Isay that the changes wrought
with my newest samples (finished in ablack
plastic laminate—similar to high-quality Formica—that is adead ringer for black lacquer)

lack of grilles. As an experiment, Idid some
listening to the newest sample without their
grilles. Sure enough, back came that extra sharpness and, to some degree, the intolerance. But

could justify a different model number or

only halfway—the old CS2s still had substantially more of the characteristic. With the best

"point 2" (though I've heard that might be in
the offing for the CS2, probably sometime late

the sound (though I'm sure the people at Thiel

in 1989 or early 1990).
Rather, the change that has been made—

you and the music, the speaker is more there,

recordings, the lack of agrille actually improves
will not agree with this): There's less between

which somehow fails to change the overall

the sound more vivid. Considering your whole

character of the speaker while at the same time

record collection, though, you will definitely

making it much easier to live with—converts
my judgment of the CS2 from a reluctant
thumbs down to acautious thumbs up. It is still
necessary to use electronics that fall into the
forgiving camp, though you can probably now
108

IThis is adesign decision Idisagree with—though I'm hardly
the one to offer my credentials as even in the same unis erse
as Jim Thiel's. Ifeel that smoothness of off-axis response is
crucial, but Iprefer it gently rolled-off—say, at 6d1Poctave.
This results in an overall in-room tonal balance that is both
easier to live with and more characteristic of live music.
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want to leave the grilles on. Overall, their pres-

inferior capability at defining the overall size

ence is so positive that Idon't even recommend
you experiment.

and character of the listening hall, it is every bit
the equal of its larger brother, the CS3.5 —
which is itself as good as the best I've heard

I'm afraid this discussion has focused overlong on only one characteristic of the Thiel
be heard here. The bass, though bass reflex, is

(with the exception of much, much more expensive products like the IRS Beta and WAMM,
which, again, excel in their definition of the

tonal balance. There are many other virtues to
well controlled and extends to satisfyingly low

space in which the performance takes place).

frequencies, only when severely strained giving ahint of looseness, say, in comparison with

mental ambience—the "pools" of space within

In the very important area of individual instru-

the Thiel CS3.5, which is non -pareil in this

which each instrument performs, and which

area. On organ, kick drum, synthesizer, and the
deepest orchestral fundamentals, you will cer-

is audible on good recordings reproduced well
—the CS2 excels. It may be the best I've heard

tainly notice alack of immense power and

in this respect, bettering its smaller brother, the
CS1.2, as well as another speaker whose preser-

underpinning, but this will not show up as a
lack of fullness on bass guitar, male voice, tympani, or other than quite low orchestral fundamentals. The bass will play reasonably loud,

vation of instrumental specificity is extraordinary: the Spica Angelus.

with alesser sense of strain than the competi-

Some day Stereopbile will have instruments
other than our ears that can measure phase

tors Isurveyed. The Spica Angelus is not

coherence; until then we will have to rely on

unsatisfying, but conveys less rollicking enthu-

those ears. To mine, the Thiel CS2 is astonish-

siasm; the Magnepan '2.5 is big-sounding but

ingly good in this respect. Both individual

does not go as deep, and compresses abit at

instruments and the performing group as a

high levels. Still, with the CS2 you do well to

whole hang together with remarkable conviction. As pointed out above, other speakers bet-

pay attention if you begin to sense strain, particularly if you listen in alarge room such as

ter portray the hall in which the group is playing

mine. The woofers can give out, but even more

—I suspect because of deeper bass response
which lacks the phase disruption near reso-

sensitive, particularly to upper-bass and lowermidrange transients, is the midrange driver,

nance of abass reflex design—but the CS2 is

probably due to the 6dB/octave crossover
slopes. Imanaged to do in anumber of mid-

damned good. There are not too many speakers at any price which surpass it.

ranges (though this was partially due to aproblem Thiel had with the production they re-

CS2s have largely conquered their insensitivity

ceived from their supplier; this problem has
been solved for some time now).
More important than this individuation of
tonal-balance areas—bass, midrange, upper

In fact, Iwould say that, now that the newer
to impure upper midrange phenomena in the
preceding chain, one is freed to simply pay
attention to the instruments and singers that
are playing—almost as if they were right there

midrange, highs—is the fact that the CS2 inte-

in the room! (Somewhere back when Ibecame

grates the sounds it produces extremely well,

enthusiastic about hi-fi around 1961, Iremem-

as noted by AHC in his original review. All

ber thinking that was what this hobby was all

speaker designers face the problem that achieving excellence with one driver can frequently

about.)

make the speaker sound worse overall due to
dissimilarities between inherent driver sound

Dynamics: The dynamics of live music is the
singular area where generally little progress has

or radiation patterns. Ifeel that Jim Thiel is right

been made in high end, outside of heroic—

at the top of asmall group of designers—I
would include John Bau, Richard Vandersteen,

and vastly expensive—efforts like the Wilson

Jim Winey, and Robin Marshall in this group—

ious IRSes, all of which are able to easily deliver

at getting his products, all of them, to sonically
cohere. It takes hard work, perseverance, and

SPLs that, if not literally reproducing orchestral
sensations, begin to overwhelm you in the

abit of genius.
Soundstage and Ambience: This is where

same way. In fact, aconvincing case could be
made that the huge woofers of the '50s and the
greater prevalence of horn-loaded systems

the CS2 really shines. Except for asomewhat

in those days made that time abetter one in
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WAMMS, the Duntech Sovereigns, and the var-
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terms of imitating the dynamics of live music.
Iam certain this is why the Klipschorn maintains such loyalty, even among readers of this
magazine.
What has changed is the amount of coloration that must be suffered at lesser levels of
dynamic performance. The Thiel CS2 doesn't
break any new barriers in this area, but is able
to preserve its sound character almost unaltered within asignificant dynamic range Many
speakers change significantly in clarity (usually
improves up to apoint) and tonal balance (gets
steadily brighter with increasing SPL) in the
output area of 60-95dB. Within these relatively
conservative limits, live music does not. (Above
95dB, it's common for your ears to experience
both compression, ringing, and akind of splattering effect that begins to increase your level
of tension with increasing SPL.) The CS2 is one
of the best I've heard at maintaining its character within these limits. It will play louder than
95dB, but then you are aware of both compression and some disorder in the sound; your
usual response is to turn down the volume The
range I've specified, though, makes it almost
ideal for chamber groups, small numbers of
voices, most jazz, and pop or rock if not played
at loud party levels. It's fine on orchestra, kick
drum, and loud rock, but you have to settle for
sub-live music levels. This is no insignificant
accomplishment; in my experience you have
to go to asubstantially larger speaker to do
better.
Summary: Overall, my evaluation of the CS2
has changed substantially on listening to their
new samples. Iused to see it as amodel with
many attractions but flawed by the difficulty
of making it sound easily natural. Now it is a
speaker whose attractions—primarily aneutral
and very well-integrated tonal balance and very
precise retention of image size and individual
ambience—can be realized quite readily, but
only if you're willing to take care in setup and

Thiel CS3.5 loudspeaker

selection of assteiated components, and have
the interest to really pay attention while listening.

Thiel CS3.5: $2450/pair
You'll be relieved to hear that my discussion of
the CS3.5 will be shorter—primarily because
most of what needs to be said has already been
said, and more recently too.
Were Ito say that the '3.5 is simply abigger
110

version of the '2, Iwouldn't be too far off. It
weighs 15 lbs more per speaker, goes significandy deeper in the bass, and will play louder.
Were you to see apair of '3.5s in one store and
'2s afew weeks later in another store, you could
be forgiven for thinking they were the same
product. (Thiel has kindly put different finishes
on my different pairs so Idon't fall into the
Stereophile, January 1989

same confusion.) The typical Thiel attention
to finish quality is present here to the same degree, and the gently tapering front panel as well.
With the '3.5 (which followed the CS2 by
nearly ayear and ahalf) Thiel has incorporated
the anti-diffractive front-panel effects, which

significantly high distortion from the Thiel's
woofer when reproducing the range below
35Hz at 90dB.
Tonal Balance: As in physical size, with the

appear to me to be more through-going than
on the CS2, into the baffle itself, rather than

'3.5 you get abigger sound than from the CS2.
This is true even without the equalizer; with
the equalizer, you get an overall sound that

relying on the grille. You may therefore use

suffers, as far as size is concerned, in compar-

them without grilles, as Ihave, particularly if
you find the front-panel contouring attractive.

much bigger than anything heard reproduced

ison only with live music (which can be so

The '3.5 and '2 have similar tweeters, and
their upper-range behavior is, not surprisingly,

that Iwonder we make the comparison) and

just about identical. The midrange drivers are
different, though, with the one on the '3.5

Vandersteen 4As, the Apogee Divas, the Sound
Labs, the Duntechs, IRS Betas and Vs, and

appearing to me to be much the heavier-duty,
with asubstantially larger magnet. Although

don SL700s, under the right circumstances and

much bigger, more expensive speakers. (The

WAMMs come to mind. Interestingly, JA's Celes-

their power-handling capabilities have been
in my experience about the same—both were
plagued by failure in response to upper-bass

This is due to bass extension, loudness capability, and the generosity Ireferred to above.

and lower-midrange transients—Isuspect that
on the '3.5 Iwas led to play the speaker louder

as good as with the CS2, and with greater dif-

because of its overall greater loudness capability.
More important, though, the CS3.5 has

covered.

never suffered from the upper-midrange problem of the CS2. While preserving the general
forward character typical of all Thiels, and their
extended high frequencies, the '3.5 is more

in his room, can just about match the Thiels.)

At the same time, the blending of drivers is just
ficulty since asignificantly larger range is being
Perhaps my focus on the "problem" in the
CS2, now essentially cured, led me to pay inadequate attention to the high-frequency behavior
of this tweeter. Its response is essentially flat

"generous" than the '2; it lets you get away with

out to 35kHz (according to information from

more. Ishould emphasize that Ihave still never

Thiel), and sounds that way. The upper har-

heard it sound good with anything but superb-

monics of triangle and cymbals are preserved

ly clean electronics, but it has not demon-

with excellent detail. If Icould make acriticism,

strated the same lack of affection for CD that
Ifound with the earlier '2s. (Tye demonstrated

aware of high-frequency information. This is

that lack, but not the speaker.)
The biggest difference between the '3.5 and

certainly equipment-dependent. Use anything
in the neighborhood of atypically transistory

the '2, however, is in the bass. The '3.5 is a

amplifier and you will be driven from the room.

sealed box, has awoofer with 65% more radiating area, and uses acustom equalizer, made
for insertion between pre- and power amp or

Use an old-fashioned tube amp and you will
essentially be throwing away the upper range
of the tweeter; something in between—a for-

in atape loop, to modify the low-frequency

giving transistor product, such as the Levinson

response. This is claimed to yield flat response
down to 22Hz, which JA and Iconfirmed when

VTL—is called for here.

it would be that as alistener you are made too

20, or an extended tube product, such as the

we were attempting to deal with Bud Fried's

But the situation-1 don't know whether to

accusations about our supposedly screwed-up

go so far as to call it aproblem—is not simply

measuring techniques when reviewing the

amatter of level or of accurate reproduction

Fried G/3. 2(It turned out we had been right;

of an inaccurate input signal. Although Idon't

in my listening room, the G/3 rolled off below

hear from this tweeter what JA refers to as typi-

40Hz, being 9dB down at 31.5Hz and -18dB
at 20Hz, while the Thiel was flat to 22Hz.) But

cal soft-dome spittiness, Ido feel there is amild
amount of "splash," where high-frequency

from ameasurement standpoint, the '3.5 has

transients are spread out in time just abit, which

not pulled arabbit out of ahat; we observed

makes them more apparent than they should

2See Stereopb fie Vol.9 No.7 and Vol.10 Nol.

as they do, for instance, on Gordon's Sound

be They don't disappear quite quickly enough,
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Labs or with the Magnepan ribbon. Iam not as
much of an enthusiast about metal-dome tweeters as some, though the best of them offer very
clear advantages over all but the best alterna-

(though 1don't believe that complex electromechanical devices ever respond this simply), then the equalizer's effect should be both
flat frequency and phase response. In any case,

tives in soft-dome tweeters. I'm unconvinced
that simple substitution of the metal-dome unit

the '3.5's soundstage integrity is excellent.

that Monitor uses, for instance, would better

ual ambiences, direct comparison between the

the performance of the '33, but Ido know that
it could be improved in this area. 1offer this

'3.5 and the latest '2s now tells me that perhaps
Thiel has done something with the '2 that he
would do well to transfer to the '3.5, if possi-

criticism partially to you as users of the '3.5s,
so you can carefully match your associated
equipment; Ialso offer it to Jim Thiel as my idea
of where his future designs can go.
As would be implied by the flat-to-22Hz
spec, the '3.5s are truly impressive at the low
end. Iwould tend to characterize this advantage, though, as one of ease rather than range,

With respect to the preservation of individ-

ble. The '2 may now be better, though the difference is small, and it would definitely not be
sufficient reason to choose the '2 over the '3.5.
The '2 practically commands you to pay attention to the space around the performers; with
the '3.5, it's just there.

and it is true only within some limitations. By
ease, Imean that program material without

Dynamics: I'm feeling like abroken record,

much very low information—which characterizes most orchestral music—doesn't really
sound different in terms of tonal balance, but

about the '2, and simply increase the range by
4-5dB. This is not an insignificant change,

it happens more easily. On the odd occasion
that something low turns up, you experience
no anxiety and no sense of loss. The limitations
have to do with volume. If you want to hear a
really loud bass drum, say at 100dB, or atremendous orchestral crash, the '3.5 runs up

but with the '3.5 you can take my comments

however. Now you can listen to orchestral climaxes at levels Iwould call quite loud; now
there are far fewer selections where you feel
any limitation. At the same time, Thiel is able
to preserve the sonic character of the speaker
over the dynamic range. Perhaps you begin to

against its stops. You will hear it, but there will

feel abit of anxiety in the 96-100dB output
range, but not much.

be strain. Much larger speakers are necessary
for this kind of performance with ease.

This is not to say that dynamics are an area
where Jim Thiel can afford to relax in his top-

As far as low end is concerned, the advantage
conferred by the equalizer (outside of certain

of-the-line product, nor is he. For more than
the last year he has been working on the CS5,

organ and kick-drum fundamentals, which

the "see God" speaker Ireferred to in aShow

simply aren't there without it) is much more

report back in 1986. (This odd expression derives hum Jim's encounter with one of his dealers

information about the hall character—a kind
of "rounding out" of the performing space—

who, though happy to sell the '3.5, demanded

and more body to low-sounding instruments:
tympani, for instance, or low orchestral strings.

that Jim work on aproduct which would "enable me to see God.") One of the CS5's features

There is asignificant amount of music, partic-

will be, Ithink, four woofers of the same approximate size as the '3.5's, but of custom design. Isee two challenges for Thiel: manage to

ularly that recorded in adry acoustic, where
inserting the equalizer makes little low-end
difference.
Ambience and Soundstage Retrieval: I
mentioned above that defining the size and
character of the soundstage was one of the
places where the CS3.5 betters the '2; it also
betters most other speakers in this regard. I

retain the phase and tonal balance coherence
of his current designs in aspeaker that features
both multiple drivers and very high output
capability (approx. 115dB); and take advantage
of this design effort by bringing down to at least
the '3.5 the fruits of his efforts, to give it still
greater dynamic capability.

think this is due both to better low-frequency

This may sound like I'm happy with the '3.5,

extension and to the increased phase coher-

but can't be pleased entirely—which is true.

ence of the sealed-box design. If the low-frequency rolloff of the "natural" '3.5 woofer is
minimum-phase, which it theoretically is

amore relaxed dynamic (together with an ultimate tweeter) is the place I'd start.
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Ithink the '3.5 can become abetter speaker;
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The Equalizer: Putting aline-level equalizer
in ahigh-end speaker is like waving ared flag
in front of the audiophile crowd, both press
and consumer alike. My response is abit complicated.
Overall, Ihave to say that Iwish the '3.5
didn't have an equalizer, but retained the satisfying low end the equalizer provides. Part of
this certainly stems from prejudice, part from
rationality (after all, if I'm unhappy with phono-

loop of the No 26; nevertheless, everyone will
have to use interconnects with this device, and
mine weren't bad (Levinson and Magnan).
Overall, Ihave to conclude that the '3.5 is
better with the equalizer. Ijust wish the equalizer itself were abit cleaner, would let more of
the music through; Ithink it needs to be as
good as the electronics probably used in the
system: Levinson, Threshold, Krell, Audio
Research.

only preamps that cost less than $1500 — half
of which are simply equalizers—how can Jim
Thiel do one for what must be only afew hundred dollars?), but part of it is asubtle feeling
that all is not as well as without the equalizer.

Summary: The Thiel CS3.5 is clearly Thiel's
best product to date. It is also their best seller,
in spite of costing 50% more than the next

Initial listening tests of the equalizer in-circuit

closest model. If you value the Thiel attention
to finish quality and customer satisfaction, and

and out-of-circuit using the Levinson 26's tape

are in sympathy with the Thiel general philos-

loop led to anull result. Istill retained my subtle
residual dissatisfaction with the equalizer, but

ophy about sonic values—neutral, flat frequency
response, excellent preservation of soundstage

would have been loath to outright condemn

and ambience—the '3.5 is an easy choice.

it. Further listening on the eve of this writing,
though, made it abit clearer.
Using fairly high-frequency sinewaves (up

Thiel CS1.2: 81090/pair
What is it now, 12 pages of intro? That's about

to 10kHz), Iheard some minor alteration of

right—reminds of the appropriateness of

pitch with the equalizer in-circuit, usually a

$3000 speaker cables. If all reviews in Stereo-

sharpening of pitch, but this would vary with

pbile ran this long, we'd have ahard time cover-

the test tone, and even seemed to vary with
whether Iwas listening on- or off-axis to the

ing the field.

tweeter. (Lower test tones made the equalizer
easy to hear, because of the bass boost; pink
noise was the easiest.) My guess is that 2-10kHz
squarewaves would be the best test signal for

Until now we've been going up in price, even
concerning ourselves with the upcoming CS5,
which should cost in the $7000-8000 range.
Now we will move down in price, which, espe-

"hearing" the equezmr, but Ididn't have them.

cially for someone with the high ideals ofJim
Thiel, is hard to do. It is true that the basic

On music, the difference could be heard, on
occasion, as aslight sharpening of high-fre-

cost $640 back in 1983. That was the 04, the

model Thiel started out with in this size speaker

quency tones, almost as if there was alittle addi-

first Thiel speaker reviewed by Stereopbile.

tional spike added to the spikier sounds. Much

UGH really liked the sound of the speaker, but
gave Thiel ahard time about the unpacking

music is inappropriate for detecting this difference—which means that the equalizer is
innocuous in its HF performance on much

instructions.) So from their standpoint, "this
speaker" has been steadily rising in price. First

music. With other pieces, though, you had to

the 04A went up to $750, then the CSI (reviewed

choose between optimum high-frequency nat-

by JA in Vol.10 No.5) came in at $950, now

uralness (no eqtiali7er) and optimum hall sound

there's the CS1.2 at $1090.

or orchestral fullness (equalizer in).

This might imply that these speakers are basically updates of each other, in order, but that's

What should you make of my vague preference for the non-equalized state? Well, choose
one of three reasons given above, or listen for
yourself. My resolution is to put the equalizer
in atape loop and experiment. In your system
or to your ears the equali7Pr may be completely
tame; if so, use it without reservation. Other-

far from the truth. Even the '1.2, which shares
the cabinet dimensions of the '1, is substantially
different from its predecessor. Had Thiel given
it anew name, rather than a"point two" desig-

wise, use it where it makes the music better. I

nation, they would not have been going overboard. Though possessing the same dimensions, the '1.2 weighs 18% more than the '1, due

should add that certainly some of the differ-

to additional internal bracing and agrille that's

ence Ihear is due to interconnects and the tape

twice as thick (to improve the anti-diffractive
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grille design it shares with the CS2). Like the
Spica Angelus, the '1.2 sports really alot of
weight for aspeaker in this price range, particularly if you factor in the expensive crossover
components used in each case, and the expensive drivers in the '1.2. High end is agood deal!
In addition, anew woofer from Vifa is used
in the '1.2, as well as Thiel's first metal-dome
tweeter (an aluminum-dome unit from SEAS
with a28kHz "oil-can" resonance). The crossover has been modified to suit the new drivers,
but is not in itself an advance over the '1.0. It
does not, as do some crossovers used with
metal-dome tweeters, use any form of electrical
damping or notch-filtering to deal with the
tweeter's peak at resonance. Metal-dome tweeters all come with high-Q resonances; depending on the location of the resonance—the original Celestion SL6 and '600 rang at 22kHz,
which bad to be suppressed—and the designer's
preference, the resonance will be dealt with
mechanically, electrically, or simply allowed
to ring away. Iwas not surprised to find that Jim
Thiel had chosen to use the tweeter in its "natural" form. In the past he has refused to include
even gentle high-frequency rolloffs in his products, in spite of the criticisms directed his way,
simply because he didn't like the sound of the
filters. 1can't imagine him liking the sound of
the more drastic filters needed to suppress the
fairly high resonant peaks found in metal domes.
In exterior appearance the '1.2 is identical to
the CSI, and in that is simply asmaller version
of the basic Thiel shape. Finish quality is the
same—excellent. Iwas supplied with the
black-plastic-laminate version, which Ihave
found most handsome. (Until January 11989,
black plastic cost nothing extra, but from that
date asurcharge applies —ca $100, I'm told—
due to high rejection rates.) In fact, my samples
of black plastic and rosewood (which costs

Thiel CS1.2 loudspeaker

$250 extra on the '1.2) Thiels have made me
less tolerant of their standard teak. Part of this
is due to my general lack of affection for teak—

consumer—after all, your dealer will have had

cherry, rosewood, old walnut are my favorites

to deal with whatever shipping problems have

—but it's also that I've now been spoiled by
Thiel themselves. If you're seriously in the mar-

been experienced—but it is typical of Thiel's
attention to detail. And, it could be important

ket for any of the Thiel models, Irecommend
exploring their more exotic finishes. Believe

to you if the product has to be shipped back to
Thiel or to anew address. All the Thiel speakers

me, they'll welcome it—Tom Thiel, in charge
of production, is awood fanatic, as are they all.

come double-boxed, with appropriate padding
to support the non-rectangular cabinet. In the

Ihaven't commented on it, but the packing
of all Thiel speakers is extremely good. This

instance of my recently-arrived CS2s, it was a
good thing: the trucking company had thought-

may be more important to areviewer than a

fully crunched the top and ripped the side. The
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speakers came through unblemished.

stance, sounds essentially flat to me. The very
present, forward sound that Thiel favors is just

Tonal Balance: The CS1.2, as have been all the
two-ways (the 04 and CS1 are the others), possesses a tonal balance more forgiving than

as much there as on all the other models, but
the CSI had abit of gratuitous zing on strings,

Thiel's more expensive products. It is inevitably abit compromised at the low end, quite
noticeably in comparison with the CS2. The

and an accentuation of tape hiss, which the
CS1.2 lacks. Iam almost willing to declare that
the metal-dome tweeter in the '1.2 is better than
the Dynaudio they're using in their most

rest of the range is quite neutral, though, with
no obvious colorations or annoyances. Ifeel

expensive models; it is definitely very smooth,
but Iwant to listen even more to decide

that the metal-dome tweeter is superbly han-

whether it delivers better high-frequency per-

dled, particularly for aproduct in this price

formance than the CS2 and '3.5. One indica-

range. Products such as the Monitor Audio
R952 /MD, which have an admirable metal-

tion that this might be the case, which Ifound

dome tweeter, have excellent high highs, but
I'm uncomfortable with their lower treble balance, which to my ear portrays an artificially
detailed sound that can turn hard with not too
much provocation. (I admit that my audition-

fascinating, was that Icould hear, on the CS1.2s,
the gentle rain on the roof of the performing
site where Mike Skeet and Martin Colloms
recorded Ivor Humphreys' flute for track 12 on
the HFN/RR test CD. As soon as JA told me this
could be heard on some speaker he was audi-

JA's listening room. It is also true that only a

tioning Istarted listening for it, but until the
CS1.2s came along Inever could distinguish the

portion of the '952's detail is due to tonal balance; the rest is real.)

raindrops. With the '1.2s, you can! This makes
those raindrops an absolutely fabulous test —

One of the advances claimed by Thiel in the
'1.2 comes from aredesign of the woofer to

they're either there or they're not.
The off-axis high-frequency radiation of the
'1.2 is just as flat as the other Thiels, and it was

ing of the Monitor Audio has been informal, in

include acopper ring around the pole-piece,
apractice Thiel originally used for the '3.5

at the feet of this off-axis radiation that JA laid

woofer. This is said to maintain stability in the

some of the blame for the CS1's brightness.

flux of the permanent magnet which is apart
of all moving-coil drivers. This flux density has

How sensitive you are to this "room" brightness will depend on your room and your listen-

atendency to "sag" in response to the work

ing position; when sitting in the nearfield of

needed to move the woofer cone, and the copper ring—through acomplicated electromag-

the speaker, the problem goes away.
As Isaid before, Ifeel the CS1.2 is now Thiers

netic interaction Icouldn't quite understand

most all-purpose speaker, the one that is easiest

and certainly can't verify—compensates for
this sag. Impressively flat resulting flux-density

to recommend not knowing what else is in the
system. Istill auditioned the '1.2 using my

curves are presented by Thiel, accompanied
by an equally impressive curve of distortion

$16,000 worth of electronics, but at no point
did cautions appear with respect to source

reduction. In listening, the new woofer conveys asense of low-frequency space better than

crimination. As with all Thiels, you are immedi-

material. This is not to say the speaker lacks dis-

the one in the CSI, but the low-frequency be-

ately aware of the widely varying tonal balance

havior of the '1 was already exemplary for a

present on different records, but with the CS1.2

speaker this size (see the review in Vol.10 No.5).

none were particularly objectionable (I don't

The '1.2 continues in this tradition, with a
somewhat restricted extension (compared to

listen to DGs from the '70s). My completely

larger speakers) but excellent definition—if

Blues (Delmark DS-9612), for instance, which

anything, abit more precise than the CS1.
JA was actually quite impressed by the CSI,

sounded great on the '1.2s. It's really easy for

hacked-up Junior Wells classic, Hoodoo Man
is not your basic audiophile purist recording,

new model relatively soon after the Ts

the surface noise and general corruption on
this record to overwhelm the spirit of the

introduction. JA did notice what he felt to be
an objectionable brightness in the CSI, and this

music—which is extraordinary. Aspeaker that
rules out Hoodoo Man Blues doesn't stand a

is where Ifeel Thiel has done their most effec-

chance in my house; the CS1.2 passed with fly-

tive work. The range from 2-8kHz, for in-

ing colors.

and Iwas alittle surprised to hear of awhole
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Ambience and Soundstage Preservation:
Ifound the CS1.2 to be substantially more flexible in positioning than the earlier CSI. It admitted almost as high adegree of distance between
the speakers as the CS2 and '3.5 without sacrificing image coherence. The CS1s in my room

range necessary for two drivers to span the
audible range. With woofers, they tend to break
up or simply get abit out of control at the top
of their range; Ithink this lack of control in the
woofer is what obscures the ambience preservation on the '1.2.

yielded asoundstage abit too cramped. The
character of the soundstage—that is, the dimensions of the hall or stage, and their char-

Dynamics: Dynamics are quite good on the

acter—is inevitably less well revealed on the

price range I'm most familiar with, the Spica

'1.2 than on the '2 or '3.5 due to alack of lowfrequency extension, but it is noticeably better

CS2. (As Iwrite this review Ibecome more

than the CSI.
This should not be confused with image
width and depth. In my experience, image width
is determined by dispersion, low diffraction,
and lack of peakiness in frequency response

'1.2 when compared with the speaker in this
Angelus, but suffer in comparison with the
aware of what agood package the CS2 is; Thiel
has really packed alot in there) Iwas nevertheless surprised that aroom my size could be
well-filled by aspeaker of these diminutive
dimensions.

from the upper midrange on up—but it is

The preservation of sonic integrity over asig-

affected more than anything by the recording
you use, your listening room, and the speaker's

nificant dynamic range is just about as good as

position within the room. Even poor speakers
can be mightily improved in this respect by
correct setup.
Iam of uncertain mind about image deptb.
Frequency response is definitely important
here. Speakers designed to be really flat, such

the other Thiels, but the range is smaller—say,
amaximum of 90dB output before you begin
to hear things go wrong. This is not to say that's
the speaker's maximum output, only its maximum uncorrupted output. From 90dB up to
about 98dB, you experience aprogressive re-

as the Thiels, tend to yield less average depth

luctance to listen louder. This, actually, is what
almost all moving-coil loudspeakers do, and

than aspeaker with apresence-range dip; the
Thiels sound more forward. On the other hand,

gradually increasing sense of strain to know

it would seem that the key to good perfor-

when to turn the volume down.

most listeners have come to depend on this

mance here is the ability to discriminate among
recordings, where image depth varies considerably. Here, low-frequency toponse is important,
but, that aside, the CS1.2s are quite respectable,
even remarkable. Their ability to define the
layers of the orchestra, for instance, seemed on

Comparisons: This review has suffered somewhat in that the comparisons so far have almost
all been internal within one family of speakers.
It is time, therefore, to bring on the Spica Angelus and Magnepan MG2.5 /R.

apar with the CS3.5, perhaps even alittle bet-

John Bau of Spica and Jim Thiel share their

ter, though it's difficult to say definitively since

reverence for phase coherence and time-align-

the '3.5 is so much better at the low end. The
'1.2s are quite aways ahead of the CSI in their

ment, but their products both appear and sound
quite different. In the case of the Angelus, Bau

precision at establishing depth within the
soundstage.

has chosen to sacrifice low-end "whump" for
greater control, and has chosen to stay with his

The preservation of individual instrumen-

faithful Audax soft-dome tweeter. Although
this tweeter is now showing its age, in my opin-

tal ambience is the area where the '1.2 most
suffers in respect to the CS2. The "pools" of
ambience Imentioned above are suggested
rather than portrayed. In some instances, the
ambience simply isn't there, where it was with
the CS2. My guess is that this problem is related
to the woofer having to operate so much higher
than in the CS2 (different woofer, too). All
drivers have anaturally comfortable range, and
one of the problems of two-way systems is that
virtually no drivers have the four-plus octave
116

ion (it's also the one that best exemplifies what
JA dislikes in soft domes), Bau uses it off-axis
to make these problems less noticeable. The
overall presentation of the Angelus is satisfyingly full at the low end without sounding
quite full-range, and notably soft at the high
end. Although the Spica will display the virtues
of even very-high-end gear like that which I
used for these reviews, it will also work fine
with much more modest equipment.
Stereophile, January 1989

Where the Spica really shines is image speci-

their entirely different characters, you will have

ficity. Ihave literally never heard anything as

an easy time deciding if given ahigh-quality

good. Images are so clearly defined, in both
width and depth (and internally, an image

demonstration of each.

characteristic rarely mentioned, which refers
to the believability of that which the image por-

Summary: With the CS1.2, Thiel has brought

trays), they practically jump out at you—all in
acompletely natural manner. It's as if with
other speakers there's a kind of thickness
between the performers that disappears with

nearly all the virtues of their more expensive
speakers down to the level of the readily affordable, in asignificantly better fashion than with
the CSI. The changes from the CSI —a much

the Spicas. On the other hand, the Spica is not

better tweeter, more heavily braced cabinet,
better diffraction control, alower distortion

nearly as good at preserving individual instru-

woofer—are all positive, and at low increased

mental ambience, the space outside of the performer, as are any of the Thiels, including

cost. The '1.2s image very well, play reasonably

the CS1.2.
Iwould feel quite comfortable recommend-

loud easily, have satisfying low-end extension,
and possess avery neutral tonal balance with
no significant aberrations. It's most unusual to

ing either the Angeluses or the CS1.2s, but they

get this much sonic precision at this low a

will appeal to somewhat different people and
work well in different systems. If you love

price. In addition, Thiel has created the first of

highly specific imaging, the Angelus was de-

their products to which it's easy to match electronics. Although not aperfect speaker, Ifound

signed for you. The Thiel also images extremely

its problems easy to live with. After noticing

well, has amore extended and, to me, more
natural high end, bass that's more adequate,

the shortcomings and omissions, Iwent on to
enjoy the music. Isuspect alot of people will.

and plays loud with less anxiety. If you listen
to the two Ithink it will be clear which you
prefer.
The Magnepan MG2.5/R is in quite adifferent category. First, it's adipole with attendant
problems in setup, as well detailed by both JGH
and JA in Vol.11 No.6, which are much less of
aproblem with the CS1.2. In my listening room,

Measurements
To give apoint of comparison with other recent reviews of loudspeakers in Stereopleile, I
asked JA to carry out his room-averaged response
measurement on the three Thiel models, as
well as measuring their impedance moduli, etc.

though, both speakers set up with no prob-

JA digresses

lems. If you're in that category, the '2.5 offers

Figs.1 through 3show the plots of impedance

ataste of very-high-end sound reproduction
which you just don't find in the under-$2000

with frequency for the three Thiel loudspeak-

price range. Irefer, of course, to its ribbon

impedances in the review heading, but it is note-

ers. All agree with the appropriate specified

tweeter. This may not be the best high-frequency

worthy how little change there is for each speak-

reproducer ever, but it's certainly close. It's also

er. Obvious features can be distinguished, such

the only one you can come close to buying at
this price. In addition, the MG2.5 offers good,

as the port tunings for the CSI.2 and CS2, and

but different, souncistage reproduction. Isay

Iwould conjecture that Jim Thiel has used

different because it has acharacter all of its

some form of conjugate load system in his
crossover designs to give such flat curves with

own, with lots of size but acertain homogeneity from one recording to another. Iassume

the box resonance for the CS3.5 at 33Hz, but

frequency. (This is where elements are added

this is because, more than non-dipoles, the

to the crossover to compensate for phase and

soundstage is created in partnership between
the speaker and your room. Ialso find the
imaging somewhat less believable than with a

impedance changes to result in asimple resis-

Thiel CS1.2 or Spica Angelus, but not to the

tive load.) Iwould suggest, therefore, that all
three Thiel models should be easy to drive, even
given the CS1.2's and CS3.5's 4-ohm rating.

because they work so well in my listening room,

Moving on to the in-room, spatially averaged
responses (see my review of four loudspeakers

and Ilove clean and easy high frequencies. I

elsewhere in this issue for the details concern-

point where it is distracting. Ilove the MG2.5s

still would have ahard time choosing them de-

ing how and why this test is performed), flg.4

finitively over the CS1.2s. Isuspect that, given

shows that obtained for the pair of CS1.2s with
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Fig. 3Thiel CS3.5 impedance
their grilles on. (The CS2 was also measured
with its grille in place.) The steep roll-off and
relatively limited extension—the nearfield

1h
i
Fig. 6CS3.5 in-room response

0141

the wide frequency overlap between the drivers
given by 6dB/octave crossover slopes, the sit-

-6dB point lay at 50Hz, not counting the con-

uation is more complicated. Sit too high (45",
say) and the low treble depresses; sit too low

tribution from the port—are typical of the

and the same region becomes too high in level.

enclosure size, but from then on up the in-

In my room, sitting with my ears around 33"

room response is one of the flattest Ihave mea-

off the ground gave the best balance.
The in-room responses for the CS2 and

sured. The broad depression in the lower midrange is common to all speakers measured in
my room, though it is normally alittle deeper,
while the moderate rise in the presence region
Iwould suggest is afunction of the wide dispersion of the tweeter in its first two octaves.
There is less extra energy than usual in the
room here, however, suggesting that the grille
sculpting used by Thiel does offer adegree of
diffraction control. Looking at the off-axis performance in detail reinforces this idea, as the
high frequencies gently roll off to the sides
without strong discontinuities. Vertically, with
118

CS3.5 (figs.5 and 6, respectively) look worse
in the bass, but this is my fault. Iwas only able
to carry out measurements on one speaker of
each pair in one position; the elimination of
low-frequency room effects by averaging is
thus much less efficient than with the CS1.2s,
where both speakers were measured. For some
reason, the lower-midrange depression is deeper
with both speakers than with the '1.2s; Isuspect that the proximity of the woofer-to-midrange crossover frequencies to this room phenomenon may be responsible. The CS2 shows
Stereophile, January 1989

sion of the same thing. But, as I've listened and
relistened as Iwrote, Irealized that this was not
quite true. Although the Thiels are undeniably
from the hand and mind of the same designer,
they each display adifferent point in the evolution of that designer's thinking about speakers within aparticular price range and size.

IP!

hilt

Looked at from this standpoint, the CS1.2,
being most contemporary in design, is Thiel's
most successful effort, the "new" version of

'Ms

Fig. 7Thiel CS3.5 bass equalizer responses

the CS2 (I don't know at what time this newness came into being) is in second place, and

a typical reflex LF roll-off—I measured its
nearfield -6dB point around 43Hz, not includ-

the CS3.5, though overall Thiel's best speaker,
is also the oldest design. It is as inim Thiel gets
to polish up and mildly rework his designs

ing the port output—while the upper midrange and low treble are quite smooth. The

every time he comes back to them—and you

and results both from aslight excess of energy

can hear the results.
Thiel is representative of just how great the

on-axis and from awider dispersion off-axis
in this frequency region compared with the

high end in this country is; we should be thankful there are such companies. While good

peak in-room at 12.5kHz was audible, however,

octave or so below.
The CS3.5 can be seen to be better in this
respect, with abetter-controlled HF dispersion
off-axis and asmoother balance overall. The
effect of the equalizer set to its 20Hz position

enough at the business end of things to stay
around and prosper, their real strength is an
almost unending thirst for better sound. There
are many such people, whose real driving force
is love of well-reproduced music rather than

can be seen in the very extended low-frequency

money: Conrad and Johnson, Jeff Rowland, Bill

response in-room, to below 25Hz, though the
LF measurements can only be regarded as

Johnson, Jim Winey, Leo Spiegel and Jason

approximate in asmallish room such as mine.
The nearfield response extended even further,
at -6dB at 29Hz (40Hz setting), and -6dB at
19Hz (20Hz setting). For completeness's sake,
fig.7 shows the amount of boost applied by the
equalizer in each of its settings.

Bloom, Dan DAgostino, Steve McCormack and
Joyce Fleming ...
Icould go on and on.
Jim and Tom Thiel, Kathy Gornik, and the
others at Thiel Speakers are still working hard
to make their products better. If you're in the
market for one of the speakers in the price
ranges discussed here, or even higher, visit your
Thiel dealer for an audition. You may or may

Addendum
\x hen Ibegan writing this review, my impres-

not like the speakers—and Ihope I've given
you an idea of what to listen for in each case—

sion was that the various Thiel speakers represented sort of asmall, medium, and large ver-

makers really put their hearts.

but you'll have heard something into which the

THE MOD SQUAD DELUXE LINE DRIVE
AGT 8( PHONO DRIVE
John Atkinson
The Mod Squad Deluxe Line Drive AGT: passive control unit with five line-level inputs, two tape
loops, and two main outputs. Input impedance: 8200 ohms. Output impedance: variable according
to volume-control position, reaches amaximum of approximately 2100 ohms not including impedance of selected source. Channel separation: 86dB (20Hz), 83dB (1kHz), 72dB (20kHz). Dimensions: 16.5" W by 10.75" D by 2.5" H. Estimated weight: 3lbs. Price: $900. Approximate number of dealers: 115. Manufacturer: The Mod Squad, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 920240965. Tel: (619) 436-7666.
Stereophile, January 1989

The Mod Squad Line & Phono Drive
The Mod Squad Phono Drive: dedicated MC/MM phono preamplifier, with separate line-level
amplifier with volume and balance controls. Measured specifications: Frequency response
(phono): 5Hz-110kHz, -3dB. Frequency response (line): DC-85kHz, -3dB. Output impedance:
60 ohms at 1kHz (phono direct); 50 ohms (line out). Input impedance: 45k ohms (MM); either
10, 20, 40, 100, 200, 1000, 47k ohms, or user selectable (MC); 11k ohms (line). Phono Sensitivity:
5mV RMS for 775mV output (MM); 0.5mV RMS for 775mV output (MC); 125mV RMS for 775mV
output (line). S/N ratio ref. 775mV out (phono MM): 64dB (unweighted), 88dB (A-weighted). S/N
ratio ref. 775mV out (phono MC): 41dB (unweighted), 60dB (A-weighted). Dimensions: 16.5" W
by 10.75" D by 2.5" H. Estimated weight: 7lbs. Price: $1295. Approximate number of dealers:
115. Manufacturer: The Mod Squad, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024-0965. Tel: (619)
436-7666.
Thomas Alva Edison may have had a fully
equipped laboratory, with ateam of assistants
slaving every day over ideas to be adopted

better than their original designers had thought
possible—or necessary. Who was this guy? I

when ripe as those of the great inventor, but the
image of American ingenuity which rings true

AConnecticut Yankee, Steve worked at retail
for Los Angeles dealer Jonas Miller, back when

to me is of the lone tinkerer, working alone and

high-end meant Quatre and Mitch Cotter, Elec-

mixing agenerous dose of good ol' Yankee

tro Research, and the various incarnations of
the Audio Research SP3. He then acquired valu-

know-how with the sweat of his brow—a lot
of it. These days, with the faithful PC and a
hardworking CAD program at his side to do the
math, the lone tinkerer seems to be thicker on
the ground than ever, to judge by the humongous numbers of small companies selling high-

pondered from across the ocean.

able experience at the sharp end of the reproduction chain by working as a recording
engineer for M&K Realtime After spending time
on the road for Oracle, he and Joyce Dudney
Fleming set up the twin-headed operation of

end hi-fi components as revealed in Stereopbile's readership survey (see p.5). Whether

The Mod Squad and Music By The Sea, the first

these loners will ever rise above their origins

forum for his design ideas, the second to create
adealership working along the lines he and
Joyce thought necessary for a high-end
operation.

depends, among many other things, on their
ideas being truly worthwhile.
One such tinkerer is The Mod Squad's Steve
McCormack. Iremember being awed the first
time Isaw the Squad's stapled catalog, way
back in '82 or '83: there was page after page of
detailed descriptions of how Steve could make

to formalize his modifications and to offer a

Then came Tiptoes, an elegant—and commercially successful—idea that set The Mod
Squad on adifferent course Joined these days

lttok tonearms, or Rogers LS3/5A loudspeakers,

by circuit-design engineer Jerry Boncer, Steve
has steered the Squad upward and away from

or Quad 405 amplifiers, or Spatial Coherence
preamplifiers, or Meridian CD players sound

the art of modification—the modifications are
no more, the shop being closed last July. The
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Mod Squad has evolved into abonafide manu-

costs more than the total parts for atypical

facturer of American High-End components;

inexpensive preamplifier and has asexy, silky

it can now stand on its own feet.

feel that, once experienced, makes all other
pots feel unsubtle. (If Noble, Bourns, and ALPs

The Mod Squad Deluxe
Line Drive AGT: $900

are the Rolexes of the attenuator world, then

The Mod Squad's standard Line Drive, the one
that's become the passive control preamplifier,

tor then takes the signals from its wipers to the
output sockets, one pair WBT, the other Tiffany.

costs amere $500; Steve McCormack is the first
to admit that it is avalue-oriented design. His

in- and output sockets connected to the selec-

Penny & Giles are the Blancpain.) MIT conduc-

"I‘vo tape loops are provided, the appropriate

ultimate goal, however, was to construct apas-

tor switch with uninsulated solid-core wire,

sive control system that would be sonically

though it doesn't appear to be possible to dub

identical to plugging a source component

from one deck to another unless the source

directly into the power amplifier. The Deluxe

deck is plugged into one of the regular inputs.

AGT version represents Steve's best shot yet at

The tape outputs are buffered with series 2200

that goal: aslam-dunk of ashot in which noth-

ohm resistors. Conforming to audiophile philos-

ing has been spared to wring that nth degree

ophies concerning magnetic distortion, the

of transparency from the recalcitrant circuitry—

chassis is nonferrous, being made from alumi-

or the lack of it.

num, as is the black-anodized front panel.

It may be thought that $900 is alot of money
for acomponent that doesn't feature one iota

grounding arrangement of the Deluxe Line

of active circuitry. Yet when Iopened up the

Drive (AGT stands for "Advanced Ground

case of the Deluxe Line Drive, my immediate

Topology"), Steve feeling that the way it is

reaction was to think that it might even be too
inexpensive, such is the labor-intensive quality

achieved affects the transparency at high frequencies. Every ground connection, whether

Considerable attention has been paid to the

of the workmanship and parts.' This is ahand-

it be the body of each socket or the ground

made item, in the best sense of the word. Starting at the logical place, three of the inputs have

references for the balance and volume controls,
is taken individually to asingle "star grounding" point at the center of the chassis and sol-

Tiffany sockets while two, "CD" and "AUX2,"
the latter intended for connection to aphono

dered to it. (Wonder Solder is used through-

preamplifier, have the expensive WBT sockets.

out.) The user then has the option of whether

The two premium input channels have their

to electrically connect the chassis to the star

signals taken to the source selector switch with

ground point for maximum shielding, or to

the conductor used by MIT for their 330 inter-

leave it floating for maximum transparency.

connect, while the other three use the uninsulated solid-core Wonder Wire used through-

The chassis is grounded when arear-panel
switch is in the "up" position, which is advised

out the conventional Line Drive. (As these are
uninsulated, they are routed via what looks like

is otherwise apparent.

apatch of grooved carpet tile to hold them
apart. This also minimizes microphony.)
From the selector switch, MIT conductor
takes the signal to the tape selector, which also
has a"Mute" position, then to the balance con-

in the owner's manual only if hum or buzzing

The Mod Squad Phono Drive:
$1295
When Ifirst saw the Line Drive prototype, back
at the beginning of 1986, Ihad understood

trol (this having acentral detented position and

from Steve McCormack that acartridge pream-

sourced from Noble), and finally to the volume

plifier/equalizer would soon follow, being a

control. This is the piece de resistance, acon-

basic "black box" that would fit inside the con-

ductive-plastic attenuator from Penny & Giles
compared with the conventional Line Drive's
Noble component. This component, used in
such thoroughbreds as the Krell KRS2, alone
IAs this issue veas being sent to the printer, Steve McCormack
Informed me that aprice hike on the Ikluxe Line Drive was
imminent, although he WaS unable to say how much it would
be.
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trol unit to transform one of its inputs to
phono. After working on various IC or discretebipolar designs, however, Steve realized that
in order to get the sonic quality he felt to be
essential, he would have to revise the whole
concept, circuitry and all. The result is the
Phono Drive, aseparate component that externally appears identical to the Line Drive, with
121

its black-anodized front panel having four control knobs in identical positions. It too has an

the captive mains lead feeds asmall toroidal transformer from the UK manufacturer Cotswold

aluminum chassis, but this time damping mate-

Electronics, the output of which is rectified and

rial has been applied to the underside of the top

smoothed before being fed to apair of LM317T/

plate to eliminate the last trace of microphony.
Reducing the effects of vibration on the circuit

voltage from ±37.5V to ±26.5V, and, as they

has been amajor priority for Steve, as has been
trying to ensure that the circuit sees astable
thermal environment. With the same circuit in
the open, he explained to me, as you wave your

LM337T regulator chips. These drop the supply
carry the entire current required by all the active
circuitry, run pretty hot. They therefore use the
bottom panel of the chassis as a heatsink,
which has the advantage of heating the en-

hand over it you can see noise and distortion
levels change as the components are buffeted

closure to asteady temperature. The preregu-

by the air currents. The Phono Drive chassis,

and taken in turn to the voltage regulators

which has no ventilating slots, is therefore used
as along-time-constant heatsink for all the

proper, another pair of 317/337s for both chan-

major power-dissipating parts; once it has

transistors to provide the voltage rails for the

reached thermal equilibrium, it keeps the cir-

MM and MC stages. Though these aren't

cuitry at aconstant temperature. In addition,

required to drop as many volts as the preregu-

lated voltage rails are then further smoothed

nels of the line stage, and apair of series-pass

the most thermally sensitive components—the

lators, they also use the chassis as aheatsink.

matched transistor pairs for the MC stage and

Considerable power-supply decoupling is in

their voltage-regulator current source—are
enclosed in blue plastic boxes to act as little
thermally stable "ovens."

evidence throughout the board.
According to Steve McCormack, designing the
MC amplifier involved atradeoff between mini-

The Phono Drive takes around two hours to

mizing the noise and getting the best sound. After

come up to temperature, but attains its best
sound after two days of warmup. There is no

trying FETs, he settled on amatched differential
pair of bipolars—though obscured by their plas-

on/off switch; the unit is obviously intended
to be left on all the time. Though fitted with
athree-pin mains plug, the grounding pin is

tic "oven" covers, these appear to be something
like "Superrnatch" National LM394s— followed
by ap-channel FET source follower. A front-

not connected, only being used to ensure

panel rotary knob, connected to aboard-mounted

correct polarity.

switch by along coupler, selects the MC-stage

Looking inside the Phono Drive reveals one
large printed circuit board, finished in black

input impedance, from 10 to 1000 ohms. A
sixth position selects auser-definable value,

with tracks on both sides, that carries the

apair of gold-plated sockets per channel on the

power supply and both phono -section and
line-section circuitry. Asmall pcb carries the

board allowing the user to insert his or her
preferred-value resistors. Without any addi-

Noble balance and volume controls for the line
stage, these connected to the main board with

tional resistors, this loads the MC cartridge with
47k ohms, which is recommended by many

Teflon-sleeved solid-core Wonder Wire. As this

users (though not this one). The MM stage has

is directional, The Mod Squad takes care that

its own pair of input jacks—all sockets are

its use is consistent with the way it comes from

gold-plated Tiffanys—and is selected by another

the drum, always following the signal flow.
Components are laid out in a"Manhattan" con-

front-panel switch; Imeasured its impedance

figuration; ie, resistors and capacitors are

setting as 45k ohms. Here Steve has gone for
adifferentia1J-FET input stage, with abipolar

oriented in two directions, at 9o° to each other.

emitter-follower stage. This then feeds an out-

The component quality is excellent. WIMA

put driver using apair of complementary MOS-

polystyrene and polycarbonate caps are much

FETs per channel, these heavily biased into

in evidence, while all the resistors appear to be

class-A and sporting porcupine-like TO5 heat-

close-tolerance metal-films (with the exception

sinks. The output of what in effect is ababy

of one large, 1W dissipation type associated with

power amplifier is then taken via Wonder Wire

the MC stage power supply). As with the Deluxe

links to apair of RCA sockets on the rear panel

Line Drive, Wonder Solder is used throughout.

labeled "Direct Out." The phono stages are

Following the electricity from the wall in its
transformation from industrial muscle to music,

direct-coupled throughout; though the MC
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amplifier is "as is," as it were, the MM stage conStereophile, January 1989

tains aDC servo circuit to minimize voltage offsets at the "Direct Out" sockets.

excellent, but as time went on Ibegan to have
doubts. With the volume control well up, all

The Phono Drive also contains aline-level
section, and here the user is given an option.

was well, but the sound took on adark character at lower levels. It turned out that the MIT

As supplied, the phono and line-level sections
are completely separate. By repositioning apair

cable has too high acapacitance (see later) to

of gold-plated circuit-board jacks, however, the
phono -stage output can be connected directly
to the line stage, giving, in effect, adedicated
LP replay preamplifier, complete with balance
and volume controls and capable of driving
long cables. The line stage appears to use apair
of complementary bipolar transistors per channel and is direct-coupled; no DC servo circuit
is used, nor is there any offset protection, so
users are advised to check their ancillary source
components. (Such good housekeeping is
always agood idea-1 once destroyed areview
pair of Celestion SL600s by attempting to drive
the power amplifier with adefective preamplifier having 15V of DC offset on its outputs.)

be optimal for use with the Line Drive; Iended
up replacing it with Audioquest LiveWire Lapis.
This gave aconsistent sound whatever the level
setting, though Iam informed that it does take
an unusually long time to break in, perhaps a
couple of weeks, which meant that it was probably only starting to give of its best as this issue
of the magazine went to press.
For comparison and reference as well as my
usual Krell KRS2 ($4500), Ihad access to the
PS Audio 4.6 preamplifier, fitted with its M-500
power supply ($1104), and the Vendetta Research
SCP-2 dual-mono phono preamplifier that
usually graces). Gordon Holt's system ($1895).
This only just had sufficient gain to drive the
VTL amplifiers to levels high enough to boogie by via the Line Drive. (Don't you fret now.

Sound quality

It was loud enough. 2)

The fundamental listening tests involving
The Mod Squad Line and Phono Drives were
carried out in asystem consisting of the VTL

Looking at and listening to the Deluxe Line
Drive first, with CD and open-reel tape sources,

100W Compact monoblock amplifiers driving
Celestion SL700 loudspeakers, though Ialso

lar to both the PAS-01 passive preamplifier and

used the combination for all the loudspeakers

"Straightwire" mode, which had become my
line-level reference following its appearance
in the preamplifier review last December.

that Itested for this and the next issue of Stereophile. In addition, the pair of Thiel CSI .2s

Ihad expected this component to be very simito the PS Audio 4.6 preamplifier in its passive

reviewed by Larry Archibald in this issue spent

Iwas wrong.

aconsiderable amount of time in my system.
Line-level source components included my

Compared with the PS Audio in its passive

stock Revox A77 for master tape replay, CD

mode the Line Drive was just that much more
open. It allowed the sound to breathe just

players from The Mod Squad and Marantz, the

that much more easily. Everything sounded

latter also used to drive the Sony DAS -RI D/A
converter unit reviewed by JGH in December.

just that much more like the real thing. And
the ambience. ..

For LP replay, the source was the fully loaded
Linn LP player (Sondek/Ittokrffoika)sitting on

Let me tell you about the ambience.
The venerable Holt (in whom we have trust)

aSound Organisation table. Very late in the

has atendency to put down my love of soundstaging. Indeed, he dismisses my quest for perfection in this area as some queer kind of quirk,

auditioning, the Wok tonearm was replaced by
an early sample of the new Linn Ekos arm
($1995), afabulous component, in my opinion
rivaling the SME V in midrange transparency
The cartridge was loaded with 100 ohms for
all auditioning.
Loudspeaker cable was Monster MI, two

brought on by too much rain and the lack of
airconditioning featured in my typically British
upbringing. Yet it was the realization that stereo
playback had the intrinsic ability not only to

runs being used to bi-wire the SL700s, while

reproduce the sounds of instruments and
voices, "absolutely" if you care to use that par-

the interconnect between the Phono and Line

ticular adverb, but also to present atwo- or

Drives was MIT 330. That between the Line
Drive and the Vils was initially Monster MI000,
then Ichanged to alm pair of MIT's new Shotgun 330 CVT at Steve's behest. This did sound
Stereophile, January 1989

2The physical act of tapping the keys of the lbshiba in order
to commit this review to floppy disk was peribmsed exclusively
to the Polydor James Brown LP collection. That, what Icall
classical music!
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even three-dimensional space between and
behind the plane of the loudspeakers, that fired
my interest in high fidelity. Prior to that
damascene moment, as a practicing musician—I'm still practicing-1 had dismissed
records as aconvenient consumer product that
usefully added to amusician's meager income.
But when Irealized that asystem can give the
listener the illusion that he or she is listening

switched in the Line Drive Deluxe's tape loop.
The opposite was much harder, and in fact I
have asuspicion that the sonic effect of whatever cables you use to perform such abypass
test is greater than that of the Line Drive itself.
Faults there were few, and Ithink were more
due to the nature of the interaction of the
source components and the total load of two

into the concert-hall acoustic from what might

sets of interconnects and the Line Drive between them and the power amplifiers. Dynam-

be the best seat in the house—the listener as
ultimate voyeur—the recorded medium for me
sprang to life.

the bass was very slightly softer than when
compared with that from the Krell, particularly

One of my standard test tracks for soundstaging is the Chopin Waltz recording on the HFN/RR

when the Live'Wire Lapis was replaced with
MIT 330 CVT or Monster Cable M1000.

Test CD. Irecorded the piano with aCalrec
Soundfield mic set to its crossed figure-eights

The Phono Drive was clearly more musical
than the PS Audio 4.6, the latter, though excel-

pattern, and had to work hard to find the best
position in the hall—which had, probably still

lent, having aslightly "electronic" nature to its

has, abeautiful reverberation signature—to
place it in order to get the best ratio between

detailed comparisons primarily with the Ven-

the direct sound of the instrument and the
reverberant soundfield. In the control room
(actually it was asmall dressing room around
100' from the stage), using LS3/5As driven by
aQuad 405 handling the direct output of the

ics occasionally seemed alittle suppressed and

treble in comparison. Itherefore carried out
detta Research phono amplifier, which is, its
absence of aline stage apart, the Phono Drive's
nearest equivalent product. (Levels at IkHz
were matched as carefully as possible between
all the preamplifiers by using atest record, and
both were connected to the Line Drive with 9"

microphone preamps, the soundstage was awesome, stretching from the tip of my nose to

lengths of MIT 330.)

infinity. Imade two sets of recordings from the

two phono preamplifiers was caused by noise.

mic feed, one on my Revox A77 and the other
on aSony PCM-F1, of which the analog gets

bors are not splitting logs for their fire, avery

closer to reproducing the sense of space Iheard
in the control room and the digital gets closer

quiet noise background, well under 40dBA.
The John Curl design was as quiet as the grave,

to the actual tonal quality of the Steinway. The

even with maximum system gain. The Phono

CD track was cut from the PCM-Fl recording,

Drive, driven by the Troika and with the Line
Drive gain set for average listening levels in the

so when Ilisten to it, Iam acutely aware of what
it tends to lack when compared with what I
thought Iwas recording when listening to the
live mic feed. In particular, the hall tends to
sound smaller and the instrument closer.
Feeding the CD version straight into the

The main audible difference between the
My listening room has, at least when the neigh-

mid 90s, could be heard to have avery slight
"rushing noise" in the background. A degree of
60Hz hum could also be faintly heard submerged
in this background at these spis, which puzzled
me given the double-regulated nature of the

power amplifiers gave asoundstage indistin-

Phono Drive power supply. Idetermined this

guishable from when the Deluxe Line Drive
was in circuit. The soundstage remained wide

hum to be aproperty of the interaction of the
Phono Drive with the VTLs rather than the

and deep. Iwouldn't go so far as to say that it
approached that from the Revox (though the
latter has its own sonic problems), but you

Phono Drive itself (see later), and it was not at
all audible once music was playing. The noise
on the MM input was inaudible at the listening

could "hear the walls" — the decay of the
ambience was presented with sufficient coher-

seat, even with the Line Drive gain at maximum.
Compared with the Vendetta, the Phono

ence that the recorded acoustic was laid bare.
Of the active preamplifiers available to me,

Drive appeared to have a more solid bass,
extending lower and having more weight. The

only the Krell KRS2's line stage came close to

Vendetta's low frequencies were slightly more

the Mod Squad's midrange transparency, but

"rounded," which in themselves was not dis-

was still identifiable when set to unity gain and

pleasing, particularly with the Thiels, but the
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Mod Squad unit's sounded more natural and
gave abetter foundation to the music with the
more tightly controlled Celestions. Up the
range, the Phono Drive was alittle more forward in its presentation of the midband than
the Vendetta, being more akin to the KRS2.
High frequencies were very similar from the
two phono units, but the Vendetta had slightly

presentation was excellent by any standard, the
music communicating effectively, but the Vendetta's spatial presentation was more precise,
the careful layering of the instruments being
more delicately reproduced. The Vendetta
Research soundstage also reproduced with
noticeable height information; why this should
be Ihave no idea, but it was aconsistent fea-

more of music's top octave apparent than either

ture through many different recordings (nearly

the Krell or the Phono Drive.

all multi-miked, multi-mono).

Both Phono Drive and Vendetta Research

This was also the case with such purist -

presented more detail than the KRS2, but

miked classical recordings as James Boyk's

differed in the way detail was differentiated

muscular live performance of Beethoven's
C-minor piano sonata, Op.111 (Performance

within the overall sound. The Phono Drive
seemed to excel in the way it allowed the lis-

Recordings PR-1). The sound of the piano had

tener to hear the tonal nature of individual

more weight, and sounded more "real" via the
Phono Drive, but the image of the instrument

instruments. It was obvious, for example, on
the Ry Cooder-produced and naturally recorded
Bobby King and Terry Evans album (Live and
Let Live!, Rounder 2089), that drummer Jim

in the acoustic of Cakech's Dabney Lounge was
more accurate via the Vendetta phono ampli-

deep shell. In fact, all percussion instruments

fier. Similarly with the 1982 Hyperion collection of songs by Stanford, 7kottin' to the Fair
(A66049), where the music was equally enjoy-

were presented with their characters beauti-

ably robust through either preamplifier, but the

fully delineated. The Vendetta Research, however, was just that bit better at presenting the
spaces between the instruments in the sound-

image of the singer placed within the piano's
recess was more delicately and precisely presented

Keltner was using asnare drum with quite a

stage (as is the Mark Levinson No:26).

with the John Curl design.
Whether this aspect of the Phono Drive is

As Isaid earlier, it was the ability of ahigh-

connected with its higher noise floor, I'm not

end system to present avivid and believable

sure, but it was aconsistent feature of my audi-

soundstage which had aformative influence

tioning. Certainly the ambience and reverber-

on my listening, and that soundstage needn't

ant field could be heard to be extracted from

have any real analog. A favorite recording of

the grooves, but the presentation of that infor-

mine of aBacharach and David song is Sylvester's "I took my strength from you" on the
overweight androgyne's 1978 album Step II

mation was less coherent, less well correlated
with the direct sound of the instruments or
singers picked up by the microphones than

(Fantasy FT9556). 3Here is Mr. Swishing he was
Gladys Knight, amply supported by the Two

when played back over the Vendetta Research.
Iwouldn't have cared so much, though, if the

Tons o' Fun (the no-less-ample Izora Rhodes

fundamental nature of the Phono Drive's sound
was not so damned musical.

and Martha Walsh). Leslie Drayton's arrangement, though alittle on the Nutrasweet side,

Idid less listening to the Phono Drive's Line

is still avirtuosic piece of scoring. The singers

Stage as its gain was superfluous in my partic-

weave an intricate Staple Singers vocal weave

ular system. In alarge room, however, with

on the chorus, accompanied by duetting flutes,
tastefully Leslied organ, Spanish guitar lace-

more powerful amplifiers and long runs of
cable, it will prove useful. Ifelt that, overall, it

work, mariachi trumpets, aspee-onk bass gui-

sounded alittle brash compared with the in-

tar part, and aetherially ascending violin lines.

trinsic quality of the Phono Drive's disc-amplifier

Mawkish, but made more than bearable by the

circuitry and the incredible transparency of the

way producers Sylvester and Harvey Fuqua
have carefully created an artificial but no less

Deluxe Line Drive. Low frequencies were
powerful, but the soundstage shrank some-

believable sense of space. The Phono Drive's

what both in width and depth.

3Long-deleted, Isuspect, this album features two mammoth
disco hits. "'Mu make use feel (mighty real)" and "Dance (disco
heat)," the latter one of the highest-energy pieces of dance
music ever committed to vinyl.

The only measurements relevant to the Line
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Measurement
Drive are the crosstalk between channels and
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its input and output impedances, which will

down at 20kHz with the 50 ohm output imped-

affect compatibility with source components

ance of my signal generator. Dropping the Line

and interconnect cables. The input impedance
on all inputs is alowish 8200 ohms, which

raising it to 4o'clock lifted the -1dB point to

could lead to alightweight bass with high-

25kHz, with then just aslight droop in the top

output- impedance, capacitor-coupled tube
preamplifiers. The Line Drive's output imped-

taken with the Line Drive feeding the 1M ohm

Drive's volume control setting to 10 o'clock or

octave of the audio band. These figures were

ance will depend on the volume control set-

input impedance of the millivoltmeter. With

ting; the resistance of the conductive-plastic
track between the wiper and ground and the

the input impedances of typical solid-state

wiper and the signal input will be in parallel,

power amplifiers likely to be in the 10k-47k
ohm region, and with source components hav-

meaning that the overall impedance will be at

ing higher output impedances, the HF loss in

amaximum when the control is set about half-

the audio band will be severe (to say the least).

way its travel (in resistance terms). Imeasured

Replacing the MIT CVT interconnect with

around 30 ohms at lkHz for the Line Drive's
output impedance with the volume control full

Audioquest Lapis, which has ameasured shunt
capacitance of around 110pF/m including con-

up, to which must be added the source impedance of whatever is being used to drive the unit.

nectors, resulted in aresponse that was just an
insignificant 0.2dB down at 20kHz with the

With the volume control set to 12 o'clock, the
output impedance measured 1825 ohms; while

Line Drive's volume control set for the maximum output impedance. It is understandable

set to 9o'clock, it was 800 ohms; to both of
which must be added, again, the source's out-

why Iused the Lapis for all the serious auditioning of the Line Drive/Phono Drive combination.

put impedance. The Line Drive's maximum

Because of the highish impedances floating

output impedance Imeasured to be 2050 ohms

around apassive control device, intrinsic sepa-

with the control at 2o'clock, which means that
with reasonably capacitive interconnects such
as Monster Cable M1000 or MIT 330, cable

ration between channels and inputs has to be
high. Crosstalk between channels of the De-

lengths of more than 2-3m are to be avoided
if high frequencies are not to be rolled off early.
This is not atrivial point. Imeasured the lm
length of MIT's new Shotgun 330 CVT interconnect (which Iinitially used for the auditioning) as having an astonishingly high shunt

luxe Line Drive was low, at -86dB at 20Hz and
-83dB at IkHz, dropping to -72dB at 20kHz,
which is still excellent. Between adjacent
inputs, it was -78dB at 20kHz, and unmeasurable at lower frequencies given the fact that the
maximum voltage swing available to me for the

capacitance of 1600pF — including the Hulk-

driven input was 30V p-p. All these measurements were done with the chassis shorted to

Hoganesque locking RCA connectors—compared

ground, and seemed unaffected by breaking

with Monster M1000's 160pF/m or so. 4 With
the Line Drive's maximum source impedance

the chassis/ground connection.

of 2100 ohms, and given arespectably low CD

The Phono Drive had ameasured output
impedance of 60 ohms from its direct-out

player output impedance of 60 ohms, this will

sockets, and an even lower 50 ohms from its

give a-3dB point at just over 47kHz, assuming ahigh, 100k, power-amplifier input imped-

line stage. Neither outputs should have any dif-

ance. Iactually measured the -3dB point with

connects. The input impedance of the line sec-

the Line Drive set to its maximum impedance

tion Imeasured to be 1lk ohms; again, no

and driving lm of MIT 330 CVT as lying at

problem except with some antique tube components or the Mk.I version of the CAL Tem-

55kHz, being 1dB down at IlkHz and 1.75dB

ficulty driving long or highly capacitive inter-

pest CD player, which had a5.6k output imped4[say "astonishing." as this amount of c
apacitance will render
the cable sub-optimum with many preamplifiers. Some will
have too high an output impedance to maintain aflat response
through the top OCl2VC Of Mtge; some, particularly if they have
op-amp output stages (like many CI) players), will either be
unable to hang on to their stability attempting to drive this
much shunt capacitance, or will have difficulty delivering their
rated output voltage swing. Before you commit yourself to
purchasing this S1100/m-pair interconnect, be sure to check
with your dealer that your preamplifier or CD player will be
not be fazed.
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ance. The gain structure of the Phono Drive
appeared to be around 20dB stage gain from
the MC headamp, followed by 44dB at IkHz
from the MM section, which also applies the
appropriate RIAA equalization. This should be
sufficient to drive power amplifiers with up to
1.5V input sensitivities to full output with anything other than very-low-output MC pickup
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Fig. 1Phono Drive RIAA error (MM input)

Fig. 2Phono Drive noise spectra (MC input)

cartridges. The separate line stage is polarity-

vestigial hum when the Phono Drive was in
use. Fig.2 shows the Ve -octave spectrum of the

correct and boosts the signal voltage by 15dB:
Imeasured 16dB—must be the thin atmosphere here in Santa Fe.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of the

noise when measured from the Phono Drive
"Direct Out" sockets when connected to the

sockets. Apart from aslight boost in the 10-

VTLs (middle trace), and that from the speaker
terminals of one of the VTL Compact 100
amplifiers when driven by the Phono Drive

30Hz region, reaching amaximum of +0.75dB

(top trace) or by the Vendetta Research (lowest

MM input, measured from the direct-out

at 12.5Hz, the response can be seen to be effec-

trace). (The measurements were done with an

tively flat, at least within the tolerance limits
of my inverse-RIAA network, throughout the

Audio Control SA3050A analyzer running from
its internal battery, with the Troika cartridge

audio band. The response drops below 10Hz,
with a-3dB point at 5Hz reducing the level of

feeding the appropriate preamp; all curves are
raised by around 50dB referred to the onset of

warp-induced garbage, while the high-fre-

clipping on the VTLs.) The noise spectrum of

quency response doesn't drop by 3dB until
110kHz. The line-stage response is slightly

the Phono Drive (middle trace) can be seen to

more band-limited, with a -3dB point at

slope gently down from low to high frequencies, with just aslight peak at the third har-

85kHz. Our four cats report that the difference

monic (180Hz) of the mains supply apparent.

is not worth looking up from their bowls of
Kibble for.'
You will have noted from the report on my

damental frequency of the mains appears at
60Hz, with its second harmonic noticeable at

When coupled to the VTL, however, the fun-

auditioning that Ifound the background noise

120Hz. (There is also aslight accentuation of

on the MC input to be alittle high. With the MC

noise in the presence region.) There was no

inputs shorted, Imeasured the audio-band

other mains transformer nearer than 3' from

noise to lie at -41dB with respect to a775mV
output, this improving to -60dB with an A-

the Phono Drive's MC circuitry; the hum persisted whether one, both, or neither of the

weighting network switched in before the
average-responding meter. This is about 6dB

VTLs were grounded at the wall socket. It also
failed to be eliminated either by separately

worse than average for high-end, solid-state

grounding the Phono Drive or the Line Drive,

preamps, but should not represent aparticular problem except with such low-output MC

or by flipping the latter's AGT switch upward.

cartridges as the Rowland Complement or the

VTLs were used with the Krell KRS2, though

Ortofon MC3000. (I won't even mention the
MC2000, with its 0.05mV output!) The MM

its audibility was alittle lower than with the
Phono Drive. At that time Ihad thought it was

input was very quiet, with an 88dB A-weighted

due to the mains transformers of the tube
amplifiers injecting hum into the MC input.

S/N ratio, though this is academic for me, the
only two cartridges to grace my system being
MCs: aLinn Troika and aKoetsu Rosewood. (Us
English have our standards, you know.)

Ihad found asimilar situation to exist when the

The fact that the hum was present with the
Phono Drive but not the Vendetta, coupled
with the fact that it is not present on the Phono

Ithought the measured noise levels worth
further investigation, as Icouldn't get rid of the

Drive outputs even when connected to the

5Who says that you can't end asentence in apreposition?

than-optimum ground topology.

VTLs, suggests that it is acompatibility problem of the VTL 100s, perhaps due to aless-
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It was not present to anything like the same

in its intrinsic effect on the music, and with the

degree when the VTLs were driven by the Ven-

best source components and cables it will con-

detta Research phono preamp. The lowest trace
of fig.2 shows the spectrum of the noise pres-

sistently produce Class Asound quality. It will

ent on the VTLs' output when connected to

not suit every system, particularly those involving insensitive loudspeakers, power amplifiers

the SCP-2 under exactly the same conditions
as the Phono Drive. It can be seen that there is

that need alot of voltage swing to drive them
to full output, and long cable runs. But in a

still a60Hz component present, but that this

carefully matched system, it is the least expen-

is now 28dB lower in level, with the overall

sive way to obtain the most transparent, most

noise from 400Hz upward below the -40dB

musically satisfying sound.
Ibought the review sample to be my reference!

measurement floor.
The other pertinent aspect of a phono
preamplifier is that it should have high over-

Beautifully constructed, the Phono Drive is
atrue high-end product which, considering
its versatility and the fact that it contains a

load margins. Looking at just the MM input, a
20Hz waveform clipped at 6.3mV, lkHz at

single-input, line-level control preamplifier,

55mV, and 20kHz at 460mV, all voltages RMS

is actually cheap for the level of performance

and respectable, though ultra-high MM car-

it has to offer. The Phono Drive, however, gave

tridges are best avoided. With its sensible 20dB
gain, the MC stage should have even better

me aharder time reaching an ultimate value

overload-margin figures, however. The maximum line-stage output at lkHz was 11.3V RMS,

amusically satisfying LP player and preamplifier combination is a much more personal

the negative-going peak clipping first with a
burst of 1.4MHz oscillation every cycle as the

affair. The higher degree of synergy involved,
as well as the wider spread of what is regarded

judgment, perhaps because putting together

slope of the waveform changed from negative

as good sound, mean that every audiophile

to positive. This occurred av2V RMS input, but
for those who worry that this is the typical

ends up with, if not aunique, then at least an
intensely personal setup. Dropping adifferent

maximum output of aCD player, the line stage

component into that matched system will

is preceded by the volume control, effectively
increasing the overload margin to infinity—or

probably knock it away from its optimum position for that particular listener.

at least to the edges of the home galaxy—when

Taking that as agiven, the Phono Drive

the volume control is turned right down.

excels at presenting the music engraved within

Conclusion

products where one record inexorably leads
to another and the listening sessions tend to last

The standard Line Drive is rated as Class C in
Stereopbile's "Recommended Components,"

at retrieving information from the disc and

the grooves of the disc. It is one of those rare

the original reviewer, Anthony H. Cordesman,
ultimately thinking back in early 1987 that an

into the wee hours of the morning. Excellent
reproducing the true sounds of instruments,
it is similar to the Krell KRS-2, however, in that

active preamp better presents dynamic con-

it is less good at preserving the exact relation-

trasts. Iactually think that his apparent problem

ships between different aspects of that infor-

with dynamics was one of interfacing, as apassive control center throws all responsibility for

mation. This is mainly at the expense of the

preserving this aspect of the music back on the
output stage of whatever source component

compared with, say, that presented by the Vendetta Research SCP-2 or the Mark Levinson
No.26. Tempted to recommend it in Stereo-

is being used. For the same reason, coupled
with the highish output impedance of the Line
Drive, the sonic signatures of the cables used
will also have aproportionately larger effect on
the ultimate sound quality. Its own faults will
be subtractive in nature, in my opinion, affect-

soundstage, which becomes a little untidy

pbile's Class A category, Imust temper my
enthusiasm: the noise floor on its MC input is
disappointingly high, at least with the Linn
Troika. This will be less of adrawback with
MCs like the Koetsus that are possessed of a

ing more the presentation of the soundstage

hefty output, however, and Isuggest that you

and the overall transparency. From my audi-

audition it with your own set-up to determine

tioning, Iwould consider the Deluxe Line

whether its noise will be significant in your sys-

Drive AGT to be at least aClass Bcomponent

tem. If not, it is heartily recommended. $
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SUBWOOFERS, CROSSOVERS, 8( OTHER
ASSORTED DELIGHTS
Dick Olsher offers aguide to the art of subwoofing
Terpsichore Bifocal Subwoofer. Sensitivity: 92dB/W/m. Nominal Impedance: 8ohms. Dimensions:
11" by 20" by 40". Weight: 100 pounds. Price: $1400 each. Approximate number of dealers: 4.
Manufacturer: Terpsichore Imports, Route 24, Chester Mall, Chester, NJ 07930. Tel: (201) W9-6999.
Cogan-Hall ContraBass 12. Dimensions: 30.5" H by 16" diameter. Weight: 90 pounds. Price:
$970 each. Approximate number of dealers: 14. Manufacturer: Cogan-Hall Instruments, Inc.,
1609 Young Street, Cincinnati, OH 45210. Tel: (513) 421-1055.
Audio Concepts Saturn Subwoofer. Dimensions: 44" by 13" by 12.4". Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m.
Price: $639.90/pr for complete kit (walnut cabinet), $279.90/pr w/o cabinets. Approximate number
of dealers: 1(factory direct). Manufacturer: Audio Concepts, 901 South 4th Street, LaCrosse,
WI 54601. Tel: (608) 784-4570.
Lantana Laug Mono Subwoofer. Dimensions: 33" by 11" by 12". Weight: 47 pounds. Nominal
impedance: 6ohms. Price: $450 each. Approximate number of dealers: 6. Manufacturer: Lantana
Ltd., PO Box 1958, Garden Grove, CA 92642. Tel: (714) 530-4993.
Kinergetics BSC SW-100 Subwoofer System. Price: $790/pair (SW-200 crossover/amplifier,
$599). Approximate number of dealers: 45. Manufacturer: Kinergetics, Inc., 6029 Reseda Blvd.,
Tarzana, CA 91356. Tel: (818) 345-2851.
Vendetta Research TPC-1A electronic crossover. Price: $499. Approximate number of dealers:
16. Distributor: VMPS Audio Products, 3412 Eric Court, El Sobrante, CA 94803. Tel: (415) 222-4276.
Audio Control Richter Scale Series Ill electronic crossover/analyzer. Price: $349. Approximate
number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: Audio Control, 6520 212th Street SW, Lynnwood, WA 98036.
Tel: (206) 775-8461.
Shadow Engineering Limited Edition electronic crossover. Price: $359. Approximate number
of dealers: 1(factory direct). Distributor: Audio Concepts, 901 South 4th Street, LaCrosse, WI
54601. Tel: (608) 784-4570.
Threshold PCX Electronic Crossover. Available in two versions: PCX -1, 75-1600Hz; PCX -10,
750Hz-16kHz. Price: $1600. Approximate number of dealers: 60-70. Manufacturer: Threshold
Corporation, 1945 Industrial Drive, Auburn, CA 95603. Tel: (916) 888-0600.
There was atime, as recently as 40 years ago,

afrequency response of 50-15kHz, ±2dB-

when frequencies below 100Hz were consid-

just about on apar with the frequency perfor-

ered extreme lows, and reproduction below

mance capability of acheap 1988 cassette tape

50Hz was about as common as the unicorn.

deck. And then there were the phono front

From our present technological perch, it's too

ends and the loudspeakers of the day. Un-

easy to smirk condescendingly at such primi-

sophisticated cartridges and agenerally highish

tive conditions. But just so you're able to sym-

cartridge/arm resonance frequency made

pathize with the plight of these disadvantaged

transduction of the lowest octaves almost

audiophiles, Ishould tell you that there were

impossible. How well do you imagine LF

two perfectly good reasons for this parlous

groove modulations can be tracked when the

state of affairs. First of all, program material at

arm/cartridge resonance lies at 30Hz? Loud-

that time was devoid of deep bass; not because

speaker bass alignments tended toward high

it was removed during disc mastering but sim-

Qs, emulating one-note "boom box" response

ply because there wasn't any to begin with. The

in the naive belief that quantity was ultimately

professional tape recorders of the day featured

superior to quality. This was atime when the
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bass-reflex design was routinely abused, so
much so that the name became synonymous

prominently in this range. Add to this list the
bass drum, synthesizers, and bass guitar. Finally,

with loose and overly resonant bass response.

the range from 120 to 240Hz defines the upper

Against this backdrop, limited-frequency pro-

bass. This territory represents the heart of

gram material was really ablessing in disguise.

orchestral bass, not only because of obvious

Ironically, as both home and professional

bass contributions from drums, strings, and

equipment improved, program material failed
to keep parity. Oh, Ican think of several excep-

piano, but also some of the woodwinds and
brass. An excess of energy in this range may be

tions, but on the whole records continued to

described as thick, mellow, or heavy-bodied

be mastered with very little in the way of deep

sound, while adeficiency of energy in this

bass; this time primarily because of commercial

range lends a thin or lean character to the

considerations. Sure, there's very little musical information in the deep bass, but Ibelieve

sound, as it also does in the midbass region. A
fat midbass may be best described as tubby,

that, combined the LP's problem with cutting

boomy, or as possessing agrunting quality.

large vertical groove excursions, the prospect

Because of the ear's rapidly diminishing sen-

of being able to cram more music per side

sitivity in the deep bass, and the fact that phys-

entrenched the practice of mastering with bass

ical sensation begins to play apart in percep-

summing and rolloff. And because the average

tion, the deep bass is sometimes referred to as
belly lows. But even more important than flat

home system was still deep-bass deficient, only
the audiophiles complained.

frequency response down here is the criterion

The advent of the compact disc has changed
all that. The audiophile, after finally purchasing

of dynamic range.
"Punch" or "slam" describe the dynamic
performance of aspeaker in the mid- and deep

aCD player, quickly realizes just how inadequate his mini-monitors or postage-stamp ESLs
really are in handling the potential bass extension and power of this new medium. But being

bass when it is able to faithfully execute abass

wiser than the average consumer, and thereby

move the requisite volume of air. When a

realizing that man does not live by bass alone,
he's not as likely to alter the status quo of his

speaker is unable to meet the brutal excursion
demands imposed on it in the LF domain—

speakers. The average consumer, however, is

excursion is quadrupled for each halving of the

transient. Inherent to such performance is the
woofer's excursion capability or its ability to

much more likely to be fazed by the fact that

frequency—the result is usually not only a

his bookshelf speakers are not "digital ready."

wimpy or polite bass quality but also gross dis-

And either the paranoia of "missing something," or the desire to capture the full fidelity

tortion on heavy peaks. As the woofer's suspension is driven into anonlinear region of

of those infamous Telarc cannon shots, aBoe-

operation, alot of harmonic distortion is gener-

ing 747 taking off in his living room, or some

ated. The most prominent distortion product

such similar sonic spectacular, finally drives

is generally the second harmonic, an octave

him to consider asubwoofer. As we shall see,

higher, and at sufficiently large cone excursions
the woofer's acoustic output may actually be

these are precisely all of the wrong reasons to
purchase asubwoofer.

Bass Terminology
So that we all speak the same language, allow
me to take abrief detour to examine the objec-

dominated by the second harmonic. This situation is referred to as bass "doubling."
This leads me to the areas of finesse in bass
response, areas often overlooked in favor of frequency response and bass power considerations. I'm talking about bass speed, tightness,

tive and subjective terms used to describe the
bass octaves. Idefine deep bass as the range

pitch definition, and resolution of bass detail.

from 20 to 60Hz. In terms of acoustic instru-

These attributes may be more appealing to the

ments, only the pipe organ, the bass tuba, and
the double bass have any dominant spectral

music lover who is certainly not immune to the

energy in this range. But this range is also very

emotional impact of bass power and thunder,
but who nonetheless craves acommensurate

important for the proper tonal balance, or

dose of bass subtlety and delicacy. Most of

body, of the cello and piano The octave from
60 to 120Hz Itake to constitute the midbass.

these things have to do with the absence of

Again, the double bass, cello, and piano figure

speaker. These resonances may be generated
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low-Q resonances in the bass response of the
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by the woofer, the box cavity, or by flexure of
the cabinet panels. The end result is amuddying effect whereby detail and pitch definition
are obscured. The point is that these reso-

netic force. The latter can be accomplished by
increasing the magnetic flux in the voice-coil
gap by using alarger magnet.
Clearly, if awoofer is crossed-over in the

nances stay around long after the trailing edge

midrange, say around 2kHz, as it might be in

or decay portion of the input signal has ceased,
ringing while new transients are being presented to the speaker. In essence, these reso-

atwo-way system, then its speed does indeed
matter if it is to integrate with the upper-range
drivers. And just as clearly, if the woofer's out-

nances fill in the silent gap between adjoining
transients with sonic garbage. It is this garbage

put can be confined to the range below 100Hz,
then its speed or rise time is no longer critical.

or mud that masks bass detail and detracts from
the purity of pitch definition.

But this is hard to do. Too often, shallow cross-

Interestingly enough, as Floyd Toole has

overs are used so that there is significant contribution from the woofer in the midrange. In

pointed out, some low-Q colorations may contribute no more than a0.5dB bump to the fre-

which case, the woofer had better be sufficiently fast to blend in with the rest of the

quency response and yet be quite audible. This

system.
Ultimately, audiophiles are polarized into

means that it would be difficult to objectively
discern the presence of such resonances from

one of two camps. One camp tends to prefer

merely examining a speaker's frequency

bass quantity at the expense of quality, while

response. What would be much more useful

the other side almost cheerfully seeks out qual-

would be athree-dimensional plot of ampli-

ity at the expense of tonal balance and/or

tude as afunction of frequency and time. These

dynamic range. The situation has come about

are the type of measurements pioneered by the

because so very few speakers out there successfully negotiate both sides of the bass equation.
And the ones that do are only affordable by a

late Dick Heyser. Such data would indeed show
up resonances as ripples in the amplitude
response as afunction of time. However, even
at this level of sophistication we would still be
unable to resolve the subjective significance
of the various resonances (there will always be
some) without comparative listening tests.

select few whose lifestyles can soak up
510,000/pair price tags. Few of us can have our
cake and eat it too.

What is A Subwoofer?

So our ears and brains must be the final arbi-

This is not as simpleminded aquestion as it first

ters. Contrary to Consumers Union's claims,

appears. In the mind's eye, asubwoofer is a
hippopotamus-sized box with asubstantial

speakers that appear to measure alike in the frequency domain may differ significantly in

foot-long or larger driver. Getting abit more

sound quality—even at drive levels that produce negligible distortion products.

speaker for the reproduction of the range from

What about bass speed? Some pundits have

20 to 100Hz. But even this description merely

branded this term technically inaccurate,

defines the tip of the iceberg and hardly reveals

because, as they point out, the steepness of the

the submerged mass of performance criteria

technical, areasonable definition would be a

transient's leading edge is determined by its

necessary for high-fidelity performance in the

upper harmonics, which may after all not be

subwoofer range. Faithful reproduction of

reproduced by the woofer but rather by the

lowest octaves presents the most severe

midbass or midrange drive-units. Yet, Ithink

speaker-design challenge, and is the area most

that we have all observed slow, sluggish, or

often compromised in mass-market loudspeakers.

woolly bass response. So the real question is:
Does awoofer have to be fast? An excellent figure of merit for woofer speed is its acceleration
factor, defined as the ratio of the woofer's magnetic force to its moving mass. This is nothing

Nature is pretty stingy in the bottom end.
Sidestepping the issue of bass horns, the larger
the direct radiator the more partial Mother

more than arestatement of Newton's First Law
of Motion: Force equals mass times accelera-

Nature is toward it. Another way to say this is
that the acoustic radiation efficiency of adirect
radiator is proportional to its pistonic cross-

tion. To increase speed you either reduce the

sectional area. It's aquestion of having alarger

woofer's moving mass (which consists of the
voice-coil and cone), or you increase the mag-

sail to flap into the air: the larger piston provides abetter impedance match with the air
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load and hence amore efficient transfer of

sideration. Louis Fielder and Eric Benjamin

energy. A 15" woofer is better in this respect
than a12" woofer, and a24" woofer is even

performance aspects in a recent milestone

better. Of course, there's apractical limit to

paper, titled "Subwoofer Performance For

have examined this and many other subwoofer

woofer size. It's difficult to make large cones

Accurate Reproduction Of Music." For the first

sufficiently stiff to prevent serious buckling

time, all of the pertinent performance aspects

from the accelerating forces applied at the
apex. And large cones also mean huge moving

of subwoofers were carefully researched, and
some new information was brought to bear on

masses that are very difficult to accelerate
quickly.

the subject. Iwill lean heavily on this paper in
the following discussion.

So why aren't large woofers used routinely
in commercial loudspeakers? Cost considerations aside, large woofers are aspeaker designer's worst nightmare—simply because
they require large cabinets. And that is aserious fly in the ointment; almost nobody likes
large boxes. For the same reason they're more

As Fielder and Benjamin note, how loudly
asubwoofer must reproduce the deep bass
depends on the desired low-frequency cutoff
and the amplitude of the bass information present on the recording. The authors investigated
the LF-cutoff requirements by analyzing asample of CDs for minimum audible frequency at

efficient in energizing ambient air, large

two benchmark SPLs. The discs were selected

woofers are more efficient in pressurizing the
air inside the speaker cabinet. Typically, the

on the basis of either previous knowledge or

cabinet-air stiffness drives the speaker's reso-

low-frequency content. Each CD was played

nant frequency well above the woofer's free-air
resonance. The result is aloss of bass extension

back through aplayer with a-3dB cutoff at
3Hz, and the output was analyzed by aspec-

and aboomy response characterized by aQ
well over one.
OK, large woofers and small boxes don't mix

trum analyzer. Discs that were found to contain significant bass content below 30Hz made
up afinal sample for further analysis. These 13

well, but how large does the cabinet have to be

CDs were analyzed in detail for minimum audible frequencies based on the threshold of hear-

to minimize the stiffness of the trapped air?

by recommendation that they had substantial

Well, let's look at acommercial example using

ing and maximum peak CD outputs equivalent

an 18" woofer with acompliant suspension.
The subwoofer in Dave Wilson's WAMM sys-

to SPLs of 110 and 120dB. The results are
shown in the Table.

tem consists of an expensive 18-incher housed
in acoffin-sized affair probably large enough

What this means is that if you want to feel the
10Hz component of the Telarc cannon, you'd

to comfortably accommodate even Andre the
Giant. Think of the difficulty—read expense—

better be able to reproduce that track at 120dB
peak SPL. If, on the other hand, you care little
for Telarc's sonic spectaculars, pipe organs, syn-

of making such alarge box sufficiently stiff to
avoid major panel flexure.
(The brave home constructor does have abit
more imaginative flexibility available to him.
A closet could be used as alarge enclosure. If
you've got abasement, floor-mounting the
woofer would work very nicely indeed. And

thesizers, or sound effects (not necessarily in
that order), then civilized SPLs of around
100dB will do just fine In fact, Fielder and Benjamin offer the following general conclusions:
First, recordings with audible bass below 30Hz
are relatively rare. Second, these very low fre-

finally, by wall-mounting the woofer you could
take advantage of the biggest infinite baffle of

quencies are generated by pipe organs, syn-

them all: the great outdoors.)

tal noises. Other instruments, such as bass
guitar, bass viol, tympani, or bass drum, produce relatively little output below about 40Hz,

Ihave focused on bass efficiency because,
to sound loud, bass frequencies must be
reproduced at very high SPLs. The ear is insensitive to bass frequencies, the hearing threshold
curve rising at about 18dB/octave from 50Hz
to about 20Hz. At 20Hz, an 85dB SPL will be

thesizers, or special effects and environmen-

although they may have very high levels at or
above that frequency Ithink that most listeners
would be perfectly satisfied with a40Hz bass
extension provided that there is sufficient

just barely audible in an average room.
How loudly asubwoofer will be required to
reproduce the deep bass is acrucial design con132

IOriginally presented at the 83rd convention of the Audio
Engineering Society. October 1987 (Imprint 2537); since published in theJournal of tbe AES, June 1988.
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TABLE CDs possessing low-bass information
Minimum Audible Frequency (Hz)
120dB/110dB
Composer
Selection

Label/Catalog Number

10/12.5
16.5/16.5
15/17.5
18/18
18.5/18.5
12.5/22
16.5/22

Tchaikovsky
Dupre
Grofe
Hindemith
Jongen
Flim & the BB's
R. Strauss

Telarc/CD-80041
Telarc/CD-80136
Telarc/CD-80086
Argo/417 159-2
Telarc/CD-80096
DMP/CD-454
Telarc/CD-80106

22/22

J.S. Bach

24/24
25/25
19/25
29/29
29/29

Saint Saens
Willliams
J.S. Bach
Billy Cobham
Various

1812 Overture
Symphony in g
Grand Canyon Ste
Organ Sonata #1
Symphony Concertante
Big Notes
Also Sprach
Zarathustra
Kyrie, Gott
heiliger Geist
Symphony #3
Star Wars Theme
Toccata & Fugue in d
Warning
Movie soundtrack
Country

Telarc/CD-80097
Telarc/CD-80051
Telarc/CD-80094
Telarc/CD-80088
GRP/GRP-D-9528
Windham HiII/DIDX-141

excursion capability to reproduce the bass

real world, the problem of standing waves in

octaves cleanly and effortlessly at peak SPLs of

small rooms is so severe that peaks and dips on

around 110dB at the listening seat. Too often

the order of 8dB are quite common in the deep

it's the lack of dynamic power rather than fre-

bass; generally speaking, the gross structure of

quency extension that disappoints audiophiles.
Take agood 50Hz horn, for example. Despite

room modes will overwhelm any inherent
response flatness on the part of the subwoofer.

its modest frequency extension, such ahorn

Response flatness is much more important in

invariably elicits an instinctive positive reaction because of its effortless and dynamic

the upper bass and lower midrange, in the
range from about 150 to 300Hz where room

impact.

effects are less important. A 2dB or greater

Once the SPL requirement at aparticular frequency is known, it is possible to calculate the
corresponding woofer excursion. Fielder and
Benjamin do this for 100dB at 20Hz in atypical listening room with a2400ft 3volume and
areverberation time of 0.6 seconds. The re-

broad suckout here will definitely be audible
as alean and small-bodied balance. This is a
range where typically very few commercial
loudspeakers designed to be "free standing"
exhibit flat response, this due mainly to a
phenomenon dubbed by some as "diffraction

quired volume excursion is 41.8in 2which, for
a12" woofer with an effective piston diameter

loss."

of 10", translates into apeak linear excursion

range/woofer puts out an equal amount of

of 0.53". With four 15" woofers, the linear

energy at each frequency in this range. At frequencies whose half wavelength is smaller than

excursion requirement is only 0.078"—a much
more reasonable figure.
Of dubious practical importance is the ques-

Let's assume for the moment that the mid-

the dimensions of the front baffle, the baffle
will keep the speaker's output "concentrated"

tion of allowable amplitude deviations for sub-

in the forward half-space where the listener is

woofers. Just how flat does the amplitude

located. At some frequency, the wavelength

response need to be below 100Hz? Well, using

starts to wrap around the front baffle, and the

the concept of "just noticeable difference"

speaker's output becomes less directional or

(JND) in level, available experimental data suggest that at an output level of 100dB the JND
is about 1.0dB at 100Hz and about 1.5dB at
lower frequencies. These JNDs were obtained,
however, under idealized conditions: in an
anechoic chamber or using headphones—
room effects did not enter the picture. In the
Stereophile, January 1989

more omnidirectional. Because now the same
acoustic output is being radiated into alarger
volume, the average intensity is reduced. Of
course, as the wavelength increases further, the
floor, back wall, ceiling, and side walls are eventually encountered and reflect acoustic energy
toward the listener, which helps lift or boost
133

the mid- and deep-bass response. The end

octaves compared with the mids, bass signals—

result is asuckout located somewhere in this

relatively speaking—are poor maskers.

upper bass range. Diffraction loss can be com-

Another characteristic of masking is that the
closer in frequency the masking signal is to the
lower-level signal, the more effective it is. As

batted. Manipulating the midrange/woofer
crossover (if it is in the diffraction-loss region),
or using adual-voice-coil woofer to provide
aboost, are two possibilities.
The subject of phase-response errors for

the masking signal moves away in frequency,
its effectiveness diminishes. One way to widen
the bandwidth over which amasking signal is

subwoofers is complicated by the fact that no
perceptual studies have been performed on the

effective is to increase its amplitude or volume.

audible effects of large group delays below

tortion at lower volume levels because there
is less masking going on. Certainly, this is afor-

100Hz. Fielder and Benjamin note that sub-

This means that the ear is more sensitive to dis-

woofers introduce phase distortion primarily

tunate state of affairs because woofer distortion

from two sources. The direct source is the low-

increases with playback level. The harder the

frequency cutoff of the woofer. Thus, the

woofer is pushed, the more it distorts, but were

woofer may be viewed as ahigh-pass filter. A

more tolerant of distortion at these louder volume levels.

subwoofer with a16Hz, Q =0.9, second-order,
high-pass function has a19ms group delay at
I6Hz and 0.33ms delay at 100Hz. The second
source of group delay is the inevitable crossover used to match the woofer to the upperrange speaker. For example, afourth-order,
Linkwitz-Riley crossover would produce 6.2
and 3.4ms group delays at frequencies of 16
and 100Hz, respectively. This represents a
worst-case situation; I'm not aware of any commercial audio crossovers using steeper slopes

The critical band concept was first developed by Harvey Fletcher about 50 years ago.
In its modern interpretation, the model essentially views the ear/brain as a24-channel realtime analyzer with varying sensitivities and
bandwidth. Above 300Hz, critical bands are
about afifth of an octave wide. Below 300Hz
they are about 100Hz wide. Asound signal is
detected only if the energy within aparticular

at the crossover point. Current experimental

critical band exceeds acertain threshold. Each
band is independent of the others, at least at

findings indicate aperceptual threshold of

sound levels near the threshold of hearing. It

2.5ms at 100Hz for non-reverberant conditions, and predict adoubling of the threshold

span alarge number of critical bands to sound

under reverberant conditions. Itherefore
doubt that subwoofer- or crossover-induced

is possible then for distortion products that
louder and more annoying than alarger signal
that only triggers one band. Masking is greatest

phase deviations will be audible under typical

for sounds within the same critical band. More

listening conditions, and see no reason to avoid

precisely, the maximum masking region is one-

using asteep-sloped crossover in the bass.

half of acritical bandwidth on either side of the

A topic of great importance to the performance of subwoofers is the audibility of non-

masking signal. The subwoofer range spans
one critical band, thus one can expect a

linear distortion. The ideal subwoofer does not

masked threshold curve that parallels the
hearing-acuity curve with its rapid rise at low
frequencies.

have to produce zero distortion—rather, its distortion products must be inaudible even to the
most sensitive listener. Because distortion

On this basis, Fielder and Benjamin con-

products are not produced in avacuum, but

clude that intermodulation distortion is not a

instead accompany the music signal, the con-

very important consideration in subwoofer
design. First of all, the difference IM products

cepts of masking and critical bands are crucial
for determining their audibility. Again, follow-

for subwoofers lie in the first critical band, with

ing Fielder and Benjamin's discussion, masking

the masking signals, and are thus effectively

is the concealment of an otherwise audible

masked. The sum products are no more audi-

tone or band of noise by the presence of a

ble than the harmonics of asingle sinewave

louder signal. The higher the masking signal

with equivalent level and average frequency.
That this is so is apparent once you realize that

is above the threshold of audibility at agiven
frequency, the more effective it is in concealing
distortion. Because the threshold of hearing
rises rapidly and is much higher in the bass
134

the IM sum products are less than or equal in
frequency to an appropriate harmonic product, and are lower in level because intermoduStereophile, January 1989

lation divides the amplitude between com-

attempt to improve power handling and linear-

ponents.

ity at low frequencies, but unfortunately the

An important result of Fielder and Benjamin's analysis is that good reproduction of the
bass octaves requires that the main speaker,

drivers were so nonlinear to begin with that
even this attempt failed to meet their criteria.
The authors sadly report that it is evidently
believed in the loudspeaker industry that

the subwoofer, and the room all produce
extremely small amounts of noise and distortion where hearing acuity is greatest: namely,
in the midrange. They point out the need to
look at the entire audio spectrum weighted by
the masking effect and that previous analyses
which considered only unweighted distortion
measurements could not accurately predict
sound quality due to all the non-linearities.
Using this sort of analysis, they arrived at the

woofer distortion is not particularly important;
as aresult, there are very few drivers built that
possess adequate linearity. All of this bodes ill
for our chances of finding the ideal subwoofer
from acommercial vendor.
Low-Frequency Performance
of Small Rooms

surprising conclusion that the sensitivity to

All rooms exhibit aset of natural resonance frequencies which are related to the dimensions

second-harmonic distortion is much less than

of the room. The room will respond strongly

to third-harmonic. They point out that this is

to those sounds having frequencies close to

important because speaker systems often have

these natural frequencies. Once they are
excited, the result is aset of standing waves,

comparable amounts of second- and thirdharmonic distortion, and that techniques
aimed at reducing even-order distortion products may be of dubious value.
Manufacturers have spent much research
and development money on such designs. An

each wave having its own spatial pattern of
nodes and antinodes. These standing waves
form the room's reverberant field, which is part
of the soundfield received at the listening seat.
So, unless you're listening in an anechoic chamber, which by definition only contributes direct

example is adual-spider woofer that provides
an even-harmonic canceling, push-pull piston

sound, every room invariably superimposes

action. The following simple distortion guidelines are offered: Harmonic distortion will not

its own characteristics on any sound source
present. Room modes are classified as either

be audible if the second harmonic is below

normal, axial, or oblique—depending on
which room boundaries they graze.

3%, the third around 1%, and higher harmonics no greater than 0.1-0.3%.
The limits for Doppler distortion were also
investigated by Fielder and Benjamin. To

It is possible to estimate the number of normal modes in agiven room for aparticular frequency band. 2The number of normal modes

refresh your memory, Doppler distortion is fre-

is linearly proportional to the volume of the

quency modulation of the higher frequencies

room, but increases as the square of the fre-

by the lower frequencies being reproduced by
a single driver; something like tape flutter
except that here the music or cone excursion

quency. At higher frequencies, an enormous
number of standing waves is generated. These
overlap, blend together, and thus smooth out

provides aconstantly varying modulating signal. The bottom line is that, for practical cone
excursions, and with the bandwidth limited to

the room response. At the lower frequencies,

12.5Hz to 100Hz, the FM distortion due to the
Doppler effect appears to be far below the

In aconcert hall there are thousands of modes
below 100Hz, whereas in asmall room there's

threshold of audibility. Thus the harmonic distortion guidelines stated above appear to be the

apaucity of bass modes. For example, in arec-

really important distortion criteria for accurate
subwoofer performance.

cies below 100Hz are as follows: 27.5, 36.6,

Various combinations of 12, 15, 18, and 24"
woofers were tested by Fielder and Benjamin,
and none were found to satisfy their distortion

the only way to generate alarge number of
modes is by increasing the volume of the room.

tangular room 10x15x20; the natural frequen45.9, 55.0, 61.5, 66.0, 71.5, 73.2, 77.5, 78.5,
82.5, 86.0, 90.2, 91.5, 95.5, and 99.0Hz. The
net result for this modal sparseness in atypical listening room will be uneven, and hence

criteria at 20Hz and 92dB SPL, 50Hz and 108dB
SPL, and 100Hz and 101dB SPL. Several of the
subwoofers tested used multiple drivers in an
Stereophile, January 1989

2 Sec "Thc Acoustics of Small Rooms,- The New Audio
Cyclopedia, Howard W. Sams á Co., pp.43 through 53.
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colored, bass reproduction.
I've painted apretty bleak picture for the

twice as effective on the average as alternate
placements.

possibility of accurate bass reproduction in

There is another practical problem affecting

small rooms, and the temptation would be to

the accuracy of bass reproduction in small

throw in the towel and accept the natural order

rooms: boundary effects. Asmall room is much

of things. This would be amistake. There's an

easier to overload with acoustic energy than

old saying among chess players that you can't

alarge room. This means that structural rattles,

win by resigning. No matter how bleak the
prospects are, there's usually one final trap or

buzzes, and wall resonances would be more
prominent in asmall room. Again, much of the

long-shot resource to try out. In our case, there
are, in fact, anumber of worthwhile resources

sonic signature of wall resonances can be controlled by lining walls with absorbing material.

available. First, if you have the choice, avoid a
symmetrical room; cg, acube. The response

(they're cheap) to control room modes and wall

Ihave used foam and 1" -thick fiberglass panels

of the room becomes less uniform as its sym-

resonances. The difference this treatment has

metry is increased. Next, it pays to experiment

made in my room is simply astounding. With-

with damping materials and subwoofer place-

out it, the upper bass is highly colored—no

ment in the room. If there's aparticularly nasty

matter how accurate the sound source. If your

room mode you'd very much like to minimize,

lifestyle allows it, do your ears afavor and go

try placing the subwoofer in apressure node
or minimum for that mode. In this location, the
problem mode will only be weakly excited by

for it.

the subwoofer. Of course, this presumes that
you have the freedom to move the subwoofer
about.
There is, however, one location you must
avoid at all costs, unless you're more concerned with efficiency than accuracy. Each of
the individual standing waves in aroom can
only be fully excited by asound source located
in apressure antinode or maximum for that
wave. And it so happens that in arectangular

The Art of Matchmaking:
System Integration
It has been some 250 years since Jonathan
Swift's Captain Gulliver tangled with the
inhabitants of the land of Lilliput. In the
interim, it appears to me that asignificant number of Lilliputians have succeeded in infiltrating
the British Isles. How else am Ito account for
the uniquely British craze for miniature loudspeakers? The BBC, rumored to be aLilliputian

room, the pressure amplitudes of all standing

stronghold, started it all when they licensed
commercial production of the LS3/5A mini-

waves are maximized in the corners of the

monitor. The ProAc Tablettes followed shortly

room. Asubwoofer in the corner will be able

thereafter, and managed to infect the minds of

to strongly excite every possible room mode.
This blows away the myth that subwoofer

audiophiliacs on this side of the Atlantic.
The situation has progressed to the point

placement is not critical and that it may be
safely tucked away out of sight in acorner. I

tor, with atruly Lilliputian 4" woofer, made

realize that the lows are not directional, so that

Stereophile's list of recommended compo-

it would be possible to get away with acorner

nents. A4" woofer? Give me abreak! How can
anyone mistake amidrange driver for awoofer?
Is it even fair to advertise these wooferless

placement without horribly screwing up the
soundstage. But what aprice to pay! Isuspect
that this myth was hatched long ago by a
manufacturer anxious to soften spousal resis-

where recently the Acoustic Energy minimoni-

designs as loudspeakers? Well, maybe. Having
by now punched afair number of readers' but-

tance to the presence of arather large and con-

tons, Ihave to confess that I'm actually sym-

spicuous box in the living room.
The final resource is the use of absorbing

pathetic to the Lilliputian Legacy: smaller can
be more nimble and cunning.
A few years ago I reviewed the ProAc

materials or wave traps to dampen the amplitude of room modes. Generally speaking, an
absorbing surface is most effective in damping
anormal mode if it is located in aregion of pressure maxima. Because all normal modes have

Tablettes (Vol.7 No.4). When JGH, the champion of tonal accuracy, first heard them he was
violently put off by their tonal imbalance. "Vio-

pressure maxima at the corners, absorbing

lins sound like children's toy violins, celli are
emasculated," and on and on he went. My

material placed near the corners of aroom is

review was less than arave, yet he castigated
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me as "having gone off the deep end" for my
failure to trash them. Yet in my system, side by

tasm populated by invisible musicians. For the

side with my reference speakers at the time—
the helium-driven Hill Plasmatronics— the
Tablettes were superior in defining the under-

tually dissolve does require azen -like mental
state. To be teleported to another hall and

lying bass lines and highlighting the pulse or
heartbeat of the music. Thus, through the
Tablettes the range below about IkHz, while
not as "accurate," was more "tuneful." Shortly
thereafter, I sold the Plasmatronics. Not

physical trappings of the listening room to vir-

another time is not merely science fiction, but
the domain of asuperbly crafted state of mind.
But before Scotty can beam you up, certain
attributes of live music must be present in the
listening room to coax you into the transporter
room. Which factors are important to you?

because the Tablettes became my new refer-

Which ones elicit goosebumps? Because loud-

ence (I also value accuracy), but because they
whetted my appetite for aspeaker that could

speakers often offer either bass quantity or bass
quality, you will have to decide which of these

reproduce the lower mids and bass octaves
with transparency and detail.

attributes matters most to you in fleshing out
that illusory soundstage. If quantity is your

Much later, the Celestion SL600s arrived. Of

ticket, go for it. If it's quality, then seek it out.
This is as it should be. The illusion of life is
what it must be all about. If you accept that,

course their imaging was superb, and although
there was no deep bass, the tonal balance
was abit too lean for my tastes, and the highs,
while extended, lacked air and transparency,

then it becomes clear that, ultimately, the decision of what is important is ahighly personal

what really captured my imagination was the

one; what works for me might not work for

speaker's ability to focus in on bass detail and

you. But at least let's be wise enough not to be
judgmental about our choices. In my case, I

clearly resolve bass information. Iwas almost
willing to forgive all of the '600's shortcomings

have realized that both quality and quantity are

for the privilege of clearly hearing what Icould

necessary if that soundstage in my small room
is to come alive for me. The desire for detailed,

not hear before.
The issue can now be appreciated and

well-defined bass with power and extension

restated as one of quality vs quantity. The Lilliputians would argue that the finesse areas of

propelled me on my search for asubwoofer.

bass reproduction are best served by minimiz-

The choice of satellite speakers obviously

ing the speaker. The Brobdingnagians, on the

affects the choice of subwoofer and crossover.
For satellites, Isettled on the Celestion SL600

other hand, would argue that finesse is not

and Magneplanar MG-2.5/R. These off-the-

enough, that power and extension are paramount for maximizing realism. The issue of

shelf speakers are well-represented in audiophile circles, so my experiences with them

bass quality has had adifficult gestation period

will be immediately meaningful to alarge num-

in the US, even in the hands of veteran audio

ber of readers. They are also typical representatives of their respective design classes:

reviewers. Not too long ago Anthony H. Cordesman snubbed the Lilliputians with his "bass

minimonitors and small planars. My findings

is bass" motto, finding them guilty of stealing

may then be generalized and used (with cau-

the bass. More recently, awell-known reviewer
on the comeback trail—OK, Peter Aczel —

tion) for similar main speakers.

preferred the bass of the Carver Amazing
speaker to that of the Apogee Scintilla and

capable of excellent imaging and resolution of

Driven full-range, both of my satellites were

Celestion SL600s. Speak about ablatant prefer-

low-level detail. Both had problems, however,
which would preclude them from long-term

ence for heavy and featureless bass!
Philosophically, it comes down to apersonal

residency in my system. Subjectively, the MG2.5 proved amusically enjoyable speaker with

decision about what factors matter most in

atransparent and spacious soundstage. Iagree

enhancing the illusion of life in reproduced
music. We talk about the stereo soundstage as
athree-dimensional entity; acomplete spatial
construct with width, height, and depth perspectives. We try to imagine within that space
instrumental outlines with palpable breadth
and focus. In reality, that soundstage is aphanStereophile, January 1989

with JA that it does offer the audiophile on a
budget aslice of what high-end sound reproduction is all about. But Ifound the MG-2.5 to
be significantly colored. The upper bass and
lower mids are elevated about 4dB compared
with the upper mids and treble. The emphasis
extends from about 200 to 600Hz. To put it
137

another way, the range above IkHz is shelved
down 4-6dB compared with the lower mids.

ahigher crossover point, and the subwoofer
response need not be very smooth above

The net effect of these tonal balance deviations

100Hz. The benefits to the satellite are still sub-

is arecessed and distant upper range and a

stantial at 100Hz—providing that the high-pass

thickening of textures in the lower mids. In

(HP) filter roll-in is sufficiently steep to exclude

contrast with the MG-2.5, the tonal balance of
the SL600 begins to look like areference stan-

most of the deep bass energy. The perceived
benefits involve reductions in intermodulation

dard. Its in-room response is extremely tight

and harmonic distortions due to areduction

from 200Hz to 20kHz. There is amodest suckout of about 4dB in the octave between 100

in excursion demands on the suspension of the
satellite's woofer. The overall improvement

and 200Hz, which results in a"lean" sort of bal-

should be along the lines of cleaner and more

ance. And, as Imentioned earlier, despite the

effortless reproduction of the middle octaves.

frequency extension of the SL600's tweeter, the

The bass alignment designed into most small

subjective impression was of aclosed-in, lifeless, and slightly opaque upper treble.

speakers features amodest bump in the deep

The Celestion's in-room bass half-power
response was at a frequency of 50Hz. The
SL600 woofer can thermally sink quite alot of
power, able to suck dry the 150Wpc Boulder
500 amplifier into clipping without any appar-

bass, or—to put it in equivalent terms—a Q
slightly greater than 1. This is done in order to
achieve asense of afuller and, if you will, a
more "natural" tonal balance, and if it isn't overdone the loss in bass tightness is not particularly objectionable. The resultant peak in the

ent damage. Yet the power the woofer sinks is
not going into acoustic output, but merely

frequency response is usually around 60Hz.
Now, with acrossover point of 100Hz, this peak

heating the voice-coil. It is obvious that, on

is excursion-limited. The resulting compres-

is amere half-octave away, and unless the satellite's HP filter is quite steep it will not be adequately attenuated. The peak will then be
superimposed on the response of the sub-

sion robs wide-range orchestral music of its full
dynamic range and power. The SL600s, there-

woofer to yield aboomy bass quality.
In general, then, at 100Hz asteep-sloped fil-

fore, proved an excellent candidate for asub-

ter of at least 18dB/octave is very desirable. In

heavy bass transients, the SL600s are unable
to "rise" to the occasion because the woofer

woofer; and because of their facility in the

the course of this evaluation Iexperimented

finesse areas of bass reproduction, they turned

with crossover points in the 100-250Hz range.

out to be avery critical tool in assessing the
impact of the subwoofer on mid- and upper-

My findings clearly show that ahigher crossover point around 250Hz provides further

bass quality.

gains in the area of dynamic range expansion—
even when an 18dB/octave HP filter is used.

While the MG-2.5 measures slightly deeper
in the bass with abass half-power frequency

The overall sound of the system becomes more

of about 40Hz, it too is quite obviously
excursion-limited in the bass, descending con-

powerful and effortless at the higher crossover
points. However, there is a price to pay: It

vincingly into the deep bass only on smallsignal drive. There's a50Hz high-Q peak that

becomes much more difficult to preserve the

on first impression gives the illusion of bass

quality of the satellite's upper bass. For example, at 250Hz, Icould not retain the SL600's

power, but after extended listening amore

original level of upper bass resolution and had

accurate picture is possible: The bass is slightly

to settle on 100Hz as acompromise between

loose and wimpy when negotiating large-scale

dynamics and definition.
Of course, operating at a crossover fre-

bass transients. Here, asubwoofer would hopefully yield better bass dynamics and control.
With aclearer picture in mind of the bassperformance capabilities of our satellites, an

quency as high as 250Hz presumes that the
subwoofer is comfortable in the woofer range.
Some subwoofers can be pushed high enough

important issue to resolve is the optimum

in frequency, while others are only comfort-

crossover point. It is common practice to use
100Hz because it is generally agood com-

able as subwoofers.
Based on my findings, minimonitors first and

promise between the needs of the satellite and
those of the subwoofer. Placement of the sub-

foremost cry out for agood woofer that can be
crossed over in the upper bass without loss of

woofer is less critical at 100Hz compared with

quality. There's alot of energy in the 100-
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250Hz range. Minimonitors would benefit

you bought the minimonitors in the first place

more from help in this range, compared to afix

are seriously compromised. In the end, the

below 100Hz. A linear woofer of sufficient
excursion, properly integrated into the system
and operating over the 40-250Hz range,

subwoofer is put up for sale. It really is that difficult to successfully integrate asubwoofer or

should prove to be much more impressive in
terms of bass dynamics and portrayal of orchestral power than atrue subwoofer. Fortunately

it's impossible; but you should carefully research the various possibilities and alternatives

or unfortunately, depending on your viewpoint, many commercial subwoofers are only

woofer into asystem. I'm not suggesting that

before you jump in with your checkbook.

The Crossovers

so in name, incapable as they are of decent bass

During the course of this project Iexperi-

extension below about 40Hz. So if, by chance,

mented with several active crossovers. What

you're stuck with one of these sub-par "sub-

follows is asynopsis of my sonic impressions
of these crossovers.

woofers," don't despair. The more burning
question is whether it can perform smoothly
and with speed up through the lower mids.
It stands to reason then that, in addition to

Vendetta Research TPC-1A:
$499

steep slopes, the crossover should also provide

This modestly sized crossover, designed by

ready means to adjust the crossover point, at

John Curl, features fixed slopes of 12dB/octave

least over the 100-250Hz range. These con-

high-pass and 24dB/octave low-pass, but the

siderations pretty much rule out the use of a

crossover point is independently variable for
each channel from 60 to 300Hz via front-panel

passive crossover. You might as well resign
yourself to abiamped system with the extra
expense of asecond amp and active crossover.
And agood crossover isn't cheap either.
Warning! You are now entering the twilight

pots. A bass level control is also provided on
the front panel. The "TP" in TPC stands for
"transient-perfect," the initial 12dB/octave

zone of speaker design. By controlling the

low-pass section being derived by subtracting
the high-pass response from the input. As with

crossover slopes and frequency and the relative positioning of the speakers, you're in effect

TPC- IA to have an audible sonic signature. For-

playing speaker designer. You're in charge of

most reasonably priced actives, Ifound the

this could turn out literally to be mission

tunately, its sins of commission are sufficiently
small to be mildly annoying only on avery
high-resolution system. The reproduced

impossible. Many people are initially excited

soundstage is nicely focused, and it clearly bet-

integrating the overall system. For many people

by the prospect of bass extension, cleaner

ters the Audio Control Richter Scale in this area.

mids, and enhanced dynamics, the sorts of

Compared with the Threshold PCX crossover,

benefits subwoofers are ideally supposed to

however, the mids are distinctly grainy and
lacking somewhat in transparency.

provide. After the initial period of excitement,
usually brought on by the novelty of more bass,

Blending the SL600s with some of the sub-

there follows along period of frustration when

woofers proved especially difficult with the

it is realized that the sound quality of the whole

TPC- IA's 12dB/octave high-pass slopes. Be-

is less than that of the parts. Imaging, speed,

cause of the wide overlap between subwoofer
and satellite, Icould not get aproper balance
between the mid- and upper bass at acrossover
frequency of 100Hz. With the midbass bal -

focus and/or resolution of bass detail usually
suffer in the process.
You then realize that the reasons for which

Vendetta Research TPC- IA electronic crossover
Stereophile, January 1989

Audio Control Richter Scale Series Ill
anced correctly, there was too much upper-

asubwoofer. Acalibrated microphone is sup-

bass heaviness.

plied with the unit; together with awarbletone test signal and meter, it allows alimited

The variable crossover frequency is anice
feature, but the shallow high-pass slope Ifeel
will be a serious limitation in many applications.

Audio Control Richter Scale
Series III: $349

real-time analysis in the bass. The Owner's
Manual clearly describes the procedure for
using the analyzer and equalizer sections to flatten and extend the room response of awoofer.
Idid not experiment with the Richter Scale's
analyzer section, but did use the equalizer sec-

The Richter Scale is much more than an active

tion in conjunction with my Neutrik frequency-

crossover. The fine print on the front panel
proclaims that it is in fact ahalf-octave equal-

response measurement system to equalize the
response of the Audio Concepts Saturn sub-

izer/analyzer with subsonic filter and elec-

woofer. Iwas able to extend the response to

tronic crossover, and thrown in for good measure is arumble-reduction circuit. The won-

20Hz, although the Saturn was unable to play
cleanly at loud levels below 30Hz. The envelope of the equalized response measured flat

ders of integrated circuits! The crossover section is completely independent from the

to 20Hz, although there was the inevitable

equalizer and analyzer sections and may be
used alone or in conjunction with the equalizer

overlay of dips and peaks due to room modes.
In this case, Ifelt that the equalization afforded

section. The crossover provides sharp 24dB/
octave high- and low-pass filter slopes. The fil-

deep-bass performance of the Saturn and the

ter design is acascaded Butterworth type better
known as aLinkwitz-Riley alignment. Such
filters are highly selective in the frequency

by the Richter Scale considerably enhanced the
bass balance in the transition zone to the satellite.
The crossover section also measured well,

domain, and eliminate much overlap between
drivers. Although they are far from being

but sonically Ifound the overall sound to be
slightly "blah" and muffled. There are losses

transient-perfect—there's atransient overshoot
on the order of 10% —they do preserve an in-

stage definition. Its sonic performance would

in the areas of clarity, transparency, and sound-

phase condition between drivers at the cross-

place it in the realm of low Class C or Class D

over frequency and thus minimize acoustic

of Sterrophile's "Recommended Components"

interference in the transition region. The cross-

listing, and in the context of such asystem the

over frequency is preset at the factory at 90Hz.

Richter Scale is ...well. ..
the right choice. It

However, the crossover point can easily be
changed in the field via substitution of 16-pin

strikes me as aflexible and cost-effective means
for integrating asubwoofer into one's system.

resistor packs on the chassis. Resistor modules
are available from the factory for almost any frequency from 20Hz to 20kHz. A level control
pot is provided only for the low-pass filter.
The six-band, half-octave equalizer and
analyzer connects into the system through the
preamp's tape monitor loop. Center frequencies provided are: 125, 90, 63, 45, 31.5, and

Shadow Engineering Limited
Edition Electronic Crossover:
$359
This model from Audio Concepts is nominally
an 18dB/octave Bessel low-pass, 6dB/octave
high-pass crossover with afixed frequency of
100Hz. In my brief encounter with this unit,

22.5Hz with amaximum boost or cut of 12dB.
While it is impossible with such limited reso-

Idid notice significant losses in midrange clar-

lution to equalize the fine structure of room

lines were less distinct, and detail was also

modes, the Richter Scale does allow one to

blurred in comparison with the Threshold

judiciously extend the frequency response of

PCX. But to be fair to the Shadow, Ishould
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ity, focus, and transparency. Instrumental out-
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Shadow Engineering Limited Edition electronic crossover/analyzer
point out that it was apparently "misbehaving"
at the time and failed to meet specifications. (I
later measured ahigh-pass frequency of around
200Hz and a low-pass frequency of about
50Hz.) Thus, its poor subjective sonic impression may very well have been caused by defective circuitry. Ihope to resolve all of this with
the distributor in the near future and report to

cally the presence of the crossover is about as
well camouflaged as abull in the proverbial
china shop. Its faults, if any, must be very small
because Ihave not reliably put my finger on
any after many weeks of use. The sound
character is pure and clean, and bears afamily
resemblance to that of Threshold's FET- 10. If

you in afollow-up.

you like the FET- 10, you'll love the PCX. Ido
wish, however, that a24dB/octave version

Threshold PCX Electronic
Crossover: $1600

were available. But if you can make do with
slightly gentler filter slopes, then the PCX is
highly recommended.

The PCX, in the broadest sense of the word,
is a"high-end" product. The active stages are

The Subwoofers

discrete and use JFET, MOSFET, and bipolar

This was not meant to be acomprehensive sur-

devices in a direct-coupled topology. The

vey, and it certainly didn't turn out that way. I

power supply is housed separately and con-

would have liked to include the likes of Velo-

nects to the main chassis via an umbilical cord.

dyne, Entec, and Janis, to name just afew, but

Part quality and the level of construction quality are excellent throughout. The high- and

this didn't prove possible at this time. (Reviews
are planned.) Rather, this evaluation attempts

low-pass filter slopes are fixed at 18dB/octave.

to give you aflavor of what to expect in the

The crossover point is variable by substitution

marketplace, and expose you to the labor pains

of resistor packs on the PC board, high-quality,
zero-insertion-force DIP sockets being used.

one's system.

involved in trying to integrate asubwoofer into

A total of 17 resistor DIP modules are provided

The testing protocol involved considerable

with the unit and span the range between 75Hz
and 1602Hz. Ax10 version of the PCX is avail-

experimentation with subwoofer location,
crossover point and slope, and relative level

able on special order which spans the range

adjustments. Listening impressions were final-

from 750 to 16,020Hz.

ized only after aparticular setup was optimized.
In most cases, both the SL600s and the MG-2.5

Sonically, the PCX is difficult to fault. It is,
in fact, the most transparent and least conspic-

were used as satellites, but due to the fact that

uous active stereo crossover Ihave heard to

the SL600s proved to be the more demanding

date; high praise indeed in afield where typi-

of the two in terms of fine-tuning, they did see

Threshold PCX electronic crossover
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more use. CDs were used to judge the deepbass extension and general bass dynamics of
the subwoofers under test. Articulation of bass
lines and midbass punch were also assessed
with CD program material. Questions about
the success of the system integration, however,
were answered with analog program material.
In particular, upper-bass detailing, overall balance, midrange clarity and focus, and response
speed were investigated with the help of some
very familiar LPs.
Measurements included both nearfield and
in-room frequency sweeps with a Y3 -octave
warble tone, the idea partly being to get ahandle on the impact of the room on the subwoofer's performance. Preamplification was
provided exclusively by the Threshold FET10, while ahost of amplifiers was used, including the Mark Levinson No.23, the Motif MS100, the Don JCochran Delta Modes, and the
Electrocompaniet Ampliwire 100. The phono
system consisted of the SOTA vacuum, the SME
V tonearm, and aBoron Virtuoso cartridge
from Sumiko. The Kinergetics KCD-30 figured
in all of the CD listening. In case you're wondering, speaker cables were the TARA Labs
Space & Time Phase II and The Cardas Hex.

Terpsichore Bifocal
Subwoofer: $1400 each
The name, Ibelieve, was derived from the fact
that originally apair of Focal woofers was used
in each subwoofer. Current production uses
apair of high-quality 8" Kevlar-coned drivers

Terpsichore Bifocal subwoofer
thought, is to provide aline whose length is
equal to aquarter wavelength at the driver's
free-air resonance frequency. This is supposed
to work for all woofers, regardless of any other

sourced from Eton in West Germany. Ithink the
name is still apropos because it aptly describes

driver parameter including driver total Q.

adesign with a"faulty vision." And I'm not

jamin Olney in the 1930s and in those days
called an acoustic labyrinth. It was seen by

referring here to the looks of the speaker,

The transmission line was invented by Ben-

which are undeniably appealing. Despite alargish footprint and a20" -wide front baffle, the

Olney as ameans of minimizing cavity reso-

overall impression remains elegant, due in large

damping the LF mechanical resonance of the
woofer. His first-order analysis showed that the

part to the beautiful black-lacquer, plastic laminate finish.
Neither am Ibeing critical of the transmission-line principle employed here. Ihappen

nances, extending bass response, and better

air velocity at the open end of the pipe was in
phase with that of the driving piston if the pipe
length was an even multiple of the quarter

to think that the transmission line is alegitimate

wavelength of the radiated frequency, and that

bass-loading principle capable of excellent
results—providing it is done right. What con-

the open-ended pipe output was exactly opposite in phase when the pipe length was an odd

tinues to amaze me, however, is the simple-

multiple of the quarter wavelength.

minded belief that the mere act of hanging a
pipe onto the back of a woofer somehow
bestows mystical attributes not achievable

To follow Olney's line of thought, let me
quote directly from his work: ". ..consider a
tube lined with amaterial whose coefficient of

through any other means of bass loading. All

sound absorption rises with frequency. Let one

one has to do, according to this school of

end of the tube be coupled closely to the back
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of the loudspeaker cone and the other end left

response shows an overdamped alignment

open. Let the length equal aquarter wavelength

with agradual roll-off between 100Hz and

at a frequency about an octave below the
lowest frequency to be reproduced. At the
lower frequency (corresponding to aquarter

50Hz, followed by asteeper descent below
50Hz. In other words, there isn't much output

wavelength), the impedance on the back of the
diaphragm will be high and may be predominantly resistive if the tube lining is sufficiently
absorptive. Diaphragm motion and sound radiation will be relatively small. At afrequency an

below 50Hz. The in-room response also shows
asuckout centered between 60Hz and 125Hz,
and which Icould not eliminate or account for
as aroom effect. Interestingly, the vent output
is centered around 80Hz, and it certainly indicates too short aline.

octave higher (corresponding to aline length

Icould not integrate the Terpsichore with

equal to half wavelength), the impedance will

either satellite because of its uneven midbass

be that of the open end modified by the

response, and Isorely missed the deep bass.

absorption in the tube and will be relatively
low, and there will be, in the usual case, arise

Trying to reproduce the weight and power of
an organ through these "subwoofers" proved

in diaphragm velocity. On account of the 180°

ataxing experience. At $2400/pair for these

phase relation between the velocities at the
front and back of the diaphragm and the fur-

the worst values in audio today.

ther 180° shift through the tube, the velocity
at the end of the tube will be in phase with that
at the front of the diaphragm. The radiation
from the two sources will be additive if they
are located within, say, aquarter wavelength

overdamped woofers, they represent one of

Cogan-Hall ContraBass 12:
$970 each
Imagine acylindrical cabinet about 30" tall,
with a12" downward-firing Dynaudio woofer,

of each other.. ."
What this means, for example, is that if the
line length is aquarter wavelength at the freeair resonance of the woofer, the back wave of
the woofer will radiate weakly from the vent
and the pressure buildup behind the cone will
help damp its resonance. An octave higher,
when the line length is equal to ahalf wavelength, the woofer's back wave—which is
already 180° out of phase in relation to the front
wave—will undergo aphase reversal because
of the transit time in the tube, and radiate
strongly from the vent in phase with the
woofer's front

wave.

Higher-order pipe

resonances must be damped out by sufficient
lining in the tube. Arthur Bailey rediscovered
the acoustic labyrinth in the 1960s in the UK.
He renamed it the "transmission line" and
claimed that his pipe was "nonresonant" and
different from an acoustic labyrinth because
it was better stuffed; the back wave was supposed to get lost in the pipe rather than contribute to the primary output. To really lose the
backwave, you'd need an infinitely long line,
which even Bailey could not construct. It
boiled down to just how long aline one could
afford to build; because of the expense
involved, most commercial lines are too short.
The Terpsichore subwoofer appears to be
such acase. The immediate problem is the
absence of really deep bass. The nearfield
Stereophile, January 1989

Cogan-Hall ContraBass 12 subwoofer

and you'll get afair idea of what the ContraBass

from Delay Labs (332 Rude, San Antonio, TX

12 looks like. Other construction details are not

78209), who also offer an "audiophile" version

so immediately obvious. The rigid plywood

of the Bass Contour called the Passive One. The

shell is heavily lined with bituminous sheeting

Gold Edition Passive One uses Sidereal caps,

so as to create air spaces between the layers and
thus increase the acoustic absorption effi-

MIT cable, Resista resistors, Wonder Solder,
Tiffany connectors, precision ten-turn pots,

ciency. Tensioned steel rods connect the 1" thick top and bottom endcaps of the cylinder.

and ashielded enclosure. Itried both bass
equalizers and, not surprisingly, preferred the

Aset of 6" -high steel legs raises the cabinet off

Passive One (but with the frequency switch set

the floor and creates, in effect, aslot between

to 70Hz). It is slightly cleaner than the standard

the end cap and the floor through which the
woofer radiates. A set of shorter legs is also

version.

provided for use in situations where agreater
amount of slot loading may be desirable. These

with the SL600s. Each Contrabass was positioned afoot behind the satellite. With the

Idid not experiment with. The slot loading,
together with the vertical orientation of the

detta Research set at about 260Hz, the system

The best system integration was possible

Threshold PCX set at 235Hz or with the Ven-

woofer, greatly reduces the off-axis intensity
of any high-frequency distortion products that

sound took on asense of dynamics and punch

may be generated by the woofer. Spikes that

alone. Bass transients were gutsy and tight to

far superior to what the SL600s are capable of

mount at the end of the legs are provided for

the point of actually being scary, at least for

better floor coupling of the enclosures.
The cabinet is vented through the top, but

someone accustomed to the limited dynamic
scale afforded by the Celestions. All of this was
accomplished with only amodest loss of mid-

this is not your ordinary bass-reflex alignment.
The vent is heavily damped in an attempt to
absorb much of the reflex action of the cabinet. And Cogan-Hall is careful to point out that
their design is "aperiodic," that it does not
depend on any cavity resonances to augment

bass and upper-bass articulation. In fact, it was
possible to preserve all of the SL600's bassresolution capabilities with alower crossover
at 100Hz. But the price was adramatic reduction in the dynamic range of the overall system.

the LF response of the system. The vent then

Based on my observations, the ContraBass

acts as alarge pressure relief to minimize the

12 is sufficiently fast and well-behaved to be

sort of nonlinear air compression one sees

pushed upward of 200Hz. Its basic problem,

within aclosed box. Unfortunately, the Con-

though, is the lack of substantial bass output
below 40Hz. Under nearfield conditions, the

trabass design is also based on the premise that
only in this way can avented system achieve
acritical bass damping with asystem Q of 0.5.

woofer's equalized response was down 3dB at
40Hz. This is not, however, arealistic measure-

The Small-Thiele school of loudspeaker design

ment condition because it fails to take into

tells us that it's stupid to throw away the contribution of the bass-reflex vent and that a

account what contribution there is from the
vent. Because the vent output is out of phase

range of system Qs is available—even for a
straightforward bass-reflex design.

resonance, Iwould expect the system output

Without much vent contribution sand since
it cannot cheat the laws of nature, where is the

with the woofer's front radiation below system
to roll off even more rapidly in the room. And
that's exactly what Imeasured. How about

deep bass extension of the ContraBass to come

10dB down at 40Hz? Again, this is the equal-

from? The answer is in the form of passive

ized response with the Bass Contour unit in the

equalization circuitry. Asmall "bass contour"

circuit.

unit is supplied with the subwoofer. It is to be

What Ifind difficult to accept is the notion

installed between the crossover and the bass
amplifier and provides around 6dB of "boost"

of equalizing avented system, which has athe-

in the deep bass. The word "boost" must be

amere 6dB boost at 20Hz. Iraised this prob-

used guardedly here, because no bass gain is

lem with Ken Cogan (the designer) early on,

possible with apassive unit. The apparent bass

and he agreed to substantiate the frequency-

oretical 18dB/octave rolloff in the bass, with

boost is achieved by cutting the higher fre-

response claims for the subwoofer by sending

quencies following a6dB rolloff which shelves

me his own measurements. Cogan's data do

out at 70Hz. The passive equalizer is sourced

show an equalized nearfield response that is
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down only 2dB at 20Hz. Isimply cannot dupli-

"best subwoofer money can buy for all-around

cate his measurements. And certainly Ido not

accuracy, power, and extension." If any of this

hear that sort of deep bass response from this
subwoofer. For example, an organ low E
through the Contrabass is not reproduced with

is even close to being true, it would indeed
loom as agreat bargain. Second, as akit it offers
substantial savings to the brave souls willing to

great conviction.
Based on my findings, Imust conclude that

undergo the kit-building experience. Audio
Concepts has been specializing for anumber

the Contrabass 12 is agood but pricey woofer
with the speed to blend with fast time-signature satellites. You'll be happy with it—as

of years now in offering the home constructor
aline of complete kits. By that is meant that the
cabinets are fully assembled so that no wood-

long as you don't expect much in the way of

working is required. Thus minimal skills are

deep bass.

necessary in order to assemble one of these For
those into woodworking, asemi-kit is also

Audio Concepts Saturn
Subwoofer: $639.90/pair (kit)

available with cabinet plans and all of the
drivers, boards, etc you will need. Having built

For anumber of reasons Ithought it worth-

enough speakers to last me alifetime, Idecided

while to include the Saturn kit in this evalua-

to forego the kit-building process and ordered

tion. First, it is said by Audio Concepts to be the

afully assembled pair from Audio Concepts.
This is atechnically interesting design: Apair
of 12" poly-coned woofers are operated pushpull fashion in abass loading known as Isobarik
(Linn Products hold apatent on the idea as realized in their speaker systems) or compound
(Harry Olson's original nomenclature). The
woofers are coupled so tightly together that
they operate as aunit with an overall acoustic
compliance half of that for asingle woofer.
This, coupled with the doubled moving mass,
reduces the volume requirements for aparticular bass cutoff. The woofers are mounted in
the bottom of anarrow-profiled minitower and
fire through anarrow slot. The design attempts
to reach adecent bass cutoff in amodestly sized
closed box. The vertical mounting of the
drivers and the slot loading reduce the off-axis
amplitude of any potential high-frequency distortion products. Also, the push-pull operation
of the woofers works to minimize the generation of even-order harmonics.
The Satums were positioned directly behind
both the SL600s and the MG-2.5s in separate
tests. Crossed over at 107Hz using the Threshold PCX, the bass qualities of both satellite
speakers did not suffer. For example, the tightness and pitch definition of the Celestions was
preserved, but with the important difference
of much better deep-bass extension and
dynamic range. The subwoofer's potential to
free up the midrange was clearly realized. Midrange textures were cleaner, as if layers of dirt
had been washed away. Low-level detail was
better resolved with the Saturn in the system,

Audio Concepts Saturn subwoofer
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and generally afeeling of reduced strain and
heightened effortlessness was apparent.
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The measured nearfield response gave ahalf-

midrange drivers are widely separated, the

power frequency of 40Hz. However, because
the response rolls off slowly at the rate of

order slopes would degrade the system's ability

wide frequency-band overlap typical of first-

12dB/octave, the response was only down
10dB at 25Hz. This accounts for the reasonable
sensation of deep bass generated by the Saturn.

deja vu all over again." Yes, this is my second

But again, this level of bass extension is far from
the subwoofer ideal, and aficionados of organ

attempt at reviewing the Laug; sort of like trying to review aboomerang—it keeps coming

to tightly focus images within the soundstage.
In the immortal words of Yogi Berra: "It's

music will be clearly disappointed, as will most

back. Here's what happened during Round

folks when listening to high-powered orchestral music.

One of testing: The Laug is meant to face away
from the listener, preferably from behind the

It did prove possible to extend the response
of the Saturn using the Audio Control Richter

plane of the satellites and facing either the back
or side walls. But no matter how Ipositioned

Scale. At low signal levels, aflat response to
20Hz was achieved this way, and even heavy

the Laugs in my listening room, the results were
very disappointing. There was no deep bass,

bass transients were cleanly reproduced under
equalized conditions to about 30Hz. If you're

and the midbass was boomy, with asignificant
loss of pitch definition. The measured frequency response resembled that of abandpass

willing to live with the sonic limitations of the
Richter Scale, this combo appears to be the

filter centered at 80Hz with arapid rolloff be-

most cost-effective means Iknow of to achieve
decent subwoofer performance in the home.
On its own, although the Saturn fails to meet
my idealistic definition of asubwoofer, Ican
certainly recommend it with confidence as an
excellent woofer.

Lantana Laug Subwoofer:
$450 each
Laug is an acronym derived from the speaker's
full name: it's a"low frequency augmentation
system." Visually, the Laug does little to convince the senses that it really is asubwoofer.
Two 8" cones are mounted in asmallish vented
box. Yet, through the magic of "critical alignment" and "laminar flow vent technology," a
response of 25Hz to 90Hz, ±3dB, is claimed.
Afirst-order (6dB/octave slopes) passive crossover is provided. It is physically accessed from
the bottom of the box through (ugh) springloaded terminals. However, Ihave been informed by Mark Merlino, Senior Engineer at
Lantana, that current production incorporates
bi-ampable input terminals in the form of fiveway binding posts which bypass the internal
crossover. A level control or pad is not provided, so that the only way to match satellite/
subwoofer volume levels is by adjusting the
relative positions of the two. This is not very
desirable procedure, especially when firstorder filter slopes are used, because the subwoofer may end up aconsiderable distance
from the satellite with little hope of timealigning the acoustic output in the crossover
region. In asituation where the woofer and
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low 70Hz and above 90Hz, ahalf-power fre-

bad news was that this additional midbass

quency of 60Hz, and a-18dB point at 30Hz.

energy came at the expense of quality. In fact,

This looked to be abit bizarre, but Idid not pursue the subject further at that time. After the

judging by the standards set by the SL600s, the
resultant bass quality was appalling. Pitch defi-

review was sent out for manufacturers' com-

nition and resolution of bass detail suffered

ments (standard procedure prior to publication), Lantana challenged the accuracy of my
measurements. JA offered to remeasure the

most. It became much harder to resolve bass
lines with the Laugs in the chain. The midbass
was consistently loose and murky-sounding,

Laug just to make doubly sure. He measured
the frequency response in the nearfield of one

as if the Laugs were losing it on the decay portion of bass transients. Double-bass reproduc-

of the drivers with the test signal feeding either

tion was quite indistinct. For example, take a

the "Input" and the "Output" terminals on the

listen to the "Midnight Sugar" track on The

Laug. In one case he was able to duplicate my

Famous Sound of Three Blind Mice (1b1.1)sam-

measurements, while in the other case the response was quite abit better with ahalf-power

pler CD (TBM CD-9001, distributed in the US
by Scandinavian Sounds). Three mks were used

frequency of 50Hz. So here we go again: start
of Round Two.

to record the double bass in astudio acoustic.
The result is an upfront, instrument-up-your-

No, it's not what you're thinking. Iremeasured the Laug samples both nearfield and inroom, and was able to duplicate my original

image. But the available detail and impact are
very striking. With the Laugs, much of this

nose perspective, and aspatially overblown

measurements when the test signal was feeding

detail was fuzzed over, and asignificant chunk

the "Input" terminals. Through the "Output"

of clarity lost.

terminals, however, the measured response was

As if that weren't bad enough, Ialso found

quite abit better, with -3dB points of 50 and
150Hz and arapid bass rolloff below 40Hz. Bet-

that the Laugs adversely affected midrange
reproduction. Veiling of the soundstage and

ter, certainly, but still no subwoofer-class per-

loss of image specificity (consistent complaints

formance. The solution to the mystery was that

of mine) made it difficult for me to resolve spa-

the input/output terminals were mislabeled or

tial and hall- reverb information. Under such

miswired. The output terminals were really the

circumstances Ifound it tough to get into such

inputs, and vice versa. Don't they check these
things before they ship them? Feeding the amp

Feather On The Breath Of God (CDA66039).

into the Laug's input terminals actually routed

tracks as "Columba aspexit" on Hyperion's A

the signal through the high-pass filter section

The voices should be tightly focused spatially
within the confines of acavernous church

of the crossover, leading to the funny bandpass

acoustic. Here, as on other recordings, the

frequency response. All of this meant that the

Laugs blurred image outlines and muddied hall
reverb to the point of annoyance.

previous listening impressions were invalid; a
new listening session was in order.
Of course, Iwas careful to reverse the wiring, but even so, the results the second time
around were only slightly better than before.

In case you're wondering, the patented concept of "critical alignment" deals with the
placement of two identical drivers in averti-

Itried acouple of placements. With the Laug

cal array on the front baffle. At the critical spacing, the wavefronts from the two drivers are

24" behind the SL600s and facing the side wall,

claimed "to interfere constructively, virtually

the deep bass was smoothest, but the midbass
was too prominent. Ifound amore acceptable

[eliminating] standing-wave and doppler distortion within the listening window." The US

placement with the Laug 26" behind the Celes-

Patent (Number 4,119,799, dated October 10,

tions and facing the rear wall. Here the deep
bass was not as smooth, but the mid- and upper
bass were much better integrated with the rest

1988) sheds more light on how to achieve this
critical spacing: ". ..
adistance vertically apart
which is the effective piston diameter [of] one

of the range.

driver times the universal constant Pi." Clearly,

On the plus side, Iliked the overall tonal balance very much. The Laug filled in the SL600's
lean character in the 100-200Hz region. The

wave interference is afunction of the wavelength. Why this simple equation, which is

result was abeefier balance that did not short-

frequency-independent, should work at all
wavelengths is not explained, nor is any sup-

change the weight of orchestral timbres. The

porting data provided to back up this amazing
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claim. If we apply the critical alignment prin-

bass amplifier. The combination of the SW100s

ciple to apair of 8" woofers, the critical spacing

and aSW200 is, therefore, astand-alone sys-

would be about 24". This distance is asmall

tem, no additional expense needed. The builtin bass amplifier may be bypassed should you

fraction of deep-bass wavelengths, and as long
as this is the case, the woofers will not interfere

desire to use an amp of your choosing. The

destructively. Only when the woofer spacing
is about half awavelength will destructive inter-

crossover filters are both first-order, the HP sectibn being passive (a single high-quality series

ference be possible between the woofers.
The "Laminar Flow Vent" turns out to be not

the design is the use of the processing circuitry

atuned port, but a"linear pressure release

to condition the response flat to 20Hz.

capacitor), the LP section active. The crux of

valve" which "simulates acabinet of infinitely

The wide overlap allowed by the BSC cross-

variable volume" and enables the drivers to

over precluded asuccessful integration with
either of the reference satellites. In the case of

operate without the "negative effects of uncontrolled resonance and mechanical stress."

the SL600s, Ifound the upper bass abit too

In summary, Iget the impression that the

heavy, with an attendant midbass drumminess.

Laugs were designed with ahealthy dose of

With the MG-2.5s, Iwas aware of insufficient
midbass punch, the dynamic compression of

wishful thinking. Bass extension is OK for a
woofer, but not for asubwoofer. And even as
awoofer, the bass quality of the Laug is undistinguished. Buyer beware.

Kinergetics BSC SW-100
Subwoofer System: $790/pair
The stereo system tested consists of two
speaker enclosures, each housing apair of 10"
drivers operating in parallel, and one SW-200
electronic interface. The electronic interface,
which costs $599, incorporates the signalprocessing circuitry the crossover, and astereo

the satellite still too obvious. Certainly, the
situation would be helped by much steeper
filters. There was also, in general, some loss in
soundstage focus and transparency.
The measured in-room response of the system was extended, to 20Hz, and quite flat if one
ignores the overlying room modes. However,
the system is severely excursion-limited. Below
30Hz, much of the response at moderate SPLs
was due to bass doubling. Above about 85dB
SPL at 30Hz, and above 75dB at 20Hz, secondand third-harmonic distortion products were
evident on the scope, and at 90dB levels the
distortion amplitudes were on the order of
50%. This means, in my opinion, that the
equalization fed to the woofers is too severe.
Ithink that the system would work better if the
equalization were moderated below 30Hz or
so, and if more selective filters were provided.
There is much promise here, and the price is
very attractive, but as of now the highish distortion at reasonable levels precludes an
enthusiastic recommendation.

FOLLOW-UPS:
Sumo Samson Subwoofer,
Celestion System 6000
Both of these products have been previously
reviewed in Stereophile, the System 6000 by
Martin Colloms in Vol 10 No.2 and the Samson
by John Atkinson in Vol.11 No.4. What follows
is simply meant as aquickie followup to both
of these in-depth reviews.
Stereophile loaned me the pair of Sumo Samsons ($749 each) for alisten, which 1used with
Threshold's PCX rather than Sumo's Delilah
Kinergetics BSC SW-100 subwoofer
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crossover ($550). With the Threshold PCX set
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Sumo Samson subwoofer

at 107Hz, there was lots of bass to be had. What
there was, however, was not very deep or par-

fore, the overall integration was very smooth—
except for an annoying room mode at 60Hz

ticularly well-defined. Apparently, without the

which Icouldn't eliminate. The improvements

equalization included in the Delilah, the Sam-

wrought by the introduction of the subwoofer
were dramatic. Bass extension and dynamic

son's response is down 3dB at about 45Hz.
Midbass punch is quite good, but the loss of
bass-line articulation is distressing. This prod-

headroom were much improved. Bass detail
and pitch definition wee as good as ever. The

uct leaves me with the strong impression of

range handled by the SL600s was much more

quantity over quality.
Someone was bound to ask how Celestion's
dipole subwoofer system (52699/pair complete
with electronic crossover) compared with the

effortless, with much reduced congestion on

products surveyed herein, especially in view
of the liberal use I've made of the SL600. So I

The measured nearfield response of the subwoofer was well extended, with a-3dB point

endeavored to obtain asample, which arrived

of 25Hz. However, there's not much dynamic

loud peaks, better detail, and, believe it or not,
imaging stability was up anotch. The imaging
was stable before, but now it's solid as arock.

just in time for acouple days' listening.

headroom below 30Hz. An excellent sub-

Here is aproduct designed to mate specifically with the SL600. Not surprisingly, there-

woofer system, nonetheless.
Early on, Iwas bothered by grain and veil-

Celesbon System 6000 subwoofer
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II`

ing in the upper midrange. It seemed reasona-

in the region of bass definition that big, dumb

ble to attribute this to the high-pass filter sec-

boxes could not. So if you're frustrated in being

tion of the line-level Controller, because the

unable to maintain the satellites' finesse in the

problem went away when the SL600s were

bass octaves, why subwoof in the first place?

operated fullrange. I'm surprised that MC did

Ideal subwoofer performance, following the

not comment on this in his review After about

criteria of Fielder and Benjamin, is arare bird

a48-hour warmup, the upper mids smoothed

in the commercial arena. To achieve that level

out quite abit. But the problem was not adequately addressed until Ireplaced the Levinson with the Cochran Delta Modes as satellite

of performance involves acostly and physically
large design. While on the subject of cost, consider for amoment the total dollar investment

amps. Is it possible that the tubed front-end of

involved in subwoofing. In addition to the

the Delta Modes filters most of the dirt generated by the Controller? I'm left with anagging

obvious cost of the subwoofers, you'll need a
good crossover. And agood one is not cheap.

suspicion that perhaps the Controller could

Then there's the cost of an extra amp for driv-

benefit from adiscrete no-holds-barred design.
Let's see, if Icould talk Threshold into rebuild-

ing the subwoofers. At this point, it seems more

ing the Celestion Controller.. .

Summary

logical to me to weigh the alternative of purchasing anew fullrange system, and leave the
subwoofing to others.
Subwoofing makes good sense only if you're

One of the important lessons of this evaluation

buying asure thing, like upgrading to aCeles-

is the realization that subwoofing is aminefield.
There are many opportunities either to
adversely impact the bass quality of the satel-

tion System 6000, or if you are arisk-taker who
can afford the cost of experimentation.

lites or to miss out on convincing reproduction

strategy is to bi-amp using steep filter sections

of the deep bass. It is critical to maintain the
integrity of the satellites. After all, they were

and anominal 100Hz crossover point. And
finally, stay away from small woofers that make
big promises.

purchased on the basis of what they could do

If you decide to experiment, then the best

A WHOLE BUNCH OF LOUDSPEAKERS
John Atkinson
MB Quart MB 280: two-way, sealed-box, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" titaniumdome tweeter, 8" long-throw, pulp-cone woofer with butyl rubber surround. Crossover frequency:
1.5kHz. Crossover slopes: 12dB/octave. Frequency range: 50Hz-32kHz. Sensitivity: 88dB/W/m.
Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Amplifier requirements: 20W RMS (minimum) to 80W continuous sinewave. Dimensions: 17.25" H by 10.5" W by 10.25" D. Weight: 22 lbs each. Price: $579/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 35-40. Distributor: MB Quart Electronics, USA, Inc., 25 Walpole
Park South, Walpole, MA 02081. Tel: (508) 668-8973.
Rauna Freja: two-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker with concrete enclosure. Driveunits: 1" metal-dome tweeter, 6.5" plastic-cone woofer. Approximate crossover frequency: 2.8kHz.
Frequency range: 40Hz-20kHz. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier
requirements: up to 60W. Dimensions: 16" H by 10.5" W by 10.5" D. Weight: 32 lbs each. Finishes available: black or white; unfinished but ready-to-paint also available. Price: $695/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 15. Distributor: Scandinavian Sounds, 5237 Mt. Alifan Drive,
San Diego, CA 92111. Tel: (619) 279-7081.
Spectrum 208B: two-way, reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" soft-dome
tweeter, 8" doped paper-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 1600Hz. Frequency response: 39Hz20kHz +2dB. Sensitivity: 91dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements:
more than 20W. Dimensions: 26" H by 15" W by 11" D. Weight: 41 lbs/pair. Price: $449/pair (matching stands $59/pair). Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer: Spectrum Loudspeakers,
1021 Nevada Street, Toledo, OH 43605. Tel: (419) 698-4488.
I
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Wharfedale 507.2: two-way. reflex-loaded, stand-mounted loudspeaker. Drive-units: 0.75"
aluminum-dome, ferrofluid-cooled tweeter, 8" mineral-loaded, polypropylene-cone woofer. Crossover frequency: 5kHz. Frequency response: 40Hz-22kHz +3dB. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m. Nominal
impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements: more than 15W. Dimensions: 19" H by 9" W by
11" D. Weight: 22.5 lbs/pair. Price: $940/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 120. Manufacturer: Wharfedale Ltd., Sandleas Way, Crossgates, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS15 BAL, UK. Distributor: Vector Research Inc., 1230 Calle Suerte, Camarillo, CA 93010. Tel: (805) 987-1312.
In answer to atrader's letter last month, Isomewhat bluntly stated that Stereopbile's reviewers
use 'hi-fi" adjectives to describe loudspeaker
sound because even good loudspeakers are too
far removed from sounding "real" to be compared directly with live music Upon reflection,
this may have sounded too dismissive, so Iwill
elaborate alittle in this introduction.
What would be the specifications necessary
for aloudspeaker to sound "real?" First, it
should have abandwidth as wide as possible;
with the exception of aslight HF roll-off when
you sit in the back row of the stalls at an orchestral concert, what you hear live is what the
instruments emitted, so let's go for HF extension well above 20kHz at the top-40kHz, for
example, giving us an octave's margin above the
limit of hearing. At the low end, "DC" is not
possible, though let's say afew Hz would be
sufficient to minimize the effects of low-frequency group delay. The on-axis response
should, of course, be absolutely flat. There is
still plenty of debate over whether aspeaker
should have aflat on-axis response or aflat
power response—the reverberant response in

linearity, let's specify under 1% THD and IMD
across the audio band at 96dB average levels.
There isn't aspeaker yet designed that comes
anywhere near these specifications!
But don't despair. By choosing aset of reasonable compromises, atalented designer can end
up with aloudspeaker that satisfies musically
on an individual basis. The user just mustn't
forget that every area of reproduction has necessarily had to be compromised somewhat in
order for the listener to be able to afford to buy
something other than aWilson WAMM or Infinity IRS V.
With aloudspeaker intended to sell for under
81000/pair, the compromises are of necessity
greater than usual and it takes adesigner of genius to provide amodel offering an all-round
musical performance in this price range. My
first batch of reviews of inexpensive loudspeakers appeared in Vol.10 No.5; since then,
Ihave reviewed some 29 different models costing 81500/pair or less in my quest for affordable excellence. This month's offering is the
latest installment, but there will be more to

the room should be flat with frequency, which

come, of course.
As you will note from "Coming Attractions"

implies a rising on-axis response with fre-

in the December 1988 issue, Ihad originally

quency in aconventional room. Iwould sug-

intended for there to be more loudspeakers

gest that it is sufficient that the on-axis response

included in this review. A couple of models
failed to make it into this issue because of lack

be flat, the energy falling away smoothly as the
listener moves increasingly off-axis, either vertically or horizontally, with no sharp discon-

of time on my part. It still surprises me, howeven
when manufacturers are unable to supply work-

tinuities. In live sound every frequency com-

ing samples of their products for review. In this

ponent constituting that sound reaches your

case, both the Amrita Amrit-MiniMonitors and

ears at the same time, je, alinear phase response.

the Taddeo Domestic Monitor Ones featured
one speaker of the pair dead out of the box. At

For the phase response of the loudspeaker, it
is sufficient that it be identical to that of an elec-

the time of writing, Iam still awaiting replace-

tronic filter in that it should be minimum-

ments; Ihope to receive them in time to pub-

phase; je, having the appropriate relationship

lish reviews of these speakers in the February

to the amplitude response so that flattening the
latter flattens the former. For optimum ampli-

issue of Stereopbile.
The group of speakers in this review, there-

tude stereo imaging, the loudspeaker must

fore, ended up being apretty international
bunch, with one model each from the US, West

approximate either apoint- or aline-source
across the whole audio band. Finally, measurements of the dynamics of live orchestral sound

Germany, the UK, and Sweden. They are all two-

suggest that apeak spi capability of 115-120dB,

way designs, however, with the three "aliens"
featuring metal-dome tweeters. All except one

unweighted, would suffice. Regarding non-

are reflex-loaded in the bass, all are of similar
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specified sensitivity, and all are intended to be
used on stands.

the off-axis behavior of the speaker under test.

The test procedure followed, with minor
changes, that established for my previous loud-

are the first that Ihave performed in my new

with what is perceived; it also gives an idea of
Regarding the in-room measurements, these

speaker reviews: each pair was used with both

listening room. The sound in the two rooms,

aKrell KSA-50 and apair of VTL 100W Compact monoblocics, connected with Monster MI

tic treatment, but there is anarrow peak at

speaker cable. Preamplifier was either aPS

63Hz, 4.5dB high, in the new room compared

new and old, is astonishingly similar after acous-

Audio 4.6 with its M-500 power supply or a

with the old which Ihave not yet been able to

Mod Squad Phono Drive/Deluxe Line Drive
combination. Source components consisted

remove. In addition, all the averaged responses
taken in the new room have aslight loss of en-

of aMarantz CD-94 CD player, which was also

ergy in the 250Hz bands compared with the

used to drive the Sony DAS -R1 D/A converter

old, which Iassume is due to destructive inter-

unit reviewed by JGH in December, a 1975vintage Revox A77 to play my own 15ips master

ference in this region between the direct sound
and the primary floor reflection. For the sake

tapes, and aLinn Sondek/Ittok/Troilca setup sitting on a Sound Organisation table for LP

of readers being able to visually compare these

replay. Interconnect was initially Monster
M1000, later replaced with MIT 330 and MIT

measurements with those taken in my old room,
Ihave "normalized" the in-room responses in

CVT. All the speakers requiring stands were

these reviews for the octave between 50Hz and
100Hz, using the different measured responses

placed either on apair of Chicago Speaker
Stands 17" Hercules stands—the latest models
with the uprights filled with Sims Vibration

AEI, and Image 200 loudspeakers in the two
rooms as abase.

of Celestion SL600, SL700, Acoustic Energy

Dynamics "Navcom" material—or 24" Chicago Speaker Stands wooden stands. Asheet

MB Quart MB 280: $579/pair

of Navcom, which absorbs vibration resistively,
turning it into heat, was also used between the
top-plate of each stand and the loudspeaker.

Anew name to me, West German company MB

The loudspeakers were carefully positioned for
optimum performance, and the stands were coupled to the tile floor beneath the rug with spikes.
In addition to arigorous listening test, with no
other speakers in the room, each pair of speak-

Quart GmbH is, in fact, the reincarnation of the
Peerless loudspeaker company that until 1983
used to be owned by New York-based Electro
Audio Dynamics (EAD). The company has
been in existence for over 20 years and under
either name has an excellent reputation for its

ers was used for aperiod of everyday use.
The change of impedance with frequency

drive-unit technology, MB being one of the first
manufacturers to offer an OEM metal-dome
tweeter. Their 1" titanium-dome unit, for ex-

and the voltage sensitivity (using pink noise)

ample, was featured in Dick Olsher's Dahlia-

were measured, while the nearfield low-fre-

Debra DIY design,' and Ibecame quite ena-

quency response of each speaker was assessed

mored of the effortlessly clean nature of that
speaker's treble.

with asinewave sweep to get an idea of the true
bass extension relative to the level at 100Hz.

MB opened aUS subsidiary company in June

The frequency response of each speaker was

1987 and offers arange of models ranging in

measured in the listening area using pink noise

price from $479/pair to 7000/pair. The 280

and an Audio Control SA-3050A V3 -octave
spectrum analyzer. Nine sets of six averaged

is the second up in that range, and appears typical of West German design in that it features

measurements were taken independently for
left and right loudspeakers in awindow 72"

superb cosmetics and finish, real-wood veneer
being offered even at this budget price Was this

wide and varying from 27" to 45" high. The
response shown in each review is the average

latter emphasis, rare in the world of "real"

of these measurements, weighted slightly to-

shall see.

ward the sound heard at the listening position.

A two-way design, the MB 1", ferrofluidcooled, titanium-dome tweeter is coupled with

This spatial averaging is intended to minimize

hi-fi, achieved at the expense of the sonics? We

the effect of room standing-wave problems on
the measurement and gives aresponse curve
that has proved to correlate reasonably well
152

1See Swreopbtle M31.10 No.4 (June 1987), p.63; and abo MA.10
No.6 (September 1987), p.83.
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an 8", paper-cone woofer in asealed cabinet.
The drivers are almost vertically in-line, the
tweeter being slightly offset to the left of the
woofer's vertical axis to render the path lengths
different and avoid symmetrical HF diffraction
patterns. The speakers are not supplied as a
mirror-imaged pair, however. The tweeter's
fragile dome is given adegree of protection by
aplastic phase-plate. Martin Colloms reports
that reproduction of the top audio octave is
improved if this plate is carefully prized away.
The dome, however, is then fully exposed; I
doubt that MB Electronics USA will be particularly sympathetic if it then becomes damaged.
The tweeter crosses over to the woofer with
second-ordeç 12dB/oçtave slopes below 1500Hz.
This is alow frequency for atwo-way design
and will be expected to place demands on the
HF unit to handle rather more power than
would otherwise be the case. The MB tweeter
is said to have avented chamber behind the
dome to lower its intrinsic resonant frequency.
The woofer has along-throw voice-coil and
its radiating area is maximized by use of anarrow, butyl-rubber surround.
The cabinet is constructed from aproprie-

MB Quart MB 280 loudspeaker
though relatively neutral, the MB Quart 280 did

tary five-layer wooden laminate veneered on
the sides only, the top, bottom, and back being

appear to have aslight "double-hump" response,

finished in black vinyl, and the front baffle in
what looks like black velvet. This is actually a

the low treble/upper midrange. The high-fre-

with accentuation in the lower midrange and
quency content of the sound rose with the

flock with the fibers electrostatically aligned

listening axis, though with the appearance of

at 90° to the surface, which is said to give a
"sharper image focus," presumably by absorb-

asuckout around crossover, and the amount
of low-treble emphasis could be reduced by

ing high-frequency waves traveling parallel to

moving off-axis to the side After some experi-

the baffle. The fiber length appears to be too

mentation, Iended up with the speakers firing
straight ahead, the listening seat then being

short to offer any real resistance to audio-frequency sound, however. Also affecting diffraction will be the two solid-wood vertical strips
flanking the baffle, the presence of which
raised my eyebrows somewhat. Putting such
acoustic obstacles in the tweeter environment

20-30° off-axis horizontally, with the listener's
ears just below the tweeter axis, which gave the
smoothest transition between the drive-units.
Sitting below that axis leads to the HF rapidly
becoming depressed in level. The 24" stands
were therefore best suited to the MB 280s and

is not particularly agood idea. The grille, too,
consists of brown cloth stretched over a%" - were used for all the listening tests. The low frequencies were noticeably lightweight, so I
thick particle-board frame, with no attempt
made to profile the frame edges near the

experimented with avariety of distances from

tweeter. Auditioning, however, was carried out

the rear wall, ranging from 4' to around 16", to
see if Icould arrange for some expeditious
boundary reinforcement. The closest spacing

with the grilles in place. Electrical connection
is via angled, knurled binding posts inset on
the rear panel.

sacrificed some of the imaging accuracy but did
give the best mid- to upper bass balance.

The sound: The first thing Ido in areview is

First impressions were very favorable String

to listen to how the loudspeaker handles pink
noise (noise with equal energy per octave, such

tone was reasonably natural and voice repro-

as FM interstation noise). On the tweeter axis,
Stereophile, January 1989

duction was unfatiguing. Male voice, too, was
neutral, while female voice lacked any empha153

sis of sibilance. Imaging was less precise later-

around 75Hz (of moderate height), the imped-

ally than Iwould have liked, however, partic-

ance doesn't rise above 5ohms until 450Hz.

ularly in the midrange—certainly it was no-

Above the fundamental tweeter resonance
(which appears to be of moderate Q), the 280

where near the standard set by such models as
the three-times-the-price Acoustic Energy AEI.
Presentation of image depth, too, was less than
satisfactory, even when the 280s were positioned well out in the room to minimize the
contribution of rear-wall reflections. With my

presents an easy load to the driving amplifier,
averaging 8ohms between 3and 20kHz. Coupled with its low sensitivity (my measurement
indicated around 86.5dB/W/m), however, the
280 will need agood, gutsy power amplifier

own crossed-figure-eight recordings, good

to be driven to best advantage. This is not a

loudspeakers present awell-focused image

speaker that will work best with high-outputimpedance tube amps or Japanese receivers

having aconsiderable degree of soundstage
depth. The 280s brought everything forward,
almost to the plane of the loudspeakers.
The bass, though lightweight, was typical of
awell-tuned infinite-baffle design: tight and
well controlled, without any obvious overhang. In my opinion, it suited LP playback,
which tends to be rich in the low bass, better
than it did the drier-sounding CD. Dynamics
seemed rather suppressed, however, with kick
drum on track 13 on the HFN/RR Test CD ,
being overcrowded by the tom-tom sound an
octave or so higher. Moving up into the lower
midrange revealed a"warmish" balance, almost
an "aww" coloration, which obscured instrumental tonal identities lying in thisreg,ion. Viola
took on some of the cello's characteristic tone
color; cellos sounded as though they had
mutes on.
High frequencies were smooth and extended,
though perhaps alittle reticent. More problematic, however, was the nature of the 280's
low-presence region which could sometimes
become too forward. Listening to the Chopin

with limited current delivery. Iwas surprised
to see the tweeter resonance lying at 1450Hz
as, in my opinion, this is alittle close to the
driver's passband above 1500Hz. This probably
correlates with my feeling that the 280's low
treble is somewhat aggressive; certainly this
band could be heard to be accentuated on pink
noise. If Iwere aspeaker designer—and thank
God I'm not!—I would have crossed over to
the tweeter at asomewhat higher frequency to
get out of the way of the tweeter's resonance.
This is supposing that the woofer could be
used any higher in frequency, however. Probably not, which is why MB's designers were
forced to use this particular configuration.
The nearfield bass extension measured -6dB
at 63Hz, about that to be expected from the
small cabinet, although as can be seen from the
spatially averaged in-room response (fig.2
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Waltz on the HFN/RR CD revealed that the
region between G and B- flat above the treble
staff was too lively, these notes being more forward than the regions above and below. It is a

4

rare speaker that presents this particular track
with an even emphasis throughout the treble
clef. Nevertheless, the MB 280 was too lively
for my tastes, though Iam sure that many lis-
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teners will enjoy this added "presence," par-
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ticularly with nonclassical music.
Measurement: The MB Quart 280 is definitely
a4ohm design, to judge from the graph of

-211J1

modulus of impedance vs frequency (fig.1).
Apart from the sealed-box resonant peak
-far
2This test disc, which Iproduced while Editor of HFN/RR.
is distributed in the US by Music and Sound Imports, 30 Snowflake Road, I
luntingdon Valley, IM 19006. hi: (800)331-431S
Price: $22 plus $1.50 postage and handling.
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Fig. 2 MB Quart 280 spatially averaged
in-room response
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taken with the speakers on the 17" stands), the
rate of roll-off below the cabinet resonance is
gentle. A very slight rising trend through the
midrange can be seen, though there is no
strong evidence for any problems around the
crossover frequency, apart from the barest hint
of boost in the 1.6kHz third-octave band. The
broad peak in the treble is more due to the
increased dispersion of the tweeter in the two
octaves above crossover, leading it to contribute more to the room reverberant field than the
directional woofer does below crossover. In
fact, compared with the similar responses taken
for the Acoustic Energy AEI, and the Celestion
SL600 and SL700 in the September '88 issue
(pp.I04, 109), the tweeter is probably slightly
too low in level compared with the woofer, the
HF balance being more like the SL600's than
the SL700's. The tweeter response is smooth,
however, with awell-controlled roll-off. While
sweeping the sinewave tone, Inoticed that the
cabinet of one speaker very slightly buzzed at
225Hz and that both speakers were quite live
in the 200-230Hz region. Otherwise, the cabi-

Rauna Freja loudspeaker

net walls were relatively dead.
Conclusion: Overall, Ifeel that the MB 280
offers quite alot of loudspeaker at avery affordable price. Well-engineered and excellently
finished, it offers abasically good sound. How-

when you tapped the cabinet. Rauna, however,
seems to have consistently worked the trick;
their floorstanding Balder model, which Ireviewed favorably last June, was impressively
"dead," and the little Freja (pronounced "fray-

ever, it falls down in areas where Iam partic-

a") is the same. Tapping its wall is like nothing

ularly sensitive, those involving stereo imag-

so much as tapping apiece of rock.

ing and lower-midrange coloration. It does rise

The petrological resemblance extends fur-

above its similarly priced competition in having

ther than the cabinet material: in form, the Freja

afundamentally excellent tweeter, capable of
smooth and detailed high-frequency reproduc-

resembles asmall gravestone; or, if that seems

tion, and it is possible that the next speaker up
in the MB Quart range, the three-way 390

those once-fashionable Nordic chess sets. The

($899), which also uses the titanium-dome HF
unit, would be abetter all-round performer.

too necrotic, an enlarged version of apawn in
front, its edges chamfered, slopes gently back
to give adegree of spatial coincidence to the
drive-units' acoustic centers; while the cabinet walls are deliberately unsquare, the enclo-

Rauna Freja: $695 /pair
The Swedish company Rauna has become

sure tapering from bottom to top. The rounding of the front panel edges reduces the baffle

noted for their choice of cast concrete as the

area to the sides, and above around the tweeter,

preferred material for their speaker cabinets.
When correctly constituted, this material can

to just athin strip, which should widen high-

be both stiff and acoustically inert, pushing

frequency diffraction. The grille is asheet of
wire mesh covering the drive-units' radiating

cabinet-wall resonances up in frequency above
the midband and reducing their amplitude by

areas and the port. This is attached with four

virtue of the material's self-damping. The fact
that the box appears to be made from concrete

removed.
The drive-units, all sourced from the Nor-

plastic, push-in rivets and is not intended to be

is not always aguarantee that this will, indeed,

wegian SEAS company, are mounted vertically

be the case; Iauditioned apair of Danish speak-

in-line on the front panel, with the 2"-diameter
and 7.5"-deep reflex port immediately below

ers acouple of years back that rang like abell
Stereophile, January 1989
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the woofer. The tweeter is the 1" aluminum-

pendent on frequency, the body of the snare

dome unit developed by SEAS for Monitor

drum sound being presented more forward

Audio and first seen in 1986 in that company's
R652/MD model. The OEM version has ap-

cession of naturally miked recordings, how-

peared in models from Siefert as well as, with
ashallow horn flare added, in Rauna's Balder

speakers reviewed, the Raunas were the only

design. The woofer appears to be aquite conventional polypropylene-cone unit, with an
inverted-roll surround. No details on the cross-

than the rattle of the snares. Listening to asucever, left me with the feeling that of the four
ones capable of consistently presenting abelievable soundstage, totally detached from the
speaker positions.

over were forthcoming, but the frequency

This delicacy of image presentation added

appears to lie around 2800Hz. Electrical connection is via two 4mm sockets on the rear

enjoyment to such complex passages as the Act
Ill quintet from Die Meistersinger, where each

panel. These seemed alittle oversize, as Monster X-Terminators could not be expanded

voice could be perceived in its correct spatial
relationship to the others. This lack of confu-

sufficiently to give agood grip.

sion on densely scored passages was aconsistent pleasure with the Frejas.

The sound: Michael Mussachia of US distributor Scandinavian Sounds informed me that
the optimum listening axis was between the

The Freja is not without problems, however,
as the midrange emphasis noted on piano re-

tweeter and woofer. This necessitated using the

cordings was associated with adegree of "aww"
coloration on orchestral music. Oboe took on

24" stands, but was confirmed by pink noise,

more of an oboe d'amore tonality, violins ac-

this axis giving the best integration between
the drivers. The midrange sounded forward,

quired slightly larger bodies, while flute became quite "creamy," the fundamental tone

with lightweight, not particularly extended,

being reinforced at the expense of the instru-

and rather undercontrolled low frequencies.
There was also aslight emphasis in the high tre-

ment's upper partials. The lightness of bass

ble. The speaker seemed quite directional at
high frequencies despite the elaborate baffle
contouring. Ifound the most neutral sound to
be obtained with the Frejas pointing straight
ahead, meaning that Iwas sitting around 20°
off the horizontal axis. This reduced the high
treble sufficiently for my tastes, though some

gave double basses too much of anasal quality, though low-frequency control seemed
good for aported design. This midrange emphasis, while not associated with any fatiguing
resonant effects, was persistently noticeable
and had to be heard through for consistent
musical enjoyment.

may prefer the extra sense of "air" that listening

These criticisms, however, must be viewed
in the context of the price. The Freja is funda-

to the speakers directly on-axis will confer.

mentally an excellent-sounding design.

On went the HFN/RR Test CD, track Il, my
own recording of Anna-Maria Stanczyk performing Chopin. The sound of the Steinway
was presented with too much of aclangorous
quality and the bass registers were thin. There
was also avery slight "thuffiness" apparent in
the high treble. The midrange, however, was
relatively smooth compared with the other
speakers in this review batch, and the piano

Measurement: Despite the Freja having a
claimed sensitivity of 90dB/W/m, Ifound it to
be rather less so on pink noise, about 87dB/
W/m being nearer the mark. Fig.3 shows the
manner in which the Freja's modulus of impedance varies with frequency. With aminimum
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image was accurately presented, the keyboard
being just to the left of center and the sounding
board extending to the right-hand speaker
position. The walls of the recording venue
were also easily distinguishable. The drumkit
recording on the same CD was also reproduced

_

with an excellent sense of space, achieved without sacrificing the pinpoint lateral precision of
imaging. The kick drum, however, had very little power, and the image depth was rather de156
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Fig. 3Rauna Freja modulus of impedance
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Conclusion: The Freja's rather midrange-forward balance took alittle getting used to on
classical music, but after that it was possible to
appreciate the speaker's low levels of resonant
colorations, smooth, transparent high frequencies, its natural presentation of detail, and excellent soundstaging. This is excellent perfor-
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Fig. 4Freja spatially averaged In-room
response

mance in this particular price range. All things
considered, however, Iwould have liked just
alittle bit more weight in the bass.
If you are partial to the tonal balance offered
by the Freja, then it would be worthy of aClass

of 8ohms in the low midrange, the Freja should

Crating in Stereophile's "Recommended Com-

be an easy amplifier load and there will not be
any amplifier incompatibility problems here,

ponents" listing. Otherwise, high Class D would
be appropriate.

though the low sensitivity will rule out the use
of low-powered amplifiers. The port can be

Spectrum 208B: $449/pair

seen to be tuned to alow 35Hz. Measured in

The original 5295/pair Spectrum 208A was a

the nearfield, midway between the port and

1985 Audio Cheapskate fave (see Vol.8 No.3),
Mr. Tellig liking the fact that it played loud, had

woofer, the low-frequency -6dB point appeared to lie at 49Hz, this reasonable for such
asmall enclosure.
Fig.4 shows the in-room averaged response,

excellent bass extension, and featured avery
smooth treble. Not having had any experience

weighted toward the listening position. (Due

of the "A," Iam not sure what differences, other
than an extra $154, are featured in the "B" revi-

to atouch of brain strain, these measurements

sion, but it, too, comes recommended by the

were taken with the speakers sitting on the 17"

Cheapskate. "Take alisten," ordered the re-

stands, which exaggerates the dip in the re-

doubtable Mr. Tlast August; "this Spectrum is

sponse between 200Hz and 400Hz.) Ignoring

better than it has any right to be."

these room effects in the lower midrange, low

Visually, Iremain unimpressed. The Spec-

frequencies can be seen to be lightweight, not

trum 208B is alargish, wider-than-deep box
with ablack-vinyl finish. The grille only covers

reaching significantly lower in frequency in the
room than close to the woofer. There is ahint
of boost at the port frequency, but this is too
low in frequency to adequately extend the
lows. Above the bass region, there is then arising trend apparent through the mids (which
may explain the discrepancy in measured sensitivity; that at lkHz is going to be higher than
the speaker taken across the whole audio
band). The tweeter is smooth through the bottom of its range, which somewhat surprised
me, given the proximity of its resonance at
3kHz to its passband, but there appears to be
atouch too much energy in the 12.5kHz and
16kHz bands. Looking at the responses to the
speaker sides, where the HF rolls off early, this
on-axis rise seems due to the directivity of the
tweeter being quite narrow in this region, pushing more energy toward the on-axis listener.
The measurements taken at the equivalent
of 15° above the optimum axis revealed anotch
developing in the crossover region which
leaves the tweeter isolated. Low stands are thus
to be avoided with the Frejas.
Stereophile, January 1989
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the top two-thirds of the front baffle, which

boomy sound. The Spectrum 208B, however,

frankly Ifind gives the speaker an unfinished
appearance. Upon closer inspection, this is due

while undoubtedly areflex design—there is
that unmistakable softness to the upper bass—

to the fact that the two drive-units are flush-

is in no way aboom box. Low frequencies

mounted on asub-baffle raised above the main
baffle. The grille frame then butts against this

seem well-extended, with good definition all
the way into the lower midrange. Double bass

sub-baffle so that there is no acoustic obstruc-

reproduced with excellent weight, the full

tion placed in the environment of the drivers—

power of the instrument being more than
merely suggested. The Spectrum designers,

ingenious and showing that first impressions
can be misleading. The drive-units are mounted
vertically in-line, but offset to one side; the

helped by their choice of alargish enclosure
for the 208B, have achieved an excellent com-

speakers are therefore supplied as amirrorimaged pair. The cabinet is made from 3
4 "
/

promise between low-frequency extension
and overall sensitivity.

particle board and lined with a 1" layer of
fiberglass.

High-frequency reproduction was excellent
for asoft-dome tweeter, there being no "fizz"

The drive-units also appear unprepossessing. An 8" doped-paper-cone woofer crosses

between the treble and the midrange was also

over at alow 1.6kHz to aFoster 1", soft-dome
tweeter, this loaded by ashort horn flare. The
bass alignment is reflex, a51
2 "
/
-deep-by-3" diameter port venting to the bottom of the
cabinet rear. The crossover is hardwired, with
good-quality components—air-cored coils
and plastic-film capacitors—glued to the back
of the terminal plate. The high-pass leg is second-order, with asmall series resistance to
reduce the sensitivity of the tweeter, while the
low-pass drive to the woofer appears to be firstorder, with the coil bypassed by acap, pre-

in the top octave of the treble. The balance
well-managed, the 208B being neither too dull
nor too bright. This is not to say, however, that
all was well with the treble. There was aslightly
hard, "shouty" quality apparent on instruments such as the flute. Investigating further
with the All-Star Percussion Ensemble CD
(MMG MCD 10007) revealed that woodblock
instruments such as marimba and xylophone
took on asomewhat metallic character. The
tonality of different notes became slightly
smeared, almost as if there was aburst of noise
with each note that diluted its pitch center.

sumably to add some corrective EQ. There is

Piano is the instrument Ifeel to be the best

also aseries fuse in the tweeter leg. Connection

at revealing upper-midrange problems, and so
it was with the 208B. Playing master tapes of

is by—hooray!—good old five-way binding
posts.
The sound: Auditioning was done with the
grilles in place, and with the pair seated on the
17" stands and placed about 24" from the rear
wall. The drivers were on the speakers' inside
edges. Pink noise revealed that the axis giving
the smoothest integration between the driveunits was with the ear just above the woofer,
though this did necessitate me slouching some-

Polish pianist Ann-Maria Stanczyk performing
Chopin showed that the reproduction of the
two octaves from Fat the top of the treble staff
was extremely uneven, piano chords taking on
aclangorous quality (much more so than the
Rauna). The Chopin Op.31 Scherzo in B- flat
minor, for example, ends on ahigh F(fundamental frequency around 2800Hz), which
positively leaped from the soundstage, while
the F, F#, and G, both one and two octaves

what in my listening chair. Slightly higher

below, were also thrust forward at the listener

stands, or tilting the 208Bs back on low stands,

to amuch greater extent than with the MB

would be good ideas, though the axis didn't

Quart 280. Pink noise revealed that the speaker

appear to be too critical, the only sonic prob-

had a severe resonant peak in the 1600Hz
region, audible as a"rattly" quality, while the

lems being above the tweeter axis, when apeak
appears in the low treble, making the tweeter
sound rather disconnected.
Well, good old Sam was right about the bass.
Now, as you probably are aware, lam no big fan
of vented enclosures in inexpensive loud-

woofer also was having problems at 810Hz,
approximately the frequency of G at the top of
the treble staff.

speakers, the errors, either by accident or de-

Whether these problems were audible to the
detriment of the music or not depended very
much on the type of music playing. As Iim-

sign, often resulting in an underdamped, rather

plied, the 208B did not fare well with piano,
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flute, or xylophone. On the other hand, the

with inexpensive, low-powered amplifiers or

lively quality of the low treble made voice

receivers. Measured in the nearfield of the

sound quite exciting, and, on rock or new-age
music, was barely noticeable There also seemed

woofer, the bass is 6dB down at 49Hz, though
this measurement doesn't take into account the

to be avolume threshold below which the res-

output from the port, which will add another

onant problems became much less apparent.
The midrange was also not without its share
of problems, basically adegree of hollowness

third of an octave or so of extension. Measured
in-room (fig.6), the -6dB bass point appears
to lie around 30Hz, though this is disguised by

and cupped-hand coloration apparent on low
strings and male voice. Again, however, this

rather an elevated bass region compared with
the upper-bass/lower midrange, which is ra-

character was far less apparent on rock music.

ther depressed. As well as the slight peaks in-

Dynamics were excellent, the 208B playing
very loud indeed with just 100W. Soundstaging

cies, this may also have something to do with

room at the port and box resonance frequen-

was, like the curate's egg, good in parts. Lateral

the fact that the cabinet was very live in the

imaging was basically quite precise, but when

whole 135-260Hz region, its unbraced side-

instruments had high energy in the speaker's

walls literally shaking at 150Hz and 210Hz, for

problem areas, they both splashed across the

example. Or, of course, it may not.

stage alittle and jumped forward. Image depth

Above 400Hz, the spatially averaged in-room

thus depended to some extent on the tonal

response is relatively flat, though with perhaps

quality of the instrument or voice, instruments

too much energy in the 10-16kHz region (note

such as bassoon and viola appearing too far
back while flutes and percussion were pre-

the sharp "knee" in the measured response).

sented in the plane of the speakers.
Don't get the idea that the Spectrum 208B

Though the curve appears smooth through the
crossover region, the tweeter, like that of the
MB Quart 280, is operating near its resonance

is abad speaker. In fact, the powerful low bass

region at 1600Hz (see fig.3); this could well

made it relatively easy to forget its problems
much of the time and enjoy the music—which

correlate with the rather "shouty" quality of

is, after all, what it is all about. It is just that at
this price level, the designer can't optimize performance in every area.

also sounds as though it has aslight peak in this

Measurement: The measured sensitivity with

the low treble &served, although the woofer
region. The measurements also indicate that
the 208B mustn't be used on too low astand
or—Heaven forbid—on the floor, as then the
lower mida become sucked out and acrossover

pink noise was alittle lower than specification

notch appears in the treble. The low-frequency

at ahair over 89dB/W/m. This is still high,

definition will also suffer.

however. Looking at the way the impedance
changes with frequency (fig.5), the fundamental box resonance can be seen at 63Hz, with the

Conclusion: Unprepossessing in appearance,
the Spectrum 208B is rather more than the sum

port tuned to 40Hz, suggesting relatively good
low-frequency extension. The overall load is

signer who knows his craft. He hasn't quite

of its parts, and is obviously the work of ade-

benign, never dropping below 8ohms; Iwould

wrought asilk purse from asow's ear, the

suggest that this, coupled with the high sensi-

speaker being rather colored in the midrange

tivity, makes the 208B agood choice for using

and featuring atweeter too fierce for my tastes
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in its first octave. Nevertheless, the 208B has

of Wharfedale loudspeakers to feature this

superb low-frequency performance and is
smooth through the top two and ahalf octaves

508, and 708—appeared in early 1985. Though

of treble, factors which imply aspeaker that
will not fail to please on nonclassical program.
Its high sensitivity and very kind impedance

19mm aluminum-dome tweeter—the 506,
these were sealed-box designs, the 507.2, which
still uses that tweeter in conjunction with an

load mean that it will work well both with inex-

8" polypropylene-cone woofer (6.5" radiating diameter), is now reflex-loaded by a4" -

pensive electronics, provided that they are
well-behaved in the low treble, and with typi-

deep by 3" -diameter port on the rear panel.
Other aspects of the design are familiar from

cal inexpensive MM cartridges, which have a
lack of energy in the very region where the

previous Wharfedale designs. The rear panel
of the particle-board cabinet is recessed by 1"

208B tweeter has its sonic neuroses. Which is
appropriate, considering the 208B's low price.
Given my druthers and ataste for classical

to add adegree of stiffness to the sidewalls, and
rather than fasten the woofer to the baffle with
woodscrews or T- bolts, apatented, bayonet-

music, Iwould opt for the Magnepan SMGa or

fastening system locks it in place.

the Spica TC-50 in this price region, but the

Electrical connection is via 4mm binding
posts on the rear "tray." The 507.2 is apartic-

former is as idiosyncratic as the Spectrum, and
the latter lacks its powerful bass.

ularly handsome speaker, in my opinion, being
veneered on all surfaces, except the rear, with

Wharfedale 507.2: $940/pair

areal wood that looks like cherry. The brown-

Probably best-known in recent years for their
best-selling "baby" speaker, the Diamond,
Wharfedale is one of the UK's oldest manufac-

cloth grille covers all of the speaker's front
except anarrow strip at the bottom bearing the
Wharfedale logo. With its veneered baffle, the
507.2 looks "finished"; accordingly, Ileft the
grille off for the auditioning.

turers of loudspeakers. The company was the
subject of amanagement buyout earlier this
year, following arather unsettled period when
it changed hands several times. Now with new

The sound: Pink noise revealed that the opti-

American distribution by Vector Research, the
brand is reinventing itself in the US with two

mum listening axis was on alevel with the
tweeter, the 17" stands therefore proving alittle

new ranges of loudspeakers, the 507.2 being
one of the "audiophile" models. Both driveunits are made in-house; the first generation

low and the 24" stands alittle high. Below, and
the already forward midrange became more so;
above, and alack of energy became apparent
in the upper mids, leaving the tweeter sounding disconnected. In fact, even at a7' listening
distance on the optimum axis, the tweeter still
sounded alittle wispy and "separated" from
the body of the sound, slightly accentuating
sibilance and cymbal sound.
Low frequencies had reasonable weight
when compared with the Rauna and MB Quart
designs, but without much deep bass apparent, particularly when compared with the
Spectrum 208B. Undoubtedly the product of
areflex alignment, the upper bass was soft, the
left-hand piano register acquiring a slight
"purr" and kick drum acquiring rather more
overhang than usual, sounding "slow." Male
speaking voice, however, was commendably
neutral, and relatively free from the "enlarged
chest" syndrome. The midrange, as indicated
above, was rather forward in balance, though
this wasn't perceived as acoloration, but more

Wharfedale 507.2 loudspeaker
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as an accentuation of the treble-clef region.
Reproduction of female voice was delicate and
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unstrained at moderate listening levels, and natural in the relationship between chest and

Li

throat tones. Check out Carmen Balthrop's
Spanish song recital on Elan 2208 for an example of the kind of natural vocal recording which

12

sounds at its best on these Wharfedales. Violin tone, too, was superbly natural at moderate
playback levels, high frequencies being neutral in balance, apart from the aforementioned
wispiness.
Note the qualifiers in the above paragraph.
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The area of dynamics was where the 507.2s fell
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down, unfortunately. All my positive comments related to average levels between 84dB
and 94dB in my 3000ft 3listening room, when
Iliked the speaker alot. When the playback
level was raised above the mid 90s, however,
the sound hardened considerably. Neutral in
sound quality with volume low, the 507.2 becomes hard and rather fatiguing at average
levels above 94dB, which is too quiet for my
tastes. The first presentation of the brass "Siegfried" motif in the prelude to the first act of the

-48d

let
1111:
111111:
1111
Fig. 8 Wharfedale spatially averaged inroom response

Solti Gotterdammerung, for example, is tonally

mg the output from the port into considera-

correct when quiet but fails to uplift, the sound

tion, indicated a-6dB point at 62 Hz. Though

being too small; when loud enough to uplift,

typical of an 8ohm design in the woofer re-

the sound becomes unnaturally bright and you

gion, the tweeter is undoubtedly a4ohm unit.

want to turn it down. Piano sound was con-

This is presumably to get sufficient sensitivity
from a14" dome, which has significantly less

siderably more detailed than with the Spectrum speaker, but only at moderate levels. At

radiating area than the ubiquitous 1" metal-

higher levels, the sound became similarly clangy
with different recordings, regardless of each

dome. The smaller dome diameter, however,
does make it easier to push the "oil-can" res-

recorded piano's intrinsic character.

onant mode up away from the audio band. This

This two-faced nature of the treble also af-

resonance of the Wharfedale tweeter is said to

fected imaging. Laterally precise at moderate
levels, there was good image depth apparent

lie at 37kHz. The high crossover frequency of

in the lower midrange, but less so in the upper

the way of power-handling capacity, though

5kHz also implies that the tweeter has little in

midrange and treble. Raise the playback level

this also means that it is operating nearly two

and the stage shallows considerably.
The 507.2 is a"small-signal" loudspeaker.

octaves above its own resonant frequency.

At low to moderate listening levels, it is neutral

range, but Idid note two frequencies where its

in tonal balance (apart from aslight accentuation of the mida), offers reasonably good

being particularly strong. (Interestingly, Martin

The cabinet seemed pretty dead in the midwalls vibrated: 345Hz and 250Hz, the lower

imaging, and has asmooth, fatigue-free treble.

Colloms noted a2nd-harmonic distortion peak

With music having any dynamics, however, the

at this frequency in the November 1988 issue
of Hi -Fi News & Record Review.) Putting an

sound tends to hardness and becomes rather
confused. Sonic schizophrenia!

ear to the cabinet sides with pink noise playing did reveal astrong "warble" around mid-

Measurement: Looking at the way the 507.2's
impedance changes with frequency (fig 7), the

dle C (262Hz).
In-room and spatially averaged (fig.8), the

main box resonance can be seen to lie at 75Hz,
with the port tuned to 52Hz, which suggests

treble is about the flattest Ihave ever measured,

moderate LF extension. This was confirmed by
the nearfield measurement which, without tak-

though conspicuously lacking is the expected
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±0.4dB limits sufficing from 1600Hz to 12.51cHz,
hump in the presence region due to the HF
161

unit's effectively hemispherical dispersion in

sound at high levels will not be too much of a

this region. The woofer must be operating well

problem, the 507.2 will be an excellent loud-

into breakup in the top two octaves of its range,
which may well help match its directivity with

speaker for the reproduction of voice and

that of the tweeter at crossover. Below this
band, however, can be seen amoderate rise

chamber music. And my wife thought it "extremely handsome."

centered on 800Hz, which probably correlates

Comparisons:

with the forward midrange balance noted.

As with last month's preamplifier reviews, I

The fact that the 507.2 has asmaller box volume than the Spectrum 208B can be seen in the

thought Iwould rank the four loudspeakers in
order of merit in anumber of different perfor-

fact that it starts to roll off 20Hz earlier in the
bass. You just can't beat abig box for low-fre-

mance areas, in order to give you aclearer idea
of where, in my opinion, each has its particular

quency extension (though, as Dick Olsher

strengths and weaknesses:

points out in his subwoofer review in this issue,
larger boxes do have larger problems, particularly in the midband). The low frequencies

•Price: Spectrum 208B, MB Quart 280, Rauna
Freja, Wharfedale 507.2
•Amplifier compatibility:' Spectrum, Rauna,
Wharfedale, MB Quart

seem from the curve to be alittle underdamped,
which would indicate that placing these speakers near the rear wall to take advantage of lowbass boundary reinforcement would not be a
good idea.
The set of responses taken from a45" micro-

•Bass extension & weight: Spectrum, Wharfedale, MB Quart, Rauna
• Midrange neutrality: Wharfedale, MB
Quart, Rauna, Spectrum

phone height show adip developing in the re-

•Treble smoothness: 4 Rauna, MB Quart,
Wharfedale, Spectrum

gion around crossover, from 4-8kHz; in fact,
the optimum axis seems to be level with the

•Imaging accuracy & focus: Rauna, Wharfedale, Spectrum, MB Quart

tweeter, which is rather alow listening height

• Transparency: Rauna, Wharfedale, MB

with the speakers on 17" stands; 20" stands

Quart, Spectrum

would be abetter match, given the typical
height from the floor of alistener's ears of

•Overall dynamic range: Spectrum, MB
Quart, Rauna, Wharfedale

around 36". Measured sensitivity was appar-

•Best suited for classical reproduction:

ently the same as the much larger Spectrum

Wharfedale, Rauna, MB Quart, Spectrum

208B at around 89dB/W/m, but this discrepancy is accounted for by the lower average impedance of the Wharfedale, the speaker
sucking more than 1W from the amplifier at the

•Best suited for rock/jazz reproduction:
Spectrum, Rauna, MB Quart, Wharfedale
• Overall merit: Rauna, Wharfedale, MB
Quart, Spectrum

2.83V input level. Assuming a6ohm nominal
impedance, this figure will drop to around

Next month

87dB/W/m; je, right on spec. Somewhat unusu-

God willin' and the creek don't rise, Ihope to

ally, compared with the other speakers Ihave
reviewed, the response in-room on-axis from
the lower midrange (500Hz) up was within
±0.5dB between channels. This excellent pairmatching indicates good quality control on
Wharfedale's part.

finish this current batch of reviews of relatively
inexpensive loudspeakers with alook and listen to the Amrita Amrit-MiniMonitor, the Angstrom Reflexion and Black Bag from Canada,
Monitor Audio's R300/MD, Wharfedale's Diamond III, and the Taddeo Domestic Monitor
One, as well as possibly taking alook back at

Conclusion: Beautifully finished and con-

the venerable LS3/5A. In the meantime, for

structed to ahigh standard, with low levels of

those planning to purchase apair of loud-

coloration, adequate low-frequency extension,

speakers in this approximate price range, the

and aneutral treble, the 507.2 is let down, in

Table shows the models costing under S2000/

my opinion, by its limited dynamic range. This
factor, coupled with arelatively high price, just
precludes recommendation in Stereopbile's
"Recommended Components" list. In small

3A rather limse parameter, combining sensitivity with current requirements. The higher the ranking, the better suited
the speaker for use with low-powered or inexpensive amplification.

rooms, however, where the hardening of the

4A close call with these four above 2kHz.
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TABLE: REVIEWED & RECOMMENDED LOUDSPEAKERS UNDER
$2000/PAIR, 1986-89
Model

Price/Pair

Issue(s) Reviewed

Reviewer

Fanfare Prelude

$189

IX-8-117

TJN

Goodmans Maxim 2

$245

XI-7-93

TJN

Heybrook 0.5

$300

XI-7-93

TJN

Camber 1.5

$339

X-7-117

JA

Paradigm 5se

$350

XI-1-128

JA

AR Powered Partner

$400

XI-2-108

BS

Magnepan SMGa*

$495

X-7-129

GG

Kevek ES6

$520

X-5-159

JA

Siefert Maxim IIID

$549

X-4-120

TJN

Spica TC-50

$550

VII-2-25, XI-1-113

AHC, MC

Castle Durham

$575

XI-2-101

TJN

British Fidelity MC2

$595

XI-7-93

TJN

AR TSW 410

$600

X-7-117

JA

Rating

D
D

C
C

Camber 3.5A

$669

XI-8-127

JA

D

ARC CS2
Quadrant Q-250 —

$695
$695

X-7-117, 9-133
X-8-131

JA
JA

D

Music & Sound 925

$699

IX-3-75

JGH

Snell Type 0
Spectrum 410

$780
$799

XI-6-117
X-3-163

TJN
BS

C
C

Kindel Purist LT

$850

XI-2-101

TJN

Audio Concepts Quartz'

$869

XI-2-101

TJN

Siefert Magnum III

$899

X-5-161

JA

TNT-Lines M1

$899

XI-9-99

JA

Angstrom Reflexion

$900

X-3-163

BS

Celestion SL6Si
Monitor Audio R652/MD

$949
$989

X-5-153
X-5-159

JA
JA
JA

DCM Time Frame TF1000*

Cl.

$999

XI-6-128

Image Concept 200'

$1000

XI-8-127

JA

C

Spica Angelus'

$1050

XI-2-96

JA

C

Thiel CS1.2*
Epos ES-14

$1090
$1100

XII -1
XI-6-117

LA
TJN

C

Monitor Audio R852/MD

$1149

XI-6-117

TJN

Synthesis LM-210*

$1195

X-8-131

JA

C

Vandersteen 2C

$1195

IX-6-92

AHC

C

DX Labs 17S*

$1200

X-8-131

JA
JA

Nelson-Reed 8-02/B

$1290

XI-1-123

Orpheus 808"

$1400

XI-6-128

JA

PSB Stratus'

$1400

XI-5-106

JGH

Acoustic Energy AE1

$1500

XI-9-99

JA

Btt

Rauna Balder'

$1500

XI-6-128

JA

C

C

Monitor Audio R952/MD*

$1549

XI-1-120, 2-127, 5-51

JA, ST

C

Magnepan MG2.5/R•

$1550

XI-6-114/128

JA, JGH

C

VMPS Tower 11/R -

$1575

XI-5-101, 10-145

TJN

C

Thiel CS2*

$1650

VIII-6-86, XII -1

AHC, LA

C

Mission 780 Argonaut •

$1800

X-7-103

JA

Magnepan MGIIIA*

$1995

IX-4-91, X-1-108

AHC. MC

'Floorstanding stands not required
"Stands Included in price
tReview and rating were of earlier version. practically identical to Si
ttlimited LF extension
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B

pair which have been reviewed by Stereopbile

ment in this issue.) The rating (if any) referred

in the last two years or so and which are still
current. (Back issues of Stereopbile are avail-

to is that achieved by the loudspeaker in ques-

able from the address given in the advertise-

nents" (see Vol.11 No.10, October 1988). S

tion in Stereopbile's "Recommended Compo-

LEXICON CP-1 DIGITAL PROCESSOR
Bill Sommerwerck takes alengthy but preliminary listen
to the first in a new generation of audio processors

Lexicon CP-1 surround-sound processor
Digital processing system; provides the following functions, both singly and in avariety of combinations: ambience extraction; image expansion; binaural playback over loudspeakers; ambience
synthesis; stereo synthesis from mono sources; surround synthesis from stereo source; ProLogic playback of Dolby MP-encoded sources. Frequency responses: unprocessed channels:
10Hz-100kHz, +1, -3dB; processed channels: 10Hz-16kHz, +1, -3dB. Total harmonic distortion (1kHz, maximum level): less than 0.05%. Subwoofer crossover output: 100Hz 12dB/octave.
Maximum level, minimum input level: 300mV RMS. Maximum output level: a5V RMS. Input impedance: 50k ohms. Output impedance: 500 ohms. Signal/noise ratio: 85dB minimum, A-weighted,
reference 1kHz maximum level. Dimensions: 17" x12.5" x2.5" (43.2 x31.8 x6.4cm). Weight:
11 lbs. (5 kg). Accessories: two pairs of sleazy audio cables that even Julian Hirsch would throw
out (supplied), remote control, and two senile carbon-zinc AAA cells (supplied); rack-mount
adapter for the pretentious (part #021-06639), optional. Price: $1295. Approximate number of
dealers: 185. Manufacturer: Lexicon Inc., 100 Beaver St.. Waltham, MA 02154. Tel: (617)891-6790.

A review shouldn't begin with an apology, but

which issue that will be, Ican't say at the

this one is mandatory. During October, Iwas
suddenly hit with an enormous worldoad that

moment. Real soon now.
If you have not read the review of the

ate up three of my four weekends. The time I

Yamaha DSP- 1that appeared in Von() No.4,

had scheduled to complete my listening and

you should do so now. It contains agreat deal

write the reviews for the Lexicon CP-1 and
Yamaha DSP-3000 was wiped out.

of background information about reverberation, ambience perception, and the design of

Consequently, Idid not have time to com-

ambience-simulation systems which cannot

plete the Yamaha review, which was supposed

he included in this article.

to have run parallel with the Lexicon. Iexpect
to complete the DSP-3000 review in time for

Warning!

the next issue. In addition, Idid not finish my

In thc tune since Ireviewed the DSP- 1, Ihave

impressions of the Lexicon's Dolby MP decod-

gone from four Acoustat Sixes and two Stax

ing capabilities, so this review is incomplete in

ESTA -4U Extra mini-electrostatics, to (gasp!)

that respect (although it is just as well, given its

six B&W 801 series 2s. There is no question that

length). As Inow have three Dolby Pro-Logic

point-source radiators do not sound as inher-

decoders on hand (the Lexicon, the Yamaha

ently spacious as gigantic electrostats. This has

DSR-100, and the NEC PLD-910), Idon't think
Lexicon or Yamaha will object to the three

altered my opinion of the DSP- 1for the worse,

being reviewed in a single issue—though

not changed: two Denon 2000Z preamps, the

164

as you will read. My system electronics have
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Denon 3300 CD player, and three Hailer XL-

so much to promote its sale (though I'm sure

280 amps.
One more point. Ihave never reviewed such
a complex product as the CP-1; even the
Yamaha DSP-1 and DSP-3000 pale in compar-

some wealthy readers would rush right out in

ison. Despite the outrageous length of this arti-

a good reference for reviewing consumer
products.
Which brings us to the CP-1. Revolutionary

cle, Ihave not discussed every operating
feature.
Nonetheless, the CP-1 is not difficult to use.
(Somewhat to their surprise, Lexicon reports

abuying frenzy if we recommended the 480L),
but rather to educate these ears as to what is
possible in apro ambience system. It would be

is the only word that will da The CP-1 ranks
with electrical and multi-channel recording as

that even technically ignorant users, such as
doctors, have little trouble with it.) Its complex-

one of ahandful of genuine advances in sound

ity should more accurately be called "richness"; it does many things, with awide variety

amore reliable and convenient way to distribute recordings, but which does not signifi-

of options. Do not expect the CP- 1to reveal
its depths in an evening of indifferent doodling.

cantly improve fidelity, the CP-1 is the first
product that truly justifies the development of

reproduction. Unlike the CD, which is simply

Give yourself time to set it up properly and read

digital recording. (This point of view is

the manual carefully. Ambience systems restore
most of the "noodling" and tweaking that

explained in my article in this issue, "The

Compact Disc has taken away; you should

What makes the CP-1 revolutionary is that
it takes full advantage of digital signal process-

savor the experience, rather than rushing
through it.

So, on we go. ..
Lexicon is the oldest manufacturer of professional digital signal-processing equipment,
having set up shop in 1972. Their products
have areputation for outstanding sound qual-

Future of Hi -Fi?")

ing. The software that provides logic steering
and music-only stereo synthesis is aprogramming tour deforce. The circuitry in the Yamaha
processors is probably capable of such feats,
but Yamaha failed to exploit the potential. It is
to Lexicon's credit that they have looked
beyond the obvious.

ity, areputation Ican neither confirm nor deny,

Another point of departure from the Yamaha

having had very little contact with pro gear.
The CP-1 (as its name suggests) is Lexicon's first

DSP series (and similar products now appear-

consumer product. At the rapid rate it's selling
(mostly to 58-year-old physicians, says Lexicon), it won't be the last.
Lexicon claims to know better than anyone
how to make natural-sounding digital reverber-

ing from other companies) is that the CP- 1's
room simulations were not based on measurements of actual halls, but on acoustic theory.
These models were then refined according to
measurements of Boston's Symphony Hall and
other reverberant venues.

ation. Considering the success of the Yamaha

Lexicon's studies produced several findings

DSP-1 and the spate of copycat Japanese components that were almost certain to surface in

that fly in the face of widely accepted acoustical theories. The first is that RT60 (the time it

its wake, Lexicon needed alot of confidence

takes an initial sound to decay by 60dB) is not
well-correlated with perceived reverb time.

in their ability to compete in an area where they
had no experience—consumer electronics.
The top of their current pro line is the 480L
Digital Effects System. Its electronics are on
plug-in cards, permitting it to be tailored or
upgraded as desired. Similar products will
eventually appear for home use, but there are
several problems. First is price; the kind of
super processing power the 480L offers costs

The build-up and decay of reverberant sound
is far less even than previously believed. This
unevenness causes the perceived reverb time
to be longer than predicted by RT60 measurements.
Lexicon also discovered that early reflections
don't behave according to theory. Textbooks
on acoustics state that, in agood hall, each

10 times as much as the CP-1. Second, no one

direct sound is followed by aseries of widely

yet knows what hardware and software configurations best meet the needs of the home lis-

spaced discrete reflections. As these bounce

tener. Still, Lexicon and Ihave discussed the
possibility of reviewing the 480L next year. Not
Stereophile, January 1989

around the room, secondary and tertiary
reflections gradually "fill in the gaps" until the
reflections blend into asmooth ambience. Lex165

icon's research showed that "there is no empty

Stereo operation seems to be the reason for

interval between the direct sound's arrival and

the CP- l's vastly enhanced sense of spacious-

maximum reverb density to be filled in with

ness. Icompared the CP-1 with the DSP-1,

discrete early reflections. Instead, the reverb

using

builds gradually, with diffused and complex

not have models of specific rooms, but rather

"comparable" settings. (The CP-1

does

reflections ..." This was an important finding;

generic models for different room sizes and

I'll explain why when Idiscuss the CP-1's
Reverb mode.

types of reverberation. It is thus difficult to
make an exact comparison.) The CP- l's rever-

Another significant point of advance for the

berant field surrounds you, spreading away in
all directions. Frankly, the DSP- l's ambience

CP-1 (and the Yamaha DSP-3000) is that these
are stereo devices, not mono. That is, each
channel is processed separately.
The first consumer ambience system, the

sounds like aconfused bolus of reverb sur-

Audio/Pulse Model One, was stereo. Each chan-

ence is not at all subtle.
Why didn't Ihear this when reviewing the

nel had three different initial delays, which

rounding your head. Sort of as if your head
were stuck in animbus of ambience. The differ-

were cross-mixed and recirculated to create a

DSP-1? Isuspect that the ability of planar loud-

smooth decay. In order to produce less-expen-

speakers to project alarge apparent sound

sive products, something had to be eliminated.

source, combined with the hugeness of my
former living room, masked the effect. (The

That meant fewer initial delays. The delay itself
cost very little; it was the DIA converter you
had to hang on to each delay that ran up the
price. The Audio/Pulse Model Two consequently had only three delays, the bare min-

Yamaha DSP-3000, also astereo device, lacks

imum needed for decent-sounding reverb.

this problem; it sounds much like the CP-1.)
It is necessary to point out that, while stereo
operation is amajor improvement over mono,
it is still not "ideal." Theoretically, one should

Since three delays don't divide between two
channels very well, Left and Right were

create areverberant model for the position of
each instrument, then apply that model to the

summed before processing, which further

instrument's individually recorded sound. As

reduced costs. Additional phase shifts and frequency contouring reduced "pleasing spread

this would require a 50- to 100-channel
anechoic recording, it is clearly impossible.

sound" in the ambience channels, but the orig-

Someday it may be possible to design

inal directionality was lost.
The Yamaha DSP-1 was also amono device.

ambience-generation algorithms that focus on

source, located stage-center. Both channels

sections of the orchestra. Until then, we'll have
to suffer with "just" stereo synthesis.
The CP-1 is unusual in another way. Its inter-

were treated identically. (Yamaha did have the
good sense to take their measurements off-

different operating modes. In any of the

center, which threw some pleasing asymmetry
into the ambience.) Bert Whyte vehemently

surround-sound modes (which include Dolby
MP decoding and dialog extraction/stereo

rejected the DSP- 1for this reason, telling me

synthesis), and in the image-enhancement/

he much preferred the Sony 505, an ambienceextraction system, because it was stereo. (This

binaural playback modes, the main channels

Its ambience generation assumed a single

nal architecture is significantly rearranged for

product, perhaps the best of its kind ever made,
was reviewed in Vol.11 No.3 and is still on

are subjected to A/D and D/A conversion. The
conversion is required because the logicdirected steering is applied digitally and oper-

Stereopbile's "Recommended Components"

ates on all channels, and subjects the front

list, for those who abhor "artificial anything.")
The CP-1 adds reverberation to each chan-

channels to the same conversion/reconversion
delay received by the digitally derived cross-

nel separately. You can plainly hear this with

talk-cancelation signals. In either the Ambience
or Reverb modes, the main channels are left

the front channels switched off; the rear channels retain much of the directionality of the

unprocessed.

original program. It is also audible with the

In all cases, every channel goes through

front channels on; percussive sounds or sharp
transients to the left or right clearly reverberate

VCAs (voltage-controlled amplifiers) to set their

to the left or right. This greatly enhances the

levels. This permits convenient remote-control
adjustment, at the expense of having to run the

illusion of "natural" reverberation.

signal through additional electronics. Which
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brings us to the next topic, setup.

This arrangement works well because

There are two ways to set up the CP-1: Lex-

listeners tend to play most recordings at the

icon's way, and the rigbt way. (Sorry, guys, just
teasing.) Lexicon strongly recommends hooking the CP-1 into the tape-monitor loop and

same peak level. A "loud" program source is
turned down, and vice versa, which largely

letting the CP- 1's remote volume control set
the system level. This setup is tempting; Lexicon figures you'll want to use the CP-1 almost
all the time. Owners of CD players have no
doubt noticed that CDs require more frequent
level changes than LPs. The disadvantage is

eliminates the possibility of overdriving the
CP-1 (or any other digital processor, for that
matter). Chamber music or quiet jazz will, of
course, come in at alower level than Mahler or
Glenn Miller, but underdriving the unit in its
ambience modes isn't aserious problem; you
have to really cut back before you start hear-

obvious: the main signal has to go through two
more cables, plus the electronics within the

ing quantization noise in the rear channels.

CP-1. Lexicon feels the convenience of remote

CP-1 cannot be used in any of its modes that
process the front channels. This includes stereo

volume control outweighs any minor loss of
sound quality. In my own bypass tests (using
the Stax Signature headphones and ED-1
equalizer) Ifound no change in transparency,
cleanness, or spatial character. However, brass
and strings were lightened in texture, with a
slightly steely quality added. This error is not
really irritating (indeed, on some dark-sounding recordings it's actually pleasant), but Idon't
feel the CP- 1is quite good enough to be the
master volume control in areally top-end sys-

The disadvantage of this setup is that the

and surround synthesis, image enhancement,
binaural playback, and Dolby MP decoding.
Lexicon has provided a solution to this
dilemma in the form of asecond input. By connecting aspare tape monitor to input 2and the
CP- l's main outputs, you have access to these
other features; simply select input 2and switch
on the tape monitor.
Should you feed the CP-1 with the same
brand of cables you run to the power amp? The
answer, unfortunately, is "yes." The tonal differ-

tem. Besides, putting the CP-1 in the tapemonitor loop is actually less convenient than

ences between el-cheapo cables and the better

hooking it to your preamp's main output.
Here's why:

brands can be clearly audible, and will appear
in the ambience channels. Ditto, unfortunately,

As with all digital devices, the CP- l's input
level is fairly critical. (There is afront-panel
control and LED bargraphs for proper setting.)

smooth, dark-sounding Marantz integrated
amp that drove my side speakers to athird

Too high, and you clip the converter during
peaks. Too low, and noise or non- linearities
may be audible in the effects channels.

for power amps. When Iswitched from the

Hafler XL-280 (which is nearly neutral in balance), the change was audible and required
some system recalibration. If you can't afford

The problem in feeding any digital processor

to match cables and amps, at least try to find

from the tape monitor is that the feed occurs
before the volume control; the processor's

less-expensive products with asimilar tonal
balance.

input level will then vary with the source level.
This isn't aproblem with CDs (whose peak

Side and rear speakers should be chosen
carefully. Less-expensive speakers from the

levels are pretty much fixed, regardless of the
program material), but it is aproblem with LPs,

company that made your front speakers are a
good bet. (You may even find that used

whose levels vary all over the place. If you
change the CP- l's input level to match adifferent source, you then have to change the CP- l's
System Volume to compensate for the change.
This is convenience?

speakers with aclean, low-coloration midrange
work well. I've heard one system with mismatched power amplifiers and three different
brands of quality speakers that sounded fine.)
When buying new ambience speakers, be sure

The "correct" solution is the same one Ipro-

the dealer gives you at least aweek to make up

posed for the Yamaha DSP-1 (but to which no
one paid the slightest attention). Simply feed

•
your mind. This is amajor sale for him, so he
should indulge you.

the CP- Ifrom one of your preamp's main outputs. Many of even the cheapest preamps have

dipole panel radiators for the ambience chan-

There is something to be said for mixing

two outputs, so this shouldn't cause too many

nels with point-source speakers for the main

problems.

channels. Even brand-new, Acoustat 1+ Is or
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Magnepan MG-Ills are not horribly expensive.

The CP -l's operating modes

The "largeness" of their sound and the addi-

The CP-1 has four groups of operating modes.

tional reflected radiation might produce aspec-

The fourth group, Surround, includes stereo

tacular effect. (This opinion is based on the

and surround synthesis, and Pro-Logic play-

differences Iheard when switching from

back of Dolby MP-encoded program material.

dipoles to point-source speakers.) This recom-

This group will also be covered in an upcoming

mendation is strictly theoretical; if it appeals to
you, check it out before spending any money!

review.
The first mode group, Panorama, provides

One of the CP- l's best features is its capabil-

ambience extraction, image enhancement, and

ity of being configured for any number of

playback of binaural records. These effects are

speakers, from two to seven. (Plus asubwoofer

achieved by introducing varying amounts of

output, which Ididn't test.) You hold down the

interaural crosstalk cancelation. Used in small

Bank button on the remote control until the

amounts, the recording's ambience is more

CP-1 switches into setup mode, then select the

clearly revealed, even when only two speakers

layout which most closely matches your

are available. Used "full-strength," each ear

speaker setup. (There are layout diagrams in the

hears only one speaker, permitting binaural

manual and aseparate reference card.) Most of

recordings to be heard as if the listener were

my listening was done in mode 9, which feeds

wearing headphones.

six speakers: two front, two side, two rear.
Speaking of remote controls, the CP- l's is
perhaps the best I've ever used. The layout is
so logical that the first-time user can operate

As with any product offering crosstalk cancelation, there must be an adjustment to set the
correct time delay for the angular displacement

it blindfolded after about 15 seconds' study—
no kidding. It selects any of the 12 operating

of the speakers. The CP-1 offers twelve possible angles, from 29° to 90°. (The JVC Biphonic
Processor could be set only for 30, 45, and 60°,

modes; switches between the preset and user
program banks; selects the parameter to be

and the Carver Sonic Hologram works at only
asingle listening angle.) You should be able to

altered; adjusts the parameter's value up or

find asetting appropriate for your normal

down; controls system volume and front back/left- right balance; raises or lowers the

listening position.
The CP-1 has anoise generator that can be

Effect level; and mutes the entire system, or just

switched between left-only and right-only sig-

the Effect signals. All in athin, light box that's
easy to hold and operate (unless your hands are

adjust the angle (via the remote control) until

paws).
Like many sophisticated consumer-electronic products, the CP-1 has moved almost

you get total (or near-total) signal cancelation
in one ear. There is asecondary adjustment,
Listener Position, which allows you to get most

all its controls to the remote. Since ambience

of the effect even ifyou bave to sit off- center.

synthesizers must be operated at the listening

The manual makes the setup needlessly complicated by adjusting Listener Position while

position, it's assumed the listener won't miss
on-unit controls. My only gripe about the
remote is that its lack of bulk comes from using
AAA cells. These cost as much as AA cells, but
don't last as long. Also, the "bean counters"
at Lexicon decided to include cheap zinccarbon cells, rather than alkaline cells. Naughty,
naughty.
The CP-1 has no external balance control.

nals. You simply turn on either signal, then

setting the angle. It's much easier to sit deadcenter (even if that's not your regular listening
position) and set the angle, then move and
adjust the Listener Position (if needed).
Lexicon claims the crosstalk -cancelation
algorithms are based on recent, detailed studies
of exactly how the average head alters sounds

In the Panorama, Ambience, and Reverb

before they reach the ears. Despite the fact that
my room is dead, Iwas never able to get areally

modes, input balance is adjusted electronically

sharp "right-only" effect. (The "left-only" sig-

from the remote control. In the Surround

nal was nearly perfect.) Still, the Panorama

modes, the processor automatically adjusts
input balance (and timing errors!) to correct for

modes largely lived up to their claims.

poorly recorded soundtracks. (This feature will
be analyzed in my forthcoming review of the

ambience extraction, and worked fairly well.

CP- l's Dolby MP section.)
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The Normal position is principally for
Even with the rear speakers shut off, there was
an increased sense of depth and spaciousness
Stereophile, January 1989

that extended to the sides of (but not behind)
the listening position. (In the Panorama modes,
the rear signals are simply adelayed difference
(Left minus Right) signal.) Switching to speaker
mode 1, for two front speakers only, most of
the effect was retained. (Why amode for just
two speakers in asurround-sound product?
Lexicon wants you to be able to use the prod-

sound, it has a coherence that the image
enhancement removes. It's as if someone took
ablack-and-white photograph, vividly colored
it, then cut it apart and reassembled it into acollage. The effect is exciting, but not appropriate for all recordings.
Both the Normal and Wide Panorama modes
have asurprisingly wide listening area. Unlike

uct even if you haven't yet bought additional
speakers.) Iwas especially impressed with the
lack of phasiness, a common problem in

JVC's Biphonic system, and the Carver Sonic
Hologram, both of which lock you into avery

image-enhancement systems of this type.

your head about 4" to the left or right before

narrow "sweet spot," the CP-I lets you move

Of course, if you have four or six speakers,

the effect deteriorates. Even so, the wider

you will probably use the Panorama "Wide"

image and enhanced spaciousness are still

mode more often. It applies the crosstalk cancelation more vigorously, causing the frontal

partly audible off-axis, so the non-central lis-

sounds to move to the sides. The effect is simi-

The Binaural mode is supplied for playback
of true binaural (dummy-head) recordings. It

lar to that produced by asurround decoder,
except that extreme-left or extreme-right
sounds do not move to the rear, and there is no
logic action required to achieve directionality;
the effect is totally acoustic.
One recording that especially showed the

tener does not miss all the benefits.

didn't work properly at first. Then Iremembered the Effects level, and turned it all the way
up. Bingo! (The manual neglects to remind the
user that full cancelation is obtained only when
Effect is fully advanced.)

strengths and weaknesses of this mode was the

Although I have a number of binaural

CD reissue of Columbia's original Broadway

recordings (remember the Stereo Review disc?),
Stax was kind enough to donate one of their

cast album of Whst Side Story. There is no copyright date on the album, but considering when
WSS was first performed, the recording must

binaural demonstration CDs. (This disc was
created to demonstrate their headphones, and

have been made in the early years of the stereo
LP era—certainly no later than 1960. By to-

equalizer.) As Iwas not able to get total cance-

day's standards, the sound is rather grey and

lation on the test tones, Iwas not surprised that

colorless.

the effect was incomplete (When the speakers
spoke directly into the ears of the dummy

The Wide mode really brings it to life. Band
3, "The Dance at the Gym," is noteworthy.
Frontal sounds move to the sides, and the
recording's ambience surrounds the listener.
The depth of the original recording is increased. Voices seem closer, instruments farther away. Both show an enhanced sense of the
surrounding reverberant space. The sound is
more viscerally exciting and emotionally

the improvements wrought by the ED-1

head, their apparent positions were slightly forward and about 3' away.)
Nonetheless, Iwould judge the CP-I as giving the best binaural playback from loudspeakers Ihave yet heard. Speakers and performers seemed to be tbere, in the room, and
to move naturally from position to position.

involving. Most of the "greyness" disappears,

The sound was never phasey, and the relatively
wide listening window made it possible to

taking about 10 years off the recording's appar-

relax and enjoy the effect, instead of having to

ent age (No offense to the late Goddard Lieber-

lock one's head stiffly in place.

son, who produced many classic Broadway
musical albums, but the sound is not state-of-

Now the part you've been waiting for—the
ambience-synthesis modes.

the-art for its era, an era that produced some

The CF-I's two groupings of hall-synthesis

exceptional recordings, even from Columbia.)

modes are called Ambience and Reverb. The

Something is lost, though. This recording

former creates primarily the initial room reflections; they decay without blending. The

appears to have been made on stage, using a
pair of spaced omnis as the principal mikes.
(Many sounds image beyond the speakers, an
effect that does not occur with the common
forms of coincident miking.) However drab the
Stereophile, January 1989

Reverb mode ignores initial reflections, instead
focusing on a smooth blend and decay. (I
would be inclined to swap the names of these
two groupings, but nobody in product
169

development wanted my opinion.)

ble, Ipreferred the effect; it added warmth and

This dichotomy appears to be dictated by

fullness. The Muti Pictures (Angel 47099)

cost. The expensive part of the CP- Iis its pro-

demonstrates this beautifully: Bass transients

prietary signal-processing IC. (Lexicon calls it
the "Lexichip.") It appears that one Lexichip

linger appealingly, without becoming "mud"
or obscuring detail.

cannot simultaneously process two channels
while still providing both initial reflections and

generally absorbed more strongly than mids,

decay. (Before you complain that the Yamaha
DSP-3000 does both, note that it costs 50%
more.)
Unlike the Yamaha products, there are no

This is not agimmick. High frequencies are
and mids more than lows, so the reverb time
in real concert halls generally falls with rising
frequency Ithink Lexicon has chosen the better compromise After all, if there is too much

markings like "Cathedral," "Chamber," or "Jazz

high-frequency reverb, you can always roll off

Club" on the Lexicon's remote control. Instead,

the rear channels with either product; if there

there are three room sizes: Small, Medium, and

isn't enough bass reverberation, only the Lexicon lets you warm up the sound.

Large (no XL, though).
The Yamaha products have aplethora of

One of the ambience options is to switch

parameters for each mode that cover such
items as decay rate, reverb build-up, ambience

from arectangular room model to afan-shaped

level, and so on. The Lexicon has "only" two

long, narrow concert halls have the most pleasant sound, so one would expect the Fan mode
to sound bad. It doesn't. It sounds dreadful.

or three principal parameters for each room
size.
One of these is high-frequency rolloff. As
with most products of this kind, Ifind the
default settings let too much high-frequency
energy through; the sound is too airily spacious. Of course, you can adjust this parameter
to your taste.
Another setting controls the character of the
reverb. In the Reverb mode, this is reverberation time. In Ambience mode, there is no rever-

one It has been known for about 10 years that

The sound bounces all over the place, like billiard balls on aTeflon pool table with SuperBall bumpers, then mysteriously disappears
without any "natural" decay. There must be
some pop music this mode sounds good with,
but Ihaven't found it yet (and don't intend to
search). [Oh, Bill!—Ed.]
There are some other secondary parameters
which will be of interest to some listeners, but

berant decay as such, and this setting is marked

I'm saving those until Idiscuss the quality of

"Liveness"; it appears to affect the reflectivity

the ambience. (This is what you're waiting for,

of the model's "walls."

right?)
The CP-1 is the best-sounding hall simulator

Unlike the Yamaha, where the reverb time
can be set in increments of 0.1ms, the reverb
times on the Lexicon are widely spaced. For

Ihave yet heard, and for asimple reason. It is

example, the Medium Reverb setting offers
times of 0.64, 0.76, 0.92, 1.08, 1.28, 1.6, 2.0,

The Yamaha DSP-3000 sounds every bit as spacious, and has awider range of adjustments,

2.6, 3.6, and 5.6 seconds. That's it.
The Reverb mode has a third significant

building. The Lexicon CP-1 gives you not only

parameter, Bass Reverberation Time. This sets

the ambience, but the reflections. What makes

the first one with which Ican bear the walls.

but the walls are missing. Space without a

reverb time at low frequencies to 1.25 times the

this especially remarkable is that the Reverb

value for mids. It's interesting to note that

modes don't synthesize tbe early reflections,
just the reverberation! Here are some more

Yamaha offers asimilar option, but for high frequencies; their reverb time can be set to 0.7

specific observations and recommendations,

times the mid value. If Icould have only one

based on many weeks of listening:

of these options, it would be the extended lowfrequency reverb of the Lexicon. Reproduced

To begin with, despite the CP- l's sophistication, it cannot arbitrarily superimpose new

sound often suffers from alack of warmth or

ambience on an existing recording. lb asignifi-

fullness (especially home-brew recordings

cant extent, the added ambience must "match"

where the amateur recordist lacks the time or
equipment to "doctor" the recording.) In every

the ambience in the recording. This is true of
all ambience-synthesis systems.

case where there was enough bass in the program material for the longer reverb to be audi-

mode most often, which was hardly asurprise
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Ifound myself using the Medium Reverb
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Iwas, however, surprised at the large minority

model (which only generates initial delays), and

of recordings that sounded best in the Small
Reverb mode, even though they were fullorchestra recordings. (I noted the same thing

found it worked much better. The Small and

with the DSP- 1, and ascribed it to afailure to
correctly judge the ambient character of the
recording.)
This effect persisted with the CP- 1, despite
its more limited range of selections. Ifinally
figured out what was going on. You see, the
values given to the parameters on these proces-

Medium Ambience models were also more
effective with popular music, which sounds
too reverberant in the Reverb mode. Asimilar
problem occurred with the John Eliot Gardner
Messiah (on Philips); the Small Ambience
model worked best.
One of the secondary features in the
Ambience mode is Speech Detection. The processor notes when speaking (not singing)

sors are based on the assumption of a"dry"
source. However, most recordings contain

voices are present, and reduces their level in
the ambience channels; the idea is to prevent

ambience (whether natural or ersatz), and the

spoken voice from sounding "cavernous." It

processor "reverberates the reverberation."
Hence, acoustical spaces seem larger and more

worked as claimed. Most of the suppression
occurred in the side channels, not the rear. The

reverberant.
One thing the CP-1 did very well (with some

only difficulty with this feature is that one hears

recordings) was to give the illusion that the

the ambience "opening up" and "closing
down" as arecording switches from spoken

added ambience was nothing more than the
ambience of the recording, expanded to fill the

album gives agood demonstration of this

listening room. This was particularly noticeable with the Colin Davis performance of
Faure's Requiem (on Philips) and Joseph Papp's
production of Tbe Pirates of Penzance (on

dialog to music, and back. (Again, the Pirates
feature.)
There was one secondary control Icould not
get to work correctly. It appears in the Panorama modes, and is called Low Frequency

Elektra). To go from the recording alone, to the

Width. What it does is control the level of

recording-plus-synthetic-ambience, and hear
no change in the character of the ambience

difference signal (L-R) at low frequencies. Espe-

(just an enhanced spatiality) was pleasing,
rewarding, and psychologically comforting;

posed to produce avast improvement in low-

the product must be doing its job right, right?
Lexicon emphasizes that the most important
speakers are those to the sides, not the rear
speakers; if you only have one extra pair, place
them to the sides. Iconfirmed this by listening
separately to each pair. The rear signals, by
themselves, sound like adisconnected lump

cially with spaced-omni recordings, it is supfrequency spaciousness. Despite apersonal
demonstration from the factory rep, Iheard little or no change, let alone enhancement. Let
me know if it works for you.'
Perhaps the most interesting and valuable
secondary feature is the ability to synthesize
ambience with only two speakers! It works like
this. The reverberation signals are subjected to

of reverberation. The side speakers, in comparison, add greatly to the spread and depth of

the same image-enhancement processing used

sound, largely removing any sense that you are

This causes the ambience to spread to the sides.
The main program material is left unaltered.

listening to just two speakers. (You are, of
course, listening tofour, but Imean the two of
conventional stereo.) In conjunction with the
side speakers, the rear speakers add an appropriate sense of space and acoustic "scaling"
behind the listener, but are not acceptable by
themselves. (I might add that there is no metal-

in the Panorama mode for the main signals.

The direct sounds stay where they belong and
the ambient sounds spread out.
This system is available in any Ambience or
Reverb mode. The CP-I must be configured for
two front speakers (setup modes 1and 2), or
the ambient signals will not be added in.

lic or "bwangy" quality to the ambience chan-

Within the selected Ambience or Reverb mode,

nels when they are heard alone. This indicates
high echo density and agood reverberation

you set the Speaker Angle and Listener Position

model.)
The Small Reverb model did not work well
(for me) with chamber music; it was too reverberant. Iswitched to the Small Ambience
Stereophile, January 1989

ISuch "shuffling:* where the difference signal can he boosted
at low frequencies, essential. acconling to Lexicon, to enable
binaural recordings to be played back over loudspeaker. It will
also add LF spaciousness to coincident- miked recordings.
which can be near-monaural in the bass.
— JA
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to the same settings they were given in Panorama mode. The Panorama Effect parameter

in the Yamaha DSP-1. (It even has ayen rather
than adollar sign.) It's small. Even though my

then adjusts the "width" of the added am-

new glasses give me better than 20/20 vision,

bience, while the Effect buttons perform their

Ihave trouble reading the thing. (Perhaps Lex-

usual function of adjusting the ambience level.

icon could include a cheap pair of opera

This two-speaker system works quite well,
but it is not up to the quality of afour- or six-

glasses.) A larger display or avideo interface

speaker system. For one thing, the reverberation sometimes seems excessive; you should

(both of which the DSP-3000 has) would be
nice.
I'd like afiner range of increments on the
reverb times and liveness settings. Although I

select ashorter reverb time and/or asmaller
room model than you would when using more

never had trouble finding agood setting, it

than two speakers. The extra signals confuse

would at least be psychologically reassuring.

the image abit, and add atouch of metallic coloration at times.

I'd also like to see the reverb times shortened.
The reverb models are based on the assump-

On the other hand, the apparent expansion
of the performing space without awidening

tions of an unoccupied hall and adry program
source. In practice, an audience reduces the

of the performers is nice. And you can be

reverb time, especially at mid and high frequen-

enjoying the CP-1 while saving up for the extra
speakers and amps.

cies, and most recordings contain more than
alittle reverberation.

With all these options, you will doubtless
want some way to save your favorite setups.

A summing up (in both senses)

Like the Yamaha products, the Lexicon CP-1
has two banks of program memories. One

The CP- Iis, in some ways, the most sophisticated audio product manufactured. The pro-

bank has preset parameters for each of the 12
operating modes. Although the user may

cess of analysis is one of dissection, which can

change their values, the new settings are lost
when adifferent mode is selected.
The other ("user" bank) memorizes favorite
settings, so that the user does not have to reset the unit each time it is turned on. (User
memory is backed up with alithium cell, so its
settings are not lost when the CP- 1is turned
off.) What makes the Lexicon's user memory
unique is that, unlike the Yamaha's, changes to

make any product look like ahodgepodge of
unrelated features. So let me reiterate my original point, in aslightly different fashion.
The CP- 1is the first consumer digital processor that really takes advantage of digital
processing. Not only does it have useful features that are not easily designed in the analog
domain, but it imaginatively combines these
features to create aproduct whose capabilities
are greater than the sum of its functions. It

user settings are stored immediately; no sep-

marks an important turning point in the history

arate step is needed to store them. This makes

of hi-fi sound reproduction—it is the first

it much easier to compare anew setting with
areference setting.

product that clearly anticipates atotally digital sound system through which the listener has

My sample was from the first production run

complete control over sound quality.

(one of anumber slated for the press, which

In the here and now, suffice it to say that the

didn't have UL approval; are they trying to

Lexicon CP-1 is the best-sounding consumer

bump us off?) and suffered from misaligned
DACs; at low playback levels, strange sounds

ambience system on the market (the Yamaha
DSP-3000 included). If it cost $1500 and had

and noises came from the rear channels. Atrip
to the factory trimmed the DACs and exchanged the system ROM for anew version,

only ambience synthesis, it would be agood

which has some trivial software improvements
over the original.
Ihave some minor complaints about the
CP-1. The LCD seems to be the same one used

product at afair price. The addition of effective Panorama and Binaural modes, as well as
the Pro-Logic Dolby decoding, make it an
exceptional value at 11295.1 urge you to audition it even if you have no intention of buying
it. Your intention may change

OrderSlet0PilltE.
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FOLLOW UP
Infinity IRS Beta loudspeaker
Rave or not, my report in Vol.11 No.9 (September 1988) on this Infinity flagship system ended
on anote of uncertainty, concerning an audible
difference between the sound of the two mid/
high-frequency-range panels which was mess-

After John left, Icontinued to work over the
speakers, adjusting driver levels, changing
room placements, trying other electronics, all
the while becoming increasingly convinced
that something was drastically wrong. Icould
not get them to sound nearly as good as they

ing up the imaging and exacerbating program

had originally. There was now apersistent

grundge in one channel.

coloration—best described as asteely sizzle—
in both panels, which made any loud orchestral
music sound so relentlessly strident as to set

When Iphoned Infinity president Arnie
Nudell and reported that my upper-range
panels weren't matched, he didn't believe me.
"Why," he asked, "didn't any of us notice it during our visit?" Iexplained it was probably
because no one was listening for it, and besides, the brighter, more sizzly side had been
at the right, out of reach of such things as
massed violins, which were most affected. At
the right, it only added additional guttiness to
cellos and basses. So, on the (reasonable) assumption that one of my two upper-range panels was
out of whack, Infinity sent asingle replacement.

my teeth on edge. (Of course, that bad to be the
week of Stereopbile's annual reviewer convention, and everyone wanted to hear my system.
Only afew of them were polite enough—or
embarrassed enough—not to tell me they
thought it sounded dreadful!)
Meanwhile, acouple of other things ckveloped
that put the Betas in aless than favorable light.
First one, then several, then all of the loudspeaker terminals came loose. They didn't actually fall off, but they became so wobbly that I

The idea was to compare the new one with

started to wonder when their electrical connec-

the two originals, and toss out (as defective) the

tions would start to become intermittent.
(None has, yet.) Then the crossover module's

one that didn't match. But it wasn't that simple. (Things rarely are.) Instead of two different sounds, Inow had three. The new panel

turnover control knob started to slip on its shaft

sounded almost exactly halfway between the

and, with continued use, finally came completely off in my hand. The reason for this then

other two. Of those, Iput aside the most sizzly-

became obvious: The knob had only one set

sounding one, and phoned Arnie again. This
time, he sent John Miller to Santa Fe again, with
two large boxes of test equipment.
First, we listened. Yes, John could clearly

small, and the shaft had no flatted side for the
screw to seat itself against. (Worse, the set screw
is recessed behind the front panel when the

screw to lock it to the shaft, the screw was very

what was causing it. After afull day of measur-

knob is in place; it would have been necessary
to dismantle the whole case to replace the
knob. Ijust used pliers for future adjustments.)

ing, during which Iwent off and tended to
other matters, John felt he had the problem

Granted, these are minor mechanical problems which seem to have no effect on the

pinned down. He told me he had found avery
small inaccuracy in the value of acrossover
capacitor, resulting in a1dB reduction in the

cusable in a110,000 product. It's not as if we're

hear the difference Iwas talking about; no, it
wasn't "normal," and no, he didn't know yet

level of the rear-firing tweeter, which spans
the 5-12kHz range. He corrected it, and we
listened to the result.
Now the speakers sounded virtually identical, and Iexpressed disbelief that such asmall
change could have had such anoticeable effect
on the sound. But ...
the panel he claimed to
have found the problem in was the one whose
sound Ihad liked the most. Now Idid not care
for the system's sound at all.
Stereophile, January 1989

sound, but to my way of mind they are inexdealing with frontiers of technology here; control knobs and 5-way binding posts have been
around for longer than Ihave! Ihave acheap
Sears-Roebuck radio that has been in use for
more than 25 years, and nothing has ever fallen
off tbat.
Iplaced another call to Arnie, and learned
that John hadn't just made asmall crossoverpart "correction," but had also replaced the
EMIM and EMIT drivers on both panels, "just
to be safe." Arnie declared he was sending
173

another matched set for me to try.

impression that there is some sort of quality

The drivers were acinch to replace, but did

control problem here. Unfortunately, it doesn't

they solve the problem? Well, yes, no, and
maybe. The speakers now sounded quite abit

seem to be susceptible to the usual QC solutions.

more pleasant than they had, but they still

The problem sounds very much like asimple
frequency-response aberration, which should

lacked the gorgeous richness and ease that had
attracted me so much to the sound of the orig-

be easily measurable. In fact, we tried early on

inal panels. (I should say, "to one of the original panels," because it was what that panel was

would account for the perceived brightness
difference between the two panels which had

doing to left-channel sounds that made the system so appealing.)

sounded the most dissimilar, and failed. The

It seemed to me that most of the sizzle still
remaining was coming from the EMIlb, so, just
on ahunch, Iswapped out the latest pair for the

to find a frequency-response anomaly that

probe mike was not moved between comparative tests, the speaker locations were identical
to within as small afraction of an inch as we

previous pair. Sure enough, the problem was
slightly worse.

could get them, and the two people in the
room during the tests were as far as possible
from the soundfield and in identical poses for

Accordingly, we arranged for Infinity to send

each response run. No consistent differences

us yet another pair of upper-range panels.
These, which Iam assured are "right out of
stock," are the best-sounding of any Ihave
heard to date. The steeliness which afflicted
some of the previous samples is completely

were measurable, and the inconsistent differences measured (on the order of ±1to 2dB)
were of insufficient amplitude to account for
the audible differences. Indeed, it took almost
3dB of EQ (downward, at SkHz) on the Accuphase

absent, and nothing else of value has been lost.

G-18 equalizer to make the two panels sound

The system now sounds just as magnificently
rich and powerful as did the first samples I

fairly similar, but they then measured almost
3dB different at that frequency.

reviewed, but with far better imaging than that

The problem for amanufacturer, of course,

first pair. However, the very fact that the latest
pair are different from the previous pair, even

is that it is impractical to do QC by ear. The
challenge is to find an objective substitute.

if only slightly, has not helped to dispel the

—JGH
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KUM COMM
ahler the death-obsessed; Mahler's
Ninth Symphony as the last testament of an artist through whose soul

ran the insistent echo of aphysician's death sentence: these are standard critical assessments
of one of the foremost thinker-artists living at

century music and proof that Mahler was neither despairing nor resigned when composing
the Ninth. But even if one sees this completion
as awork standing on its own merits (I do, and
assert that it has kinship with Charles Ives's
work in that, had it become well known at the

the turn of this century. There are, of course,

time of composition, the face of succeeding

those revisionists, such as Michael Kennedy
and the late Deryck Cooke, for whom con-

music might have been very different), this

sciousness of death is not the salient feature of
Mahler's work, nor even of his Ninth. They
value Cooke's completion of the Tenth, finding in it ahopeful look toward anew 20th-
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hardly invalidates the crises, finally and desperately more personal than religious or aesthetic,
which come to musical resolution for Mahler
through composing the Ninth. There is also a
more mundane and immediate correlation:
177
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that so many conductors have given great per-

recording on DG Privilege (DG 415 634-1, nla)

formances of the work when near their own

is one such: brisk, almost breezy, lacking ten-

deaths.

sion; the horn- flute-celli interlude of the
Andante comodo is chamber-like, but in no
way conveys the rootless significance of the

If the Ninth is an examination of death, then
what conclusions may be drawn? What, in the
world of this symphony, is the spiritual effect
and significance of death? Lewis Thomas, in
his famous essay "Late Night Thoughts on
Listening to Mahler's Ninth Symphony," recalls
amore innocent, pre-nuclear age when he

passage The BRSO plays four-squarely, as if too
conscious of the notes. Contrast them with
Maurice Abravanel's Utah Symphony, recorded
on Vanguard (VCS 10075/6). Abravanel demonstrates what a skilled conductor and well-

could find in this music "a metaphor for reas-

rehearsed provincial orchestra can accomplish

surance, confirming my own strong hunch that

with Mahler. Emphasis is on excellent ensem-

the death of every creature, the most natural

ble, moderate pacing, and attention to the
printed score. If not a great interpreter,

of all experiences, has to be apeaceful experience." Bruno Walter must have had aspirit
kindred to Thomas's, or so it would appear
from his 1938 recording with the VPO (Elec-

Abravanel proves positive and absorbing,
banishing any vitiating literalism. Fine sound,

trola C147-01402-3). This is areading Thomas

too, with reverberant Mormon Tabernacle
ambience, good depth and spread to the

would warm to, resonating with that side of

sound, and excellent tonal balance, aside from

Mahler's personality which found a moral

aslight bass rolloff. Most of Abravanel's Mahler

imperative in music, and acloseness to nature.
Walter links the first-movement Andante

is worth seeking out in the used-LP bins.
When one talks about Mahler in good

comodo with the "Abschied" from Das Lied
von der Erde, hardly death-obsessed, but con-

recorded sound, the Eliahu Inbal/FRSO cycle
on Denon CD demands mention. Inbal's Ninth

scious of death and life as eternal cycle. What
he misses is some of the despair, or defiance of

(CO-1566/67) is no exception: it shares with
the other Denon issues realistic timbres,

despair, engendered by postwar interpreters
who have the dubious benefit of hindsight,

dynamics unrestrained from hush to thunder,
and anatural recorded perspective. You sim-

decades of systematic technological holocaust

ply will hear details missed in other recordings.

and secularized world-view having changed
radically aman's relation to the universe, the

Would that Inbal's performance were so true.

quality of encounter with his own death.

imprecise. The Landler has the virtue of the
long line, building up to afast, emphatic cli-

When Walter again recorded the Ninth for

The first movement is fussy but emotionally

Columbia in 1960, the result was inspiring: the

max; but the themes themselves emerge

favorite recording of many sensitive Mahler
listeners; surprisingly tough: slower, more

draggy rather than charmingly oafish. Inbal's
Rondo-Burlesque is neither; no wildness here,

inflected, less comforting than the Vienna ver-

the interplay of themes controlled and self-

sion. Walter, on the eve of his own death, stands
here arepresentative of amore spiritual era, yet

conscious. The finale is better, but betrays a
rather Platonic view of life and death; and it's

still able to conduct aRondo-Burlesque of bite

hard to imagine Mahler as Platonist. Denon's

and chaos, fully incantatory of the music as
funeral rite for natural order; he goes on to peer

liner notes quote prominently from Schonberg's famous polemic assigning the Ninth as

unflinchingly into the fourth-movement abyss,

emotionless; the work has for Schonberg "the

triumphant over meaninglessness, his time

clear coldness of spirituality and abandons animal warmth." Afitting gloss for Inbal's reading.

redeemed.
(The VP0 performance is available on two
German EMI-Electrola LPs, coupled with the
Symphony 5Adagietto and Kindertoteniieder,

At least Inbal proves commitment to acertain view of the work. Herbert von Karajan, in
his first (1980) recording of the Ninth with the

with Kathleen Ferrier; the Columbia has re-

BPO (DG 2707 125), shows little commitment,

cently been reissued on CBS CD M2K-42033.)

despite marvelous orchestral playing and inner

If Walter toughened his view of Mahler in the

movements full of wit and understanding.

face of achanging world-view, others have car-

Karajan's phrasing is orotund, the emotional

ried "soft" interpretations of the Ninth into the
last decades of this century. Rafael Kubelik's

edges of the outer movements smooth, almost

Stereophile, January 1989

maudlin. Quite acontrast with Karajan's/BPO's
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followup, recorded live and digitally at the 1982
Salzburg Festival (DG 410 726)! Karajan and

tempi come off rubbery rather than elastic; the
makeweight Rondo-Burlesque has neither

orchestra are again their virtuoso selves, but
the result is less facile: un -neurotic, broad but

viciousness nor Apollonian counterpoint; the
finale is unforgivably pathetic and episodic.

not depressive. In the Andante Karajan wrings

Another London orchestra, the LSO, was better

primordial order from silent chaos, celebrat-

served by Leopold Ludwig in a1960 recording

ing joyous life-force, becoming reposeful

made on 35mm film by Everest (SDBR 3050-2,
nla). Ludwig, journeyman conductor though
he perpetually was, doesn't quite plumb the

where other conductors see disintegration.
The central movements are surprisingly crude:
the finale weighty enough to counterbalance

work's depths, and orchestral ensemble is

the Andante, seeming to transcend earthly life

imperfect. Yet the performers had the advan-

in the long closing decrescendo. It's not the
ideal reading, bearing inappropriate Karajan

tage of recording before Mahler issues became
routine. The overall effect is propulsive,

sheen in places, parts of the finale blandly
heroic; and Karajan repeats an objectionable

sections, but is not without connection to the

mannerism from the 1980 recording, deemphasizing almost to inaudibility the cello line
beginning at m.24 in the finale. Perhaps he

emphasizing clarity and the chamber-scored
otherworld. LP sound is spacious, airy in treble
(listen to the first-movement bells!), colorful
in the midrange, with much inner detail re-

seeks to banish the dark side of death-realization, but it is at the cost of undermining this

vealed (especially so since Leopold divides the

most perfect of detached Mahlerian counter-

differences in gain and balance between sec-

point. This Salzburg Ninth is nevertheless a

tions (and presumably between sessions or
takes). This recording has been reissued on a

great example of Karajan superseding his role
as the conductor inoffensive to the bourgeoisie.
One sees as justified aquote about the Ninth
from his April'88 Gramophone interview: that,
after Salzburg, he "would not dare to touch it
•
again."
Bernard Haitink, longtime conductor of the
Amsterdam Concertgebouw, weaves of whole
cloth quite adifferent tapestry of the symphony (Philips 670 021). His less frenetic
approach to Mahler works well, the reading
gentle without becoming incongruously pas-

violins). The major sonic flaws appear to be

single inexpensive Bescal CD; if the sound is
passable, it would be an excellent value.
Georg Solti was of course the LSO's music
director for atime, and recorded the Ninth with
them in 1967. Here he explores the spiritual
aspects—even the most serene and introspective—in his own virile fashion. The Andante
comodo is played big, establishing afeeling of
triumph over death which remains the theme
throughout. Only Sold's Rondo misses the

toral. Haitink misses some of the conflict in the
outer movements, the Andante comodo even

mark; despite ablazing pace and expert contrast between elements sacred and profane,
Sold, who probably has not anasty bone in his

taking on amysterious but un -childlike and un pastoral Nacbtmusik quality which Ifind akin

body, misses the bitter irony. Some listeners
might wish for more delicacy in the small-

to moments from the Seventh; but, unlike
Kubelik, there is no benign tendency to force

scaled parts than Sold's raw-boned conducting
provides, but he achieves aconsistent and posi-

around peg into asquare hole. He conducts a

tive structure. Sound from the currently available Jubilee LP (London 410 264-1) is accept-

wonderful Landler, slightly Kappellmeisterish, but calculated. The very slow finale is not

ably vivid in tone, limited in dynamics. In 1983

particularly emotional, but unlike Inbal's read-

Solti re-recorded the symphony digitally with

ing is not about intellectual pointmaking; Haitink punctuates the movement's great organic

the CSO (London 410012-1). This performance

classic Philips: slightly bland, slightly sweet,

is more hushed and measured than with the
LSO, more formally balanced; but it just isn't
quite Solti, and is the less because of this.

with much ambience.
Klaus Tennstedt is decidedly less remarka-

Sound is early London digital, which is to say
terrible.

decline with outbursts of passion. Sound is

ble in his try at the Ninth with the LPO,

Jascha Horenstein was afrequent guest con-

recorded in 1980 at the nadir of EMI analog
(Angel CDCB-47112). His reading has no mys-

ductor with the LSO. He conducted the Ninth
with them in 1966; arecording of that perfor-

tery, sweep, or backbone. First-movement

mance is available on two Music & Arts CDs
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(CD-235), in wretched electronic stereo, paired

(C37-7340) is flowing and straightforward, like

with aMarian Anderson Kindertotenlieder. His
performance goes not gently into any good
night; it is about great ideas and contrasts, the

Haitink's showing Nacbtmusik elements, the
Scbattenbaft passage of the first movement
evoking Bartok's Music for Strings. This

yearning of the first-movement string passages
ultimately unfulfilled, the response to this dis-

reminds one that Mahler was no Austrian, but
born in Bohemia. Neumann's finale brings con-

appointment slashing (just listen to the brass
at m.237 of i: the precipitous decline, the feel-

solation. If occasionally more metrical than
Haitink's account, at least there is more depth

ing of desolation from the shadowing strings
that follow). Horenstein's Landler is nastier
than most, its second trio-subject the decaying

ital process cancels much of the familiar reverberation of Prague's Hall of Artists.

essence of the ballroom. His Rondo-Burlesque

than Kubelik's. Sound is good, though the dig-

Carlo Maria Gullies CSO reading (DG 2707

avoids the twin pitfalls of making the music a

097) has adistinctly 19th-century effect, occa-

20th-century exercise in academic counter-

sionally reminiscent of Brahms. Uncharacteristic for Giulini, the first movement comes off

point on the one hand, and making of it aimless savagery on the other. A most effective
touch is the slow and weighty restatement of

fragmented, perhaps because he has always
fared best in melodic works like Brahms's, and

the main Rondo theme (Tempo I subito,

Mahler's Andante comodo contains precious

m.522). Others take this at Tempo Ior faster,

few melodic fragments to grasp onto. But the

and, unlike Horenstein, lose aslow startingpoint from which to contrast afeverish end.

rest of Giulini's performance! The Landler full
ofportamento, the sweet gruppetto themes of

Finale is very slow, with lacerating blankness
of vision. While not effacing memories of

the Rondo-Burlesque contrasted with the surrounding brutality. And it is the more than

Horenstein's hard-to-find Vox recording, the
Music & Arts issue is to be recommended to

favorable contrast with the Andante that makes
this Adagio the emotional center for Giulini;
this abeautiful, simple traversal, casting death
almost as afriend.

those who can bear the poor recording and
occasional orchestral wobbles. (Now if only
M&A could release on CD the 1959 Horenstein/LSO Eighth, once available on LP from

Death is no friend in Otto Klemperer's con-

Going from the sublime to the ordinary,

troversial 1967 New Philharmonia recording
(Pattie Marconi 2C 165-52525/6). For many, his
vision may be maddeningly steady, with too

there's America's own generic conductor Lorin
Maazel on CBS M2K-39721, leading the VP0

much sacrificed to clarity; about as personal
as tectonic motion. The Rondo is especially

in aNinth of admirable clarity, moments of passion, and little consequence. The second
movement is so much clockwork, the Rondo

obsessive: slowly, carefully elucidated counterpoint framing a titanic struggle of ideas

goes bump-de-bump. The Finale is very slow,
and, unlike Horenstein's, Bernstein's/Con-

the finale one senses no resignation, but some-

the allied Discocorp label.)

certgebouw's, and Levine's, excruciating for
this. One gets the impression that the eyes of
musicians and conductor never strayed from
their chronometers. Despite the formal gravity

rather than any danse macabre. At the end of
thing more cosmic, or, more precisely, geologic. Klemperer's conducting of this symphony is unique; his heroic response to death
(as well as to his own physical suffering) quite
different from other, more despairing or

of the finale, this remains "lite" Mahler, in color-

resigned conclusions. Perhaps it's because of

less digital sound. James Levine and the

all the time he spent reading Nietzche. The New

Philadelphia Orchestra fare better in their

Philharmonia has its moments of spotty

warmblooded reading (RCA RCD2 -3461),

ensemble; the recording is tonally lifelike, but

though occasionally amite sentimental in the

mercilessly analytical.

outer movements. Unfortunately, it is sabo-

Furtwangler, for reasons of politics, taste,

taged by RCA's dreadful CD sound: brash and

audience receptiveness, or whatever, committed little Mahler to record, and none of the sym-

scratchy, without real buds or softs.
Because he was an Eastern European, Vaclav
Neumann perhaps had the advantage of not

phonies. Had he recorded the Ninth, I'm convinced that it would sound alot like John

laboring under the shadow of Bemstein's Mahler performances. His Ninth on Supraphon

BP° players who remembered Furtwangler;
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Barbirolli's BP0 disc. There were in the 1964
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because of unfamiliarity, they had few preconceptions of Mahler. They find inspiration with

because not always driven full-bore. Bernstein

the English conductor, their playing spontaneous-sounding, with wide fluctuations of

meditation on death, but his distinctly Faustian
performing personality has rarely approached
anything Oriental in spirit when playing Mah-

tempo and emotion (listen to m.211 ff. of the
Andante, an intense rumination on the chaos
preceding it). The Berlin strings are less
honeyed than they were to be for Karajan two
decades later, but they sound no less concentrated or emotionally intense The sound of the
Classics for Pleasure LP (4426) is sweet but
mushy. (I believe this Ninth is still available on
aFrench EMI three-LP set, coupled with Barbirolli's first-rate Fifth.) The Berlin discs make
quite acontrast with aBarbirolli radio performance, recorded at lbrin four years earlier,

once characterized the finale as a Zen-like

ler. Here Mitropolous, clear-eyed and unsentimental, outstrips his acolyte by the acolyte's
own criteria.
I've saved Bernstein for last, afittingly prominent position for our outstanding living Mahler
interpreter. Upon reacquaintance with his
NYPO performance of the Ninth, reissued by
CBS on mid-priced and mid-fl CD (M3K42200, with Symphonies 7and 10-Adagio),
one realizes that this performance has exceeded the critical celebration it received at

available on two fine-sounding true stereo

its 1967 release to become the standard record-

Fonit-Cetra LPs, recently transferred to asingle

ing with which critics make comparisons.

Hunt Productions CD (CD-34003). Perhaps
being in Italy fired Sir John up, for the playing

Bernstein absorbed his influence well, balanc-

has bite and abandon, the first movement heat-

ing Mitropolous's concept of architectural
purity, and of the music as distinctly 20th-

ing up relentlessly from aslow, quiet opening.

century with ameasure of Walter's poetry. His

The Landier is as delicate as from any Austrian

result may be more emotionally expressive

orchestra. Most listeners will, however, be put

than either mentor's. Hindsight also reminds

off by the sloppy orchestral playing: the con-

us of some shortcomings. The Landier is
strictly New York, abit breakneck, without

trabassoon makes heavy going of its fourthmovement solos; several unfamiliar instrumen-

trace of even ironic Central European feel.

tal solos are spawned of blown entrances; and

(Bernstein had not yet conducted the VPO.)

the Rondo is beyond the capabilities of the

And while he shows astonishing grasp of the
work's neurotic structure, young Bernstein,

players.
During the latter half of the 1950s, the

despite his reputation as an impulsive, damn-

NYPO's triumvirate of conductors comprised

the -torpedos interpreter, sounds slightly

three of the greatest Mahkrians who ever lived:
Bruno Walter, Dimitri Mitropolous, and the

premeditated. One is reminded of what acom-

young Leonard Bernstein. In January of 1960,

mentator said about history's greatest musical
improvisor, Charlie Parker: "When he goes up

the composer's centenary year and the last year

there, he knows every note he's going to play"

of Mitropolous's life, they collaborated in a

The NYPO Ninth may be an extreme example
of this observation, with alittle bit too much

Mahler festival, in which Mitropolous conducted Symphonies 1, 5, 9, and 10-Adagio.
The Fifth and Ninth have recently resurfaced

foreknowledge and ashade too little nowfeeling.

as single Hunt Productions CDs (CD-523, CD521); all four have been available on aFonit

Not at all the case with Bemstein's 1985 Concertgebouw Ninth (DG 419 208), arealization

Cetra LP set, along with earlier performances
of the Third (texts in English) and Sixth. The
Ninth from this set is beautifully proportioned,

equalled by few Mahler recordings as symphony embodying the world. It has attracted

agreat inverted arc of drama. By 1960 Mitro-

overinfiected. Such comments suggest that

polous was two years past his difficult tenure

their sources haven't thought long on how the

as NYPO music director; the musicians play
like angels for him, as they didn't always when

ously bas thought about it, how it must have

much criticism for being dilatedly slow and

nearness of death must feel. Bernstein obvi-

he was their boss. As with Horenstein, the dra-

felt to Mahler, and to Tchaikovsky, whose Sixth

matic nexus and nadir of the first movement
is the Schattenbaft indication at m.254. The

Symphony, one of Mahler's models for his
Ninth, Bernstein recently re-recorded with

central movements are careful contrasts of the

similar death-obsessed stasis, to receive even

delicate, crude, and febrile, the Rondo effective

worse critical comment. The Andante comodo
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Does your system sometimes sound
different for no apparent reason?
The reason could be your power. A refrigerator or air
)..onditioner, even in another part of the house. may cause
voltage to vary whenever they kick on or off. Or you may
be getting line noise—electrical interference that your
preamplifier and amplifier amplify and send on to your
speakers.
Solution'? Tripplite LC-1800. It regulates voltage so it's
constant—not too low, not too high. Full voltage—even in
brownouts. LEDs show you what Tripplite is doing!
Tripplite's patented ISOBAR circuits provide three
"banks" of isolation, two receptacles per bank. You can
eliminate interference between critical components. It's
like putting your CD player, preamp, and power amp all
on separate lines. Sonic benefits may be subtle but real.

Protection, too
And Tripplite prevents spikes and power surges from
damaging your equipment. This protection is absolutely
essential if you leave ANY of your gear on all the time.

Hear the improvement. See it!

"This LC-1800 really smoothed out my SP-11." writes
LC or St. Paul. MN. "I hear more detail and better bass.
too." From TG of Wilton, CT: "I used to think CDs sounded
harsh. Now they don't! Tripplite took the edge off my
system—less grit, less grain, less grunge. Then Itried it
on my TV monitor. Holy Cow—the picture got clearer,
sharper. brighter. Send me another for my video system ,

The Tripp1de LC-1800

Take a Power Trippe—No Risk!
Try the Tripplite LC-1800 for 30 days. If not satisfied
with the performance (and protection). return it for a full
refund of your purchase price. Made in USA by Trippe
Manufacturing Co., Est. 1922. Not available elsewhere by
mail. Only $299.00 plus $9.95 shipping in the US. If you
want a clean musical signal, start with clean, consistent
power. Order now.
Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

1-800-669-4434

New AR ES-1 'Table
Better than 'tables twice the price!
The best arm—it's adjustable!
Audio Advisor recommends the ES-1 with the new
PT-5 from Audioquest—a straight, medium-mass
arm with excellent internal wiring that matches
well with 'most any cartridge and is easy to adjust.

Exclusive armboard option

Audio Advisor otters an optional metal armboard,
predrilled for your arm and custom-installed when
you buy the table The armboard couples the arm
rigidly to the suspension for clearer highs and
tighter bass The improvement is phenomenal
ES-1 with PT-5 arm $649.95 plus $14.95 shipping
in the US. Add $34.95 for metal armboard option.
ES-1 turntable alone, without arm, $419.95. Satisfaction guaranteed
Charge It! Amex /Discover /MC/ Visa

Best-sounding low price turntable?
Stereophile lists the ES-1 in 'Recommended Components', Vol it, No to. October 1988 "This is one lowcost turntable we can heartily recommend" England's Ht
Fi News called the ES-1 a"masterpiece" with a"wealth of
low-level detail" and "superb imaging" No other low price
turntable sounds this good!

1-800-669-4434

audio
isorinc
225 Oakes SW •Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-541-3868 •FAX 616-451-0709
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of this Ninth is wiser and less controlled than

as the Resurrection tells me about the life of the

with the NYPO. It relates the collapse of
organic existence to the collapse of the sym-

spirit, what of my life? My ego and emotions?

phonic form: when Bernstein stresses the
muted trumpet note which invokes the
entropic interlude for flute, horn, and celli, one
knows that something of stark and dread con-

Such feelings must be allowed to surface, even
to shout out, before they can be catharsized in
the musical stillness of the Ninth's closing
pages. Death here is not the resigned death of
the ascetic, nor the consolation of Boetheus;

much with the dissolving line and tonality here

but the existential reality of Robert Jordan lying
in aSpanish forest, struggling, even as his life

that one wishes that he would undergo a
change of heart and undertake the Tenth, a

bleeds away, to perform one last great act; or
the moment when Camus's condemned Stran-

work he has publicly rejected.

ger realizes his uniqueness within abenign

Bernstein's Rondo-Burlesque, taken out of
context, might seem unremittingly furious; but

universe.
One fact cries out from Bernstein's reading
of the Ninth, as from Mahler's biography: a

sequence is happening. Bernstein does so

in apposition to the Adagio, where MahlerBernstein is purged of rage, finally of all emotion, the approach is unquestionable. It is this
slow, static finale which Michael Kennedy
described as "lachrymose," but it is Bernstein's
slow pace and emotional intensity that prevents this finale from being overshadowed by
the counterpoised Andante. Kennedy's judgment also betrays misunderstanding of (what
Ithink is) Bernstein's thesis in this performance:

desperate love of life. Returning to the essay of
Lewis Thomas's, for whom listening to the
Ninth in our world on the edge of holocaust
has become too painful, causing him to wish
abjuration of human language: It is precisely
this tenacious clinging to life which sacrifices
life. Mahler's Ninth Symphony tells us that the
peace and fullness of death is not easy, and can

that while Das Lied tells me that earthly life will

only be achieved through anguished struggle.
There is no more eloquent argument for the

die only to live again, like the seasons, much

survival of human language, and of music.*

state-of-the-art
music definition
through a
pure class A
discrete IC
circuit topology
designed by
Nelson Pass.

2

model
preamplifier
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the perfect
companion
for the new
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to receive
complete
information
on these

form products
ore exclusively
distributed by

model la & 3 1" Ti
power
products
amplifiers.

write:

12919
Earhart Avenue
Auburn, California
95003
or call
(800) 888 8055.

hi
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Corporation
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$ave On Accessories!
/

For CD Players
AO 'Sims" CO Stabilizer Rings
15 Rings w/locator
19.95
25 Rings w/locator
29 95
50 Rings + free locator
49 95
100 Rings Special Price
89 95
Aa Sorbothane CD Feet
(4)19 95

f

For Turntables"

Automatic Tonearm Lifters:
AO Prolitt
39.95
Alphason Armlift
29.95
AR ES-1 table w/AO arm
639.95'
AR ES-1 Turntable only
399.95*
Precut Metal AR Armboards:
For MMT, AR, RB300
34.95
Cartridge Alignment Protractors
DB Protractor
24.50
Dennesen Soundtractor . 149.95
Electronic stylus cleaner
39.95
Grado Cartridges ZTE +1
19.95
PZTE +1 P-mount
21.50
Signature 8MZ, MCZ. TLZ, XTZ Call
8MZ replacement stylus
89.95
MCZ replacement stylus .. .134.95
Neadshells: Sumiko HS-12
29.95
/10-16 BEST AVAILABLE
39.95
Headshell Wires: AO, Sumiko .9.95
.,, SME litz BEST AVAILABLE
22.95

/

Audiophile Records &CD's:

.111,
•New Release
Chesky Records
RC-11, Reiner Sound (LP)
RC-10, Lt Kipe/Reiner (LP)
RC-8, Gershwin Rhapsody
RC-9, Spain Reiner &CSO
•
CR-6, Brahms/Reiner (LP)
•CR -7. Bizet.Tchaikovsky (LP)
•CD-16, Mozart, Haydn (CD)
*CD-17. Beethovene2d#5(CD)
Proprios: Cantate Domino
Jazz/Pawn/Shop LP 34.95 CD

13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
17.95
16.95

Mod Squad CD Damper Kit
23 50
CD polish &scratch remover 14.95
CD to Amp passive preamps:
DBP-2NC 5inputs
99 95
OED COP w/vol control
99 95
Interconnects: Aural.Cardas.Distech,
FMS.Lozewne,MIT.Monster.
VandenHui
Call

,
op In

Magnavox CD Players
CDB4F10 16 bit Player .....1».95 CDB482 Player w/remote ... 149.95"
C08582 Player w/remote ...189.95
CD8466 16 bit CD Changer .249.95"
VPI Magic Brick CD damper
34.95

Stylus Gauge: Shure gauge
14.95
Electronic stylus gauge
99 95
-- -I
Sumiko Products:
LAST Record Power Cleaner .. 11.95
FB -1 MC demagnetizer
149 95
S2 Preservative
14.95
PI8-1 Tonearm adapter cable 69 95
43 Record Cleaner
7.95
VIA-16 VTA for MMT arm
74 95
ert Stylus Cleaner
7.95
Tip Toes/Counter Feet for turntables
05 Stylast
16.95
C-3 For AR turntables
495
SP-100 Power Cleaner 16 oz. 79.95' • C-17/37 For VPI/Sota tables
895
SP-200 Preservative 16 oz 105.00" C-10/12 For Oracle/Alexandria 895
Patty Gritty "Flrst" Record Cleaner:
Tonearm Interconnects: DIN to RCA:
6oz
14 95 16 oz
24.95
AO Sapph Tonearm Cable 40 89.95
Record Brushes: AO or NG
9.95
Monster Genesis Lightspd
159 95
VPI Brush for 16 5or 17
19.95
VandenHul TSF TAC 15M
89 95
Record Clamps:
AO clamp 39 95
New Lead Balloon Stand
239 95 +
Sota clamp 89 95 VPI clamp 45 00
Turntable Belts: AR Belt
12 00
Record Cleaning Solutions:
Sota Belt
995 VPI Belt
19.95
Torumat TM-7X1-1
16 oz 14 95
Turntable Wall Shelves:
SuperCleaner16oz 12 95 32oz 16 95
Target TT-1
99 95* '
1gal 24 95 Super Size :2 5gal 49.95' • Target TT-1L For Large tables149 95* •
Record Mats AO Sorbothane
31 95
VPI Record Cleaning Machines
Call
Sota Mat 129 95 Sumiko-Acrylic84.95
VPI PLC Power Line Conditioner Call }

Reference Recordings: LP or CD
RR-12, Datos :
percussion
15.99
RR-14, Big Band Sound
15 99
RR-16. Walton -Facade..
15 99
RR-20, Serendipity
15 99
RR-21. Star of Wonder
15 99
RR-22, Copland: Appalacian 15.99
RR-23, Hellcon:Vivaldi/Bach 15 99
•RA-25, Nojima/Liszt
15 99
•RR-26, Redheads: Jazz
15 99
"RR-27, Fuller Plays Rameau 15 99
Sheffield: Kodo Drums CD
15 99
Moscow Sessions LP/CD (set)39 95

Accessory
of the month
Save $100 on aFluxbusterl
Makes MC's sound like new!
FB-1 now only $149.95 1

rï( Powerstrips

1 4-

°aboard Une Filters: •IL'
The Power Strip
6outlet, on/off switch
The Datagard Strip: 6outlet, 3stage filter
Deluxe Datagard: 6outlet. 7stage filter
Tripplite "ISOBAR" Une Filters:
'ISOBAR-4 4outlet, 2-stage filtering
ISOBAR-8 8outlet. 4-stage filtering
Tripplite line conditioner/stabilizers:
•Tripplite LC-1200: 4outlet, 2stage filtering,
-65db noise reduction, 1200 watt max
Tripplite LC-11RW: 6outlet. 3stage filtering,
\ -85db noise reduction, 1800 wan max
•These models available in 220 volt. 50/60hz

188

(Vibration Dampers
14.95
34.95
49.95
69.95
99.95

199.95' '
289.00•
add $10 00

AO Sorbothane Products:
AO Feet: Large
(4)34 95 Small
AO Sorbothane Sheet with adhesive backing
6" x6"
12 50 12" x6"
Monster Footers: NAVCOM vibration damper
CDF
CD Player damper
Tip Toes &Counterleet
C-3
3
4"with wood screw
Tip Toe without wood screw
1
1
/
2"
Tip Toe w/o wood screw
1
1
/
2"
Tip Toe with wood screw
C-10
For Oracle Delphi. Lead Balloon.
ARCICI Quad Stand. Vandersteen stands
VPI 0W-5db
"Magic Brick'•

(4)19 95
24 95
(4)74.95
4.95
450
6.50
8.95
8.95
34 95
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Order Toll Free 1-800-669-4434
Cables &Cable Accessories
Interconnect Cables: Aural, Cardas.
Distech, EMS, Livewire, MIT,
Monster, VandenHul
Call
RCA Connectors:
Mogami 7551 (7mm)
. 395
AO RCA 7mm/9mm/10 5mm 795
Tiffany 4/5 5/7/9mm
(pr)13 50
—Female RCA:
(pr)14 50
—Female DIN
18 95
WBT 0101 9mm RCA
(pr)36 95
WBT 0200 female RCA
(pr)36 95

Speaker Cables: As-One, Cardas.
Distech, Livewire, MIT, Monster,
Tara Labs Space &Time
Call
Spade Lugs: Monster
75
Distech '' The Lug"
595
GIANT 6ga (4)6 95 2ga (4)13 95
Bananas: King Size (8ga)
995
Monster 0-terminators
(pr)24 95
WBT 061)0 expand banana (pr)49.95
Tiffany Binding Posts
(4)29 95
Esoteric Audio binding Posts (2)29 95

Chicago Speaker Stand:—steel stands with cone points
BB-02 8
49 95
RJ-10 10"
81 95
Chicago Hercules Stand:
12"
129 95
15"
134 95'
20"
134 95' 25"
139 95'
ARCICI Rigid Riser Stand—adiusts 20-36" .
119 95'
ARCICI Quad ESL-63 Stand
169 95'
ARCICI For original Quad ESL
169 95'
Sound Anchors for Vandersteen IIC
219 95'
SA for TC-50. Panorama. 801m
Call
Target Stands: HJ20/2T 20"
189.95'
HJ24/2T 20" black or white
209 95'
Target BT-1 swiveling wall bracket
24 95

Last longer &sound better than original tubes
Complete sets
ARC SP3/8
89 95 CP SA 12
54 95
ARC SP6
64 95 CP SA 20
99 95
ARC 99
69 95 Ora PAST
49 95
ARC SP11
64 95 NYAL. Stern
49 95
ARC Amps
Call Minuet & A"
49 95
Audible M2
59 95 Moscode 600
159 95
CJ P55/Pill
99 95 Moscode 300/150
79 95
CJ Amps
Call Quicksilver Monos
149 95
CP SA3/7
49 95 12 AX7's or WAS Rep
995
CP Sa -s
159 95
Standald
16 95
WEE amps &
Premium
42 W
preamps
Car
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59 95
14 95
22 95
49 95

99 95"
139 95'
99 95"

69
139
199
209
245
259

95"
95"
95'
95'
00'
95'

Misc. Accessories

RAM Tubes

Charge It!

999
49 95
29 95

WBT 0840 500g roll. 15mm
Tweek: contact conditioner
Video Cables:
VandenHul 1m
18 95 2m
Monster 1m
19 95 20/1

Turntable Wall Shelves:
Target TT-1
Target TT-IL for large tables
OED WF-1 for CD players
Paulson Isolation Platforms
Target Equipment Stands/Racks:
AIB
3" amp isolation base
TT2
20" stand with 2shelves
113
33" stand with 3shelves
TT3RR 33" with 2record shelves
PS3
33" large size stand
TT5T 4o- stand with 5shelves
-•.www uus Orowlie Sadv•em«bbek.0

Foreign sales welionie

Shipping Charges (UPS, insured, 48 States)
Accessories One Item
395 Extra Items
'Turntables/Stands
12 95 "'Electronics
UPS Air to Western Europe. Far East, Arm NZ
most items under $50 and less than 5days
Business hours M-F 9-7 EST. Sat 10-3.
Prices subject to change Add 3% tor Amex.

Call
15 95

miffl>
#
Equipment Racks:

(-Speaker stands

Gold Aero Premium Tubes
Sorbothane Tube damper rings
Hi-temp Tube damper rings

Distech PowerBridge Cables
Cramoline contact cleaner
Silver Solder:
Wonder Solder 15oz
1lb
WBT 0820 250g roll. 8mm

Call
250
bo
j

125
895

ASC Tube Trap acoustic room dampers Call
Dust cover polish 8scratch remover
14 95
FM antennas: Terk 'Pr' antenna
74 95
AudioPrism 7500
Call
Littite' gooseneck turntable light
45 00
Santry Juniors: 2.x2'x2" sheets
Colors charcoal, beige, brown or blue
Regular Sonex &special Sonex products
Speaker cable switching boxes:
Niles SPS-1 4pr whmpedence matching
Niles HDS-4 4pr for heavy duty cables
QED UHSS2 2pr w/headphone ¡ack
Stan earspeaker systems
Tape deck switching selectors:
dbx 200 tape routing selector
OED TSU2P 2tape decks
Tape head demagnetizer
VPI 16 5/17 pick up cleaning tubes
The VLT Book

,

- --(4)49 95
Call
74 95
139 95
79 95
Call
99.95
79 95
14 95
19 95
10 00
,/

1-800-669-4434
00

audio
isor,inc

225 OAKES SW •GRANO RAMOS, All 49503
FAX 616-451-0709

Service 616 451 3868

ST)

Try it for 10 days at no risk!

Now everyone can have
arecord cleaning machine!
Audio Advisor's new "Record Doctor"TM
is the lowest-price
vacuum record cleaning machine.
Only $169.95!
Fiber-covered lips allow
vacuum to clean adry
path across the record. —

Rotating platform makes
no contact with record
— grooves

Rugged, vinyl-clad wood
cabinet.

Compact — only 12 1
2 "
/
wide x7" deep x8"
high

Not sold in stores
Have we got the prescription for you — the cure
for dirty records! It's the new "Record Doctor"
cleaning vacuum machine, made exclusively for
Audio Advisor. Because we have no retail-store
markup, you clean up! Price is only $169.95. Other
record cleaning machines sell for $300 and more.

Fast! Easy!
Simply splash afew drops of fluid from the easydrip bottle. Then use the applicator brush to spread
the fluid as you rotate the record by hand. Turn
on the vacuum and rotate some more. Done!

"This machine really sucks!"

That's what a customer said. Record Doctor's
powerful vacuum sucks up fluid and debris from
the record grooves and leaves the record dry.
Debris is gone
sucked up, NOT picked up from
one part of the record and left on another! Record
Doctor safely removes dirt, dust, grease, fingerprints, and other grunge too gross to mention.

Sonic splendor!
Serious audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum-clean their
records — less surface noise, fewer ticks and pops.

Order Toll-Free:
1-800-669-4434
1
1/0

The sound is clearer, CLEANER
the music more
natural. Even the bass sounds tighter!
Records LAST LONGER because your stylus isn't
pushing particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves.
You protect irreplaceable, priceless LP's!

No trills!
Remember .
the point of a record cleaning
machine is to VACUUM-CLEAN your records. Other
features are frills. You don't need asecond motor
to turn the record. Rotate it yourself and save!
You get the complete package — vacuum machine,
high-quality applicator brush, and cleaning fluid —
all for only $169.95 plus $8.95 shipping &handling.
220 volt 50/60 Hz model $189.95 plus shipping.
Use Record Doctor and listen to clean records for
10 days. If you are not ecstatic, return the little
sucker and we'll refund your money.

Charge It!

CZ 00 —

(DUG 10
o._
o ocivisor,
inc
225 OAKES SW •GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
FAX 616-451-0709

Service 616-451-3868
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•Ich bin de r
r•
inett
De•

Chrome

—

"MUMBURR'

Part Three of
Richard Lehnert's
Exhaustive Study of
Frank Zappa on Record

D

id you know that once upon atime,
way back along time ago, before the
Big Bang, there was this portly maroon

A
Co

1

sofa? That an infinite (well, from Belfast to Bognor Regis, anyway) expanse of oak flooring
came next, followed by achrome.dinette set?
That the Big G, whenever He gets down to
some serious creating, speaks German? My, but
there's alot to learn.
But so it is taught in the Gospel According
to Frank Zappa which begins Vol.' of }bu Can't
Do That On Stage Anymore (YCDMSA). This
long-awaited series of six live double-CD sets,
all of which should be available by the end of
1989, is unprecedented in the history of releases by living rock, pop, or jazz artists; Keith
Jarrett's 10-LP Sun Bear Concerts pales by
comparison. Self-indulgent? So far, an emphatic "No." As aregular attendee at Zappa
fetes, I've always been astounded at the overabundance of near-genius material presented,
and invariably disappointed at how little of that
music ever made it onto records (even with
Zappa releasing twice as many discs as any
Stereophile, January 1989

You Can't Do Thai' OnStageAnymore,
' Ryko
RCD 10081. 10082 (2 CDs only). ADD, DDD. Tr:
137:39
You Can't Do That On Stage Anymoru Vo1.2: The
: Helsinki Concert
'Ryko RCD 10083, 10084 (2 CDs). ADD. Tr: 116:58
Barking Pumpkin DI 74217 (3 LPs). ADA. TT: 106:06
You Can't Do That On Stage Anymoru Sampler
Barking Pumpkin DI 74213 (2 LPs only). ADA. DDA. TT:
81:40
Guitar
Ryko RCD 10079, 10080 (2 CDs). ADD, DDD. TT: 132:20
Barking Pumpkin DI 74212 (2 LPs). AIM, DIM. TE 80:58
Does Humor Belong In Music?
EM1CDP 746188 2(impon CD only). DDD. Ti' 60:46
Broadway the Hard Way
Barking Pumpkin DI 74218 (LP only). DDA. Ti',
411 abutee:Bob Stone. eng; Frank Zappa,

39:23
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THE

Flip Side
THE NEWS-

LETTER OF AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS

LINN ISOBARIK NEWS
As we go to press, Linn Products has just unveiled the latest genesis of their
Isobarik Loudspeakers, the DMS (Domestic Monitor Speaker) and the SARA
(Small Acoustic Reproduction Apparatus).
Like the Linn Sondek Turntable, the Linn lsobariks have gone through a
continual series of refinements since their inception some fifteen years ago. These
speakers have long set standards for both their musical performance and their
uncanny ability to provide extended, low distortion bass from a moderate size
enclosure.
Now, through the application of the same computer simulation
techniques used in the development of Linn's new Nexus and Helix loudspeakers,
the performance of these speakers has been advanced by an order of magnitude!
The new computer-generated crossovers take into account the measured, realworld characteristics of the drive units. Rather than being treated as theoretically
perfect drivers, the drive units actually become apart of the crossover. The result
is unusually accurate frequency and phase response.
The DMS Crossover is a 24dB per octave Linkwitz-Riley configuration, and
is mounted externally. This arrangement removes the crossover from the constantly
changing pressures inside the enclosure, reducing microphonic distortions. The
heavy-duty, double sided board now fills the entire bottom of the speaker stand
(and increases the weight of the stand to 35 pounds!!). The larger board, besides
providing room for the more sophisticated circuit, allows greater spacing between
parts, reducing inductive coupling.
This new crossover provides for conventional single-wire operation, tri-wiring
(a technique that reduces intennodulation between the various frequency bands, and
results in a substantial audible improvement), passive bi-amping, and passive triamping. As an added bonus, since it is externally mounted, the crossover can be
traded in on Linn's Alctiv Electronic Crossover, minimizing the cost of eventually
stepping up to Linn's top-of-the-line active tri-amp system.
Introduced at the same time as the crossover, aset of stand damping panels
eliminate standing wave problems associated with the cavity under the cabinet,
prevent any ringing in the steel DMS stand, and form an enclosure for the external
crossover.
The new SARA also employs a Linkwitz-Riley configured crossover and
features full phase and time compensation. While this crossover has been used in
the SARA for the past year, the current upgrades add facilities for bi-wire and
passive bi-amp operation.
These enhancements to the DMS and SARA not only provide significant
improvements in performance, but considerably increase the flexibility of the
loudspeakers. It is now possible to painlessly upgrade to amulti-amp configuration
as your budget allows.
For additional information on these and other Linn products, and the name of the dealer nearest you,
contact:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 849-7103
Aldburn Electronics, 127 Portland Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5V 2N4
(416) 863-0915
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other rock musician). That imbalance seems

ical polemics. Take yer choice. For the hard-

finally to be righted by the Zappalanche of CDs

Core: Irest

and LPs under review here.
The fact is that Zappa's bands simply play
better than any eight other rock/fusion bands

back catalog here.

you could name, afact that is finally becoming
more widely known. The problem FZ's unclassifiable music has always faced is that, rockbased as it is, the vast majority of its bread-andbutter audience of rock fans, dedicated as they
are, know no musical languages outside of
rock, finding most of the rest of what he's
doing sailing high over their heads. Ican't tell
you how many times, in conversation with
gleeful Zappa fans, I've discovered that what
Ihear as his most rigorous, strictly organized,
through-composed work is heard by most of
his own fans as chaotic, freak-out, free blowing. As FZ himself said in disgust, and in par-

my case, you've got 'em already. Just
keep in mind that everything reviewed in this
month's survey is new material: no reissues of
In the YCD7DSA series, as FZ takes some
pains to point out in the liner notes, there are
no overdubs (he's notorious for 'em), all material is previously unreleased, and the entire collection is determinedly not chronological. For
example: Disc 1begins with "Once Upon A
Time" and "Sofa #2" from 1971, segues into a
1982 "The Mammy Anthem," then takes ababy
step back to a 1980 early digital (PCM 1600
direct-to-two-track) "You Didn't Try To Call
Me." Then, after arundown of the band's diseases ca 1979 (24-track analog), it's way back
to the 1969 Mothers via 71
2 ips 2-track analog.
/
This goes on for 21
2 hours. It's ahell of alot
/

tial explanation of the breakup of the original
Mothers of Invention in 1969, "These kids

more enjoyable to listen to in that order than

wouldn't recognize real music if it came up and

you—we'll take it year by year.

bit 'em on the ass."
As far as critical commentary goes, look: No

Those original Mothers are represented by
four tracks: amedley of "Let's Make the Water

one who isn't apretty serious Zappaphile already is going to take achance, on my say-so

'him Black," "Harry You're a Beast," and

or no, on dropping $34 on one of these three

tic People," "Sweet Leilani," and "Oh No."
"Leilani" sums up much of what was so attractive about this group of mostly musical illiter-

sets, or $20 on the import-only Humor CD.
And if Iwasn't getting these gratis, I'd have to
do some serious budgeting to be able to afford
everything Zappa's released and re-released
just this year alone. Zappa releases more records in ayear than many listeners buy. Suffice
it to say that all of this music is played by rock
bands that are probably better players, together
and separately, than anyone else in the studio

to write about; I've unscrambled Vol.1 for

"Orange County Lumber Truck," plus "Plas-

ates—it's the sort of junk Hawaiian love-song
in the deliberately sleazy style that only this
group seemed able to pull off. It's often been
said that you have to be an excellent musician
to play with this kind of inspired awfulness, but
sometimes it helps to actually be that bad. I've

or on the road; regardless of what you think of
Zappa's music—not to mention his lyrics—

gotta say that I've never heard lounge-lizard
tenor sax played better than by Bunk Gardner.
The rest is of primarily archival value, although

you can be assured of hearing some of the best,
most exhilarating playing ever. Just ageneral
note in advance, then: The two YCD7OSA

"Oh No" 's out-chorus of horn noodling is
interesting.
The '71 'Riffles band—so-called because

volumes are important, necmsary additions for
anyone who's bought more than one FZ album

three of its members were from that now legendary group—contributes another four tracks,

in the last 15 years; others might try the sampler, which excerpts from the entire series.

only one of them a"song"per se, but including
an almost entirely different variation on Live

Guitar is for more rarefied tastes, primarily gui-

at the Fillmore's "What Kind of Girl Do You

tar players; it lacks some of the variety of its

Think We Are?", here called "The Groupie Rou-

predecessor, Shut Up 'n '
Play Yer Guitar, so
be cautious; again, there's an LP sampler for less

tine." This X-rated dialogue is the sort of thing

than half the price. Humor and Broadway are
souvenirs of the '84 and '88 tours, respectively;

FZ feels you can't do on stage anymore. Tasteless? You bet. And so much fun! Another age
might have called this a"party record." (Re-

attendees will know what to expect. All others:
Humor emphasizes instrumental music, Broad-

member the Hot Nuts?) Oh, yes—this band
performs the FZ rewrite of Genesis that began

way is composed entirely of entertaining polit-

this article.
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The 731'74 band (one of his best; see MIMOSA
II, below) sings the previously unreleased

more recent bands might play abit better,
but there's more of ahired-hand feel, more

"Babbette" (a '50s love-ballad to apoodle), and
"Ruthie-Ruthie," yet another retread of "Louie
Louie," which FZ has managed to reference on

anonymous virtuosity. Their predecessors
were bands.) The sound lacks something in

virtually every one of his 60-odd records. But

forward texture that Iassociate with their gusto
in attacking and humanizing Zappa's often clinical arrangements.
After apreview (five years in advance) of "A

there's more substantial music as well: the bigband chart of "Big Swifty" gets abrisk, sped-

clarity, but has awarm, round, healthy, straight-

through rearrangement; thick, dense music,
meatily played. The '77 band, which included

Token of My Extreme" from Joe's Garage, here

Adrian Belew, Patrick O'Hearn, and Terry Bozzio, takes "The Torture Never Stops" out for a

called "lbsh
'Dish," we come to "Stinkfoot," with some of Zappa's best slash-and-

15-minute spin (primarily aguitar vehicle), and
the '79 Sheik Yerbouti band's 20-minute "Don't
Eat the Yellow Snow" extravaganza is abreakneck reading of the Apostrophe suite, with lots
of audience participation (including adrunken
poetry reading, accompanied by the band, by
one Angus O'Patrick O'Reilly McGinty), FZ's

burn guitar. The "Inca Roads" guitar solo is
nearly identical to that of the studio version on
One Size Fits All, and might well be the same
one; anote on OSFA tells us that that solo was
recorded in Finland. There immediately follows what I'd hoped would be atreat—"RDNZL,"

algebraic riffs piled thick and fast, fast, fast, and

as close as we'll get for awhile to the great Studio Tan version until that's re-released on

an entirely new closing section reminiscent of

Lather next year. Or the next. Half of this one

the choral recitatives of 200 Motels.
The '80 band delivers amock-heroic "You
Didn't Try To Call Me," and the '81 lineup plays
asuite from one of FZ's less listenable albums,

is guitar solo, there are some incomprehensible
lyrics, and George Duke's—probably the single
best player ever to grace aZappa band—crazed
piano solo.

Ibu Are What Ibu Is. "Dumb All Ovee "Heavenly

The next 21 minutes replicate side 2, and

Bank Account," and "Suicide Chump," all
attacks on the retrograde religious right, are far

then some, of Roxy & Elsewhere, but at speeds
almost double those of Rosy—and those were

superior here to their horribly overproduced
studio cousins. Zappa stops the action to sten-

hardly slow. Schizoid tempo changes and
Brock's frenzied sax breaks pervade "Village

torianly intone "Tax the churches! Tax the bus-

of the Sun," "Echidna's Arf (Of You)," "Pygmy

inesses owned by the churches!" Amen. There's
also agreat Michael Brecker-style sax solo by

Twylyte," and "Don't You Ever Wash That
Thing?" FZ solos with riveting dramatics on

Bobby Martin on "Suicide."

the last, against nightmarishly difficult percus-

Most of the rest of the selections, from the

sion and bass parts. "iWylyte," taken at half

'82 and '84 tours, add less to their originals,
with the exception of "The Deathless Horsie,"

speed, has one of the most lyrical, unironically
guitar-slinger FZ solos on record, owing much,

one of the most densely musical guitar solos

alternately, to Hendrix and Clapton. "Room
Service," athrown-together road song obvi-

FZ has ever written or performed. This is a
more thickly textured version than the one
'n' Play Yer Guitar. (Axe.

ously never intended for album release but
included here as part of the document, has Sly

men: other substantial FZ guitar solos are found
on "Big Swifty," "Zomby Woof,"and "Torture";

Stone polyrhythms and throwaway lyrics; it's
followed by astraightforward "Idiot Bastard

"'MI Me You Love Me" has some screaming fills.)
YCD7OSA VoL 2is acomplete two-hour concert from Helsinki, Finland, in 1974, with Na-

Son" and abreathless-sounding "Cheepnis,"
much inferior to the Roxy version.
The highlight of disc 2 is the 24-minute

poleon Murphy Brock on vocals and sax,
George Duke on keyboards, Ruth Underwood
on percussion, Tom Fowler on bass, and Ches-

in achamber-orchestra arrangement, performed
by Pierre Boulez and his Ensemble InterCon-

ter Thompson (who later went on to Weather
Report) on drums. This and the 'Riffles band

temporain on The Perfect Stranger. This morethan-twice-as-long version has more astound-

found on Shut

up

"Dupree's Paradise," which we've heard before

get my votes for Most Enjoyable of all the

ing Duke keyboard work, Brock's taut flute

Zappa bands, probably because they most

solo, and, those rarities of rarities on Zappa

obviously had the best time on stage. (FZ's

albums, bass and drum solos. The 16-track
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sound is particularly good in these passages,

guitar's Eand A strings, sometimes devoting

"live" in all the best ways, the band well placed
in the soundstage (kickdrum is right in your lap,

entire solos to those low, gutty tones. Listen to

though). There's aquiet drum/percussion duet,

Night of the Living PAC melody. Throughout,

Thompson and Underwood trading off, with
tympani played as you've likely not heard them

mentation rather than "clean" lines, consis-

played before. This gamelan goes on for agood

tently seeking out the most difficult ways to get

"Republicans" for this, abizarre, minor-modal,
FZ displays his obsession for tortuous orna-

10 minutes of some of the more intelligent

from chord to chord, implying as many other

high-energy rock drum improvisation I've

keys as possible on the way.

heard. Listen, too, to Thompson filling furi-

There's pseudo-reggae ("Chalk Pie," "That's

ously on the traditional Finnish tango "Satumaa."

Not Really Reggae," "Hotel Atlanta Incidentals,"

There follow some brief excerpts from Uncle
Meat in essentially unchanged arrangements,

"Orin Hatch on Skies," "Too Ugly for Show
Business," "Things That Look Like Meat" —

and "Montana (Whipping Floss)," so subtitled

love those titles); hard-swinging blues-rock

because aFinn had called out arequest for the

("Jim & Tammy's Upper Room," the memorial

Allman Brothers' "Whipping Post," of which
FZ had, at that point, never heard. (It's since
become astandard Zappa encore; see humor,
below.) However, his ignorance of the tune
hardly prevented him from rewriting "Montana,"

"For Duane" in Allman Bros. mode); melodies
of sheer angular beauty ("Were We Ever Really
Safe in San Antonio?"); Santana send-ups
("That 01' G Minor Thing Again"); back-alley
minor-key gonzo surrealism ("That's Not

on the spot, to include as many references as pas-

Really A Shuffle"); sheer muscular power guitar

sible to awhipping post and its paraphernalia.

("Winos Do Not March," "Swans? What Swans");

In aphrase, this is solid music throughout;

torrid sensuality ("Sexual Harassment in the

the CDs of both Vols.1 and 2are better—fuller,

Workplace"); and "Sunrise Redeemer" 's middle-eastern-vocal stylings.

deeper, more "live" —than the few cuts from
each excerpted on the Sampler. Icouldn't get
hold of acopy of the (slightly abridged) 3-LP

The medleys, too, are striking: "In-A -Gadda Stravinsky" melds the Iron Butterfly chestnut,

boxed set of Vol.2 by press time, but Iimagine

the opening bassoon solo of Le Satre du Prin-

its sound is identical to that of the Sampler.

temps, and "Taps"; and the combination of "It

Guitar, recorded between 1979 and 1984,
half-digital, half-analog, all live, all guitar solos,
has hardly the variety of Shut Up 'n' Play Yer
Guitar, recorded over twice the number of
years and with afar greater variety of styles and
sidemen. We find here, for the most part, FZ
in his heavy-metal guitar maven pose in terms

Ain't Necessarily So" with the "St. James Infirmary Blues" is deeply felt, not always the case
with the cerebral Zappa.
Most of the pertinent accompaniment is provided by the rhythm section of Scott Thunes
(bass) and Chad Wackermann (drums), who listen well and fill with solid creativity. Wackermann, in particular, impresses in the Chester

of tone and volume; in that, Guitar is harder
to listen to. As far as musical content is con-

Thompson/Terry Bozzio tradition of endlessly

cerned, of course, Zappa plays in realm of musical sophistication that heavy -metalers can

melodic rock drumming that owes very little
to jazz. Try "When No One Was No One" for

barely dream of, and would likely call night-

Wackermann's chops, with expert ornamen-

mares if they did.

tation from percussionist Ed Mann. And Thu-

There's nothing here like Shut Up's serene

nes's bass work on "GOA" turns astandard FZ

"Stucco Homes" or the eerie "Canard du Jour,"

solo into an ominously looming dirge. Key-

but there are afew reflective moments, like "Do

boardists Bobby Martin and Alan Zavod lean

Not Pass Go." We can also hear the original gui-

toward celesta/xylophonic filigree throughout.

tar solo for "Outside Now" fromfoe's Garage,

But not all of these concert edits cry out for

recorded in '79 and the oldest track here. The

release Enough of them are similar enough that

4-track analog of this cut is boxy and rolled.
off in the highs, but truth to tell it's alot more

only hard-core fans need apply. But then,

listenable than the rest of the album, with FZ's
by-now trademark, overemphasized high end
and attenuated bass.
Zappa seems unique in his exploration of the
Stereophile, January 1989

Charlie Parker's alternate Savoy and Dial takes
are similarly "similar" to one another—and
what Birdhead would want them reconsigned
to the vaults? For serious guitar students only,
then; most others should check out Shut Up
197
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'n' Play Yer Guitar, or the much-abbreviated
LP Guitar sampler (which includes most of the
tunes I've mentioned).
Does Humor Belong In Music? is spliced
together from nine different 1984 tour dates.
The notes for "Let's Move to Cleveland" are
typical: "intro from Los Angeles, piano solo
from St. Petersburg, drum solo from Vancou-

it's barely recognizable as drumming.
Actually, the drums take more of aback seat
than is usual in aZappa release. Perhaps this is
because the bass, in general, seems pretty lightweight in this extremely dry, tight, harsh recording. And—oh, yes—recommended. Hard to
find, though; Igot mine through Maximum
Compact, (800) 234-4268.

ver, guitar from Amherst College, out chorus

Broadway the Hard Way, an LP's worth of

from Los Angeles." Abrupt tempo and key

political ditties released aweek before Election
Day, is Zappa's 1988 contribution to the demo-

changes abound, but no more than is usual for
an unspliced Zappa tune FZ long ago established
rigorously consistent mike placements to facili-

cratic process. Heavy on social comment, light
on musical substance, these excerpts from the

tate such cutting and pasting. Still, no overdubs.
"Hot-Plate Heaven at the Green Hotel"

occasional, topical pieces that won't sound

attacks Republicans and Democrats alike for
massive unemployment and the problems of
the homeless, while "Trouble Every Day" and
"Penguin in Bondage" are little changed from
their Roxy versions. "Tinsel-Town Rebellion,"
full of quotes from the last three decades of TV

1988 tour (still in progress as Iwrite this) are
near as fresh in a few years, but are clever
enough for now.
Side 2is devoted to a"Republican Medley"
which takes on aDemocrat or two as well.
"Didde's Such An Asshole:' a1973 tune resurrected
from Watergate days, laments the missing Watergate Tapes (remember that 18-Minute Gap?

and pop music, is ahilarious improvement on
the already good version from the album of the
same name, and "Zoot Allures," too, is far more

Ah, the easy villains of yesteryear) and the gummint's creeping invasions of privacy that con-

listenable here than on its own eponymous LP
This seven-piece band also vastly improves

even pass as poetry ("They got lies so big they

upon the rather lean Synclavier original of
"What's New in Baltimore?," from the Mothers
of Prevention album, and "Whippin' Post" fea-

tinue to this day. "When the Lie's So Big" can
don't make anoise") if you don't listen too hard,
and equates, by implication, Republicans with
Nazis—hardly anovel conceit. "Rhymin' Man"

tures Dweezil Zappa playing adecidedly teenage, Ted Nugent-style guitar solo with his dad

Jesse Jackson's preference for impassioned agit-

over yer basic "Mannish Boy" riff, with aperfectly straight, impassioned, convincingly

prop doggerel over positions reasoned from
principle. "Promiscuous" takes on, Rap-wise,

sincere—and virtuosic—vocal by Ray White.
"Cock-Sucker's Ball" covers an uncredited

Surgeon-General Koop for his recommendations against anal sex and fellatio. Come on,

Clovers acapella bootleg, according to the

Frank—how about commending the guy for
his willingness to seriously, publicly discuss

notes. It's aGay '90s (so to speak) delight, bracingly hard-core, medleyed to an abbreviated
"WPLJ" in similar style. Seldom remarked on
about Zappa's various bands is the fact that,
with all their awesome technical chops, the
players are invariably good enough singers to
comprise aManhattan Transfer-style band.

is adelicious lambasting, Johnny Cash style, of

AIDS issues at all?And "The Untouchables,"
sprinkled liberally with the theme from the TV
series, has Ike Willis tight -lippedly telling all
our beloved Irangate principals and other
assorted political crooks that "you're meat,
you're dead, you're history, baloney without

That's proved in these two short pieces. The

the mayo." But FZ's most important statement

instrumental centerpiece, however, is "Let's
Move to Cleveland," actually yet another per-

is his exhortation, at the end of the previous
side, to "Get your buns out there and register

version of the classic "Peaches En Regalia"

to vote" at the League of Women Voters registration booths set up in the lobby.

from Hot Rats, the melody here totally
inverted, with quotes from Peer Gynt. Alan
Zavod's extended electric piano solo is in the
inspired George Duke vein, and very welcome—it's seldom that FZ has featured keyboards at length in his bands—and Chad Wackermann's drum solo is so heavily MIDI'd that
Stereophile, January 1989

But how did this album begin? By attacking
Elvisolatry, which has grown to epidemic proportions of late (a midwestern radio station
recently announced its new "All Elvis, All The
Time!" format). "Elvis Has Just Left the Building" is savage, tasteless, thoroughly nasty, and
199
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absolutely enjoyable: "So what if he looks like

prehension, he prefers to address the victims

awarthog in heat? He knows we all love him—

of social injustice directly, demanding that they

we'll just watch him eat." Ibet Albert Goldman
plays this one all the time. Just anote about

change their lives. He drives ahard compassion.
The most fun of all is the nine-minute "Jesus

tastelessness: any satire or parody worth the

Thinks You're AJerk," another potshot at every-

name must, by definition, exceed the bound-

body's easiest of targets, Jim and Tammy Bak-

aries of "good taste." Its function is to disturb,
hopefully in ways that inspire the hearer to alter

ker. Complete with musical quotations from

the status quo.

The 7Wilight Zone, "Rock of Ages," and "The
Old Rugged Cross," and set to abasic melody

"Planet of the Baritone Women" and "Any

reminiscent of a children's Sunday-School

Kind of Pain" attack two poles of women's cur-

song, it starts out like this: "There's an ugly little

rent status. Part 1of this "American Woman-

weasel 'bout three-foot nine, face puffed up

hood" update, 20 years later, is, unfortunately,

from cryin"n lyin"cause her sweet little

virtually incoherent in its spluttering apoplexy

hubby's suckin' prong part time (in the name
of The Lord)." Then it gets nasty.

over what FZ, rightly or not, considers the
irony of women finally entering the business

The 12-man band is flawless, and all this

world only to adopt the worst attributes of

vitriol is recorded with the best digital sound

men. Part 2 musically replicates a late-'70s

yet from Zappa, warm and clear and direct,

Motown love anthem as it lyrically demolishes

impeccably mixed. So far, Broadway is on LP

contemporary female sex-objects who con-

only; amuch-expanded 2-CD version will be
available sometime later this year.

tinue to live vicariously through men, Vogue,
and Cosmo. The first line is the wisest: "You are
the girl somebody invented in agrim little office
on Madison Ave." Born to shop, indeed; Zappa
seldom evinces sympathy for the victims. While
he displays ample, if clinical, sociological corn-

What aglut! Ithink Ibetter stop now. Next
time: The Old Masters.
Parts 1and 2of this Zappology magnum opus appeared in
StereophaeM,1.10 No.8 and Vol.11 No .S. Back issues air avail.
able; see the advertisement in this issue.
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true sound and honest value. And agenuine dedication
to the listener's needs.
Now, as we reflect on our success, we salute you, the
customer, for listening. For hearing a difference. For
recognizing quality and excellence, and demanding no
less. And for creating aplace where beautiful music is
heard, honest value appreciated.

SOUNDBYSINGER, LTD.

165 EAST 33RD ST. NEW YORK NY 10016 (212) 683-0925
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Truly the Finest!
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•

It's time to give yourself amarvelous musical gift. You've already given
holiday presents to everyone else you love, now it's your turn.
The Threshold SA/1 STASIS Power Amplifiers, and the Threshold PET
ten Modular Preamplifier System (the PET ten/hi, and the PET ten/pc) are
among the most enjoyable musical/technological wonders any audiophile
could ever hope to receive. Your music pleasure will be enhanced much more than you can even begin to imagine. When
you finally possess these Threshold masterpieces of the audio
art, you truly have arrived!
Shelley's offers the best state-of-the-art-for-your-dollar value.111
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Classical
C.P.E. BACH: St. Mark Passion
ICristina Laid. soprano: Ursula Kunz, alto; Peter Schreier,
tenor: Andreas Schmidt, bass; Constanze Backes, soprano; I)ietmar Keitz, bass; Christopher Wagner, bass;
Gachinger Kantorie, Bach Collegium, Stuttgart: Helmut Billing
CBS :412K 42511 (2 CDs only). Richard Hauck, mg.; Teije
van Gest, prod. DDD. TT: 122:15

Here is alive performance that comprised this
work's premiere. It took place in 1986, one year
after the score was discovered among maps and
military writings in the basement of the Koln
University Library. As the informative notes
accompanying the release point out: "It is
known that [C.P.E. Bach] composed 21 passions based on different gospels. All ...were
lost during the Second World War." Thus, this
discovery proves especially important, if only
for historical reasons.
We have here alarge-scaled work, which,
with its many recitatives, chorales, choruses,
and arias echoes the St. Matthew Passion of
C.P.E.'s illustrious father. But such similarities
ultimately prove superficial, the style of this
later piece being more homophonic, narrower
in its harmonic range and, consequently, in
emotional intensity, and generally more suggestive of amusical language that anticipates
the cooler Classicism of the later 18th century.
But it lacks the rich expressivity and dramatic
heat that Haydn and Mozart were to generate.
Indeed, it is drama that, more than anything
else, seems wanting here. Take, for instance, the
Stereophile, January 1989

chorus's sudden exclamation, "Crucify Him!":
none of the grim magnitude implicit in such an
imperative is suggested in C.P.E.'s relatively
refined music. And here, perhaps, is mirrored
the prime shortcoming of the entire work: as
the drama of the text unfolds, the music fails,
in effect, to keep pace with it, remaining throughout on one relatively pleasant emotional level.
And however one views this story, "pleasant"
does not seem an apt interpretation.
Having said this, Ishould add that the music,
qua music, boasts lovely touches in melody
and, despite arelatively small instrumental ensemble, imaginative use of orchestral colors in
the accompaniments of many arias.
Furthermore, hearing the work permits afascinating walk into history, revealing alink between the markedly different styles of, on the
one hand, JS. Bach and, on the other, Haydn
and Mozart. Interesting, too, is to think of how
Haydn, say, could take what was in bis time an
already old-fashioned genre (the oratorio) and
compose two masterpieces— The Seasons and
The Creation—in which he made an old tradition new. In contrast, the less-gifted Carl
Philippe, for all of his obvious familiarity with
his father's music, simply lacked the imagination to build significantly upon the past when
trying to revive it.
Helmut Killing's seems adistinguished interpretation. (If my choice of verb suggests equivocation, it is simply because Ihad neither score
nor another recording to use for reference.)
The singers throughout are excellent, partic205
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sidered range of speeds, dynamics, bowing
ularly Peter Schreier, and Killing moves things
styles, and phrase lengths. In the almost neutral
along with clarity and dispatch, avoiding even
ambience of the venue, details are presented
ahint of sentimentality. This is especially true
with the utmost clarity. The Hanover Band, by
of the pacing in recitatives, where the conduccontrast, has the massive reverberance of a
tor obviously recognizes their prime function
famous English church venue to contend with,
is not to stop the action but, rather, to keep it
and what Beethoven's textures stand to gain by
going. Technically, too, the recording is admirathe group's leaner orchestral numbers and
ble: close but not claustrophobic in perspective, it suggests an intimacy and preserves a meeker instruments, they have lost in the fug
of the recordings.
transparency that are requisite traits in such
And then there are the performances themmusic All timbres are natural throughout, with
selves. Perhaps if the Hanover Band's discs had
no trace of harshness.
heralded the authenticist movement, Iwould
This release will probably not have wide aphave been more excited by them. As it is, they
peal, which is all the more reason why CBS
seem strangely colorless beside Norrington's
deserves praise for bringing it out. Beyond
interpretations; they lack that incisiveness and
question, it belongs on the shelves of every uniprecision, instruments tend to struggle and
versity music department and public library.
falter just at the places where the London ClasIf it remains awork that one is unlikely to resical Players are so strong (le, in faster passage
mm to often, it nonetheless deepens our underwork). The "Eroica," and the Coriolan Overstanding of musical history. For that alone, it
ture are dramatic enough, but Iwanted them
has great value.
—Mortimer H. Frank
to be revelatory; they simply are not. Norrington's "Pastoral," on the hand, is breathtakingly
fresh, "a voyage of aural discovery," as afellow
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1& 6
reviewer has so aptly remarked: horns whoop
Roger Norrington, The London Classical Players
EMI CDC 7497462 (CD only). Mike Clements, eng.; David
and rasp with infectious frivolity, the gently
R. Murray, prod. DDD. TT 6606
pastoral woodwinds are earthy and basic, the
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3; Coriolan Overture
strings dry-toned and nimble, never RomanRoy Goodman, The Hanover Band
tically indulgent, finely painting the programNimbus NI 5122 (CD only). DDD. TT: 54:39
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4& 8; King Stephen, The
matic elements of this work—the Storm is
Ruins ofAthens Overtures
quite the most wonderful Ihave heard, its claps
Roy Goodman, The Hanover Band
of thunder from those small leather-headed
Nimbus NI 5130 (CD only). DDD. TF: 68:30
drums punctuating the swirling torrents of rain
with threatening intensity. Coupled with the
When the "authenticist" movement began to
sparkling and witty performance of Symphony
gather momentum, many people were skepI, this disc is unmitigated delight. So what of
tical d: its validity; surely every performance
the Hanover Band? Well, Norrington hasn't
would sound the same, especially when such
recorded Symphonies 3or 4, or the three overperiod-instrument bands as Norrington's Lontures yet!
—Barbarajahn
don Classical Players, Hogwood Academy of
Ancient Music, Goodman's Hanover Band, and
the independent Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment shared so many players among
them. Hopefully, such doubts have already
been quashed, but if not, the two orchestras
reviewed here will demonstrate as great a
sonic and interpretative contrast as you could
hope for.
Roger Norrington's performance notes for
this issue are as scholarly and enlightening as
those to his previous discs of Beethoven's Symphonies 2, 8, and 9. He lays his philosophy on
the line: "The point about playing Beethoven
on old instruments ...
is to make him sound
new; to recapture much of the exhilaration and
sheer disturbance that his music certainly generated in his day." There is no question that
Norrington does this, not only by creating an
individual tone color (and Ido think he commands the most original sound of all the orchestras), but also through the most carefully conStereophile, January 1989

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4 14
Georg Solti; Chicago Symphony Orchestra
London 421 580-1 (LP), 421 580-2 (CD). James Lock,
eng.; Michael Haas, prod. DOD. TT: 71:51

Karajan nowadays gives his concerts in battered, comfortable clothes; something of a
workshop atmosphere prevails. With Solti they
are much more formal affairs. Offstage he looks
alittle frail, quiet, insular. Yet on his brisk way
to the podium there's an appreciable gain in
stature; the stiff bow to the audience, the
sweeping radial gestures, bobbing and lunging, leaning over to his players while conducting, reflect adegree of coursing, neardaemonic energy almost indecent in aman of
76. At the end, he turns, holding the baton
more like aprecious violin, with both hands
across his chest. Acknowledging the applause,
his formality prevails: though the manner suggests acertain humility. It looks strangely effort207
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creating home entertainment centers that work
visually, sonically and mechanically. When it
comes to custom installation, no system is too
complex for the experts at GNP.
Steven Davis of GNP specializes in
sophisticated audio/video systems. He maintains
that we have entered the golden age of home
entertainment. "Video technology has caught up
with audio, making the theater in the home a real
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less for him—he hasn't changed in 30 years.
Perhaps this is why aSolti concert (and recently I've been attending an intense Bartok
orchestral series with the LPO) leaves one
admiring, rather than moved by the occasion.
Richard Lehnert described in detail SoIti's Beethoven, old and new, in his March 1988 review
of the digital Chicago Ninth. Much of what he
says applies equally here. These recordings
were made at Orchestra Hall and Medinah Temple, the Fourth sounding lighter, the acoustic
modern and impersonal; the velvety richness
of Medinah Temple suiting the grand treatment
Solti affords the Fifth well. On CD, agood
sound. Ihaven't heard the LP, but with sidelengths of 36:53 and 34:33. ••
?
Iconfess, too, that Ihaven't listened to any
of the older Chicago versions since they first
appeared on LP, boxed as aset (essentially for
the reasons outlined by RL). Both of these two
Symphonies Solti had recorded before that
cycle-4 many years ago, with the LPO. As I've
said already, in HFN/RR, these new versions
strike me as the happiest of Solti's Beethoven
recordings to date. There's nothing eccentric,
not much that is heavily accented; nor is the
evenness remorseless, as it was in the earlier allrepeats set. Repeats are observed here, too, but
not the extra material in 5(iii) heard in the identical L'Oiseau -Lyre Hogwood coupling with
period instruments (and before that on LP with
Loughran and Boulez). The Fifth is avery grand
conception, and as aconsequence the fermatas
are sustained amite longer than one would
wish, yet consistent with the scale attempted.
For their very controlled consistency, these are
satisfying readings.
Icannot see the need for the dismissive sting
in the tail of the November '88 Gramophone
review. Broader in tempi throughout, this isn't
the Szell Fifth, nor is it as poetically flexible as
the Furtwangjer readings (with which it might
more reasonably be compared). Nor will you
find the individuality and warmth of the best
Krips or Jochum performances of the Fourth.
Nevertheless, as Isay, these are careful, accurate, "formal," Beethoven readings that will
withstand agood deal of repetition.
—Christopher Breunig
BRITTEN: Paul Bunyan
Philip Brunelle, Soloists, Chorus & orchestra of The
Plymouth Music Series, Minnesota
Virgin VC VCD 790710-2 (2 CDs). Preston Smith, trig.;
Steve Barnett, prod. DOD. TM 112:38

Ifind it interesting that fellow reviewers have
spent so much time debating whether Britten
was justified in rejecting this work after it was
condemned by the critics following its first performance in New York in 1941. We are all aware
Stereophile, January 1989

of the damage that can be done by the likes of
us (!), but if damning judgments are made on
the basis of anything but musical reasons, then
Ifeel they should be ignored—and there were
probably many reasons why Paul Bunyan was
found to be unacceptable, not least the fact that
it was written by abudding English composer
and his equally youthful English poet friend,
W.H. Auden, who were living in America at the
time, and who chose to use an American folkmyth that asked some very disturbing questions about the nature and development of the
continent. But, taken on its own merits (and
yes, the work is given here in its revised form
of 1974), Ifind it awonderfully vibrant work,
not typical Britten by any means, but ahighly
enjoyable hybrid of the Broadway musical,
cabaret, country and Western song, and the
spiritual; Britten himself, in his many letters
during the time of its composition, was unable to settle on aname that justly described the
genre of the piece, but it seems to me that it
does work if you can accept its ironies and
humor and its largely atypical style.
Given, fittingly, by an all-American cast and
conductor in his first-ever recording, both the
performers and the new Classical branch of Virgin Records must be heartily thanked for such
afine issue of the work. It is excellently performed by aclearly spoken, enthusiastic cast
of speaker, soloists, and chorus alike: James
Lawless provides the offstage, non-singing role
of Paul Bunyan, Pop Wagner sings three neatly
timed ballads to keep us up to date with the
plot, and atruly virtuosic, vivacious, and attractively voiced band of soloists play roles of varying importance ranging from Johnny InIcslinger,
the bookkeeper, and Hel Helson, the foreman,
to Moppet and Poppet the two cats and their
"friend" Fido, the dog. Philip Brunelle's Plymouth Music Series Orchestra, which he founded
and has directed since 1969, is exemplary; unobtrusively supportive, its perfect timing and
intonation run the risk of going unnoticed, so
immaculately does it blend with the vocal contributions of this score. And the recording? One
of the finest Ihave heard this year. For those of
you who relish the discovery of new pastures,
Ibelieve you will be the richer for investigating this one.
—Barbarajahn
CHOPIN: Piano Music
Military Polonaise; Ballade No.3; Sonata No.2; Etudes,
Op.10 Nos.3 & 12; Waltzes, Op.64 Nos.1 & 2; Nocturnes, Op.9 No.2 & Op.27 No.2; Scherzo No.2
Jon Kimura Parker, piano
'Marc CD-80147 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; James Mallinson, prod. ODD. TT 68:09

Parker, the first Canadian to win top prize in the
Leeds International Piano Competition (1984),
209
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had previously recorded respectable if not
revelatory interpretations of the Tchaikovsky
Piano Concertos 1and 3before this, his first
solo album. The selection of Chopin, all fairly
popular, is anicely varied one, and the pieces
play well in sequence. Performance-wise, there
are some very commendable things here, notably the sensitivity shown in such poetic works
as the slow Op.10 No.3 Etude, the C# Waltz (in
which even inner voices are subtly brought
out), and the two Nocturnes. There are also
some extraordinary moments of brilliance,
extraverted as though jet-powered, as in the
final Scherzo No.2 (and anice touch of characterization to the questioning main theme of that
piece). Much of the program, however, Ifind
played with too much rhythmic regularity,
insufficient temperament (again excepting certain pieces—that Scherzo is areal powerhouse!),
and alack of awareness of harmonic tension
and where the piece in question is going. These
problems are nowhere better illustrated than
in the very bland heroics of the opening Military Polonaise, which spends much of its 5/
2
1
minutes conveying little impression of nobility
or pride. The Third Ballade is placidly played
with perfectly valid musical expression, but seldom does one become aware of the rising pitch
of musical excitement, of phrases relaxing from
recently achieved climaxes. Similarly, the Funeral March from the Second Sonata is very
understated. Forward flow all too often seems
impeded, and, from atonal standpoint, agood
bit more variety in color and dynamics, especially on the quiet end, would have been a
decided asset. As implied, there is something
enigmatic here, for agood third of this program
is quite marvelous, the rest leaving relatively
little lasting impression (and these comments
are based on several hearings). The absence of
top-heavy brilliance in this natural-sounding
piano reproduction, warm and clean, is agreat
relief after being exposed to some recent overly
clattery piano CDs.
—Igor Kipnis
DVORAK: "Ii-ios for Piano, Violin, & Cello, Op.65
Op.90 ("Dumky")
Emanuel Ax, piano; Young Uck Kim, violin; Yo-Yo Ma,
cello
CBS M 44527 (LP), MK 44527 (CD). John Newton, eng;
James Mallinson, prod. DDD. TT: 72:27

Dvorak's chamber music doesn't get the respect it deserves. In the latter half of the 19th
century, no one but Brahms was in his class, but
for too many people, Dvorak is still remembered chiefly as the "New World" Symphony
composer. In fact, nowhere in his music is there
anything so original or beautiful as the Op.90
"Dumky" trio. The definitive performance of
this work was—and is—that of Heifetz/PiatiStereophile, January 1989

gorsky/Lateiner from RCA's late '60s series
called the Heifetz-Piatigorsky Concerts. That
recording is no longer in the catalog, but now
we have an alternative that comes surprisingly
close to it in passion and technical polish.
Emanuel Ax and Yo-Yo Ma have chalked up
many big sellers, and now CBS brings them
together again, this time with violinist Young
Uck Kim for the "Dumky" and Op.65 trios.
Previous recordings by the Ax/Ma duo have left
me rather cold, their note-for-note perfection
shielding aspiritual blandness. But with Kim
in the "Dumky," they dig to the heart of the
music Voluptuous, almost idiosyncratic phrasing gives the work an irresistible mystical cast.
The sensitive dynamic shadings and wonderfully rich lyricism make the work vivid and fullcolored.
The superiority of this performance and its
recording quality over that of the Francesco
Trio on Wilson Audiophile is not subtle. The
Suk Trio's effort on Denon is also much better
than the Francesco, and is aworthy shelfmate
to the Ax/Kim/Ma and Heifetz/Piatigorsky/
Lateiner readings.
The beauty of the Ax/Kim/Ma "Dumky" is
equaled in the first two movements of Op.65:
the playing is noble and impassioned. But that
old feeling of perfunctory correctness haunts
the last two movements, making them cool and
pretty, as artificially slow tempos stretch the
melodic line to near impotence. Overall, the
performance of so anonymous agroup as the
Yuval Trio on DG (also discontinued) is more
satisfying.
Recommendation of the CD over the vinyl
version of this release is afairly easy decision.
Not only does the LP album cover lack timings,
it reverses the key signatures of the two compositions on the back (listings on the front are
correct). Add to those flaws an enormous—
and Imean enormous—pre-echo on Op.65,
inner-groove distortion, and the constricted
dynamics caused by cramming in more than
72 minutes of music, and the LP begins to seem
like amere byproduct, which it probably was.
The nicest thing about the CD is its overall
smoothness and lack of grit or glare The image
is very natural, the instruments all gathered spaciously around the center rather than spread
out to extreme left and right.
But it is the "Dumky" performance that is
the real drawing card here; it's aperformance
you shouldn't be without. —Robert Hesson
HAYDN: Symphonies 45 & 81
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra
DG 423 376- 2GH (CD only). Wolf Erichson, recording
supervisor; Stephan Schelimann, balance eng.; Steven
Paul, prod. DDD. TT 50:13
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Several of us have pointed out in these pages
that DG has issued some remarkably goodsounding releases lately, and if this disc of
Haydn symphonies is any indication of things
to come we may soon be referring to the company as an audiophile label.
Having asuperb ensemble like the Orpheus
Chamber Orchestra on board certainly doesn't
hurt DG's prospects. This conductorless group
of 25 musicians captures the exuberance of
Haydn in all its limitless originality and diversity. And we hear the composer's work free of
the bloat and overripeness of today's larger
orchestras.
The Orpheus musicians unabashedly charge
into the music, displaying afresh and engaging enthusiasm. The opening movement of
Symphony 45, the "Farewell," virtually dances
with vigor; its razor-sharp rhythms and emphatic phrasing give the music acompelling
momentum. The lonely, solitary nature of the
second movement is complemented by the
orchestra's limpid texture and sensitive expressivity. Throughout, an impetuous flair permeates the symphony but also contributes to the
only weakness of the reading: It doesn't fully
capture the darker side of Haydn's "storm and
stress." For adeeper understanding of this aspect, turn to Daniel Barenboim with the English Chamber Orchestra on DG, or to Antal
Dorati's effort with the Philharmonia Hungarica on the old Decca/London series of the complete Haydn symphonies.
Symphony 81, alighter piece, is also played
with ebullience and high spirits. The orchestra's deft manipulation of harmonic tension and
relief, as well as its uniformly coherent vision
of how the work should sound, belie the fact
that there is no conductor. The performance
is irresistible.
Agreat deal of the success of this disc is due
to the clarity of the individual sections of the
orchestra. Listening, we realize how important
the wind instruments are to Haydn, and how
severely they can be masked by larger string
sections. DG gives us an intimate-sounding
environment in which none of the instruments
is lost and none is thrust under our noses.
There is good ambience and spaciousness
around the musicians, but not too much of it:
This is acbamber orchestra, and its sonic surroundings are appropriate to its size. Creating
the illusion of alarge orchestra in the home is,
of course, hopeless, but in this recording of a
small group, one hears less disparity between
the sounds of concert hall and listening room.
The preservation of tone colors is also remarkable. The violins have that real-life balance
of body and feathery sheen so seldom captured
Stereophile, January 1989

on tape. The oboes are penetrating, as they
should be, but never glaring. That wonderful
phrase of Sam Tellig's —"palpable presence"
—is inescapable.
Musically and sonically, this is one very
impressive piece of work, and we can only
hope for more like it.
—Robert Hesson
LISZT: Complete Lieder
Donna Brown, soprano; Gabriele Schreckenbach, alto;
Ernst Haefliger, Guy de May, tenors; Philippe Huttenlocher, baritone; Cyril Huye, piano
ADDA Colection Cluny 581084 (4 CDs). Alain de Chambure, Main Duchernin, recording supervisora; Monique
Burguiere, Alain Duchemin. Agnes Wargnier Schnitt,
engs. DDD. TT, 286,48

With the inexplicable decline of the Liederabend, ageneration of concertgoers is being
denied some of the most enjoyable musical
experiences possible The relatively infrequent
efforts of the recording industry to plug this
gap do help, but, with the obvious exception
of those few vocal superstars whose marketing ensures capacity houses at sports stadiums,
vocal recitals just don't make those cash registers play sufficiently lucrative music for concert management. Iwish, therefore, that this
review could be more positive.
The people behind this release obviously
have the most honorable intentions. They deserve the gratitude of music lovers for making
available—for the first time, Ibelieve—this
integral release of all of Franz Liszt's songs.
Attention to musicological detail is estimable.
Each song is performed in the original language
and key by the vocal category prescribed by the
composer. This obviates transpositions that
invariably alter the color and/or melodic character of asong. Furthermore, as Liszt often
wrote two or even three different versions of
aspecific song, all variants are included except
when the alterations, particularly of the vocal
line, did not substantially change the music.
It's not that long since the vocal recital was
afinancially viable proposition. Even then,
Liszt's songs never approached the popularity
of those by Schubert, Schumann, Brahms,
Wolf, etc; with some notable exceptions. The
poignant, evergreen "Liebestraum" often surfaced, as did such audience pleasers as "Oh!
quand je dors," "Es muss em n Wunderbares
sein," and "Kennst du das Land," among relatively few others. Liszt exhibited certain disadvantages in this compositional medium. His
impulse was to dramatize alyric poem; some
of the musical settings fall alittle uncomfortably between pure art song and operatic aria.
In addition, being avirtuoso pianist he found
it difficult to restrain anatural tendency to write
extravagantly elaborate accompaniments. In
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any event, he remains amuch underrated songwriter. The gems of his output—I would add
The Three Sonnets of Petrarch in the later, baritone version to those previously mentioned—
certainly deserve to be heard more often.
Unfortunately these performances do little
to encourage a let's-resurrect- Liszt's-songs
insurgency. The subtleties of art-song phrasing, tone coloration, and poetic expression are
in rather short supply here. Instead, the soloists, especially the men, substitute precious,
affected undersinging for communicative vocal
projection. The distinguished Swiss tenor Ernst
Haefliger —who might have made amemorable contribution 15 years ago when he was in
his mid-fifties—while displaying professionalism and sensitivity, understandably cannot
compensate for waning resources. His considerably younger tenorial colleague, Guy de
Mey, purveyor of awimpish, Gallic bleat, just
isn't avery engaging song stylist (despite study
with Sir Peter Pears and Eric Tappy). Similarly,
Philippe Huttenlocher, whose previous Erato
recordings failed to impress this reviewer, offers
apretentious interpretive approach in alessthan-opulent baritone The ladies' vocal endowments are on ahigher plane, although neither
of them succeeds in etching asong's substance
in the listener's psyche. The one accompanist,
Cyril Huye, provides admirably herculean
support.
Despite the impression of acramped, sterile studio, the engineering is adequate The useful booklet sets out complete texts, bios, and
notes in three languages, albeit with some distinctly odd English translation. Examples:
"Write Ernst Haefliger's biography would
be the same as to go through major musical
events. .." Apropos Gabriele Schreckenbach,
we read that she received first price (sic) in Berlin Academy.
—Bernard Soil
LISZT: Piano Music
Teddy Tierup, piano
Sonata in B minor; Two Legends: St. Francis of Assisi
preaching to the birds, St. Francis of Paola walking on
the waves; Consolation #3 in D-flat; The fountains at
the Villa d'Este (from Third Pilgrimage Year)
Water Lily Acoustics WLA-WS-02 (LP only). Karl Alexander, Bill Lewis, prods. AAA.

Kavi Alexander of Water Lily Acoustics must
have been perplexed when, while in the middle of making aperfectionist recording of the
Liszt Sonata, he found that Reference Recordings had released its own audiophile issue of
the Sonata, with Minoru Nojima as pianist (see
my review in Vo1.11 No.4). One can easily imagine acreeping dread at being beaten to the
market.
There isn't much duplication, though, for
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three reasons: the Liszt pieces Tierup chooses
to fill out the Sonata record are different from
Nojima's choices; Tierup's playing is consistently inferior, both technically and expressively; and the Water Lily sound, while good,
reflects adifferent recording philosophy.
Tierup's performances may be dispatched
quickly. He burdens himself with aprogram of
the most opposite aspects of Liszt's piano art:
the prototypically Faustian Sonata, and works
from Liszt's introspective later period, notably
St. Francis of Assisi and Fountains, which
anticipate the sensibility and performing difficulties of later Impressionist music. Tierup
fails to play either period convincingly. He lacks
the chops to play the Sonata; that the recording
team had only four hours to tape is cause for
sympathy but not excuse: few would tolerate
so many wrong notes even in live performance
Tierup also appears not to grasp the Sonata's
line Right-hand figures are rushed and smeared,
especially the gruppetos of the central passage
marked dolcissimo con intimo sentimento. The
reading as awhole wants backbone, the music
tending to emerge in one- or two-bar morphemes.
The lack of flow also defeats Tierup's efforts
at the impressionistic works, his right hand too
uptight to portray Assisi's whirlwind of birds.
Compare his playing of Fountains with Alfred
Brendel's (Philips LP 9500 775, an album of late
piano works which remains for me the acme
of Brendel's Liszt playing). Brendel preserves
line, along with asense of thoughtful meandering; Tierup produces choppiness.
Only in the Schumannesque Consolation
does Tierup play with character, his legato singing sweet melancholy, suggesting that he might
have done better to tackle one of the many
technically less demanding pieces which cry
out for perfectionist treatment: say Schubert
D.958 or 960, or Schumann Op.17.
Sound is notably different from the Reference record. Preference will rest upon the type
of "classic" sound one prefers. The Water Lily
sounds paradigmatically tube-like, the result
of apure-tube recording chain from microphone to cutting-lathe amp. In contrast to the
airy, laid-back treble of the Reference, treble
on the Water Lily is present and liquid, almost
viscous, and perhaps just abit rolled-off on top
(I thought it alot rolled-off until Iread that
Tierup plays aHamburg Steinway rather than
its brighter-toned American cousin). Midrange
is remarkably characterful. Bass is deep and distinct for tubes, getting murky only on the deepest, fastest passagework of Paola.
The small-hall recording venue is not at all
reverberant; playback reflects this in sounding
close-up, with little sense of air or decay. There
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is aclear (and in my view realistic) portrayal of
piano size and location of right and left hands.
Neitherpps norffs survive the close recording
quarters. All of this is quite different from,
though hardly inferior to, the distant, nuanced
sound of the Reference Nojima.
It's apity that slipshod playing makes this
well-made record hard to recommend, even
without comparison to Nojima's release, which
rates among the great performances of the
Sonata on record. Tierup and Water Lily should
be encouraged to try again, with less formidable, though hardly less nourishing, material.
(Dealer distribution is through May Audio
Marketing, P.O. Box 1048,76 Main St., Champlain, NY 12919. Mail-order direct from Kavi
Alexander, Water Lily Acoustics, PO. Box 91448,
Santa Barbara, CA 93190.) —Kevin Conklin

MOZART: Piano Concertos 20 in d, K.466, & 24 in
C, K.40I
John Gibbons, fortepiano; Frans Bruggen, Orchestra of
the 18th Century
Philips 420-823- I(LP), 420823-2 (CD). Dick van Schuppen, eng.; Gerd Berg, prod. DDD. rn 64:31

These performances may not appeal to all
tastes, but they have much to recommend
them. For one thing, there is Philips' intelligent
in-concert engineering, which is exceptionally clear and well-balanced. This is most apparent in the unspotlighted fortepiano, whose
sonority is never unduly magnified. Asa result,
the instrument does not sound larger than it
might in the hall, avery important issue in performances such as these that strive for "authenticity." Then, too, freedom from harshness
preserves naturalness of timbre in the vibratoless strings so that they do not acquire the unpleasant edge they often have in other periodinstrument recordings. Ultimately, the effect
of such engineering is to shed light on the
music. This is most noticeable in the middle
section of the slow movement of K.466, where
the filigree of the soloist never obscures the
essential woodwind writing that defines harmonic motion.
In both performances, John Gibbons and
Frans Bruggen strive for low-keyed, almost
understated presentations. This robs K.466 of
its demonic intensity, suggesting instead agentle dreariness lacking the Sturm und Drang fire
projected by Malcolm Bilson and John Eliot
Gardiner in another recent period-instrument
recording of the work (Archly 419 609). Moreover, even though the fortepiano is obviously
more restricted in its tonal and dynamic range
than amodern concert grand, Bilson manages
to produce far more varied levels of volume
and color, and his rhythmic inflections seem
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more pointed and dramatic than those of Gibbons, whose use of rubato sometimes sounds
arbitrary and artificial. In contrast to Bilson,
however, Gibbons does not fill in portions of
the slow movement with improvisational decorations, awise choice that preserves the music's
stark delicacy.
Gibbons's preference for understatement
seems better suited to K.491. Here his style
lends the work an eerie, otherworldly gloom
heightened by the pure string tone and prominent, piquant winds. Here, too, Gibbons's use
of rubato is better judged, particularly in the
slow movement, where his tempo modifications impose just the right amount of tension
on the music's haunting tenderness. Interestingly, the character of the entire performance
is epitomized in the execution of the resounding six-four chord that precedes the first-movement cadenza; instead of attacking the chord
incisively, Bruggen articulates it with an almost
loving tenderness, thereby underscoring the
melancholy that pervades the entire reading.
Mozart, incidentally, left no cadenzas for either
work, and Gibbons plays those of Beethoven
in K.466, and his own reasonably stylish ones
in K.491.
For anyone who likes these concertos executed with breadth and understatement, this
release may well prove attractive.
—Mortimer H. Frank

PALESTRINA: Mass for Pentecost, Motets
Christ Church Cathedral Choit Stephen Darlington. dir
Nimbus NI 5100 (CD only). DDD. TT: 54:31

From time to time, particularly during the current Presidential campaign, Iget the notion that
America may actually be arather benighted
country. Imean, here we have arecording of
achoir that was founded in 1526, and has been
performing more or less continuously for the
last 450 years—and the English just take this
for granted. Without question, there is adistinctively British style of choral singing, and
it shows to advantage in this recording. Without going into detail, it tends to be rounder
and more smoothly integrated than Continental choirs, the tone that is sometimes called
"plummy." It is as effective as any in shaping
the flow of musical ideas that distinguishes
Palestrina's Mass setting, evolved from the
motet Dum complerentur in afashion which
appears simple but is most emphatically not.
The Christ Church Cathedral Choir sings
beautifully for Stephen Darlington, no less than
for his illustrious predecessor, Simon Preston.
The give and take of the complex harmonic
structure is elucidated with care, and the aforementioned English tone is often quite ravish217
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ing. The motets, which usefully include the
one which provided the theme for the Mass,
are given very individualistic performances
which demonstrate the composer's ability to
concentrate on the sense of the texts rather
than the showy ornamentation which characterizes the later Italian sacred school.
Nimbus's absolute adherence to strict onepoint milting (using the Calrec Soundfield microphone) is not always the best answer to the
problems presented by specific performances
and venues. Here, however, it works to perfection. It is ashame that the engineers responsible receive no credit for what must be as fine
achoral recording as any available. The most
common complaint against Nimbus's use of the
Ambisonic system is that imaging is too diffuse
(in stereo at least), and that the reverberance
of the soundfield is exaggerated. No such problems here. Individual voices are precisely located, and ambience is strongly present without overwhelming.
Fine liner notes by John Milsom of Gramophone lend additional value to this, the first
Renaissance recording from Nimbus and the
Christ Church Choir. Ionly regret that Nimbus
no longer makes their marvelous 45rpm analog
LPs, so that confirmed digiphobes could enjoy
this as well.
— Les Berkley

PROKOFIEV: Lieutenant Igle
STRAVINSKY: Song of the Nightingale
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
Chesky RC-10 (LP). Lewis Layton, cog.; Richard Mohr,
prod. TT 42:10

Here is anew lease on life for one of RCA's most
successful classical recordings, one which remained in the full-price Red Seal catalog for
nearly aquarter century. Early shaded dogs
command ahigh price, but few observers have
acknowledged the fact that RCA maintained a
quite respectable standard for this recording
with regard to relacquering and restamping
over the years, though quality control at the
pressing stage became atoo-well-known problem. Both works have been available on RCA
CD for approximately two years, and were
most likely taken from two-channel back-ups.
In presenting this edition to the public, Chesky
maintains its advantage, even its raison d'etre,
in cutting directly from the original session
three-channel master, using their own customized equipment, and employing the services
of RCA's ablest and most cooperative technicians.
Prokofiev drew the music of Lieutenant Kije
from his 1933 film score. The suite was afavorite of Reiner's; he conducted it on his numerous
engagements as aguest conductor, and revived
Stereophile, January 1989

it often enough in Chicago for it to appear in
two different television concerts from the
"Great Music from Chicago" series. The work
is scored for full orchestra used lightly, its black
comedy deftly understated. This sort of mordant wit was right up Reiner's alley, and he had
an orchestra of highly polished, supremely
confident soloists to bring it off. Chief among
them was principal trumpeter Adolph Herseth,
who played the offstage calls at the beginnings
and ends of the opening and final movements,
in addition to an extended solo in the polkalike Wedding March. Another CSO brass principal worth mentioning is tuba player Arnold
Jacobs, whose supporting role in the Wedding
March gives the very epitome of Prokofiev's
send-up of the stereotypical band-tuba part.
We have Dick Mohr and Lew Layton to thank
for the original recording which made it possible for us to hear this magnificent playing in
anatural and unexaggerated context.
Stravinsky's 1918 Song of the Nightingale is
aone-act ballet adaptation of his 1908 opera
The Nightingale, based on the well-known
Hans Christian Anderson tale of The Emperor
and the Nightingale. Working for Diaghilev,
Stravinsky took the opportunity to enlarge and
recolor the orchestration. But there is more to
this work than the real nightingale's mellifluous flute cadenzas and the mechanical bird's
mock-sour oboe licks. Nightingale is an extremely complex work for large orchestra,
filled with solo and combined ensemble passages of unsurpassed delicacy and finesse. It
was reported that Stravinsky was so impressed
by Reiner's recording that he declined to record
the work himself within the then-ongoing project by Columbia Masterworks to record all of
his orchestral music under own his direction.
Stravinsky did, however, record the earlier
operatic version.
RCA's original Red Seal appeared to do justice to both recordings, although there were
some congestive moments in Nightingale.
Many listeners who have heard the Chesky edition consider it their best so far. Chesky isn't
arguing, and neither am I. In this case, original
tapes in truly excellent condition may have
played akey factor.
Has anyone ever heard of a"soft transient"?
This is the sound of astruck percussion instrument, its sound decaying softly and evenly,
simultaneously reverberating into and being
absorbed by the hall space. One can hear this
effect in agood concert hall, and RCA's best
efforts hinted at it. A few really well-processed
CDs rumor its possibilities, but it has been an
obvious common factor in each of the Chesky
"Living Stereo" revivals, and is nowhere more
evident than on this recording. The ability to
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clarify and consistently place the highly colorful percussion section in Nightingale carries
over to the rest of the orchestra as well. The
original shaded dog is amagnificent piece of
history, but the Chesky is revelatory of performance and recording.
ROVs own CD versions are successful on CD
terms, eminently listenable. They possess clarity and vitality, but do lack the Chesky's incredible depth, timbre, and placement. The true
analog fanatic will never own, let alone listen
to, the CD versions; only the Chesky will do.
Chesky has maintained aremarkable batting
average in the quality of its releases both on
vinyl and CD. What could they possibly come
up with next?
—Richard Schneider
PUCCINI: La Bobeme
Angelina Reaux. Mimi; Barbara Daniels, NIusetta; Jerry
Hadley. Rodolfo; Thomas Hampson, Marcello: James
Busterud, Schaunard; Paul Plishka, Colline; Joseph
McKee, Benoit; Gimi Beni, Alcindoro: Don Bemardini.
Parpipaiol: Coro eOrchestra dell'Accademia Nazionale
di Santa Cecilia, Roma; Leonard Bernstein
DG 423 601-1 (2 LPs), 423 601-2 (2 CDs). Hanno Rinke,
prod. DDD. TT: 114:23

Iwouldn't want to place any bets, but I'm
pretty sure that this is the slowest Bobeme available. Not that any of us expected Leonard Bern
stein to zip through what is undoubtedly the
most gorgeously sentimental opera in the world,
mind you, but to lag behind von Karajan's 1973
epic with Freni and Pavarotti is quite an accomplishment. What it does allow us to do is listen
intently to many of the orchestral niceties which
all too often are buried under swiftness, and we
should be grateful for that. But there's another
problem or two to deal with: the singers and
the sound.
Angelina Reaux is not agreat Mimi; she is a
barely passable one. Her sound is fresh and
clean but with an unappealing edge; she sounds
unfinished and novice-like. Her Italian diction
is also questionable, and while she sings fervently, she makes very little of the text. Hers
is the first "Addio senza rancor" Ihave heard
in along time which left me cold. Jerry Hadley is afine tenor, overparted here as Rodolfo.
He was marvelous in the recent Anna Bolena
on London with Joan Sutherland, but Puccini
is very different from Donizetti, and Bernstein
is avery different conductor from Bonynge.
The slow tempi make him force (as they do the
others), and at times he leans toward shouting.
He sings "Che gelida manina" like aspinto,
which he is not, and the result is that he sharps
occasionally and is too busy getting the sound
out to focus on the role's poetry. It doesn't
strike me as his fault that his Rodolfo doesn't
make it—with adifferent conductor and ap-
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proach, I'm sure that Hadley would impress.
Barbara Daniels's Musetta is well-drawn, but
she is too broad, oversinging in the Cafe Momus
scene. She also sounds too much like Reaux in
the third-act squabble. Thomas Hampson, on
the other hand, is aterrific Marcello— this is a
gorgeous voice, used with intelligence, which
somehow escapes the pitfalls the others fall
into. Plishka and Busterud are sincere in their
parts, but unmemorable.
Needless to say, the orchestra plays divinely
and the chorus works equally hard, to fine effect. The recording, particularly on CD, is far
too bright. It brings out the harshness in the
women's voices and allows us to hear precisely
what Hadley lacks—vocal weight—with great
clarity. On the other hand, as mentioned above,
every instrument in the orchestra is clear. The
overall effect is of an abnormal ambience, something you'd never experience in the opera
house. My impression is that this is just what
Bernstein wanted: an orchestrally gorgeous
Bobeme, with every bit of feeling squeezed
from the orchestra. Unfortunately, it's an opera,
and the singers are either not up to their roles
at all (Reaux), or are being pushed over the edge
(Hadley). And aBobeme without singers doesn't
exist.
—Robert Levine
PUCCINI: La Bobeme
Mirella Freni, Mimi; Gianni Raimondi, Rodolfo; Hilde
Guden, Musetta; Rolando Panerai, Marcello; Giuseppe
Taddei, Schaunard; Ivo Vinco, Colline; Orchestra &
Chorus of the Vienna State Opera, Herbert von Karajan
Rodolphe RPC 32512 (CD). Recorded live, November 30,
1963. ADD. TT: 105:50

This is another of those extended-play CDs
which require either an A-B switcher or moving the balance knob either to the left or right.
Acts Iand II are on the left channel, the last two
on the right. There are 16 cueing points—some
for each channel. Would that Rodolphe had
had the sense to package this in aone-CD format; while this is supposed to save space, Rodolphe decided to put it in aregular, two-CD
jewel box, leaving one slot empty. But who
am Ito bicker with technology when four
million angels are dancing on the head of one
laser beam?
This is aBobeme for enthusiasts, and Idon't
mean that left handedly. Here are the spontaneity, energy, real interaction between characters, extraneous stage noises, astrained high C
from the tenor at the close of "Che gelida manma," achorus that sounds as if it has never met
the orchestra or conductor at the start of the
second act, and audience applause occasionally interrupting the flow of the drama. In other
words, it's alive performance and has the feel
of one—both negative and positive. The sound
is not for stereophiles—it's not bad, slightly
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thumpy mono, but it won't make the decision
as to whether or not you want this in your collection.
The singing is uniformly outstanding. Raimondi was agood, poetic Rodolfo, and if anything stopped him from entering the absolute
front ranks of lyric tenors, it was that extra bit
of pathos and morbidezza that great Rodolfos
should have. Oust listen to Carlo Bergonzi for
the comparison.) Freni was at the start of her
international career when this was taped, and
she's positively lovely here—guileless, fresh,
and lustrous of tone. The good news, of course,
is that she still is. Rolando Panerai is awonderfully sympathetic Marcello with amore handsome voice than Inormally associate with him,
and he's particularly impressive in his Act III
confrontation with Rodolfo. Hilde Guden is the
best Musetta on discs; she's sassy without distorting the vocal line—in other words, musical
in the extreme, rhythmically right on the mark.
Taddei is an extra luxury; Vinco is good.
By the time von Karajan entered the recording studio with Pavarotti and Freni 10 years
after this performance, he had decided that La
Bobeme was asymphony with voices and chorus, sort of like the Beethoven Ninth. His tempi
were also far slower, with, Imust admit (as
much as Ilove that recording), not that much
gained dramatically. The present reading returns the opera to amore intimate scale, and
it works beautifully. And for some reason, the
fact that the chorus mutinies during the second
act is somehow endearing. Von Karajan's later
absolute perfection has occasionally devitalized his performances; this one, warts and all,
is the real ticket. This is agood gamble—not
afirst Bobeme, not aBobeme to change your
life, but one for those, like me, who love the
opera, and can't quite get enough of it—or of
Freni, for that matter.
—Robert Levine
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concertos 1& 2; Rhapsody
on aTheme of Paganini
Sergei Rachmaninov, piano: Philadelphia Orchestra;
Eugene Ormandy (Concertos I& 4), Leopold Stokowski (Rhapsody)
RCA Victor Red Seal 6659-2-RC (CD). Ward Marston.
Nathaniel S. Johnson, James Nichols, cogs.: John
Pfeiffer, reissue prod. ADD. TT: 71:53

All three of these familiar performances rank
as classic recordings of the highest importance.
The Fourth Concerto bears the latest date, 1941,
while the First was made at the end of 1939 and
beginning of 1940, both with Eugene Ormandy.
The 1934 Paganini Rhapsody, with Stokowski
conducting, is one of the composer's greatest
works, something that cannot be said with
quite the same degree of enthusiasm about the
revised first and last piano concertos, but all are
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most welcome as reissued on this well-filled
CD (I have not heard RCA's newest CD incarnation of this disc's mate, the Second and Third
Concertos). Equalizing here has been reasonably well done, although Ifind that astiff bass
boost helps the recording immeasurably (many
companies tend to overdo that bass boost in
an attempt to make an older recording sound
more impressive in CD reincarnation, but in
this case not enough was done in the first place).
There also has been afair amount of low-pass
filtering to remove 78rpm surfaces, though
slightly lower-frequency surface noise is still
apparent, letting one know that these are anything but state-of-the-art recordings. Even at
the time of original issue, these were never exemplary of the best available sound, but what
counts are the golden performances themselves. Tracks are provided for all movements,
even for each of the 24 variations in the Rhapsody. Now, RCA, what about aCD reissue of
Rachmaninov's solo piano music?—Igor Kipnis
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scbeberazade, Russian
Easter Overture
Un Pianka, violin; Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Zubin
Mehta
CBS M 44559 (LP), MK 44559 (CD). Michael Shcady, eng.;
David Mottley, prod. DDA/DDD. TT: 61:01
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scbeberazade, Russian
Easter Overture
Bradley Creswick, violin; George Ives, cello; Philharmonia Orchestra, William Boughton
Nimbus NI 5128 (CD only). DDD. TT: 58:32

Neither of these Scbeberazades are, Ifeel, entirely ideal, at least not in comparison with the
sinuously flexible, classic account of Beecham
(Angel), the sensuously colorful and atmospheric versions of Stokowski (Victrola and London), or the sonic vividness of the much more
recent Dutoit (London). Indeed, personality
and excitement, not to mention romantic dash
and sparkling rhythmic vitality, are in fairly short
supply here, perhaps most apparent in the
respective opening movements. Mehta tends
to be broad-gestured but also pokey, with not
much tonal shading or refined articulation to
be noticed in the relatively bland orchestral
playing. The British conductor, William Boughton, steers amore eventful and overall slightly
faster course, but his first three movements,
though providing agreater detail, are emotionally very low-key. It is not until the finale that
the tension of the Baghdad festival and the billowing sea of Sinbad's ship causes the performances to leave the realm of blandness and
really sit up, but very much more so for Boughton than for Mehta. The Russian Easter Overture receives agood performance at the hands
of Mehta but one still without the resplendency
of any one of Stokowski's four recordings (none
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available on CD). However, Boughton's version
has admirable thrust and excitement; his chant
motifs have far more rhythmic flexibility (the
solo trombone section is really vocal in character), and, overall, Ifound this impressive performance amost rivetting and enjoyable experience. CBS provides its best sound here for the
Russian Easter Overture, which is more vivid
and has somewhat more timbrai bite than in its
indifferent Scheberazade pickup. Nimbus emphasizes aleaner, more transparent, and consequently better detailed orchestral canvas; one
hears the slightly distant orchestra as though
in an empty hall, anot unpleasant listening sensation but one that Ifind not too realistic either.
It sounds at its most impressive at afairly high
playback level.
—Igor Kipnis

SOUSA: Great Marches & Incidental Music
Johri Wallace & The Wallace Collection
Nimbus NI 5129 (CD only). DDD. TT 6008

Petit- maistre Sousa took aminor, disposable
musical form that no-one had ever bothered
to actually listen to much—the march—and
elevated it to the level of art. But aband playing Sousa forgets the parade-ground at its peril
—not every wind ensemble can play this music
sitting down. The swing and strut of amarching band on the hoof blaring out one of the
great Sousa marches is one thing; concert—
even chamber—groups like The Wallace Collection, no matter how carefully conducted,
no matter how lovingly molded and fine-tuned
their nuances of phrase and sonority, too often
lose the gung-ho, kick-ass profluence that
makes amarch march. Just as the ultimate measure of agreat waltz is how irresistibly it invites
one to dance, so the test of agreat march (and
band) is whether or not it makes you want to
get up and join the parade.
The Wallace Collection, aBritish group, is
not agreat marching band, though it is asatisfying wind ensemble. Under John Wallace, they
lack the requisite bite and crispness of attack,
the heft of brass, to make this music fly. There
are some delicious moments in the marches
("Manhattan Beach," "King Cotton," "El Capitan"), but most of the interest is restricted to the
non-march selections, and that interest is more
historical than vital. A few of Sousa's concert
and novelty pieces, and selections from some
of his many forgotten (justly so; this music isn't
called "incidental" for nothing) operettas are
recorded here for the first time. This is pavilion music, of more interest to the stroller than
to the marcher or listener. The fey, unromantic
waltzes of"La Reine de la Mer," the well-crafted
scene-painting of "Chariot Race," the grinning
Latins condescendingly depicted in "Under the
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Cuban Flag" (with John Miller's embarrassingly
sloppy comet solo), Sousa's awkward little leap
onto the ragtime bandwagon ("With Pleasure"),
and the long selection from the operetta El
Capitan —none of it is any more than unimportant music played well.
The marches themselves are treated in kind,
but deserve better. Wallace is too polite, too
restrained for my tastes, his balances of band
voices too refined, too interested in subtle nuance at the expense of the robustness that can
burst the seams of these marches. All one need
do is grab down any old US Decca (now MCA)
recording of Richard Franko Goldman (a Sousa
Band alumnus) and his band to hear just how
much music these marches can hold. There is
real drama and edge-of-the-seat excitement in
Goldman's readings, still the best I've ever
heard (Frederick Fennell isn't bad either).
The recording is superbly natural, the soundstaging pinpoint-accurate when checked against
the session photo from Watford Town Hall (I
see only one mike), and entirely free of digital
glare or harshness of any kind. In fact, like most
Nimbus CDs, this one errs on the side of softness, the attacks blunted and muffled, sounding carameled-over. Snare and bass drum are
immensely satisfying, though the woodwinds
and brass (and, in awind ensemble, what else
is left?) are too fruitily rich. Nimbus's usually
excellent editing is sloppy here, with abrupt
fade-ins and cut-offs of hall resonance at beginnings and ends of tracks, and what sounds like
Wallace dropping his baton onto his metal
music stand at the end of each take.
All in all, apretty convincing argument for
single-mike recording, and for restricting the
recording of Sousa's music to bands that lose
alot of shoeleather to the asphalt.
—Richard Lehnert

STRAUSS: Sympbonia Domestica, Till Eulenspiegel, 2Songs
Felicity Lott, soprano; Neemejarvi, Scottish National
Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 8572 (CD), ABM) 1267 (LP). Ralph Couzens, eng.; Brian Couzens, prod. DDD. rn 6551

This fourth recording in Jarvi/SNO's cycle of
the Strauss Symphonic Poems bears as many
riches as the three previously reviewed in the
February and June '88 Stereophiles. The Caird
Hall, Dundee, has again proved amarvelous
recording venue for these huge, late-Romantic
works, with their immense ranges of timbre,
dynamics, and textural detail: all are captured
with admirable clarity and presence on an impressively spacious soundstage. Slightly sharper
definition gives CD the edge over LP, but both
formats are excellent.
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The commitment and intensity of the SNO's
readings throughout this series have been unfailing and, with Jarvi's fine ear for textural balance, some wonderful playing from both woodwind and brass sections is given ample room
to register in the two strongly characterized
orchestral works given here. With the voice
placed well forward again there is, however,
less clarity to the orchestral contribution in the
two songs, the miniature "Zueignung" and an
orchestrally conceived setting of the Epiphany,
"Die heiligen drei Konige auf Morgenland,"
with as full acomplement of colorful wordpainting as witnessed in its companion works.
Felicity Lott is splendid here, her considered
weighting of tone and fluid phrasing meeting
every technical demand and proving her to be
afine Strauss interpreter.
—BarbaraJahn
TALUS: Lamentations offerentiab; Mass for Four
Voices; Motets
The Hilliard Ensemble; Paul Hillier, dir.
ECM New Series 1341 (833 308-1, LP; 833 308-2, CD).
Anthony Howell, eng.; Manfred Eicher, prod. DDD/
DDA. TT, 54:16

Unlike many Early Music ensembles, the Hilliard is the genuine article: agroup of performers who have remained essentially intact
since the mid- '70s, with along and distinguished series of recordings and public performances. Their director, Paul Hillier, is even
more prolific, and may hold the title of mostrecorded baritone in Early Music. His direction
is undoubtedly informed by his wide experience and familiarity, as performer and scholar,
with the idiom of Renaissance music.
This recording represents as fine and varied
aselection of Tallis's work as will be found in
the catalog. There is no question that this is
music with which the Hilliard Ensemble is intimately familiar, and they perform it in simple
and affecting fashion. There are other excellent performances of the Lamentations: The
Millis Scholars have received almost universally
favorable reviews, and there is afine performance at budget price from Pro Cantione Antigua; nevertheless, the Hilliard recording can
be recommended without reservation. Of particular interest here is the Mass for Four Voices,
which is not nearly so widely performed or
recorded, but which represents the composer's
style at its simplest and purest. (I am indebted
here to David Fallows of Gramophone, who
called my attention to the very Anglicized Latin
pronunciation used in the Mass.) If the Mass is
not among the greatest of its kind, the Hilliard
Ensemble makes avery strong argument in its
favor.
In this recording, the Hilliard exemplifies the
best of the current trend in performance of
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Renaissance sacred works: the absolutely seamless blend of voices; the careful attention to
text, even to appropriate "nonstandard" pronunciation; and the absence of any style except
that of the composer and his period. Iam glad
that ECM paused in their concern with contempo'rary music to issue this performance.
The name of Anthony Howell must be nearly
as familiar to Renaissance music collectors as
that of Paul Hillier. His recordings for Hyperion
set the very excellent standard for that label,
and he has followed the peripatetic Kirkby/
Rooley duo through at least three label changes.
With one unfortunate exception (Olympia 's
Lament), he has always produced recordings
that are entirely sympathetic to, and supportive of, the performers. This is one such, in both
CD and LP formats. Focus on individual
voices is sharp and steady, and the acoustic
character of All Hallows Church, London, is
perfectly preserved. If Ihad to choose between
the formats, Iwould plump for the CD, if only
to keep the dead-silent background even with
headphones. Ihesitate to give blanket recommendations, but if you see any other discs with
the names of Hilliard and Howell together, go
ahead and buy them.
—Les Berkley
TCHA1KOVSKY: Violin Concerto, Marche Slav,
Andante Cantabile (from Quartet No.1 in D),
Capriccio Italien
ltzhak Perlman, violin; Alfred Wallenstein, London Symphony Orchestra (Concerto, Marche Slav); Massimo
Freccia, London Philharmonic Orchestra (Andante
Cantabile); Ala:wider Gibson, New Symphony Orchestra of London (Capriccio Italien)
Chesky CD-12 (CD only). Kenneth G. Wilkinson, eng.;
Charles Gerhardt, prod., David & Norman Chesky,
exec. prods. '11', 63:00
TCHAIKOVSKY: Plano Concerto I
DOHNANYI: Variations on aNursery Song, Capriccio in f
Earl Wild, piano; Anatole Fistoulari, Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra (Concerto); Christoph von Dohnanyi, New
Philharmonia Orchestra
Chesky CD-I3 (CD only). Kenneth G. Wilkinson, eng.;
Charles Gerhardt, prod.; David & Norman Chesky,
exec. prods. TT: 60:00

Thanks once again to the brothers Chesky for
resurrecting acouple of estimable recorded
interpretations; this time, of the two popular
Tchaikovsky concertos. Parenthetically, it should
be remembered that in any art form, especially
one that synthesizes the creative with the interpretive, there cannot be an absolute. There are
just too many variables; the most significant
being subjectivity of individual appreciation
regardless of that individual's qualifications.
This is no cop-out. It's just my way of saying
that there is no single recording of the violin
or piano concerto, including these, that Iunreservedly recommend over all others. Both
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of these releases will now join alargish number of others in my Tchaikovsky concerto collection that Ienjoy replaying when gripped by
the urge to wallow in the sensual delights of
Russian Romanticism.
This 1967 recording of the Violin Concerto,
the first of three so far that Itzhak Perlman has
recorded commercially, blazes with youthful
impetuosity and attractive insouciance. The
then-21-year-old virtuoso was in the midst of
what he has admitted was his Jascha Heifetz
period, notable for brisk tempi, alight, fast
vibrato, and pyrotechnical ebullience in bravura sections. Unable to parallel his idol's distinctively glorious string tone (who could?
who can?), he came closer to that aesthetic apogee than one has aright to expect from so
young an artist. Despite Wallenstein's servile
conducting, this is agalvanizing performance
which would be welcome on my proverbial
desert island. Perlman's third recording of this
concerto—with Eugene Ormandy and the
Philadelphia Orchestra—now digitally remastered on EMI CD, offers amore mature, deeper,
expansive reading with just as many spectacular fireworks. Also available is the Heifetz version, now on RCA CD.
Of considerably lesser artistic value are the
orchestral fillers. The Capriccio Italien, rather
roughly played, is superficially interpreted;
similarly the more homogeneously played yet
pedestrian reading of Marche Slay. Both pieces
enjoy finer performances and engineering,
both analog and digital, from alarge number
of vinyl and CD sources. One recommendation
is the London release of the Montreal Symphony conducted by Charles Dutoit. Nonetheless, Perlman's youthful elan makes this Chesky
album well worth the purchase price.
Tchaikovsky composed but one violin concerto, although he wrote three for piano and
orchestra. However, the B-fiat minor concerto
is the work generally referred to when one
hears of the Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto. As
aresult of its immense popularity, the list of
great (and not-so-great) pianists who have
recorded it looks like akeyboard Who's Who.
Choice, therefore, between Horowitz, Rubinstein, Richter, Gilds, etc. must be the epitome
of subjectivity. Earl Wild, ahighly respected
pianist, especially among his peers, is justly
famous but has never quite achieved the superstar charisma suggested by his laudable talents.
As this 1962 recording of the concerto proves,
he is second to none of his confreres in idiomatic, expressive mastery of Romantic music.
Not having heard this in its original vinyl incarnation, the intensity of his impassioned playing
—very capably supported by Fistoulari and the
Royal Philharmonic—almost took my breath
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away. With enough technique to qualify as a
super-virtuoso, Wild's control is exemplary, his
color range kaleidoscopic, and he reveals an
insightful musical intellect. Just sample the
purling sensuality and liquid phrasing of the
andantino semplice. The engineering sounds
alittle rough in the climaxes and favors the piano
excessively for my taste, but with Wild's pianism front and center, who's going to quibble?
In the Dohnanyi Variations—a charming set
of eleven variations on the nursery tune of
"Baa, Baa, Black Sheep," by the pianist-composer sometimes called the Hungarian Brahms
—Wild again exhibits asimilar blend of digital wizardry and sensitive artistry. Even compared with the composer's own playing of the
piece (he was an internationally acclaimed concert pianist who died in 1960), which was available on an EMI mono LP, Wild, though more
extrovert, is also more accomplished and interesting. The composer's grandson at the helm
of the New Philharmonia provides admirable
orchestral backing.
Some hiss is discernible, but from this standpoint its intrusion is negligible. However, the
overall impression of Chesky's remastering is
that they have extracted the maximum musical value from the master tape, although, as
mentioned earlier, some roughness in orchestral tuttis is discernible.
— Bernard Soil

THOMAS WEELKES: blinds Service; Evening Service
a 5; Antbems
Christ Church Cathedral Choir, Stephen Darlington. (fir.,
Laurence Cummings, organ
Nimbus NI 5125 (CD only). ODD. TT: 50:42

Thomas Weelkes (1575-1623) is not one of the
best-known composers of the English Renaissance; nor is this relative obscurity entirely
undeserved. Originally amadrigalist (and a
very gifted one), his sacred works are more
strongly in the popular idiom than those of his
contemporaries Byrd and Gibbons. Because
of this, they may well appeal more strongly to
the modern listener than many other religious
works of the period. If the reader wishes to
become familiar with the sacred tradition in
Jacobean music, this is as good aplace as any
to begin.
The singing here is as fine as in the first Renaissance release from this ensemble (Palestrina, NI 5100, reviewed above), but considerably more vigorous, as befits the nature of the
writing. All of my comments on that recording apply here as well, down to the excellence
of John Milsom's notes. One point made in
those notes bears repeating here: the versions
of Weelkes's music used in this performance
are frequently conjectural. Missing parts have
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been supplied, and in one case the entire score
has been reconstructed from the version transcribed for organ. It is atribute to the present

level of musical scholarship that these reconstructions are almost entirely convincing. NX/orth
hearing.
—Les Berkley

Classical Collections
TOSCANINI Conducts Light Classics
Bizet: Carmen Suite No. 1. Brahms. Hungarian Dances
Nos.1 (orch. Brahms), 17, 20, & 21 (orch. Dvorak).
Dubs: The Sotreiwk Apprentice. Rossini: William Tell
Overture. Saint -Saens: Danse Macabre. Smetana: The
Moldau. Sousa: The Stars and Stripes Forever
Arturo Toscanini, NBC Symphony Orchestra
RCA 6205-2-RC (CD). Artur M. Fierro &Joaquin L Lopes,
cogs.; John Kieffer, reissue prod. ADD. TM 66:02

These justly famous performances, frequently
reissued in a variety of recouplings on LP,
derive from anumber of different sources and
recording venues. The earliest is the high-gear
1945 Stars and Stripes from the infamous Studio 8-H, the latest the Brahms and Rossini from
Carnegie Hall in 1953. Other recordings from
Studio 8-H are Toscanini's second version of
The Sorcerer's Apprentice (his 1929 first disc
with the NYPO is still one of the most amazing renditions ever), aDanse macabre (with
ahair-raising ending), and afine, if not very
atmospheric Moldau, all from 1950. The Carmen Suite, in asomewhat idiosyncratic version
by the conductor himself, dates from 1952 and
Carnegie Hall. To anyone familiar with Toscanini and his repertoire, it should come as no
surprise that the Maestro often programmed
lighter and more popular classics, sometimes,

as in afew of his summer NBC broadcasts, even
devoting awhole program to such works. Indeed, he was apt to lavish as much care in preparing these scores as he would aBeethoven
or Brahms Symphony. If this reissue on CD
doesn't really represent his most important
recorded contributions, it is nevertheless awelcome release, both for the light it sheds on this
most important conductor's work, and—very
frankly—for its sheer energy, the impact of this
most dynamic of interpreters, and just plain
listening enjoyment.
The sound of Toscanini's NBC Symphony in
RCA's commercial recordings, whether in the
drier but not really so unpleasant ambience of
Studio 8-H or the airier Carnegie, has seldom
been reproduced so well as here; the mono
sound (nowhere stated as such in the package)
emerges exceptionally listenable, naturally
equalized, almost always clean, and remarkably
and surprisingly without the stridency of the
LP versions. In playback Ifound that !preferred
amoderate bass boost, especially to reveal
some of the lower percussion (ie, Dukas). To
be sure, dynamics, considering the period of
the original recordings, are restricted, but the
effectiveness of this reissue deserves both compliments to RCA and buyers' patronage for a
job well done.
—Igor Kipnis

Show Music
THE BERNSTEIN SONGBOOK: Music by Leonard
Bernstein
CBS SM 44760 (LP), MK 44760 (CD). Original recordings produced by Goddard Lieberson, John McClure,
Robert Lewis Shayon. Digital remastering by John
McClure; Larry Keyes, cog. ADA/ADD. 1
-15: 70:05,
73:14•

In compiling this collection of songs from
Bernstein's shows, the people at CBS have
managed to put together aselection that is
bound to appeal to (almost) everyone. For the
Bernstein neophyte, there is afull range of
numbers, providing agood introduction to the
differing musical styles that Bernstein's theatrical works have encompassed. Those who have
some familiarity with Bernstein's popular hits
(eg, West Side Story) are offered other, still
highly accessible pieces (eg, On the lbwn), and
the real Bernstein fan is provided with some
off-the-beaten-path material (eg, "The Plank
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Song" from Peter Pan), as well as an opportunity to hear old favorites in digitally remastered
form. The CD has a"bonus track," Frederica
von Stade singing asong from one of the few
Bernstein flops, 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
When arecording contains so many wonderful pieces of music, it is difficult to pick
favorites, but Iwas pleased that they included
"A Simple Song," from Mass (perhaps Bernstein's most underrated work); the West Side
Story selections ("Maria," "Tonight," "Somewhere," and "America") are exactly the ones I
would have chosen, and the selections from
Candide made me decide to get the CD replacement for my ancient mono LP. (The performances of the original Candide cast, especially
Robert Ftounseville and Barbara Cook, have not
been surpassed on either of the two more
recent recordings, but I'm really excited by the
news that there is anew complete recording
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in the works, with Bernstein himself conducting, and with acast featuring Jerry Hadley as
Candide, Christa Ludwig as the Old Lady, and
possibly Kathleen Battle as Cunegonde. The
casting sounds ideal, so the results should be
much better than the Carreras/Te Kanawa West
Side Story.)
Given the variety of sources, the sound on
both LP and CD is generally fine (and very similar, except that my review copy of the LP has
unusually noisy surfaces), but comparison with
the originals reveals some intriguing inconsistencies. The very first number, "New York,
New York," sounds rougher on CD than on the
original LP equivalent, but the numbers from
Wonderful Town sound considerably better
than on the original LP Most puzzling, "A Simple Song," again on CD, has less of asense of
space and ambience than the original LP or the
digitally remastered CD set of the entire score.
Iwould assume that both CD versions are derived from the same digital master. And I
thought digital copies were supposed to be
identical...
—Robert Deutsch
THE SOUND OF MUSIC
Frederica von Stade, Maria; Halcan Hagegard, The Captain; Eileen Farrell, Mother Abbess; Lewis Dahle von
Schlarbusch, Max; Barbara Daniels, Elsa; others; Cincinnati Pops, Erich Kunrx1
Telarc CD-80162 (CD). Robert Woods, prod.; Jack Renner, eng. ODD. TT: 70:00

With Carousel and South Pacific getting new
operatic-style studio recordings, it was inevitable that Rodgers and Hammerstein's greatest
popular success would be subjected to the
same treatment before long. Iapplaud Telarc's
decision to expand their interests into this
repertoire; Ionly wish Icould be more unequivocally enthusiastic about the results.
On the audiophilic front, things are just fine
Vocal and instrumental timbres sound realistic, and there is an excellent illusion of depth,
especially in the sequences featuring bells and
the nuns' chorus. The famous "Telarc drum"
is present; personally, Ifind it too loud, but this
may be partly aproblem with my room/system.
This recording of The Sound of Music is certainly the most complete one available. Songs
from the movie version are included along with

the songs they replaced, and there are various
bits of previously unrecorded incidental music
and extra verses. The score has some outstanding individual songs, but also ones whose charm
seems too calculated (eg, "So Long, Farewell").
Overall, Ithink Rodgers and Hammerstein's
achievement here is not quite in the class of
Oklahoma!
Frederica von Stade has alovely voice and
shows considerable affinity to this material, but
she often sounds tentative, as if not quite sure
of what she's doing. She makes at least one slip
that betrays her relative inexperience with
these songs: at the end of "Do Re Mi," she sings
"Sol" rather than "So," thereby rendering the
line "a needle pulling thread" rather, uh, pointless. With stronger musical direction, Ithink
she might have made an outstanding Maria, but
she gets little help from Erich Kunzel, who conducts with insufficient rhythmic and dynamic
flexibility. Hakan Hagegard doesn't get to do
much real singing in the role of Baron von
Trapp; perhaps wisely, he scales down his
voice, but ends up sounding too close to crooning. The great Eileen Farrell, retired from an
active career, was persuaded to sing the role of
Mother Abbess. She sings "Climb Ey'ry Mountain" down atone, but with great power and
dignity. The children in the cast are students
at aperforming arts school (Jeanne Menke,
playing "Sixteen Going On Seventeen" Liesl,
is actually sixteen), and they manage to avoid
the kind of TV-sitcom-kid cutesiness that would
want to make me send them to Miss Hannigan's
Orphanage. Lewis Dahle von Schlarbusch and
Barbara Daniels make strong impressions as
Max and Elsa.
This recording brings currently available
recorded versions of the show to at least four.
The Broadway cast recording, with Mary Martin, is now available only on CD (for shame,
CBS!), but at least the transfer is good. RCA's
digital transfer of the movie soundtrack has not
fared as well sonically, but Julie Andrews's
exuberant performance surmounts the sonic
limitations. First Night has recently re-released
the Original London Cast recording; it's acompetent job, but Jean Bayless's Maria lacks the
star quality that Martin and Andrews bring to
the role.
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
GROVER WASHINGTON, JR.: Then and Now
Grover Washingtonjt, sax; Igor Buttman, tenor sax; Herbic Hancock, James "Sid" Simmons, Tommy Flanagan,
piano; others
Columbia C44256 (LP). Joe Tarsia, Fernando Kral, engs.;
Paul Silverthom, prod. coordinator. ODD.
57:18
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So-called "blowing sessions" —where little is
worked out in advance except for tunes, keys,
and tempos—are deceptively difficult to bring
off unless the players work together regularly.
Even then, minus such helpful accoutrements
as interesting ensemble voicings, background
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riffs, and imaginative harmonic substitutions,
the results will hinge solely on the improvisational prowess of the individual participants
and their ability to react to each others' flights
of fancy.
Such challenges pretty well set the stage for
what you'll encounter on this LP, and although
it contains more than alittle first-rate playing,
musical interest waxes and wanes from cut
to cut depending on which group of players is
at work.
This is definitely saxophonist Washington's
showcase, however, and he is featured throughout. Alternating between soprano, alto, and
tenor, he displays astrong and personal voice
that, while taking into account the legacies of
Charlie Parker and John Coltrane, has found its
own expressive temperament. As often as not
this includes breathless flurries of notes that
are, nonetheless, firmly rooted in the blues. At
times he gets hung up on stuck-groove repetitions, but more typically (as in Ron Carter's
sultry "Blues for D.P:' and his own "Lullaby for
Shana Bly") he spins out marvelously supple
lines that push the changes to their tonal limits
without ever going over the edge.
The remarkable Herbie Hancock appears on
only three pieces and is not given alot of time
to stretch out. But he clearly stands out. On his
sensuous ballad "Just Enough," and Washington's "Lullaby," he forges choruses memorable
for their thoroughly unmanufactured sense of

spontaneity and economy of means. During
the "Lullaby," in particular, his baroquish development of small melodic cells and displacement of meter (which drummer Marvin"Smitty"
Smith picks up on with radar-like keenness) are
totally absorbing.
Less involving for this listener are the keyboard contributions ofJames "Sid" Simmons
and Tommy Flanagan. Simmons's approach is
boppish yet sparse, while Flanagan's melodic
ideas and stride bass—fine in themselves—
seem curiously anachronistic in this setting.
It is difficult to imagine bassist Ron Carter,
who lends his talents to three cuts, being out
of place in any setting. Quite simply, he is the
quintessential session player who invariably
finds all the "good" notes and combines them
in ways that elevate time-keeping and harmonic underlining to amelodic art.
Perhaps Columbia's engineers agree. In any
case, his efforts are more prominently etched
in the final mix than those of electric bassist
Gerald Veasley. There are also afew sonic annoyances in evidence, such as Smith's wandering cymbals in "Lullaby," the compressed
sound of the drum set at several junctures, and
an occasional vagueness as to which way the
piano is facing. Overall, however, the recorded
ambience is convincing, in part due to awelldefined soundstage and agenerally realistic
presentation of instrumental timbre and placement.
—Gordon Emerson

Rock
BOBBY KING & TERRY EVANS: Live and Lei Live!
Rounder 2089 (LP), CD 2089 (CD). Larry Hirsch, eng.;
Ry Cooder, prod. AAA/AAD. TT 4442

If you've heard aRy Cooder album in the last
12 years, you've heard Bobby King and Terry
Evans—they're the gorgeously voiced gospel /R&B singers who've backed up Ry while
he's learned to sing in public—and from whom
he can't help but have learned alot. To crib
from the liner notes, King is from aLouisiana
gospel background, while Evans sang R&B in
Mississippi. Their music together is aseamless
blend of the best of both sides of the churchyard gate, smack dab in the middle of the strongest undercurrents of American music. Virtually every tune is agem, but "Let Love Begin,"
so warm and lovingly sensual it'll melt your
speakers, and the best version I've ever heard
of "Dark End of the street," are instant classics.
"Saturday Night" has ahint of sprung Cajun
rhythm, and "Let Me Go Back to the Country"
has that vital feel of apick-up band one by one
sitting down to sit in, music made for the sheer
Stereophile, January 1989

joy of singing and playing. Only "Bald Head,"
another misogynistic Cooder tune, falls flat,
though not for lack of trying by King & Evans.
Ifind myself thinking of this one in the same
mental breath as John Hiatt's Bring the Family, and no surprise: Ry Cooder and drummer
Jim Keltner play here as well. Ry's flawless, instantly recognizable slide guitar work adds
power and melancholy to all nine cuts, and
drummer's drummer Keltner, with dues-allpaid-up pianists Jim Dickinson and Spooner
Oldham, make up arhythm section of all-theway-down rhythmic integrity. This combo can
lay down a simple, inevitable gospel/funk
groove faster, and with more authority, than
anyone Iknow.
The immediacy of this record's appeal is primarily due to the naked emotion of King's and
Evans's voices and the raw tone quality of
Cooder's guitar, but it certainly isn't hurt by the
recording quality, which has enough presence
to make you look behind your speakers for the
band. Cooder, who produced Live and Let
Live!, by now has aseemingly infallible knack
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for the job, audible in the first five seconds of
"Just aLittle Bit," the very first cut: the kick
drum and snare which lay down the rhythm
sound like adrumkit in awood-floored ginmill,
not the usual disembodied, 18-miked, perfect
"thud." As far as Ican tell, this friendly, gutsy
record was recorded live in the studio, no overdubs. The sounds of LP and CD are as close as
any I've heard lately, so go for the LP—please.
Music this real gets rarer every day.
—Richard Lehnert

LITTLE FEAT: let it Roll
Warner Bros. 25750-1 (LP); 25750-2 (CD). George Massenburg & Bill Payne, prods. DOD. TT: 5018

If you're the type of person who reads the first
sentence of areview and then skips to the end
to see what the writer really thinks, don't bother
—heres the last sentence: "This is the best rock
album of the year—you must run out and buy
it if you don't already own it! Play it alot when
you get it home!!!"
With that out of the way, here's the rest:
Little Feat was formed in the year of Woodstock by guitarist/songwriter Lowell George,
bassist Roy Estrada (both formerly of the Mothers of Invention), keyboard genius Bill Payne,
and drummer Richie Hayward. Their first of
many wonderful albums was released two
years later, ablend of New Orleans jazz, Delta
blues, and shit-kickin' Southern rock. Despite
some very heavy "freeform" FM radio airplay,
sales were unconvincing. Some members of
the band left, new ones were added. But the
group's pattern was already set in stone: great
songs on great albums with superb musicianship, backed up by fabulous live concert work
and lots of FM airplay. ..
but lukewarm record
sales.
In 1978, their live album Waitingfor Columbus was released. If you don't own that 2-record set, it's really worth buying to get an idea
of what the Feat of the '70s were all about. Buy
the LP version ...
they cut two songs on the
CD (one of which, "Don't Bogart That Joint,"
is apersonal favorite) to make it all fit on one
disc,To quote JA (from Hi-Fi News, April 1986,
talking about the Mobile Fidelity recut of Waiting)". ..
the live album of all time. ..
Little Feat,
the band that played with time the way others
play with Dinky Toys." The set includes the Little Feat classics "Fat Man in the Bathtub," "Dixie
Chicken," "Rocket in My Pocket," and "WilliK"
Great stuff.
That brings us to the present, almost. Lowell
George left the group, at the end of the last
IBut those two "lost" songs are tacked onto the end of the
CD version of The Last Record Album
—RL
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decade, for asolo career. He passed away of a
drug overdose afew years later. That seemed
to be the end of Little Feat, until recently when
the rest of the group decided to try it again.
They added Craig Fuller, formerly of Pure
Prairie League, to sing vocals, play the button
accordian, and sometimes guitar (he's terrific
—really does sound bizarrely like Lowell George),
and have come up with 10 original rockers: the
best all-round album of 1988.
Justas Waitingfor Columbus started off with
abang, the live audience singing along to "Join
the Band" (again, quoting JA, "getting an adrenaline rush"), Let it Roll begins with Paul Barrere's funky guitar in the left channel of "Hate
to Lose Your Lovin'," answered by Richie Hayward's authoritative drum strokes on the right.
You know musician's musicians are in command.
There's soulful rock ("Changin' Luck," "One
Clear Moment," and "Long Time Till IGet Over
You"), New Orleans pop ("Cajun Girl"), aballad ("Voices on the Wind"), hard-drivin' rock
("Let It Roll"), and atribute to Lowell George
("Hang,in' On To The Good Times"). Each cut
is terrific and all 10 together make for an enjoyable 50 minutes of listening.
Get the CD—the recording is all digital, and
quiet as can be.
Once again, for those who skip to the end
of reviews: "Best rock album of the year—run
out and get it!"
P.S. If you can get to see Little Feat live, do so.
They were great at their NYC stop in Fall, 1988.
[As they were when they opened the tour in
Santa Fe in the summer —JA.1
RP.S. Thanks to JA for letting me write this
enthusiastic review; he wanted to do the same.
—Gary S. Krakow

U2: Rattle and Hum (Soundtrack)
Island 91003-1 (2 LPs), 91003-2 (CD). Jimmy lovine,
prod.; various engineers. AAA/AAD. TT: 72:18

The Irish group U2 is an acquired taste.
Their music is very deep. They use open fifth
chords to set aserious mood. The lyrics sometimes deal with important issues of the day
(Northern Ireland, South Africa, teen angst, etc).
Sometimes Ithink I've acquired ataste for
their music. My wife is sure she hasn't, and says
she never will. She prefers not to hear them at
all, not even from two or three rooms away.
This brings us to Rattle and Hum, over an
hour of U2's music and the soundtrack for their
movie of the same name. There are the usual
"deep and meaningful" ballads, with open fifth
chords, but this album is half live (from their
last American tour) and half new studio cuts.
The band says the set pays tribute to the American influences that abounded during their tour.
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That's why they start off with alive version of
the Beatles' "Helter Skelter" (in the spoken
introduction to the song, there's amention of
U2 's rendition being amethod of stealing the
song back from Charles Manson). Bono, the
lead singer, whose full name is Bono Vox,
shouts the lyrics. He also shouts on "When
Love Comes to Town," astudio cut on which
B.B. King sings. There is also aversion of "All
Along the Watchtower." For the most part,
these songs are embarrassing for U2.
The high point of the album is alive version
of their huge hit "I Still Haven't Found What
I'm Looking For," this time performed, with the
help of The New Voices of Freedom choir, as
agospel ballad (see. ..
there's that American
influence). The cut is wonderful, and proves
that the group does have some talent (if only
they'd stop using those ponderous and repetitive open fifths).
Recording quality is very good on both the
studio and live tracks. One CD is also much
more convenient than four LP sides. Soundwise, there's no clear choice.
Now, whether one or two cuts on the record
(the Bob Dylan collaboration, "Love Rescue
Me," is also worth hearing) are worth spending money on is up to you. Unless, of course,
you're into deep and meaningful rock punctuated with open fifths.
—Gary S. Krakow
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Your readers will be interested to know that

The Mod Squad Line & Phono
Drives

apackage combining the Line Drive and Phono

Editor:
First of all, Iwould like to offer my sincere

Drive into asingle unit, called the Duet, will be
available shortly after the first of the year. We

thanks to John Atkinson for this carefully

will also offer an external transformer system
for the Phono Drive which produces an across-

considered review. Ihave put agreat deal of
time and energy into the design of the Line
Drive and Phono Drive, and it means alot to
me to see asimilar sense of dedication and
attention to detail in the review process.
There are two issues raised in this review
which 1would like to address. The first, noise
in the MC stage, has been adilemma since the
inception of the Phono Drive design. To make
along story short, the quietest circuit topologies tested were not the best-sounding ones,

the-board improvement in performance,
including an enhanced soundstage and the
elimination of all line-related noise.
Finally, Inotice some differences between
measurements of the Phono Drive taken here
and those performed by JA in Santa Fe. Idon't
know why this should be so, but, for the record, the MC gain-stage gain is about 24dB.
Thanks again to JA and to the Stereophile staff.
Steven McCormack
Designer, The Mod Squad

and vice versa. Ultimately, Ifelt Ihad to balance
my decision in favor of sound quality, with

what Isee as being acceptably low noise. If I Kinergetics SW-100
Editor:
understand the review correctly, JA was more
Ifound Dick Olsher's article on subwoofers fasconcerned with the measurement of the noise,
rather than his actual perception of it. Ioften

cinating. We at Kinergetics have spent much

listen here with the Rowland Complement,
which is the best-sounding cartridge Ihave

time, energy, and R&D on this topic The complexities of the subject, as Olsher points out,

heard. It has avery low, 0.2mV output. During
very quiet passages, or between cuts, the noise

are diverse and complicated as well as, from a
commercial viewpoint, very, very difficult to

floor is audible but Ido not find it objectionable. Individual sensitivity to noise does vary,

rationalize.

but with typical MC cartridges, where output
is 0.3mV or higher, it should not be aproblem.
The other issue is cable capacitance and our
Line Drive. As JA accurately pointed out, and
the owner's manual reiterates, cable length

One part brought out in the discussion and
tests was that KI was the only system flat to
20Hz, but we had higher distortion at 2040Hz. This is, unfortunately, one of the hard
tradeoffs. Bass distortion is difficult (and expensive) to avoid, as Olsher well points out.

(and, therefore, capacitance) should be kept as

Iwould differ alittle bit in the assessment of

short as conveniently possible. The total value

what SPLs are necessary in the lower bass

probably should not exceed 800pF. Check

regions. For music with an average power of
100dB SPL (which will peak at about 100dB

with the manufacturer of your cable if you are
unsure of its capacitance. Cable capacitance
usually will be specified as pF (picofarads) per

SPL), the bass output in the octave centered
around 30Hz will be about 85dB. Significantly

foot or meter. Multiply this figure by the length
of your cable to determine the total value Most
cables are reasonably low in capacitance and
can be run for quite along distance if need be.

less than this is required below, and it is not
clear that output below 30Hz is really particularly important per se in music. For accurate

Remember, though, the rule for passive sys-

acut-on frequency in the region of 20Hz or less

tems is to keep the output cables as short as
conveniently possible in your setup. When the

is really arequirement. The acoustic explanation for this is alittle bit complicated; it can be

Line Drive and Phono Drive are combined,
then the system may be driven by the Phono

stated that asmall loudspeaker (at/loudspeakers are small) cannot accurately reproduce the

Drive's active line amplifier, thus eliminating

bass-transient sound produced by alarge instru-

the concern over capacitance.

ment (eg, apiano), or one from amusical in-
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reproduction of all bass transients, however,
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strument having asteady flow of air (eg, the

usually high crossover points—up to 260Hz—

human voice, horns) without introducing an

will surprise many audiophiles, who prefer to

auxiliary note This note will be centered around
the resonant or cutoff frequency of the speaker.
This same tradeoff influenced the crossover

bass roll-off, thus preserving the character of
the upper-range system with the least intrusion

design. We tried 6,12,18, and 24dB/octave systems. The first just sounded better. We believe
that this is true due to the "size" problem
discussed above. The same spurious signals are
generated at each speaker (at or near its resonance) if crossovers are used that are not transient-correct. It may be that eliminating the
audibility of the effect in the subwoofer enables amore critical evaluation of the region

cross over between 60 and 80Hz with asteep

from the woofer. Although the ContraBass can
indeed operate well up to around 200Hz, most
ContraBass owners use crossovers in the 60Hz
range with apassive high-end filter. Some use
no high-end filter, taking advantage of the natural roll-off of the upper-range system. This
approach has yielded excellent results with
such upper-range speakers as Spicas, Quads,

around 100— 200Hz to be made. The original

and Magneplanars for ContraBass owners, and
we believe that it eliminates the worst pit-

statement stands: We thought the 6dB/octave
sounded better.

falls—especially matching problems—of subwoofing. Further, for many listeners, adding

We experimented at great length with the
placement of the cut-on frequency and the

awoofer system is easier, sonically more satisfying, and even less costly than finding the

total distortion-free output of the system. The

right wider-range speaker.

combination we arrived at sounded best. It was
definitely better to extend the cut-on frequency

hears too little deep bass from the ContraBass

So far, so good; but Mr. Olsher measures and

when judged by the musicality, even though

12. Idon't know why his and our results using

lower-frequency distortion was increased. All

the Keele near-field technique differ so. Be that
as it may, what is more important to me is that

other speakers in the survey took the other
routes, terminating response upward of 40Hz.
The difficulty of reducing distortion in the

Mr. Olsher does not bear enough deep stuff
from the ContraBass 12.

extremely low-frequency audio regions is, as

Consider: most ContraBass owners use

Olsher notes, difficult and costly. We have been

the Bass Contour in the intermediate posi-

working hard in this direction, but the tradeoffs

tion (+3dB boost), and some—including one

are difficult.

confessed pipe-organ fan—do not use it at all.
Nevertheless, they all report satisfying levels

Kenneth W. Cowans
Kinergetics, Inc.

of deep bass. Perhaps the difference is, once

Cogan-Hall ContraBass 12

again, in the 60Hz crossover point our customers use. This permits them to boost some-

Editor:

what (at the crossover) the level of the Con-

We thank Dick Olsher for reviewing the Con-

traBass's output, thus compensating for the

traBass 12 and for providing alearned overview
We are most pleased with Mr. Olsher's obser-

roll-off Mr. Olsher describes, without exaggerating the midbass. For those who find the deep
bass inadequate for any reason, we can provide

vation that the ContraBass 12 is tight, fast,

asimple active bass-contour circuit, capable

of the rather esoteric area of bass reproduction.

gutsy, and even "scary." He suggests in his

of substantially more boost at 20Hz than the

introduction that such areas of midbass finesse

passive bass contour.

may be the most important performance cri-

We offer two other ContraBass models. The

teria for abass system. We certainly agree; the

ContraBass 12-100 uses the Dynaudio 30-W100 12" driver with its larger, 4" voice-coil.
This system exhibits stronger deep-bass per-

whole design of the ContraBass is meant to
produce these qualities, which we feel are
essential to approaching the live event.
Regarding our preference for Q=0.5 damp-

formance, and even greater transient impact,
for example, but should not be used above

ing, sometimes called the non-resonant condition, we plead innocent as charged. The final

100Hz due to its less nimble upper-range capabilities. The ContraBass 12-100 has asuggested

degree of tautness we sought in the ContraBass

retail price of $1020 ($1095 west of the Rockies). We also manufacture the ContraBass 10,

deteriorated somewhat with any higher Q-loading.
We suspect that Mr. Olsher's choice of un-
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POWER
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Call or write for FREE BROCHURE on Interconnect &Speaker Cables

STRNGHT WIRE
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SPECTRA

1909 HARRISON ST, HOLLYWOOD. FL 33020

Dynamic Freedom

13051 925-2470

Drsigned and Built nthe USA

Present day source material will tax the most capable of
speakers, regardless of driving principle Spectra 22 and
particularly the 33 will handle all or most of the source
material you care to listen to—as afull range electrostat.
However, an electrostat's high intimacy of drive can
occasionally lead to ionization of the air between its
elements, on heavy, deep bass material, resulting in audible
popping noises. The addition of Spectra Passive Woofer 1
(below 100Hz) extends both panel performance and total
system dynamics by 8dB or more!
Most important of all, listening reveals the SP W-1 to be the
perfect Spectra companion. We eagerly await your listening
and evaluation of the latest addition to the Spectra
family of loudspeakers.
ScOl OAT
Rockford Corpor000n
1,13 S. Rockford It,
AZ 83201
5012.967-3545
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smaller ScanSpeak driver. The ContraBass 10
has asuggested retail price of $695.
We also provide two bi-amping/passive
high-end crossovers for use in ContraBass systems. These are the MFA Systems Magus and

invite audiophiles to audition them in their
own systems and decide for themselves if the
improvements are worthwhile.
Mike Dzurko
Audio Concepts

Mantra. The Magus has asuggested retail price
of $340. The Mantra features the variable crossover points that Mr. Olsher recommends, and
has asuggested retail price of $660.

Spectrum 208B loudspeaker

Cogan-Hall Instruments offers athree-week
in-home trial purchase for all of its products.

of our Model 208B speaker system. We are

Kenneth L. Cogan
Designer & President, Cogan-Hall Instruments

Editor:
Thank you for John Atkinson's excellent review
pleased that it earned top honors in four of ten
performance categories, against formidable
(and more expensive) competition.
We appreciate Mr. Atkinson's taking agreat

Vendetta Research TPC -1

deal of time and effort to optimally set up the

Editor:
The TPC- 1electronic aossover was discontinued

speakers reviewed. He correctly pinpointed the
design axis of the 208B as being just above the

in October 1988, as we found its price point did

woofer. We also commend JA both for admit-

not allow us to implement everything we have

ting his bias against reflex systems, and for

determined to be important to achieve maximum fidelity.

being able to ignore that bias and give agood
review to areflex system meriting one. This is

We have some doubts, however, that steepslope crossovers are the best means to achieve
ultimate sonic quality, because of their poor
transient response.
In future, we hope to manufacture amore
sophisticated "transient perfect" design to give
state-of-the-art electronic reproduction, while
exhibiting good transient performance for use
with systems where this is important.
John Curl
Vendetta Research

the hallmark of agreat reviewer.
Our view is that audio progress is impeded
by biases, but that by recognizing them they
can be overcome. This approach has led us to
discover that progress is most often made by
evolution, not revolution. Witness the evolution of tube amplifiers in the last ten years, from
euphonic signal processors to the musically
accurate devices we have today. While our systems rarely have any flashy "breakthrough"

Audio Concepts Saturn

techno-whizbangs, they are the results of painstaking refinements, with the aim of providing
the consumer with the best overall sound

Editor:

obtainable at agiven price point.

Congratulations to Dick Olsher for his comprehensive and thorough evaluation of the art of

We would like to point out that the 208B has
increased only $100 from the November 1986

adding subwoofers to asystem. While we agree

price of $349 on the 208A. For the extra money,

with most of his conclusions, we do disagree
music will be clearly disappointed, as will most

the consumer receives aremovable cloth grille
with anti-diffraction mounting, which replaces
the former glued-on foam type, an improved

folks when listening to high-powered orches-

viscous-damped woofer incorporating 75%

tral music." While Iwould concur that there are

more magnet, aheavier, more acoustically inert

with his statement that "Aficionados of organ

afew subwoofers available that will play louder

cabinet, amore sophisticated crossover, anew

at extreme low frequencies, they are all much

tweeter, and 5-way binding post connectors.

larger and more costly than the Saturn. Numer-

There's not much about the speaker that hasn't

ous Saturn owners have commented on the

been upgraded since JGH's original 1982

quality of organ reproduction.

review of the 208A. Overall, we're extremely
happy with the results, and we feel that the

Few audiophiles can afford the cost or space
for subwoofers that meet Dick's ideals for bass

208B represents better value in today's market

reproduction. Yet many audiophiles can enjoy
the major improvement in performance offered

than the 208A did in 1982. That its "best buy
status" did not come across clearly in the re-

by subwoofers such as the Saturns. Since we

view may be partially due to the reference system.

guarantee buyer satisfaction on all our kits, we

The amplifiers used for auditioning the
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speakers were both optimized for much lower

analog technologies as well, particularly as the

impedance loads than the 208B provides. This

boundaries defining pro audio vs the high end
are removed. Keith Yates's article on audio
minimalism and knob surfers (b1.11 Nall) was

caveat is not from our personal experience, but
comes from an amplifier-designer friend of
mine, whose designs are highly regarded in

very thought-provoking. Bill Sommerwerck's

these pages. He stated that an amp will sound
hard and strident if used with aload which is

of looking at what can be done with signal

much higher impedance than it is designed to

processing now and in the future. This makes

drive. The average impedance of 10 to 12 ohms

for exciting, interesting reading.

which makes the 208B agreat match for affordable equipment may well cause problems
when used with $3000 super amps. As you

review of the CP-1 continues in this direction

Iguess getting agreat review doesn't hurt
either. Thanks again.

Buzz Goddard

Consumer Products Manager, Lexicon

know, the Krell will drive 1-ohm loads with
ease, and the VTL's transformers are tapped for
5- to 7-ohm loads. Circumstantial evidence

Infinity IRS Beta
Editor:

confirming this hypothesis is that sonic prob-

First, we would like to again thank Gordon for

lems were heard exactly where the 208B has
its highest impedance. Our suggestion is that

his initial rave review of the IRS Beta loud-

future reviews be done both with the reference
amps, and with amps more appropriate to the
price of the speakers. Please note that we are
not implying that our speakers are perfect,
merely that in amore typical system the problems noted may be greatly reduced.
Late-breaking news: All of the above may

speaker. However, it initially seemed somewhat
confusing to us how aproduct review could
begin with "In short, Ilove these speakers, and
Icannot imagine anyone not being absolutely
blown away by their performance. If you can
afford them, and have the space, buy them. If
Icould, and had, Iwould." Then, on further

well turn out to be moot in the case of the

comment, JGH uses the word "dreadful." However, in retrospect, we can try to piece together

208B, as we have just been informed that the

what happened.

tweeter may not be available to us any longer.
We apologize for the inconvenience and frus-

With regard to the obvious mechanical flaws
that Gordon found in the Betas, we have to

tration this causes Stereopbile and its readers.

plead guilty. In any system as complex as the

Your only consolation is that we are the most

Beta, it seems ridiculous that such apparently

frustrated of all. We will submit the new version for review as soon as possible. Thank you

simple ideas, such as keeping the potentiometer knobs properly attached to the control unit

for your patience.

EricJohanson

and the input terminals from rotating, were

President, Spectrum Loudspeakers, Inc.

under-designed. We, like every other perfectionist company on the planet, try to do the

Lexicon CP-1
Editor:

right thing the first time, but, alas, are not perfect; and considering the myriad of complex

Undertaking areview of aproduct as complex

issues that we have successfully dealt with in

as the CP- lisa rather daunting task. The pleth-

the IRS Beta's development, it is not unheard

ora of configurations and operating modes that

of that afew details might have been conducted

make the CP-I so flexible and musically use-

in abetter way. Each time we find an apparent

ful represent agargantuan review project. What

defect, we institute an engineering change in

Iam most impressed with is Bill Sommer-

order to correct the problem. Current Beta Sys-

werck's ability to report not only what the

tems now have two screws to properly secure

product does and how well it does it, but more

the knobs and a stronger, reinforced anti-

importantly, his understanding of the philos-

rotation plate on the input terminals.

ophy behind the product.

With regard to the sonic problems encoun-

Digital signal processing holds enormous
potential for music lovers. While we have come

tered by Gordon, the original system which
earned the rave review appearing in Vo1.11 No.9

along way since the introduction of the first

(Sept. 1988) was, in fact, afactory-checked

"perfect sound forever" machines, dramatic

production system. Indeed, when Leon Kuby

and profound improvements lie ahead. Many

and Ileft Santa Fe, we were convinced that

of these advances will have implications for

what we had heard was not only representa-
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tive of the IRS Beta's capabilities, but we also

ular JGH, any additional hardships, we apolo-

thought the sound to be glorious (especially

gize for them. Itruly could not believe that

on some tapes made by JGH and JA). Imust
confess we thought the imaging and sonics

there was a problem of the magnitude he
described, and therefore Ioverreacted.
There is alesson to be learned from this un-

were fine, and were confident that everything
was in good order. About two weeks later, Gordon did indeed call and complain about an
imaging shift due to an apparent difference in
the Beta's midrange/tweeter panels. He claimed
it was extremely subtle but there, and he could

fortunate incident: Never attempt "patchwork"
field repairs on systems of this complexity.
Again, we thank you for the excellent review
you have given the IRS Betas, and hopefully we
at Infinity are alittle wiser.

not measure any difference in the panels. At

Arnold Nudell

this point, Ishould have left well enough alone.

President, Infinity Systems, Inc.

Iknew that his Beta System was thoroughly
factory-checked before it was shipped to him.
Ialso recalled that Leon and Idid not detect the
problem during our visit. But then Iwas overcome with nagging doubts. What if something

GSI Musical Electronics
Editor:
Most recently GSI was faced with an almost
instantaneous doubling of our rent. Iregret

had really gone wrong with the Betas? What

waiting until the last month to discover what

if something else in the system went awry? On

acharming landlord Ihad. As reports of our

the other hand, JGH was still overjoyed with
the Beta's sonic performance.

death have been greatly blown out of propor-

It was at this point that Ibelieve we made a
series of poor judgments. Instead of leaving
well enough alone, we elected to embark on
a series of "patchwork" repairs which we
should have known would probably be alosing proposition. The IRS Beta System is extremely
complex, and requires very careful quality con-

tion, Ihave sent this note to the major publications in which much of our business is found.
As we evacuated as though our building was
facing demolition, Iam almost certain orders
may have been lost or misplaced. Ipresently
have an entire audio company in agarage (floor
to ceiling), and am hoping to have space by the
time you read this. Mail to 622 Bloomfield Ave-

trol, including the measurement of each com-

nue will be forwarded to my home. If you do

ponent and checking the final product using

not have our form-letter mailing yet, please

sophisticated equipment such as Fast Fourier

drop us anote with acopy of your order, apho-

llansforrn analysis for very sensitive frequency
and phase response. The point being that it

give us abit of time to sort things out.

tocopy of your canceled check if possible, and

requires all these techniques to ensure that the

Ialso wish to use this forum to point out

system's performance falls within the factory

that GSI will no longer be producing any

specifications. And, surely as JGH quickly

manufactured products. (Mods and service and

found out, such measurements as are able to

rebuilds will continue.) We are currently ham-

be performed with even good "field-type"

mering out an agreement with Mondial/Aragon for the X-1 crossover to join their line, and

equipment will not adequately explain all the
subtle information that can be discriminated
by the human ear. It is clear, in retrospect, that

atube product line in the future is under seri-

this series of ad hoc repairs was the incorrect
approach to the "problem," and should not

be available from GSI for our products and for
NYAL/Futterman products as in the past. Anew

have been attempted by us. The only other
proper approach (if we felt that there was

address and phone number will be published
as soon as possible.

something genuinely wrong) would have been
to replace both upper end panels, again apair

1988, God graced Annette and Iwith Andrew

ous consideration. Parts and service will still

On amore positive note: On September 20,

that had properly gone through our factory QC

Anthony, 7lbs, 8oz,

process. In fact, that is what we ultimately did,

ears). As the balance appears to be mouth, Iam

with the fortunate result that JGH commented

conducting serious research into the effects of
Sonex and Thbe Traps on cribs. A copy will

"The system now sounds just as magnificently
rich and powerful as the first samples Ireviewed,
but with even better imaging."
If we have caused Stereophile, and in particStereophile, January 1989

0" (most of which are

surely be in the Journal of the AES sometime
next year.

Andy Fuchs
GSI
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Tower Records
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Audio Den
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West Hollywood
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FLORIDA
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Tampa
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Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton St

GEORGIA

Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W. Wabash, Ste S

Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE

INDIANA

Music, Music, Music
Buckhead and
N Lake Tower Festival
Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry Pl

Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St

Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd

IOWA

Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Lilburn
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 CharmIla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy

HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S Beretania #207
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St

IDAHO
Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Rd

ILLINOIS
Barrington
Take One Audio Video
203-D W. NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S. Harper
Acme Audio & Recording Co.
3821 N. Southport
Audio Video Option
141 W. Jackson BI
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W. Lincoln Hwy
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2 River PI
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr

Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert

KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W. 94th Terrace

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Road
Musical Images of Kentucky
6700 Sycamore Woods Dr
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabel
New Orleans
Oliver's
112 University Pl
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Ln
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgie Ave

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Encore Audio
225 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
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Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0 Audio
95 Vassar St
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St

MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems, Ltd.
112 S Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
JAM Hi•Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N. Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St, Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave

MISSOURI
Ballwin
Flip's Stereo Place
15050 Manchester Rd
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood BI

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Natural Sound
233 N. 48th St. Ste P

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tower Records
4700 S Maryland Pkwy

Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Dr

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc.
402 Amherst St. Ste 310
Salem
Cuomo's
291 S Broadway

NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Route 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17 N.
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
Wyckoff
Conklin's Inc
637 Wyckoff Ave

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Ovation Audio
1310 Osage, Ste A
Santa Fe Sight & Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109

"MADE FOR MUSIC"

HEYBROOK
POINT FIVES
You've heard of our loudspeakers. The award winning
HB-1's, the classic HB-2's,
and the powerful HB-3's.

"ON A BUDGET"

Quality music reproduction
has never been more affordable. The new Point Fives
$299 pr. Audition them at the
Finest Audio Specialists.

Imported and Distributed in North America by

D'ASCANIO AUDIO
USA-11450 Overseas Hwy., Marathon, FL 33050 (305) 743-7130
CANADA—P.O. Box 1160, Station B, Weston, Ontario CANADA M9L 2R9 (416) 738-9397

AUDIO

RESEARCH

I

fyou seek more than an
impressive array of controls, more
T • than the latest fad in HiFi, and more
than the "dollar per watt mentality,"
1 114
:4
e 1
<!?
,
Êrn. ,r
N
N
we seek to satisfy your quest.
Our experience in musical
performance and audio engineering,
MA9IFe LEV
combined with our desire to achieve
perfection in each audio system
assure you the fulfillment that you
pursue.
One visit to our shop will
convince you that we have the
THETA
world-class equipment and the
expertise that you will need.
ANDERSTEEN
ALJD IOCIU

I

AUDIO SYSTEMS

15102 BOLSA CHICA RD
HUNTINGTON BCH, CA 92649
714 897-0166

NEW YORK
Astoria
Steinway Sound
25-15 Steinway St
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Auto-Sound Plus
947-949 Troy-Schenectady
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy-Schenectady
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern BI
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Route 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W. 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
6th Ave Electronics
1024 6th Ave
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E 33rd
Tower Records
692 Broadway
Tower Records
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander

Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, Rt 347
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie BI E.
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E. Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E. Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Ave
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 S Boulevard
Sound Systems
3748 E. Independence BI

Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E. Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jarniesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
2806 S. Harvard
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E. Wayne St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E. State St
St ereo
rsh Ba rn
251 W. Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd

Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr

Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
2883 W. Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St

OHIO
Cincinnati
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave

PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pinero

Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd

Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S. Hamilton Rd
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Ln
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Camelot Music
6313 Sawmill Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col. Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N. Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S 22nd St
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
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RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Operation Audio
437 N Pleasantburg Dr
Sound Source
2516 E North St
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research BI
Beaumont
John Goodyear Audio
229 Dowlen
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd x320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc.
6800 Gateway E. 10
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr o106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington BI
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S. Washington
Bailey S Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E. Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products 8 Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electric Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc
6519 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Bellingham
Landing Discs 8 Tapes
1307 11th St

255
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Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
Accuphose

Duntech
Eminent Technology

Mondx3I Designs
Monster /Alpha

SOTA
Spectrum

VP!
Wet-Tempered Lobs

ADS
Adcom
ASC

Grado Signature
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab

MIT
NAD
Nakomichi

Stax-Kogyo
Sumiko/Tolismon
Target

Wilson WATT
Yamaha

Audioquest
Audio Research

Martin-Logan
Meitner

Niles
Oracle

Thiel
Thorens

Bryston
Cambridge Audio
CWD

Meridian
Mod Squad
Mission Electronics

Sennheiser
Signet
SME

Threshold
Vandersteen
Velodyne

VIDEO
Muitivision
Pioneer
Proton
Sony
Yamaha

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 06510

•

DYNAVECTOR

r

•

X
Cl)

•
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SHURE

MCNISA/AMEXJTAKE 5Charge

• MONSTER CABLE

We 4*.e Pd To- Gee

ALARGE SELECTION OF:

NEEDLES
CARTRIDGES
TOLL FREE

zz (800) 342-9969 M&Y CO
oilbe
tle

8344 Melrose

g 4 cceldculied. Le Sbu.k...

Los Angeles

SIGNET

• ORTOFON

• GRADO

•

qedwid.friy,
•ORTOFON
•SHURE
•GRADO
•DYNAVECTOR
•AUDIO TECHNICA
•PICKERING
•SIGNET
•NITTY GRITTY
•STANTON
•BEYERDYNAMIC
•AUDIOQUEST
•STAX
•CARNEGIE ONE
•THORENS
•AR
•MICRO SEIKI
•AND MANY MORE

A1111:10 AIIIN

Mon.,Tue.,Wed.,Fn.,10-6,Thurs.,10-8,Sat.,10-5,

• BEYERDYNAMIC
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Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs

WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc.
467 High St

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S. Hastings Way
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S.

CANADA
National Distributor
Fenwick, Ontario
Ruehle Marketing
850 Roland Rd

ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave

BRITISH COWMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr
Music Works
4740 Main St
Straight Gain Electronics
2220 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.

NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St

ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St E.
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5Speedvale Ave E.
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552 1
/ Upper James St
2
Globe Discount
217 King St E.

Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E.

Aalborg
AC Radiohuset
Boulevarden 16
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilia Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Saros
132 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2

KT Radio
MP Bruunsgade 36

Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E.
Great American Sound
402 Queen St W.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E.
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W.
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W.
Essex Audio Consultants
322 Pelissier

QUEBEC
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

FINLAND
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland

HONG KONG

National Distributor
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio Q Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
Fona
Ostergade 47
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Vejle
S.K. Sound
Vissinggade 7
Viborg
Frydendahl Hi -Fi
Sot. Mathiasgade 72
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SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Zurich
Ensemble AG SA LTD
H. Annoni Strasse 23
CH-4132 Muttenz
Aarau
Stimmgabel—H. Ineichen
im -City Marl"
Bern
Klingler Hi -Fi
Obere Zollgasse 29b

Aeroplax Limited
Rm 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St

Lugano
Musicdoor
Ouartiere Magheni
Thun
Audiotechnik Lulls
Frutigenstrase 61b

ICELAND

Zurich
Hi -Fi Muller
Merkurstrasse 45

National Distributor

TAIWAN

125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S. Danielsson
Skulagata 61

National Distributor
Taipei
Talk, Electronics
Chung Ching S. Rd

ITALY
National Distributor

THAILAND

Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
388 U-Chareon Village
Rachada Rd
Huay-Kwang BKK 10310

JAPAN
National Distributor
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Vente
3-6-1 Sekimori-Cho

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF Hun Stereo
Runstraat 142-150

NEW ZEALAND
AUSTRALIA

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Oslo 1, Norway
Audio Import
Box 9193 Vaterland

National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D R Britton Ltd
3Sydney St

NORWAY
National Distributor
Oslo
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Flair System
B1-03/04, Katong Peoples
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jofre. 22

UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Newstand Distributor
Periodicals in Particular
1Prince of Wales Passage
Hampstead Rd
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St

WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6Frankfurt/M, 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b

WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dateline Equipment
& Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

25-

ON DISPLAY NOW
IN KANSAS CITY!
SHAIIINL-1N DIAPASON

(WITH BEDINI CLASS A POWER)
"The Diapason must be heard by anyone claiming to know what's going on
in high-end loudspeakers"
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile, Vol. II, No. 8

B&

W 801 MATRIX SERIES 2 (WITH JEFF ROW'LAND DESIGN

MODEL 5)

The pinnacle of current full-range dynamic loudspeaker design"
Lewis Lipnick, Sterophile,Vol. 10, No. 9

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY LFT III & IV
(WITH JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN MODELS THREE & SEVEN)

FOCUS HIGH DEFINITION MONITORS
(vrai TRUE IMAGE ELECTRONICS)
Sources include: LINN LP-12, ITOK, TROIKA; VPI-19, TRI -PLANAR,
COMPLEMENT; RECIA 3, FI YS and many more tables and CD Players
R&Ii, California Audio tabs,

913 - 648 - 3750

Counterpoint, Ximber liable, Linn,

ER

Martini; Series 91, Reuno, Rego,
Rigel, Jeff Roseland Design Group,

Spectrum, Superphon,Vandersieen,
VPI and many more

GO L DEN
«Me

5337 West 94th Terrace
(NE Corner 950, & Nall, around back)

STEO

,,..._

Prairie Village, Kansas
Sat, il •6, Thurs till 8
and by appointment

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS •FRFF SHIPPING •ASK ABOUT OUR 100 PERCENT TRADE-IN POLICY

EXPOSE YOURSELF
to all of the speakers you've always wanted
to audition, now under one roof.

APOGEE

Sonically and visually stunning ribbon

speakers. Frequent "best sound at show" awards;
available in decorator finishes.

VANDERSTEEN

Legendary baffleless designs:

openness and imaging comparable to planar
speakers. Superb values, outperforming
competitors twice their price.

FRIED

Classic musical, phase-coherent

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY Innovative, highly
reliable push-pull planar magnetic systems acclaimed
by The Absolute Sound, IAR and Stereophile.
Upper range clarity that surpasses even
electrostatic designs.
JSE Patented Infinite Slope crossovers eliminate
driver interference. Phase coherence assures
proper harmonic structure, lifetime warranty.

loudspeakers both large and small. Transmission line
loading for tremendous bass
subwoofers.

impact

without

SPECTRUM Audiophile sound on abudget. Best
performance in low cost loudspeakers.

Apogee •Ariston •Audicquest •BEL •
K •British Fidelity •Counterpoint •Eminent Technology •Forte •Fned •Grace
JSE •Kimber (able •Kiseki •Klyne •Melos •Meridian •MIT •Monster Cable Alpha •Musical Concepts •Nutty Gritty
Ortofon •Premier •PS Audio •Rauna •Rotel •Rowland Research •SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Spectrum •Stax
Systemdek •Talisman Akhemist •Tube Traps •Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research •VTL •VVharktale

Come listen and compare these world class loudspeakers on some of the best associated
components available. Then choose the one most suited to your listening requirements.

AUDIO NEXUS

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere

258

201-277-0333
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $.60 per word. $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.75 per word, $70 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)982-2366. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

FOR SALE
AFFORDABLE HIGH END AUDIO—Acoustic Energy
AE-1 (StereopbileVol.11 No.9), ASC
Traps, Audible Illusions, Audioquest-LiveWire, Aural Symphonics,
B&K, Celestion SL-700 (Stereopbile Vo1.11 No 9),
Celestion's new SL-Si Bi -Wire series, Chicago Stands,
Epos ES-14, Entec, Gold Aero Tubes,Kimber
Magnum Dynalab, Merlin, Mod Squad, Niles Audio,
Philips Audio/Video, Philips CD960, CD880 Disc
Players, PSE, Rep, StaX, Sonrise handcrafted cabinet
systems, TARA Labs, Velodyne, and more. Custom
installation available; for more information or free
brochure and free literature, please call (301)890-3232.
Audio One aildtrss Cf., Burtonsville MD20866.
Audition by appointment. Monday through Friday,
10am to 7pm; Saturday, 11 to 5. MC/Visa, Amex.
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION of used McIntosh
andJBL Alnico components. Reproduction Hartfields,
amust-hear for 8-10k speaker-system buyers. Free
audition, transportation with purchase. Call for details.
lobn Wolff, (313)229-5191.
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Directto-disc, halfspeed, Quiert Il recordings. 2000 available. Great prices—example: Dark Side of Moon, $45.
Elusive Disc 4216 Beverly Blvd., Suite 230, Los
Angeles, CA 90004. (213)388-7176.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube /ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogarni cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
Scut Nakamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko, Grace,
VPI, CV/D, and more. Professional consultation and
installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street,
Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816. No mail orders,
please.
ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7,
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000
types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperex, Telefunken,
Gold Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, sameday shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronicg
7110 DeCelis PI., PO Box 7323-Dept Sp Van Nuys,
CA 91406. In California, (800)422-4277. Outside
California, (800)422-4250.
AUDIOQUEST, AURAL SYMPHONICS, B&K, BEL,
Berning, Cardas, Chesky, Clearaudio, Eminent Technology, Focus, Magnum Dynalab, Maplenoll, Melos,
MFA, Morrison, Quicksilver, Reference Recordings,
Sheffield, Straight Wire, Superphon, VPI, and more.
Audio Abode, Dallas, TX (214)369-2092 evenings
and weekends.
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B&K, CRAMOLIN, KIMBER KABLE, Magnum, Audiolab, Kinergetics, GyroDec, Sheffield, Kevek, Sones.
Zeta, itchnics stylus force gauge, Armen= 6DJ8, Mesa
12AX7, GE 6550/KT88, RCA 5AR4/GZ34. Wctor Electronics, Box 02404, Portland, OR 97202-0404.
(503)233-2603. Visa/MC/Amex.
THE POSSIBLE DREAM: the Yankee FPR -72 Loudspeaker. A full-range ribbon, no x-overs, efficient!
-2db at 29Hz! 1988 production: sold out. For information or 1989 reservation: British American
Sound, PO. Box 21252, Charleston, SC29413. (803)
723-6025.
DUNTECH SOVEREIGN 2001 SPEAKERS: less than
one year old. Mint, $9450/pr. Call (213)934-1817
eves/wkends or (213)214-6078 days. (CA).
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components on display: Counterpoint
SA3.1, SA12; PS4.6, 100C; Conrad-Johnson PV8
(replaces PV5), DFI CD; Audible Illusions 2C; Mod
Squad Prism CD (JAR la rating); Acoustat Spectra
22&33; Spica Angelus;
Velodyne subwoofers; Magnum tuner; Fosgate surround-sound;
MIT, Motif, Sonographe, Adcom, B&K, Superphon,
Music Reference, Vortex, Palantir, Spectrum, Rauna,
SoundLlb, VPI, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Sumiko, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, vdHul, Monster, Randall, Straight
Wire. (714)861-5413, appointment.
NH AFFORDABLE AUDIO DEALER—Jay's New &
Used Audio. Please call and ask about our fine line of
amps, preamps, CD players, turntables, cables, and
interconnects. Now carrying TARA cables and interconnects. Call (603)883-1982.
TRANSCEND MEDIOCRITY at Jim Ott's Northwest
Audio Labs. Our full-service modification department,
electronic X-overs, specialized accessories, coupled
with alarge selection of fine audio components, enable us to put together one-of-a-kind audio systems.
Brochure available. Northwest Audio Labs, Inc, 1557
NW Monrog Corvallis, OR 97330. (503)753-0472.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review, December 1986. $21.95 per kit.
Check or MO to Row!! Lubricant Co., Box 19003,
Las Vegas, NV 89132.
MIT CABLES, CUSTOM TERMINATIONS, Camacs,
Monster RCA, hi-flexibility all MIT tonearm sets, XLR
balanced; Shotgun CVT, MIT hookup wire for inside
components; MIT harness & mods for Infinitys; customized Athena PolyPhasors Clements speakers; ASC
llibe'Daps; Solen, Sidereal, Uhnder Caps/solder/wire;
Resistas; Odyssey, Tiffany connectors; custom Tiptoes; many accessories/mod parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas); Michael Petry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937:
(415)669-7181.
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Don't get surplus
sound through
deficit spending.
It's easy to let aroomful of hardware that's bursting with decibels drive
you to penury. But that kind of music system won't be worth aplug nickel
when you want the spine-tingling sensation of musical truth. So we offer
components that stand the hair on the backs of our necks, at aprice that
seems within reason. Sure it's subjective. But if we weren't in business to
please ourselves, however could we please you?
Adcom •Apogee •ARC •Basis •Belles •Carnegie •Celestke
Counterpoint •CWD •Denon •Dual •Duntech •3SE •Koittsu
Krell •Krell Reference •Lexicon •NIrage •Monster •NAD •SME
SOTA •Spica •Sumlko •Thiel •Velodyne •VPI •WAIT

AUDI

Everybody's favorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
617/648-4434

POWER BLOCK
A.C.

PO WER

LINE

BY

TICE
AUDIO

CONDITIONER
•Designed specifically for audio
•Eliminates R.F., EMI, Hash & Spikes
•10% Voltage boost or reduction
•Radically improves every system
•L. 18 1/
2"xW. 10" xH. 81
/2"Wt. 60 lbs.

Home trials available at:

AUDIO
ENJOYMENT
0VPI
oKlimo
0Belles
oSystemdek
oIS Electrostatics

oEHS
MEA
oFried
Sumiko
oLazarus
nPS Audio
=Quicksilver
=Win Labs
British Fidelity >Audible Illusions

516-360-8816
2(iti

oSpica
=Kindel
=Magnum
oTerpsichore
Eminent Technology

,Tice
oTarget
Garrott
,Chicago
& Much more ,

Smithtown N.Y.
11crut

IC.J.11111.1r1

WE CREATE MASTERPIECES
FOR YOUR EARS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AUDIO RESEARCH
CAL AUDIO LABS
MARTIN LOGAN
COUNTERPOINT
MAGNEPAN
KYOCERA
MIRAGE
ORACLE
ROGERS
SOTA

WILSON AUDIO
W MATRIX
VAN DEN HUL
QUICKSILVER
SUMIKO/SME
NAKAMICHI
DALHQUIST
ADCOM
ENTEC
SPICA
NAD
MIT

—

2020 N. TEXAS ST.
FAIRFIELD, CA, 94533

‘,2\\*die

2151 "G" SALVIO
CONCORD, CA, 94520

707.422-3340

415.676-8990

electronics

AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •OENON
KLYNE •MAGNUM
NAll •THRESHOLD

o

loudspeakers

INFINITY •M & K
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANDERSTEEN

AudioVisions is DIFFERENT!

CARNEGIE •DUAL
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GAUD •MERIDIAN
ORACLE •SME
SONOGRAPHE •SOTA
SUMIKO •THORENS
VPI •van den HUL
cables

Audioquesl •M.I.T.
MONSTER /SIGMA
other good stuff

A.S.C. Tube Traps
C.W.O. furnitureThe PHANTOM Shadow
a Fine Collection of
e
-

We Really LOVE Music!

Do You?

Delivery and Expert Installation throughout Metro New York

phono & c.d.

4 Large Music Rooms

• Private Demos by Appointment

Special Value! An Honest. Excellent Music System! $3.995thru Feb.. 891
Classic VANDERSTEEN 2C speakers matched with quality BRYSTON amp & preamp.
VPI turntable

+ MAGNUM tuner

+ heavy 165 lb .I speaker stands

+ cables. etc'

"Nothing matters but the music!" Lermontov, The Red Shoes (1947)
Ask

About

Our SPECIAL

EVENTS, Including Concerts & Seminars

The Best in Audio Technology

+

Old Fashioned Hospitality

eAudio7e° He
env "MIFF IMIN,

Wiefff

b

,. The octaves down there at the t
wo di git f
requency range
0 are coming into their own today. And Speaker Builder has
every bit of information you need to design for yourself or buy the best available system that does full
justice to all the music you love. For eight years now Speaker Builder, the loudspeaker-design bi-monthly,
has been publishing authoritative information for the music aficionado, whether it's software for FFT
analysis of room performance, or the smallest, best, transmission line with the newest multi-driver complement. Crossovers get full and excellent treatment in SB's pages. Whether it's electrostatics, ribbons,
vented or closed boxes, subwoofers, horns, 1-lines, or infinite baffles, Speaker Builder does it all.
Use the coupon below to order six issues with our absolute guarantee of satisfaction—or your money
back—whenever, whyever. Or call with your credit card order for faster service. You will not be
disappointed.
etter

D

E

bottom

Enter my subscription to Speaker Builder for two years @ $35.
Send me one year (six issues) for $20.

Ienclose $

in a Check/MO

Please charge to my E Master Card /Visa

NUMBER

E

EXP.

NAME

STREET

CITY

ST

SPEAKER BUILDER,

ZIP

PO Box 494, Dept. K77, Peterborough, NH 03458

Charge Card Telephone Orders: (603) 924-9464. Monday-Friday, 9-4

S-;.41-%ftAi
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Adcom • Alphason
• Apogee • Audible Illusions
. Audio Research • Bang & Olufsen
• Belles • B&K • B&W •Counterpoint
• Dahlquist • Dual • Eminent Technology
•Grado • Hatter •Janis • Kinergetics
• Koetsu • Live Wire • Magnavox
• Monitor Audio • Monster/Genesis
• NAD • NEC • Nakamichi • Philips
• Pioneer Elite • Polk Audio • PS Audio
• Shure Ultra •Signet • Sota •Spendor
• Stax •Straight Wire • Systemdek
. Target • Thorens • Ultra •VPI• Yamaha

The BEST Video Equipment.

• Canon • Harman/Kardon •JVC
• Magnavox • NAD • NEC • Philips
• Pioneer • Proton • Shure
•Sony •Yamaha

F
ea I
The BEST Service.

Delivery and custom installations are
available from all three locations.
Technician on premises in Manhattan.

The BEST Advice.

At Audio Breakthroughs, when you
talk to a salesperson, you'll be talking
to a long-time audiophile who loves
music as much as you do.

The BEST Quality.

Every piece of equipment sold at
Audio Breakthroughs must undergo an
exhaustive evaluation by our staff
before we agree to feature it.

The BEST Locations.

Easy to reach from anywhere in the
tri -state area. Open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.

AudioBreakthroughs
•New York City -199 Amsterdam Ave. at 69th 51
•Manhasset -1534 Northern Blvd ,on the Miracle Mae
•Woodbury -Turnbury Commons on Jericho Tpke

212-595-7157
516-627-7333
516 367-7171
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THRESHOLD NSIO PREAMP, mint, 1450. SAE
MIC.2700B Graphic Equalizer, mint, $450. Echo-Muffs,
1150. (2/3)939-3482.

COUNTERPOINT 3.1 PREAMP, new RAM tubes, transferrable warranty, black, excellent condition. Best offer
over 8600. (412)731-0596. Evenings, leave message

MONSTER ALPHA IMC phono cartridge, 75 hrs.,
$100. Synthesis LM210, 1yr. old, mint $950 (new
$1195). Call Peter after 9pm EST at (201)762-2987.

MERIDIAN 101B PREAMP. $145, with interconnects.
(408)268-5914 eves. /weekends.

SME TYPE V, brand new in box, $1450; Virtuoso D11,
$875; SOTA Star Sapphire Series III, mint, light oak,
w /E. Flywheel. Reflex chnp, $1400; vdHul MC-10
cart., low hours, $295; MIT Shotgun CVT Interconnect, 2meters, brand new, $995; Mod Squad Prism
CD player, mint, $895. Call (408)283-0792 after 7pm,
Pacific Time.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS FROM SOUND ADVICE! Fifth
annual Christmas sale. Mobile Fidelity, Reference
Recordings, etc. UHQRs, Rolling Stones collections.
VISA and MC accepted. Fast service. Collectors' items
not found in overcrowded stores make excellent gifts!
Sound Advice, 8215 Grand, K. C., MO 64114. (816)
361-2713.
ARC SP-9 PREAMP, LATEST MINT $1175; Belles 400A
amp, mint, $895. Gordon (407)352-6162, eves. till
10 and weekends.
OEM QUALITY AUDIO TUBES, low prices, dealer
inquiries invited. Restoration and project parts for tube
audio at cheapskate prices. Catalog, $1. Mode Electronics, 2010 W. Roscoe, Chicago, IL 60618, (312)
871-7459, FAX (312)871-7938.
LUMMAN T117 TUNER, Sony 507 ESD CD player, ESB
7/06 spkrs; B&K Pro-5 preamp. PA, (215)567-4626.

N. Illinois and S. Wisconsin's
Best Hi Fi Dealer

EXPERIENCE THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS. Solidly
built and engineered Adcom and Hafler amplifiers provide an ideal environment for installing state-of-theart circuit revisions. Why settle for parts-replacement
modifications when additional circuit installations
offer expensive amplifier sound for less? Hearing is
believing! Northwest Audio Labs, Inc, 1557 MV Monroe, Corvallis, OR 97330. (503)753-0472.
MAE MR77 AUDIO CLASSICS MOD, $750 + UPS.
Fidler DH200, $250. APT Holman preamp, $250.
Everything mint. (203)889-1937.
MIT 650. 19 FT. PAIR. Get 75% of the performance
of MIT 750 for less than 50% of the cost ($510 new)
$350. (214)495-1611 evenings and weekends.
VP1 HW1911 ACRYLIC OAK xcint, $550. Randall 8'
64131'C, $125. 4 pr. Randall Sym.TX lm., $120.
(408)646-5230 eves.
ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES DEMO CLEARANCE sale
time: Versa Dynamics 2.0, $10,625; Sound Labs AI
speakers, $7607.50; Jeff Rowland M7B amp, $8330
pair; Cardas HEX, 1.M, $250; TARA S&T spealcer cable,
12', $190. Used specials: Conrad-Johnson Premier III,
$1500; Esoteric Audio, Scottsdale's definitive audio
salon, 4120 N. Marshall Way, Scottsdale, AZ.
(602)946-8128.

,ea)effi /e66

•

Proudly Presents
•
Acoustat •Boston Acoustics •Carver
Counterpoint •Denon •Dual •Kyocera
Lazarus •Linn •Magnum Dynalab
Magnasphere •Mission •Monster
NAD •Onkyo •Paradigm
Soundstream
•
With in house service of all brands.
Custom installation for home and auto.
•
Hours: Monday -Friday 10:30 -7:00
Saturday 10:00 -5:00

ABSOLUTE
AUDIO
4227 MARA ,/DRIVE

ROCKFORD, IL 61107
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815.395-1000

Acoustat• Apogee •Aragon
•Boston/Acoustics •B&W •
Celestion •CWD• Audio Quest
•Energy•Fried•Hafler•Precise
I
nfinity• JSE• JVC Video. Dual
•Koetsu •Krell •Magnum
•Meitner •Lexicon •MIT •
Mod Squad •Monster •NAD
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Rotel •
Shure •SME •Snell •Sony ES
•SOTA •Stax •Sumiko •
Velodyne • Well Tempered

Sound &Music
Sales & Service • 351 Pleasant

Street

Northampton, MA 01060 •(413)584-9547
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—AFTER A DECADE OF R& D

«k'%Tt.•.11:
KIMBER KABLE'm
turers
Dealers,
have
customers,
all been raving
reviewers
aboutand
the manufa
new Kim.
c
ber Silver cables. We can arrange for your horma'
audition. Call us for your nearest dealer.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable

Cost effective cables
Speaker wire-$1.00 per foot up to 5180.00 per loot. Custom
terminations available.

Interconnect Cables

This patented design allows an $850
pair of loudspeakers to outperform
speakers costing many times their
price.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

KC-1 $68.00 /meter pair
KCAG $350 /meter pair
KCTG $650 /meter pair
All other lengths, including custom air available. All are available with balanced XLR

KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
FAX(801) 627-6980

Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.
(716) 244-6027 • 2604 Elmwood Ave
Suite 105 • Roch, NY 14618

KINERGETICS KCD-30
GOLD SERIES
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
introd‘,c,„,
The State-of-the-Art
in compact disc players

THE ULTIMATE IN 16 BIT
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY WITH
THE AIR AND OPENNESS OF
THE FINEST ANALOG DISCS.•

WHAT PRICE
HIGH END?
Incredible Imaging.
Room Audibility.
Dynamic Capability.
Spectral Accuracy.
$450.00 Per Pair.
The Audiophile-File ," says "I can
say with all honesty that I have
never -and Imean never - heard
any dynamic or other monopolar
speaker with such a sense of room
audibility" (JFT -10/87)
Find out for yourself.
Lantana tads.

Rî

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 RESEDA BLVD. • TARZANA. CA 91356 •0181 345-2151

Lantana

P. O. Box 1958 •Garden Grove, CA 92642
(800) 234 -TADS (8237)
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STAX SR-44 HEADPHONE system (Includes SRD-4).
Excellent!

$65. (803)654-8098.

RMS SOLID-CORE INTERCONNECTS & speaker
cables—the choice of discriminating audiophiles! Very
low capacitance, balanced Teflon 1100 Interconnects—$54/Wm, $58/1m, $70/2m. Teflon TFC
Speaker Cable w/prepared bare wire termination—
$50/ 10' pt, $75/15' pr., or S2.50/ft. Free shipping.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or MO to RMS
Stereo RD #2, Box 120A, Moundsville, WV 26041.
SELL: FOSGATE DSM 3602 surround sound, orig.
$1200, under warranty, $650. Sansui D77, 8150 &Ix
4BX, $350. (404)752-7772.
MUST SELL: APOGEE Scintillas, new 10/85, updated
to current series 8/88, $2250. Robert (212)702-5257
weekdays.
ELECTROCOMPANIET PRE-1 with new EC-1 circuit,
$895; Respons Grand Speakers, $2499. (512)751-2222
days; (512)695-9763 eves. /wknds.
1PR. UNUSED KOVAL MODS for Quads, $100. Packbum 323—checked by manufacturer Aug. 1987. Near
mint, 82000. (415)439-0623.
LUXMAN T117 TUNER, ESB 7/06 speakers, Sony 507
ESD CD player, like new. PA (215)567-4626.
AFFORDABLE HI-END: B&K, Superphon, Magnum
Dynalab, JSE, Musical Concepts, JPW, Chicago Stands,
Angstrom, more. Authorized dealer, competitive
prices. Serving mid-north Indiana and arras without
representation. Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN.
Phone hours, 3-11pm ES7; Mon.-Sat. (317)474-9004.

THE TWEAK SHOP—Our much sought after Bleak
Manual contains 200+ pages of the finest audiophile
accessories, components, and recordings plus invaluable helpful hints, how-to articles, technical white
papers, product reviews, set-up procedures, and
editorials. From cables to connectors, tube amps to
preamps, magic bricks to CD dampers, turntables to
tonearms, cartridges to clamps, platforms to platter
mats, speakers to spikes, room treatment to record
care, polypropylene to metal film, bypassing to rewiring, damping feet to sheets, CD to DD, beer budget
to lunatic fringe, we've got 'em all! Just send $10 to
The
Shop, 3700 Montecito Ave, Santa Rasa,
CA 95404. (707)575-8626.
VANDERSTEEN 2C PAIR, new May '88, boxes and
manual, mint, $995. 10' Monster powerline hi-wire
(2), $85. Dahlquist DQ10s Mirror Image w /stands,
black grillcloth, excellent, $625. Quicksilver 60W
monoblocks, 1pair, good condition, good tubes, new
spare tubes, serial ifs below 100, 81175. (316)265-0385.
EARLY STEREO RECORDS. Mercury Living Presence,
RCA Shaded Dogs, FMC Film Series, Missouri Breaks,
Fatha, etc. SASE Needleman, 1618 Winchester Rd.,
Annapolis, MD 21401.
AUDIO COMPONENTS WITH WARRANTY; Adcom
GFA-555, 8525(D); +GPT-500 & GFA-545, 8770(D);
Sensing TF-10HA & EA-2100, $2410(D); Beveridge
25W-2/pr, 83440(D); Grado MCX, 8200(N); Kindel
PLS-A/pr, $1745(D); +Purist LT/pr, 8550(D); MFA Systems Magus-A, 8625(D); Spica Angelus/pr, 8735(D);
Siderial Acoustic IV/pr, 8400(D); Stax CPY/ECP-1,
8375(N). Greenfield Equipment, (312)771-4660.

4) audiolechnica
YOUR SEARCH
IS OVER!
lot

We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement styli.

gi

(800) 221-0906

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

CALL TOLL-FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N Y STATE 1516) 599-1112

VANDERSTEEN lawbu. mRRTIfl LOGPin ET
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab
Threshold p
jeaIca
conrad pohnson

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

audio mean*

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. S, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am-8 pm

ortufon SHURE sTavron
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MIT

InfnIty IRS Series

_
SEar
SHOPPE

21 N. Market Si.. Selinsgrove. PA • 717.374.0150
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Upstate New YOries Exclusive
MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Choose from completely developed
high-end audio products by:
Accuphase •Audio Guest •ARCAM
ASC. Bang & Olutsen •Carnegie
Denon •Linn Products. Magnepan
•Marl( Levinson •HPC/CPC
Meridian. Mission. NAD •Proton
Sound Engineering •Soundstream
Thiel •Velodyne
5Demo Rooms •Custom Home & Auto
Installations Our Specialty •Extended
Warranties •Liberal Trade Up •Single
Speaker Demo Room •Personal
Appointments Available'

THE SOUND CONCEPT/

Sound performance
that deserves a
standing ovation!
•High quality, home audio &
video entertainment systems.
•Over 38 years of expertise.
•Custom installation
Mark Levinson •Conrad Johnson •Thiel
Motif •Meitner •Sota •Bang 8, Olufsen
talisman •Monster—Alpha Series •Sumiko
Velodyne •Nakamichi •Rotel •Klipsch
KEF •Wes •Yamaha •Denon •CWD

HAL:S
STERE 0 &VIDE k
The sound decision that excites your senses.

2314 Monroe Ave. Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050

Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5

6091883-6338
Alt, US Route 1and Texas Avenue
LawreneevIlle, New Jersey 08638

MCNISA/AMEYJDIS

GOLDSTANDS
FULLY ASSEMBLED SPEAKER STANDS

e

je

(;.
,
4
/
1
o

THE
ESOTERIC EAR

NJ

e

IS YOUR
HIGH END AUDIO DEALER

*

Three Single Speaker Soundrooms

aThe Ultimate Audio Gear For Your Budget
a Expert Consultation and Advice -Free

Goldstands are the only
stands guaranteed to make
an audible difference
you're satisfied with or
your money back!!!

Simply Physics • %1'1 • Sota • Aran Stands
Sound Anchor • Eminent technology • Premier
Audioquest • talisman • Alchemist • Virtuoso
Magnum Osnalab • (ounterpoint • Laren.
MEA • I)iscretc lechnologs • Melos • [eruct
Masnck • Consergeni Audio Iechnology • Eosus
Haung • Vandersteen* Martin Iogan• Sound lah
rhesky • Reference Recordings • Sheffield Lab

Angled, straight, tall,

DMP • MESI • Opus 1• Bainbridge Records

short, sand filled.
spiked.

Audio Ads ancements • Audiophile Accessories
Audiophile Magatincs

CUSTOM STANDS
OUR SPECIALTY
Goldstands, 229 Nassau Rd.
Huntington, NY 11743. 516-427-4813

Erce Newsletters
Ile
a.....

* "X kit titi t' ne%, iocation -

13194 Veteran's Memorial Dr
Houston. TX 77014

.4«
h

cnd and. &aft,

713-537-8108
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LINN LP12/ITTOK/KARMA, $2000. Nairn 42/110 prepower amp, $500. (305)485-3722.

WHEN ONLY THE
BEST WILL DO IN
SOUTH FLORIDA!
Stax • B & K Components • A.R.
Counterpoint • Systemdek
Sumiko

• SME

• Musical Fidelity

Aragon • Spendor • Rauna • VPI
BEAN • Rotel • Heybrook • J.P.W.
Eminent Technology • Acoustat
Superphon • JSE Infinite Slope
Straightwire • Last • Grado
Musical Concepts • Audio Ouest
Mod Squad • Sound Lab • C.A.T.
LP's IS CO's
Used Equipment Bought 6. Sold

MOTIF PREAMP, $1995. Bill Scboening, evenings,
(602)325-9952, AZ.
SPACE AND TIME PHASE II speaker cable, DNM solidcore interconnects, custom terminations. Superphon
electronics, Epos ES-14 speakers, Musical Concepts
CD players, Magnum Dynalab tuners, Kimber Kable,
Tiffany, Odyssey Engineering. VISA/MC, Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY (315)451-2707.
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO, $2100. RCA/Mercury

records, send $0.50 SASE. Michael Kaplan, 5853 )brk
Road, Baltimore, MD 21212. (301)448-5495.
PHONO -ONLY PREAMP, headphone amplifiers, EM
antenna, surround decoders, factory direct catalog.
(800)637-6695, ext.2812.
DYNAMIC NOISE REDUCTION, clean up records,
tapes, FM, even CDs. Model TE -600. Factory direct,
reviews and literature (800)637-6695, ext.2820.
SUPERPHON REVELATION BASIC, gold jacks, $250.
Adcom XC/MR2 cartridge, 25 hours, $125. Chuck
(415)648-6740.

RUDIO ENCOUNTERS
523 S. 2let Ave. / Hollywood, FL
(305) 921-5751

HAFLER FIVE HUNDRED, $425, (614)486-2272.
PAIR KLIPSCH CORNWALLS, custom rosewood
veneer, black grilles, asking $1100. Call Lee (914)
343-5051, 9:30am-noon EST
INFINITY IRS GAMMAS, sacrifice at $5000 (scaleddown Betas). Klyne SK5A, $2000. Revox 877 Mark
II, $1000. (301)424-4771.
ACOUSTAT 2+2s. All mods. Excellent condition, $1200
firm. (404)234-0490, evenings.

NEAL'S

Audio Unlimited

SPEAKERS &STEREO
DUALITY AUDIO AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

FOR SPECIALS LIST ONLY
CALL 1-800-233-8375

Speaker Rebuilding & Custom Installations
For Over 32 Years

•GRADO
•PHILIPS
•BOSTON ACOUSTICS
•ONKYO
•DENON
•PEERLESS
•H/K CITATION
•APATURE
•MOREL
•SHAHINIAN ACOUSTICS

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

•SUMO
•BEDINI
•BOOTH AUDIO
—£717S

-

•HARMAN/KARDON
•TANNOY
•DAHLOUIST
•MONSTER CABLE
•AUDIO FURNITURE

TECHNOLOGY IS FOR SALE AT ANY STORE
BUT THE ART OF MUSIC REPRODUCTION
IS AVAILABLE ONLY AT NEAL'S
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

(916) 486-9372 =
1728 FULTON AVE

SACRAMENTO, CALIF.
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•AR

•Hat leí

•Altec

•JVC

•Audio Control

•Monster Cable

•Audio Dynamics

•Pioneer Elite

•Audioquest

•Proton

•B&K

•Sony-Car

•dbx

•Stax

•Fried

•Superphon

•Grado

•Thorens
AND MOREI

503-963-5731
1203 Adams Ave.
La Grande, OR 97850

10:00-5:30 M-Thurs.
10:00-3:00 Fri.
Pacific Time

R oaers
setting the standard an loudspeakers.
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the
Rogers LS3/5A loudspeaker one of the
grandest classics in
speaker manufacturing
history. The Rogers
LS3/5A. the original
mini-monitor, is still
the finest sounding
small loudspeaker you
can buy. Find out why,
at one of our
dedicated Rogers
Dealers.

Celestion •Counterpoint •Virtuoso •SME
MIT Audio Cable • Vacuum Tube Logic
Well Tempered • Kinergetics Subwoofer
Eminent Technology Speaker • Aragon
British Fidelity •Audio Concepts CD •MFA
Musical Concepts • Tube Traps • Grado
Magnavox CD/video • VPI • Superphon
B&K • Maplenoll •Chesky •Onkyo •LAST
Siefert • Spectrum • Thorens

e:

and others

KOETSU ROSEWOOD SIGNATURE MKIII
VIRTUOSO DTI •MONSTER GENESIS
SME IV-V •AIR TANGENT •TRIPLANAR
C.A.T. SL-1 •NOVA CPA-100 •DNM
CREEK •ONIX •REVOLVER •REGA
CELESTION Si •EPOS •MONITOR
ARISTON •VAN DEN HUL CABLES
KRELL CABLES •MONSTER CABLE
ARIA RD IBox 310 Stockton, NJ 08559
Call Joseph Del Priore
EVENINGS &WEEKENDS (609) 397-2416

Call or write for your
nearest dealer.

van den Hul

FEATURING:
QUAD ESL 63 USA
ORACLE DELPHI MKIII
ELECTROCOMPANIET
EC-1 PREAMP
CELESTION SL-700

If You Purchased
Any High End
Audio Component
Without Calling Us
We Have aCap
For You.
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AUDIO OUTLET

The High End Mail Order Store
P.O.Box 673
Bedford Hills, NY 10507

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear, Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, Lyrics,
EMI, Decca, Opus III, RCA Living Stereo, Mercury Living Presence, Casino Royale, Linn, Odin, North Star.
Dealer inquiries invited. One-stop distributor prices
for audio stores. Accessories by Audioquest, recordcleaning machine by Nitty Gritty and Last record-care
products. Chad Kassem, PO Box 2043, Salina, KS
67402-2043. (913)825-8609.
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA, stackable,
portable, oak units hold LPs, CDs, and tapes. Ask for
free mailorder brochure (please mention Stereopbile):
Per Madsen Design, (415)928-4509. PO Box 330101,
San Francisco, CA 94133.

-0011

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
SPECTRAL
BOSTON

• SOTA

• MAGNEPAN

• MONSTER

NAKAMICHI

• LUXMAN

• GRADO

SIGNATURE

LAST • NITTY GRITTY • MADRIGAL
CARNEGIE

1 • STAX

• KYOCERA

THIEL • M & K • ONKYO GRAND
INTEGRA

• PS

AUDIO

• ADCOM

B & W • VELODYNE • PIERRE LURNE
SME • MIT • SUMIKO • SHURE ULTRA

SINCE 1968

THE FINEST EQUIPMENT, EXPERT ADVICE, outstanding prices! Krell, SOTA, Apogee, Quad, Counterpoint, Wilson Audio, Maplenoll, Eminent Technology, VPI, Meitner, Audible Illusions, Entec, California
Audio, Quicksilver, more! Virtually all cartridge and
cable lines. Free newsletter. Galen Carol Audio, (512)
494-3551.
QUALITY AUDIO IN THE MIDWEST—Rotel, Arcam,
Sumo, Counterpoint, Belles, British Fidelity, Dolan,
Lazarus, True Image, Kinergetics, Berning, B&W, Monitor, Focus, Mordaunt -Short, Epos, NHT, Spendor,
Rogers, Dahlquist, ads, Duntech, Magnum, Ariston,
Rega, Systemdek, Audioquest, 'Gruber, Aural, SSI, Merrill, Garrott, Philips. Musical Images of Kentucky,
6700 Sycamore trls Dr. louistille, KY 40241,
(502)339-900a

Audipmily
Cdnnection
BELLES RESEARCH
great power amps
BOLERO
for those wrth asmall room,
but ver-yhIgh expectahons
BRITISH FIDELITY
the A-1. any 1can afford
KLIMO
tube electronrcs for ear E. eye
MELOS
CD sound, razor close to analog
MERRILL
aturntable engIneered oghtl
MORCH
tonearms whrch are "Sprtzenklasse"
NESTOROVIC
marestrc, both amps & speakers
TICE
Powerblock & TItan. both a-must VANDERSTEEN
alegend indeed
201-239-1799

ELECTRONICS
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114

615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona. NJ 07044
Also for sale
occasional closeHiuts, used equipment
Hours: Mon, Tues, Fr, 12-7. Thurs 12-9, Sat 11-6
Closed Sun. Wed Please, call for an •ppointrnent!

NOW YOU CAN PLACE YOUR AUDIO MART AD BY PHONE!

It's easy as 1,2,3.
1. Compose your ad.
2. Have your credit card number and expiration date handy. (We accept Master
Charge, VISA, and American Express.)
3. Give us acall at (505) 982-2366, ask for the Classified Ad Department.
The deadline for Audio Mart ads is the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your
ad will appear. Personal ads cost $.60 per word. $10 minimum on phone-in ads, Commercial ads cost $1.75 per word,
$70 minimum.
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Why Do
the Most
Intelligent
People
Choose the
Speaker Shop?

Come and Relax at
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S
Newest High-End Audio Store

eetlucicidien
Fine Audio Components

Audio Research •Apogee •B&K
Bryston •Counterpoint •DEA Ovation
Dahlquist DQ-20 •KEF •Koetsu
KRELL •QUAD •Nakamachi
Magnum • MIT •Monster
Sony ES •SME •Oracle
Sumiko •Well Tempered •V.P.I.

TWO LIVING ROOMS DEDICATED
TO THE DISCERNING LISTENER:

•State of the Art room

• State of the Wallet room

We're Known for Our Quality,
Service & Friendly Advice

Established 1977

I

All the best.
Audio Research

Krell
B&W

ProAc
Koetsu

Cello
SOTA

Thiel
Meitner

Versa/Dynamics

Well-Tempered
Aragon

Duntech

PS Audio

Analogic Design
...
and

Linn

Dahlquist

many more!

MAIM
193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ
201 744 0600

THORENS
and growing...

POLK
FORTE
SYSTEMDEK

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110

VIDEO

3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
716-837-1557

MIRAGE
VTL

ROTEL

SPERINIER 51HOP
UNCOMPROMISED STEREO

THRESHOLD
APOGEE

Ott the 10 Freq. where Los Angeles
and San Bernardino counties meet

CHICAGO [iT
SPEAKERWORKS
designs & builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%

Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VP!
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640
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SOUTHEASTERN AUDIO EXCHANGE wants to help
you sell or find your piece of high-end audio/video
equipment through the SAE Mader. All advertising is
free. For more information on advertising, our finder
service, and obtaining The 'Rader, call M-F 6- 10 EST
(803)536-3670, or write 825 Columbia Rd. NE,
Orangburg, SC 29115.
FOR THE SWEETEST-SOUNDING CD PLAYER
MODS, call (800)648-6637. With our circuits, your
player can easily surpass any analog reference in terms
of musicality, soundstage, and resolution. Mods begin
at $15 and can be installed by yourself or by our qualified staff. Soloist Audit% 332 Ilatle SA., 7X 78209.
PRECISION AUDIO PRESENTS: The DIVC880, based
on the chassis of the European-made Philips
DP880SG. This superb machine features selected DACs
and error-correction chips, 15 power-supply regulators combine with our discrete current-to-voltage
and filtering circuit. Superb sound, excellent build
quality, selected high-performance chip set. DitC2S1
aluminum chassis, remote control, yours for $1250.
Write or call for information on all our products and
reprints of Sterropbile and Sensible Sound reviews
of Precision Audio DIVC products. 223-47 65tb Avenue, Bayside, NY 11364. (718)631-4669.
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT101 TUNER, 12 months old,
$425 or best offer Fosgate 3602, 16 months old, $725
or best offer. (505)872-2004 8-11am or 8- lOpm.

WANTED
WANTED: AUDIO SALES CONSULTANTS for positions
at high-end audio salons in southern California. Send
resume and picture. MBC Placement Service 723 East
Alisal, Covina, CA 91723.
ALWAYS PAYING TOP $8$: Marantz & McIntosh tube;
McIntosh solid-state, JBL systems & Alnico components, electronics. Accuphase G-I8 Equalizer, Krell,
Mark Levinson, and ?Jobn Wolff, (313)229-5191.
Please leave message if machine answers!!
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT We buy
and sell by phone, paying over blue book prices. The
Stereo »fading Outlet, 320 Old Ibrk Rd.,Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call for highest quote. (215)886- 1650.
WANTED: BACK ISSUES of British and American HI-F1
magazines, 1985 to present. Call Chuck Bennett
(415)648-6740.

eRcsffluRn • AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
The choice ol recording industry. archives and collectors
around the world
Three precettere for reduction ot transient end steady-state
noises Plea special features to, optimum reproduction ot old
records, lateral or vertical
Model 323A: 12350
Write for literature to
P0 Boa 335, Dewitt. NY USA 13214-0335
Tel (315) 472-5644

VANDERSTEEN 2C WITH 2W subwoofet mint, $1600
or offer, will separate. (317)844-9474, evenings.
Et&K ST-140, CLEAN, 1year old, original box and
papers, $290; 1m Interlink Ref. A, $30: lm Distech
Silver, $20. CallJobn (319)393-4303 eves.
HYBRID 70 FET DRIVER BOARD updates Dynaco
Stereo 70 to latest audiophile standards. Delivers the
sonic advantages of hybrid technology without
sacrificing Dynaco reliability and value. Servostabilized bias, pure class-A JFET/MOSFET cascode
driver board is adrop-in replacement for old PC-3.
Precision metal-film resistors, non-inductive film capacitors, fiberglass board. Factory assembled and tested.
With complete instructions for simple installation.
$80 plus $5 shipping. Sutherland Engineering Box
1363-SP Lawrence, KS 66044. (913)841-3355.

REBUILDS AVAILABLE FOR:
•All Gas Co. Products
•CJ PV2 MV45-75
•ARC SP3 SP6A-E D76 •ADCOM GFA555
•SUMO 9 & ELECTRA
•HK CITATION 16, 19
•MARANTZ 7C & 88
•MAC MC30 250 275
•DYNA 400 410 150
•P.S. Audio 2C-4H and
PAS3 & ST70
many others.
Write or call for brochure
5563 Kendall Street •Boise, Idaho 83706 •U.S.A.
(2061323-0661

THE SOUND
OF MUSIC
7=-

-=-ith unrivaled
E transparency,
resolution and
tracking ability,
the TRI-PLANAR II
creates amusical
sound stage unmatched
by any other tonearm.

LEM

WHEATON MUSIC INC •11230 GRANDVIEW AVE •WHEATON, MD 20902 •(301)949 1262 (301)949 8392 I
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Superb Clarity
With Outstanding
Dynamics &Imaging
Clarity Interconnects
enable you to more accurately
reproduce the sound of music
in your system. You must hear
the dramatic difference for
yourself in your system.
$295 per one meter pair —
$395 with WBT jacks.
15 Day Money Back Guarantee.
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

GA
Rare Records Ltd.

We buy and sell

LP vinyl records
Collections from 10-100,000 wanted
Mail orders accepted

CES - Visit Riviera #360

LAM

G&A Rare Records, Ltd.
139 West 72nd Street

L.

New York, NY 10023

e

Audio Systems
808 Post Street, Suite 709
San Francisco, CA 94109
(415)641-7130
t0''

(Between Broadway and
Columbus Ave.)
212 877-5020

Progressive Audio,‘
A New Level!
With our upward expansion to
seven listening rooms, we invite
you to experience the finest in
high end audio.

Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •Kyocera
Bang & Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Onkyo
•DBX •Spica •Fried
Last • AKG •Monster
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!

Central Ohio's exclusive
dealer for:
Infinity IRS Beta, CAL, Krell,
Mod Squad, RPG, SOTA,
SME, Virtuoso DTI, Thiel,
Vandersteen, VPI TNT,
Wilson Watt, Entec,
Spectral...

(ppoapExuvE

AUDIO

the electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
(219) 234-5001

272

1764 N. High St. Columbus, OH 43201
11
4
/

(614) 299-0565
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophlle is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson &
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
Absolute Audio
Absolute Audio Video
Acoustat
Acoustic Energy
Adcom
American International Audio/ Video
Amrita Audio
Arcici
Aria
Artech Electronics
Audio Advisor, Inc
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio Connection
Audio Den
Audio Dynamics
Audio Encounters
Audio Enjoyment
Audio Haven
Audio Influx
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio Prism
Audio Research Corporation
Audio Resource
Audio Specialists
Audio Stream
Audio Unlimited
Audio Vision
Audio Visions
Audiophile Systems, Ltd
Audioquest
Aural Symphonics
B & KComponents
B & W Loudspeakers
British Fidelity
CSA Audio
California Audio Labs
Carver Corporation
Celestion
Chadwick Modifications
Chicago Speakenvorks
Clarity Audio Systems
Classic Stereo And Video
Conrad-Johnson Design
Custom Electronics
D'Ascanio Audio
DBX
Definitive Hi -Fi
Denon
Discrete Technology
Esoteric Audio
Esoteric Ear
Euphonic Technology
Forte
G &A Rare Records
GNP AudioVideo
Gala Sound
Gasworks
Golden Stereo
Goldstands
HCM Audio
Hal's Stereo
Hansen Ltd. Christopher
Havens & Hardesty
Hi Fi Answers
Image
Infinity Systems
Jamo
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
Landes Audio
Lantana, Ltd
Leonard Radio
Lyle Cartridges
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263
252
244
16
28, 68
250
36
78
268
80
186, 188, 189, 190
262
269
248
100
267
260
270
268
258
268
90
44
212
272
67
267
260
261
192
42, 174
234
275
32
238
270
54
94, 95, 96
60
198
270
272
200
71
269
254
184
232
194
64
34
266
78
187
272
208
230
271
258
266
214
266
210
254
178
18
12, 13
66
264
264
252
264
218
265

Lyric HiFi
M & Y Company
Madrigal
Magnum Dynalab
Martin Logan
May Audio Marketing Inc
McIntosh
Meitner
Mirage
Mobile Fidelity
Mod Squad
Mondial
Monster Cable
Morel
Music Hall
Musical Concepts
Naim
Natural Sound
Neal's Speakers
New England Audio Resource
Nitty Gritty
Ocean State Audio
Ohm Acoustics
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
PSB Speakers
Packburn Electronics
Parasound
Paris Audio
Perreaux
Phantom Acoustics
Philips Electronics
Polk Audio
Precise Acoustics
Preferred Sound
Progressive Audio
Rotel
Select Sound
Shelley's Stereo
Signet
Simply Physics
Sony
Sound & Music
Sound By Singer
Sound Factor
Sound II
Sounds Alive
Speaker Builder
Speaker Shop
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Shoppe
Stereo Unlimited
Stereo/Video Designs
Stereophile
Straight Wire
Sumiko
Systemdek
Taddeo Loudspeaker Company
Take 5Audio
Tara Labs/Merrill Bergs &Assoc.
Tera
The Sound Concept
Theta Corp
Threshold Corporation
Transparent Audio Marketing
True Image Research
Upscale Audio
VPI Industries, Inc.
Vacuum Tube Logic
Vampire
Vandersteen Audio
Wheaton Music
Yamaha

216
256
26, 30
242
52
8
40
46
14
88
76
98
48
180
240
234
92
228
267
239
182
248
56
276
62
58
271
198
206
22
93
74, 75
2
6
246
272
24
250
204
196
236
38, 39
263
202,203
226
246
268
262
270
220
265
261
222
88, 87, 296
244
84
242
264
256
82
10. 11
266
85
20
201
240
224
239
70
238
236
271
50

THE FINAL WORD
"The Better the Advertisement, The Worse the Product"
Quotes like that assure Ken Nelson, Stereopbile's

buyers who wouldn't buy from that company

worthy advertising representative, and his associate, Laura Atkinson, that my secret desire
is to drive every advertiser from the pages of

again: Stax, Thiel, Superphon, and Well-Tempered Lab. (I arbitrarily omitted from this top

Stereopbile. While nothing could be further
from the truth, it does give me pleasure when

dents, thereby doing an injustice to such as

list companies with fewer than 100 responSpendor, Quicksilver, Accuphase, Carnegie, etc.

the big guy throwing around lots of advertising

It does, of course, get easier to have no unhappy

money gets his comeuppance in these pages,

customers the fewer customers you have!)

while the little guy comes out on top.

Those august four are followed by seven
whose unhappy customers were in the 1%-or-

This was brought to mind when Iwent over
the "Would you buy this product again?" statistics presented (starting on p.5) so ably by JA.

under range, still astunning figure: Magnum

(By the way, those data are agold mine; if you'd

Dynalab (0.6%), MIT (0.7%), Spica (0.7%),
Celestion (0.8%), Magnepan (0.9%), B&K

like the whole thing, in all its permutations,
combinations, and completeness, sent acheck

especially notable, as they also appear in the

(0.9%), and Shure (1.0%). These last four are

for $10 —no credit cards—to Popularity, PO

top 20; their ability to please people has been

Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.)
The first thing Idid was look for fortunate

tested by large numbers of users.
Now to the juicy part, which best exempli-

correlations. Acouple of weeks ago Ihad need

fies the quote from J. Gordon Holt that titles

of some kind of objective measurement to
determine what companies deserve the label
"high-end," but could find only "Do Ilike
these guys?" Magically, the survey provided

This group is headed by Fisher, who, at 40.5%
determinedly unhappy folks, was the only
manufacturer whose wouldn't-buy-agains were

one. It's arbitrary, but at least it makes sense—

greater than their would-buy-ag,ains—almost

and what's more, Iagree with its results, in

equalled by number 3, Radio Shack's Realis-

this column: the companies you didn't like.

almost every case.

tic/Archer, whose woulds and wouldn'ts were

First, what's astandard "pretty good" passing grade in school? Most everyone would say

exactly tied at 30.8%. Sanyo, which owns Fisher,

"C," usually garnered by ascore of 70% or
better—it's definitely not too rigorous acri-

apparently follows acompany tradition by dissatisfying 32% of their customers, and the rest
were BSR (23.2), Hitachi (22.8), ADC (22.5),

terion. Idecided that 70% "would buy again"

Bose (22.2), Téchnics (20.4), Akin (20.2), Sansui

should be the measure of whether acompany
is high-end or not. Using that guideline, the

(20.1), and Phase Linear (20.0). The standard

"Top 20" of high-end audio, in order of their
representation among our readers, reads Nakamichi, Adcom, Denon, Acoustic Research,
Shure, Hanes, Monster Cable, Grado, Linn, Magnepan, Thorens, Audio Research, PS Audio,
McIntosh, SOTA, Infinity, Dynaco, Vandersteen, Conrad-Johnson, and B&K. Now that

for inclusion in this rogue's gallery was 20%
or worse wouldn't-buy-agains.
Surprisingly, ironically, or tragically, only the
BSR brand has disappeared from retailers'
shelves. Nor, despite astrong Japanese contingent, is nationality asafe indicator: four of the
companies (Realistic, Bose, Phase Linear, and
ADC) are wholly American, and two of the top

sounds like areal top 20. I'll leave it to you to

10 "high-end" companies are Japanese (though,

construct the top 5high-end cable companies
(Monster, MIT, etc), the top 5electronics firms,
and the rest.

admittedly, there's only one more in the next

Then, lover of numbers that Iam, Ilooked

noted for heavy advertising and poor delivery
of what they promise. The grander the advertisement, the worse the product.

at the "wouldn't buy again" figure as perhaps
offering new insights into those companies that
singularly satisfy—as well as those who most
dissatisfy. The companies best at pleasing their
customers are headed by four who had no (!)
274

40). My point would echo JA's: the companies
that most disappointed you are those most

A-t
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar perfor mer"
HERETIC, FALL 86

"B&K products are among the finest values on the market today."
"...one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
than many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO. 8, JAN'86

B()
PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

COMPONENTS
POWER AMPLIPE;.

.

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
8& KComponents, Ltd .1971 Abbott Road Lackawanna, NY 14218.1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

"A stunning realization of digital theory."

THE GRAND INTEGRA DX-G10
Compact Disc Player
•Linear 18 bit, 8x oversampling digital processing •Epoxy-damped DIA
converters with calibrated accuracy to the 4th significant bit •Optical power
supply stage •Dual transformers •Cast graphite and steel alloy anti-vibration
chassis •Separate optical data paths for audio and control signals •Variable
speed bidirectional disc scan •Absolute Phase control
Since the introduction of the M-510 amplifier, the name Grand Integra has been acknowledged by
the high end community as the benchmark of Japanese audio technology. We are pleased to
continue this tradition with the DX-G10 and other limited-production components for your
pursuit of the elusive musical ideal.

Grand Integra
by ON-MVO. 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

